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Preface

This book is about Critical Path Method (CPM)–based planning and
scheduling as applied to the construction industry. The book’s distinguish-
ing feature is the use of one example project throughout to demonstrate
planning, scheduling, project acceleration, resource management, time
control, financial control and the project cost system. The example project
is a highway bridge.

It has been suggested that a building project might be more appropriate
for many readers. We have seriously considered that suggestion, although
the complexity of even a simple building tends to obscure project man-
agement fundamentals in logistical detail and diminish the clarity of the
book. The bridge example, although a civil engineering project, typifies the
basics of construction by incorporating critical aspects of most construction
projects: the construction of foundations, concrete work, structural steel,
and finish work, all of which require labor and equipment supervision,
subcontractor management, and material expediting. The entire highway
bridge project takes 10 weeks to construct and can be completely illustrated
in 70 distinct activities.

This fifth edition has been updated with current labor, material, and
equipment pricing and includes a complete estimate for the highway
bridge. Scheduling and management concepts, such as Work Breakdown
Structures (WBS) and the Earned Value Management System (EVMS), are
developed in this edition. An estimate in SI units is included in Appendix
B for readers outside the United States.

Of particular interest is Chapter 6, which includes discussions of pro-
duction planning as it affects personnel, safety, quality, paperwork, and
material control. A site layout drawing shows the location of temporary
buildings, formwork fabrication, material laydown and staging area, fire
extinguishers, and first aid kits. Much of the information in this chapter is
gleaned from years of construction experience and is unique to this text.

For generations Men, Machines, Materials, Methods, and Money have
been the five Ms of construction. Efficient usage of these five resources
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viii Preface

is the essence of construction management. However, in recent years,
an important change in these basic resources has occurred. Women now
constitute an important part of the construction industry. They occupy
responsible positions in the field trades and at all levels of management.
Construction terms like ‘‘journeyman,’’ ‘‘foreman,’’ and ‘‘piledriverman’’
have been used in the industry for literally hundreds of years. Because such
words are the only ones generally recognized, these words are used in this
text but are not meant in any way to imply gender. At times, the word ‘‘he’’
or ‘‘him’’ is used as a singular pronoun. Such use of the masculine gender
is done solely for the sake of readability and has no presumption of gender.
The authors of this text recognize and applaud the important contribution
that women have made and are making to the construction industry.

This book teaches a method for capturing, modeling, and viewing the
entirety of a construction project so that it can be effectively planned
and managed from start to finish. Consequently, many of the illustrations
are quite large and presented on extra-wide pages called tip-ins. Due
to production limitations, these tip-ins can only be inserted at specific
intervals throughout the book rather than at the point they are referenced.
Where a tip-in is referenced, guidance is provided on where to locate the
figure within the text. In some cases, the tip-ins are located in the chapter
following the point where they are referenced.

This fifth edition represents 37 years of publication and three generations
of authors. We trust that this fully updated edition will continue as a
principal reference for today’s professionals and an instructive guide for
tomorrow’s constructors.

S. Keoki Sears, London, England

Glenn A. Sears, Durango, Colorado

January 2008



1 Construction
Practices

1.1 Introduction

The objective of this book is to present and discuss the management of
field construction projects. These projects involve a great deal of time
and expense, so close management control is required if they are to
be completed within the established time and cost limitations. The text
also develops and discusses management techniques directed toward the
control of cost, time, resources, and project finance during the construction
process. Emphasis is placed on practical and applied procedures of proven
efficacy. Examples relate to field construction practices.

Effective management of a project also requires a considerable back-
ground of general knowledge about the construction industry. The purpose
of this chapter is to familiarize the reader with certain fundamentals of
construction practice that will be useful for a complete understanding of
the discussions presented in later chapters.

1.2 Construction Industry

In terms of the dollar value of output produced, the construction indus-
try is the largest single production activity of the U.S. economy. The
annual expenditure of approximately $1.2 trillion for construction in
2006 accounts for more than 9 percent of the gross national product
(GNP). Thus, almost 1 of every 10 dollars spent for goods and services in
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2 1 Construction Practices

the United States is spent on construction. The construction industry is
directly responsible for approximately 6 percent of private employment (or
5 percent of total jobs) in the United States, making it one of the nation’s
largest employers.

Not only does the construction industry touch the lives of virtually
everyone on a daily basis; it occupies a fundamental position in many
national economies. This large and pervasive industry is regarded as the
bellwether of economic growth in the United States. Periods of national
prosperity usually are associated with high levels of construction activity.
One is the natural result of the other.

The construction industry is heterogeneous and enormously complex.
There are several major classifications of construction that differ markedly
from one another: housing, nonresidential building, heavy, highway, utility,
and industrial. In addition, these construction types are further divided
into many specialties, such as electrical, concrete, excavation, piping, and
roofing.

Construction work is accomplished by contractors who vary widely in
size and specialty. Some contractors choose to concentrate on a particular
task or aspect of the construction project and are therefore referred
to as specialty contractors. Others assume broader responsibility for a
comprehensive work package and are referred to as prime contractors.
Commonly, prime contractors will subcontract specific aspects of a project
to the specialty contractors, forming a contractual web of prime contractors
and specialty contractors. Within the industry, very large contractors handle
annual volumes in excess of $15 billion; their annual budgets rival the gross
national products of many small countries. However, the construction
industry is typified by small businesses.

1.3 Construction Project

Construction projects are intricate, time-consuming undertakings. The
total development of a project normally consists of several phases requiring
a diverse range of specialized services. In progressing from initial planning
to project completion, the typical job passes through successive and distinct
stages that demand input from such disparate areas as financial organiza-
tions, governmental agencies, engineers, architects, lawyers, insurance and
surety companies, contractors, material manufacturers and suppliers, and
building tradesmen.

During the construction process itself, even a structure of modest pro-
portions involves many skills, materials, and literally hundreds of different
operations. The assembly process must follow a natural order of events
that constitutes a complicated pattern of individual time requirements
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and restrictive sequential relationships among the structure’s many
segments.

To some degree each construction project is unique—no two jobs are
ever exactly the same. In its specifics, each structure is tailored to suit
its environment, arranged to perform its own particular function, and
designed to reflect personal tastes and preferences. The vagaries of the
construction site and the possibilities for creative and utilitarian variation
of even the most standardized building product combine to make each
construction project a new and different experience. The contractor sets up
its ‘‘factory’’ on the site and, to a large extent, custom builds each structure.

The construction process is subject to the influence of highly variable and
sometimes unpredictable factors. The construction team, which includes
architects, engineers, building tradesmen, subcontractors, material deal-
ers, and others, changes from one job to the next. All the complexities
inherent in different construction sites—such as subsoil conditions, surface
topography, weather, transportation, material supply, utilities and services,
local subcontractors, labor conditions, and available technologies—are an
innate part of construction.

Consequently, construction projects are typified by their complexity
and diversity and by the nonstandardized nature of their production.
The use of factory-made modular units may diminish this individuality
somewhat, but it is unlikely that field construction will ever be able to
adapt completely to the standardized methods and product uniformity of
assembly line production. On the contrary, many manufacturing processes
are moving toward ‘‘one-off’’ production and adopting many of the project
management tools originating in the construction industry.

1.4 Project Stages

A construction project proceeds in a rather definite order; the stages of
development that follow are typical.

A. Planning and
Definition

Once an owner has identified the need for a new facility, he or she must
define the requirements and delineate the budgetary constraints. Project
definition involves establishing broad project characteristics, such as loca-
tion, performance criteria, size, configuration, layout, equipment, services,
and other owner requirements needed to establish the general aspects of
the project. Conceptual planning stops short of detailed design, although
a considerable amount of preliminary architectural or engineering work
may be required. The definition of the work is basically the responsibility
of the owner, although a design professional may be called in to provide
technical assistance and advice.
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B. Design The design phase involves the architectural and engineering design of the
entire project. It culminates in the preparation of final working drawings
and specifications for the total construction program. In practice, design,
procurement, and construction often overlap, with procurement and con-
struction beginning on certain segments as soon as the design is completed
and drawings and specifications become available.

C. Procurement
and Construction

‘‘Procurement’’ refers to the ordering, expediting, and delivering of key
project equipment and materials, especially those that may involve long
delivery periods. This function may or may not be handled separately from
the construction process itself. ‘‘Construction’’ is, of course, the process of
physically erecting the project and putting the materials and equipment into
place, and this involves providing the manpower, construction equipment,
materials, supplies, supervision, and management necessary to accomplish
the work.

1.5 Owner

The owner, whether public or private, is the instigating party that gets
the project financed, designed, and built. Public owners are public bodies
of some kind, and range from the federal government down through
state, county, and municipal entities to a multiplicity of local boards, com-
missions, and authorities. Public projects are paid for by appropriations,
bonds, or other forms of financing and are built to perform a defined
public function. Public owners must proceed in accordance with applica-
ble statutes and administrative directives pertaining to advertising for bids,
bidding procedure, construction contracts, contract administration, and
other matters relating to the design and construction process.

Private owners may be individuals, partnerships, corporations, or various
combinations thereof. Most private owners have the structure built for
their own use: business, habitation, or otherwise. However, some private
owners do not intend to be the end users of the constructed facility;
rather, they plan to sell, lease, or rent the completed structure to others.
These end users may or may not be known to the owners at the time of
construction.

1.6 Architect-Engineer

The architect-engineer, also known as the design professional, is the party
or firm that designs the project. Because such design is architectural
or engineering in nature, or often a combination of the two, the term
‘‘architect-engineer’’ is used in this book to refer to the design professional,
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regardless of the applicable specialty or the relationship between the
architect-engineer and the owner.

The architect-engineer can occupy a variety of positions with respect
to the owner for whom the design is undertaken. Many public agencies
and large corporate owners maintain their own in-house design capability.
In such instances, the architect-engineer is the design arm of the owner.
In the traditional and most common arrangement, the architect-engineer
is a private and independent design firm that accomplishes the design
under contract with the owner. Where the ‘‘design-construct’’ mode of
construction is used, the owner contracts with a single party for both
design and construction. In such cases the architect-engineer is a branch
of, or is affiliated in some way with, the construction contractor.

1.7 Prime Contractor

A prime contractor, also known as a general contractor, is the firm that is in
prime contract with the owner for the construction of a project, either in its
entirety or for some designated portion thereof. In this regard, the owner
maychoose tousea singleprimecontractor several separateprimecontracts.

Under the single-contract system, the owner awards construction of the
entire project to one prime contractor. In this situation, the contractor
brings together all the diverse elements and inputs of the construction
process into a single, coordinated effort and assumes full, centralized
responsibility for the delivery of the finished job, constructed in accordance
with the contract documents. The prime contractor is fully responsible to
the owner for the performance of the subcontractors and other third
parties to the construction contract.

When separate contracts are used, the project is not constructed under
the centralized control of a single prime contractor. Rather, several inde-
pendent contractors work on the project simultaneously, and each is
responsible for a designated portion of the work. Each of the contractors is
in contract with the owner and each functions independently of the others.
Hence, each of these contractors is a prime contractor. Responsibility for
coordination of these contractors may be undertaken by the owner, the
architect-engineer, a construction manager, or one of the prime contractors
who is paid extra to perform certain overall job management duties.

1.8 Competitive Bidding

The owner selects a prime contractor on the basis of competitive bidding,
negotiation, or some combination of the two. A large proportion of
the construction in the United States is done by contractors that obtain
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their work in bidding competition with other contractors. The competitive
bidding of public projects is often required by law and is standard procedure
for public agencies. Essentially all public construction work is done by this
method. When bidding a project, the contractor estimates how much the
structure will cost using the architect-engineer’s drawings and specifications
as a basis for the calculations. The contractor then adds a reasonable profit
to this cost and guarantees to do the entire job for the stated price.

Bid prices quoted by the bidding contractors most often constitute the
principal basis for selection of the successful contractor, with the low bidder
usually receiving the contract award. Most bidding documents stipulate that
the work shall be awarded to the ‘‘lowest responsible bidder.’’ This gives
the owner the right to reject the proposal of a bidding contractor if the
contractor is judged to be unqualified for some reason. If its bid is selected,
the contractor is obligated to complete the work in exchange for the
contract amount.

Competitive bidding can also be used where the successful contractor is
determined on a basis other than the estimated cost of the construction.
For example, where the contract involves payment of a prescribed fee
to the contractor, the amount of the fee is sometimes used as a basis of
competition among contractors. Construction management services are
sometimes obtained by an owner using the fees proposed by the different
bidders as the basis for contract award. This is often referred to as a
fee-based bid.

1.9 Negotiated Contracts

At times it can be advantageous for an owner to negotiate a contract for
its project with a preselected contractor or small group of contractors. It is
common practice for an owner to forgo the competitive bidding process
and to handpick a contractor on the basis of its reputation and overall
qualifications to do the job. A contract is negotiated between the owner
and the chosen contractor. Clearly, such contracts can include any terms
and provisions that are mutually agreeable to the parties. Most negotiated
contracts are of the cost-plus-fee type, a subject that will be developed more
fully later.

1.10 Combined Bidding and Negotiation

An owner sometimes will combine elements of both competitive bidding
and negotiation. One such process is to have a bid where the competing
contractors are required to submit their qualifications along with their
bids and are encouraged to tender suggestions as to how the cost of the
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project could be reduced. The owner then interviews those contractors
whose proposals appear most favorable and negotiates a contract with one
of them.

1.11 Subcontracting

The extent to which a general contractor will subcontract work depends
greatly on the nature of the project and the contractor’s own organization.
There are instances where the job is entirely subcontracted, so the general
contractor provides only supervision, job coordination, project billing, and
perhaps general site services. At the other end of the spectrum are those
projects where the general contractor does no subcontracting, choosing to
do the work entirely with its own forces. Customarily, however, the prime
contractor will perform the basic project operations and will subcontract
the remainder to various specialty contractors. Types of work with which the
prime contractor is inexperienced or for which it is not properly equipped
are usually subcontracted, since qualified subcontractors generally are able
to perform their specialty faster and less expensively than the general con-
tractor. In addition, many construction specialties have specific licensing,
bonding, and insurance requirements that would be costly for the general
contractor to secure for intermittent use.

When the prime contractor engages a specialty firm to accomplish a
particular portion of the project, the two parties enter into a contract
called a subcontract. No contractual relationship is thereby established
between the owner and the subcontractor. When a general contractor
sublets a portion of its work to a subcontractor, the prime contractor
remains responsible under its contract with the owner for any negligent or
faulty performance by the subcontractor. The prime contractor assumes
complete responsibility to the owner for the direction and accomplishment
of the total work. An important part of this responsibility is the coordination
and supervision of the subcontractors.

1.12 Design-Bid-Construct

Traditionally, field construction is not begun until the architect-engineer
has completed and finalized the design. This sequence is still predominant
in the industry and is referred to as the design-bid-construct procedure.
While completing one step before initiating the next may be acceptable
to owners on some projects, it will be unacceptably slow to other own-
ers. A number of financial considerations dictate the earliest possible
completion date for many construction projects. It is possible to reduce
the total design-construction time required for some projects by starting
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the construction before complete design of the entire project has been
accomplished.

1.13 Fast Tracking

‘‘Fast tracking’’ refers to the overlapping accomplishment of project design
and construction. As the design of progressive phases of the work is final-
ized, these work packages are put under contract, a process also commonly
referred to as phased construction. Early phases of the project are under
construction while later stages are still on the drawing boards. This proce-
dure of overlapping the design and construction can appreciably reduce
the total time required to achieve project completion. For obvious rea-
sons, fast tracking and phased construction sometimes can offer attractive
advantages to the owner and also can be the source of severe coordination
problems.

1.14 Construction Contract Services

A myriad of contract forms and types are available to the owner for
accomplishing its construction needs, and all of them call for defined
services to be provided under contract to the owner. The scope and nature
of such services can be made to include almost anything the owner wishes.
The selection of the proper contract form appropriate to the situation
is an important decision for the owner and is one deserving of careful
consideration and consultation.

The construction contract can be made to include construction, design-
construct, or construction management services, each of which is discussed
in the next three sections.

1.15 Construction Services

A large proportion of construction contracts provide that the general
contractor have responsibility to the owner only for accomplishment of
the field construction. Under such an arrangement, the contractor is
completely removed from the design process and has no input into it.
Its obligation to the owner is limited to constructing the project in full
accordance with the contract terms.

Where the contractor provides construction services only, the usual
arrangement is for a private architect-engineer firm to perform the design
in contract with the owner. Under this arrangement, the design professional
acts essentially as an independent design contractor during the design
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phase and as an agent of the owner during construction operations. The
architect-engineer acts as a professional intermediary between the owner
and contractor and often represents the owner in matters of construction
contract administration. Under such contractual arrangements, the owner,
architect-engineer, and contractor play narrowly defined roles, and the
contractor is basically in an adversarial relationship with the other two.

1.16 Design-Construct

When the owner contracts with a single firm for both design and con-
struction and possibly procurement services, this is referred to as a
design-construct project. This form of contract is usually negotiated,
although occasionally it is competitively bid. Usually the contractor has
its own design section with architects and engineers as company employ-
ees. In other cases, however, the architect-engineer can be a contractor’s
corporate affiliate or subsidiary, or the contractor can enter into a joint
venture arrangement with an independent architect-engineer firm for a
given project or contract.

The team concept is basic to design-construct. The owner, designer,
and builder work cooperatively in the total development of the project.
The contractor provides substantial input into the design process on
matters pertaining to materials, construction methods, cost estimates, and
construction time schedules. In recent years, owners have shown increasing
acceptance and usage of this concept, largely due to the economies of cost
and time that can be realized by melding the two functions of design and
construction. Injecting contractor experience and expertise into the design
process offers the possibility of achieving cost savings for the owner. Because
fast tracking is possible under a design-construct contract, the owner may
well have the beneficial use of the structure considerably before it would
have under the more traditional design-bid-construct arrangement.

A ‘‘turnkey’’ contract is similar to a design-construct contract. The
difference lies in the greater range of responsibilities that the contractor
undertakes on behalf of the owner under a turnkey arrangement. For
example, a turnkey contract often includes such services as land selection
and acquisition, project financing, project equipage procurement, and
leasing of the completed facility.

1.17 Construction Management

The term ‘‘construction management’’ is applied to the provision of pro-
fessional management services to the owner of a construction project with
the objective of achieving high quality at minimum cost. Such services
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may encompass only a defined portion of the construction program, such
as field construction, or they may include total project responsibility.
The objective of this approach is to treat project planning, design, and
construction as integrated tasks within a construction system. Where con-
struction management is used, a nonadversarial team is created consisting
of the owner, construction manager, architect-engineer, and contractor.
The project participants, by working together from project inception to
project completion, attempt to serve the owner’s best interests in optimum
fashion. By striking a balance between construction cost, project quality,
and completion schedule, the management team strives to produce for the
owner a project of maximum value within the most economical time frame.
Construction management does not include design or construction ser-
vices per se, but involves management direction and control over defined
design and construction activities.

Construction management services are performed for the owner for
a stipulated fee by design firms, contractors, and professional construc-
tion managers. Such services range from merely coordinating contractors
during the construction phase to broad-scale responsibilities over project
planning and design, project organization, design document review, con-
struction scheduling, value engineering, field cost monitoring, and other
management services. Selection of the construction manager by the owner
is sometimes accomplished by competitive bidding using both fee and
qualifications as bases for contract awards. Usually, however, the construc-
tion management arrangement is considered to be a professional services
contract and is negotiated. These contracts normally provide for a fixed
fee plus reimbursement of management costs.

1.18 Fixed-Sum Contract

A fixed-sum contract requires the contractor to complete a defined package
of work in exchange for a sum of money fixed by the contract. Should the
actual cost of the work exceed this figure, the contractor absorbs the loss.
The owner is obligated to make only such total payment as is stipulated in
the contractual agreement. A fixed-sum contract may be either lump sum
or unit price.

With a lump-sum contract, the contractor agrees to complete a stipulated
package of work in exchange for a single lump sum of money. Use of this
form of contract is obviously limited to those construction projects where
both the nature and quantity of each work type can be accurately and
completely determined before the contract sum is set.

A unit-price contract requires the contractor to perform certain well-
defined items of work in accordance with a schedule of fixed prices for
each unit of work put into place. The total sum of money paid to the
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contractor for each work item is determined by multiplying the contract
unit price by the number of units actually done on the job. The contractor
is obligated to perform the quantities of work required in the field at
the quoted unit prices, whether the final quantities are greater or less
than those initially estimated by the architect-engineer. This is subject to
any contract provision for redetermination of unit prices when substantial
quantity variations occur. Unit-price contracts are especially useful on
projects where the nature of the work is well defined but the quantities of
work cannot be accurately forecast in advance of construction.

1.19 Cost-Plus-Fee Contracts

Cost-plus-fee contracts provide that the owner reimburse the contractor
for all construction costs and pay a fee for its services. How the contractor’s
fee is determined is stipulated in the contract, and a number of different
procedures are used in this regard. Commonly used are provisions that the
fee shall be a stipulated percentage of the total direct cost of construction or
that the fee shall be a fixed sum. Incentive clauses are sometimes included
that give the contractor an inducement to complete the job as efficiently
and expeditiously as possible through the application of bonus and penalty
variations to the contractor’s basic fee. A guaranteed maximum cost is
frequently included in cost-plus contracts. Under this form, the contractor
agrees that it will construct the total project in full accordance with the
contract documents and that the cost to the owner will not exceed some
total price.

1.20 Work-by-Force Account

The owner may elect to act as its own constructor rather than have
the work done by a professional contractor. If the structure is being
built for the owner’s own use, this method of construction is called the
force-account system. In such a situation, the owner may accomplish the
work with its own forces and provide the supervision, materials, and
equipment itself. Or the owner may choose to subcontract the entire
project, assuming the responsibility of coordinating and supervising the
work of the subcontractors. Because public projects generally must be
contracted out on a competitive-bid basis, force-account work by a public
agency usually is limited to maintenance, repair, or cases of emergency.
Force-account work can also be coupled with other contracting meth-
ods discussed earlier in this chapter to handle specific aspects of the
project that cannot be clearly defined or have undergone significant
change. In such cases, the contractor performs the associated work at
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the direction of the owner and bills for these services on a time and
materials basis.

Over the years, many studies have revealed that most owners cannot
perform field construction work nearly as well or as inexpensively as
professional contractors. The reason for these findings is obvious: The
contractor is intimately familiar with materials, equipment, construction
labor, and methods. It maintains a force of competent supervisors and
workers and is equipped to do the job. Only when the owner conducts a
steady and appreciable volume of construction and applies the latest field
management techniques is it economically feasible for it to carry out its
own construction operations.

1.21 Turnkey and BOT Contracts

Fixed-sum, cost-plus-fee, and work-by-force account contracting methods
all require owners to coordinate initial planning, design, construction, and
facilities start-up. These tasks distract the owners from their core business
responsibilities. For this reason, some owners also contract these respon-
sibilities to the contractor. Turnkey and build-operate-transfer (BOT)
contracts provide a vehicle for complete project delivery by the contractor.

In a turnkey arrangement, the owner provides the facility design require-
ments to the contractor, which designs and constructs the facility under a
single contract. The single contract eliminates the need for owner coor-
dination and reduces project duration. Upon completion, the key to the
project is turned over to the owner and the contract is closed out.

BOT contracts are an extension of the turnkey method. The contractor
designs, constructs, operates, and maintains the facility for a predetermined
concessionary period. In most cases, the contractor receives no payment
from the owner for these services but retains all or a portion of the
revenues earned by the project during the concession. This contracting
method generally is used for bridges, highways, power plants, and similar
projects that generate a long-term revenue stream. At the end of the
concession period, ownership transfers from the contractor to the owner.

1.22 Speculative Construction

When owners build structures for sale or lease to other parties, they engage
in what is commonly referred to as speculative construction. Housing and
commercial properties like shopping centers and warehousing facilities are
common examples of such construction. In tract housing, for instance,
‘‘merchant’’ builders develop land and build housing for sale to the
general public. This is a form of speculative construction through which
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developers act as their own prime contractors. They build dwelling units
on their own account and employ sales forces to market their products.
In much speculative housing, contractors build for unknown buyers. In
commercial applications, however, construction does not normally proceed
until suitable sale or lease arrangements have been made. Leases are usually
necessary so that the developers can arrange their financing. It also enables
them to build to the lessee’s individual specifications. Most speculative
builders function more as land or commercial developers than as contrac-
tors, choosing to subcontract all or most of the actual construction work.

1.23 Management during the Design Phase

Project cost and time control actually begin during the design phase. In the
initial design stages, estimates such as annual cost to the owner and total
life-cycle costs of the facility are made. Technical job standards are weighed
against cost, function, maintenance, and appearance with the objective of
minimizing the full cost of constructing, operating, and maintaining the
new facilities over their useful life. As the design develops, construction
methods and material alternatives are subjected to value analysis as a
rational means of optimizing the entire construction process in terms
of cost and time. Cost budgets—ranging from preliminary to final—are
prepared as the design approaches completion.

Time control during the design stage is directed toward minimizing
construction time consistent with project quality and total cost. The delivery
times of materials and project equipment are checked. Where long delivery
periods are involved, the design is changed or procurement is initiated as
soon as the design has progressed sufficiently to allow detailed purchasing
specifications to be drawn. Construction methods are chosen whose cost
characteristics are favorable and for which adequate labor and construction
equipment will be available as needed. A preliminary project time schedule
usually is prepared as the design progresses.

1.24 Management of Field Construction

Discussions up to this point have demonstrated that owners have the
option of using many different procedures to get their structures built.
Regardless of the variability of these procedures, however, one party
assumes management responsibility for the field construction process.
Depending on the methods used by the owner, this party may be the owner,
the architect-engineer, a construction manager, or a general contractor.

The management of field construction customarily is done on an indi-
vidual project basis, with a project manager being made responsible for
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all aspects of the construction. For large projects, a field office usually is
established directly on the job site for the use of the project manager and
his staff. A good working relationship with a variety of outside persons
and organizations, such as architects, engineers, owners, subcontractors,
material and equipment dealers, labor unions, and regulatory agencies, is
an important part of guiding a job through to its conclusion. Field project
management is directed toward pulling together all the diverse elements
necessary to complete the project satisfactorily. Management procedures
presented later will, in general, be discussed only as they apply to field
construction, although they are equally applicable to the entire project,
from concept to start-up.

1.25 Project Manager

The project manager organizes, plans, schedules, and controls the field
work and is responsible for getting the project completed within the time
and cost limitations. He acts as the focal point for all facets of the project
and brings together the efforts of all organizations having input into the
construction process. He coordinates matters relevant to the project and
expedites project operations by dealing directly with the individuals and
organizations involved. In any such situation where events progress rapidly
and decisions must be consistent and informed, the specific leadership of
one person is needed. Because he has the overall responsibility, the project
manager must have broad authority over all elements of the project. The
nature of construction is such that the manager often must take action
quickly on his own initiative, and it is necessary that he be empowered to
do so. To be effective, he must have full control of the job and be the
one voice that speaks for the project. Project management is a function of
executive leadership and provides the cohesive force that binds together
the several diverse elements into a team effort for project completion.

Large projects normally will have a full-time project manager who is
a member of the firm’s top management or who reports to a senior
executive of the company. The manager may have a project team to
assist him, or he may be supported by a central office functional group.
When smaller contracts are involved, a single individual may act as project
manager for several jobs simultaneously. An important aspect of a project
manager’s position is that his duties normally are separate from those of
field supervision. The day-to-day direction of field operations is handled
by a site supervisor or field superintendent whose duties involve working
with the foremen, coordinating the subcontractors, directing construction
operations, and keeping the work progressing smoothly and on schedule.
The fact is that construction project authority is a partnership effort
between the project manager and the field superintendent, who work very
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closely together. Nevertheless, centralized authority is necessary for the
proper conduct of a construction project, and the project manager is the
central figure.

1.26 Project Manager Qualifications

The effective project manager must possess four essential attributes. First,
he must have a considerable background of practical construction experi-
ence so that he is thoroughly familiar with the workings and intricacies of
the industry. Without such a basic grounding in construction fundamen-
tals, the project manager would be completely unprepared to carry out his
responsibilities.

Second, the project manager must have, or have available to him, persons
with expertise and experience in the application of specialized manage-
ment techniques to the planning, scheduling, and control of construction
operations. These procedures have been developed specifically for applica-
tion to construction projects and are those discussed in this book. Because
much of the management system is usually computer based, the project
manager must have access to adequate computer support services.

Third, the project manager must have the capacity to step back from
the complex details of daily construction operations and look into the
future—planning for upcoming activities, checking material deliveries,
determining manpower and training requirements, identifying possible
changes to the work, and other future problem areas.

Fourth, the project manager must have the personality and insight that
will enable him to work harmoniously with other people, often under
very strained and trying circumstances. The manager, after all, cannot
accomplish everything through his efforts alone. He must work with and
through people in the performance of his duties. Doing this requires an
appreciation and understanding of the human factor. Without this, his
other attributes, however commendable, will be of limited effectiveness.
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2 Management
System

2.1 Need for Project Management

In most construction contracts, the contractor is given only one opportu-
nity to set its price (the bid). From that point on, profits are determined
by the project manager’s ability to save money through better plan-
ning of daily operations and the skill to make good decisions. If a
project is to be constructed within its established budget and time
schedule, close management control of field operations is a necessity.
Project conditions such as technical complexity, importance of timely
completion, resource limitations, and substantial costs put great empha-
sis on the planning, scheduling, and control of construction operations.
Unfortunately, the construction process, once set into motion, is not a
self-regulating mechanism and requires expert guidance if events are to
conform to plans.

It must be remembered that projects are one-time and largely unique
efforts of limited time duration that involve work of a nonstandardized
and variable nature. Field construction work can be affected profoundly by
events that are difficult, if not impossible, to anticipate. Under such uncer-
tain and shifting conditions, field construction costs and time requirements
are changing constantly and can seriously deteriorate with little or no
advance warning. The presence of uncertainty in construction does not
suggest that planning is impossible but rather that it will assume a monu-
mental role in the success or failure of the project. The greater the level
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of uncertainty in the project, the greater the need for exhaustive project
planning and skilled and unremitting management effort.

Under most competitively bid, fixed-sum contracts calling for construc-
tion services only, the general contractor exercises management control
over construction operations. Self-interest is the essential motivation in
such cases, the contractor being obligated by contract to meet a prescribed
completion date and to finish the project for a stipulated sum. The surest
way for the contractor to achieve its own objectives, and those of the owner
in the bargain, is by applying some system of project management.

Serving the best interests of the owner is the primary emphasis of
project control under other forms of contracts. Field management under
design-construct, construction management, and many cost-plus contracts
is directed principally toward providing the owner with professional advi-
sory and management services to best achieve the owner’s objectives.

2.2 Project Management Characteristics

In its most common context, the term ‘‘management’’ relates to the
planning, organizing, directing, and controlling of a business enterprise.
Business management is essentially a continuing and internal activity
involving that company’s own personnel, finances, property, and other
resources. Construction project management, however, applies to a given
project, the various phases of which usually are accomplished by different
organizations. Therefore, the management of a construction project is not
so much a process of managing the internal affairs of a single company
as it is one of coordinating and regulating all of the elements needed to
accomplish the job at hand. Thus, the typical project manager must work
extensively with organizations other than his own. In such circumstances,
much of his authority is conferred by contractual terms or power of agency
and is therefore less direct than that of the usual business manager. Project
management is accomplished largely through the personnel of different
employers working closely together.

2.3 Discussion Viewpoint

As mentioned previously, the responsibility for field construction man-
agement rests with different parties, depending on owner preference and
the nature of the contracting procedure. Whether the owner, architect-
engineer, general contractor, or a construction manager performs such
duties is very much a matter of context. The basics of the pertinent man-
agement procedures are essentially the same, however, regardless of the
implementing party. Nevertheless, to show detailed workings and examples
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of such management methods, it is necessary to present the material from
the specific viewpoint of one of these parties. Thus, where the nature of the
discussion requires such designation, the treatment of management meth-
ods herein will be from the particular viewpoint of the general contractor.

2.4 Management Procedures

Field construction has little in common with the assembly-line production
of standardized products. Standard costs, time-and-motion studies, process
flowcharts, and line-of-balance techniques—all traditional management
devices used by the manufacturing industries—have not lent themselves
well to general construction applications. Historically, construction project
management has been a rudimentary and largely intuitive process, aided
by the useful but inadequate bar chart (see Section 5.29.)

Over the years, however, new scientific management concepts have been
developed and applied. Application of these principles to construction has
resulted in the development of techniques for the management control of
construction cost, time, resources, and project finance, treating the entire
construction process as a unified system. Comprehensive management
control is applied from inception to completion of construction operations.

Field project management starts with the onset of construction, at which
point a comprehensive construction budget and detailed time schedule of
operations are prepared. These constitute the accepted cost and time goals
used as a blueprint for the actual construction process. After the project
has begun, monitoring systems are established that measure the actual
costs and progress of the work at periodic intervals. The reporting system
provides progress information that is measured against the programmed
targets. Comparison of field expense and progress with the established
plan quickly detects exceptions that must receive prompt management
attention. Data from the system can be used to make corrected forecasts of
costs and time to complete the work.

The process just described is often called a management-by-exception
procedure. When applied to a given project, it emphasizes the prompt
and explicit identification of deviations from an established plan or norm.
Reports that highlight exceptions from the standard enable the manager to
recognize quickly those project areas requiring attention. As long as an item
of work is progressing in accordance with the plan, no action is needed,
but there are always plenty of problem areas that do require attention.
Management-by-exception devices are useful, and this book emphasizes
their application.

In addition to cost and time, the field management system is necessarily
concerned with the management of job resources and with project finan-
cial control. Resources in this context refer to materials, labor, construction
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equipment, and subcontractors. Resource management is primarily a
process of the advance recognition of project needs, scheduling and expe-
diting of the resources required, and adjusting the demands where nec-
essary. Project financial control involves the responsibility of the project
manager for the total cash flow generated by the construction work and
the terms of the contract.

As indicated by the preceding discussion, there are several different
aspects of a project control system. Each of these major management topics
is treated separately in the chapters that follow. It must be recognized,
however, that these aspects are highly interrelated segments of a total
project management process.

2.5 Time and Cost Management

Project time and cost management are based on time and cost schedules
developed for the project and an information system that will provide
data for comparing expected with actual performance. The information or
monitor system measures, evaluates, and reports job progress, comparing it
with the planned performance, which keeps the project manager apprised
of the nature and extent of any deviation. When deviations do occur, the
manager takes whatever action is considered feasible and effective to correct
the situation. Costs and time can quickly get out of hand on construction
projects where production conditions are volatile. Job monitoring must
detect such aberrations quickly. Cost and time control information must
be timely with little delay between field work and management review of
performance. This timely information gives the project manager a chance
to evaluate alternatives and take corrective action while an opportunity still
exists to rectify problem areas.

In a sense, all management efforts are directed toward cost control
because expedient completion of safe and high-quality projects represents
both construction savings for the contractor and beneficial usage for the
owner. In practice, however, time and cost management are spoken of and
applied as separate, although interrelated, procedures. One aspect of this
separation is thedifference in jobbreakdownstructureusedfor timeandcost
control purposes. The distinctive character of the two procedures requires
that the project be divided into two different sets of elements: project com-
ponents for time control and work classifications for cost control.

The realities of a field project make the strict control of every detail
unattainable in a practical sense. Consequently, it must be recognized
that the time and cost management methods discussed in this book are
imperfect procedures, affording results of reasonable accuracy and to man-
agers whose powers to control are far from absolute. Project management
procedures offer no panacea for construction problems. They provide no
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magic answers, and the management information generated is no better
than the quality of the input data. Nevertheless, a reasonably good basis is
established for informed decision making.

2.6 Planning and Scheduling

Planning, the first step in the process of construction time control, is
discussed at length in Chapter 4. On the basis of a detailed study of job
requirements, planning establishes what is to be done, how it is to be done,
and the order in which it will proceed. The planning function is accom-
plished by dividing the project into many components or time-consuming
steps, called activities, and establishing the sequence in which they will be
performed. An example of an activity might be ‘‘Install boiler’’ or ‘‘Set
bar joists.’’ The results of project planning are shown graphically in the
form of a network diagram. This diagram can be drawn using either of
two different graphical notation systems, ‘‘precedence’’ or ‘‘arrow.’’ Prece-
dence notation is emphasized herein and is used throughout for discussion
purposes. The arrow convention is presented in Appendix D.

A detailed time study of the planning network is then conducted, with
adjustments to the plan being made as necessary to meet the project com-
pletion date. Some selective shortening of key construction activities may
be in order at this point. Manpower and construction equipment require-
ments are evaluated for the individual job activities, with adjustments being
made to minimize unbalanced or conflicting demands. On the basis of
these studies, the contractor establishes a calendar-date schedule of the
anticipated start and finish times for each activity. The resulting time
schedule, subject to periodic revision and correction during construction,
is the essential basis for the day-to-day time control of the project. Such
a schedule serves as an exceptionally effective early-warning device for
detecting when and where the project is falling behind schedule and the
impact that these delays will have on the project as a whole. The several
facets of project scheduling are the topics of Chapters 5, 7, and 9.

2.7 CPM Procedure

The planning and scheduling of construction projects normally uses a
network-based management procedure referred to as the Critical Path
Method (CPM). CPM was developed especially to provide an effective
and workable procedure for planning and scheduling construction opera-
tions. Widely used by the construction industry, and frequently a contract
requirement, CPM involves a definite body of management procedures
and is the basis for the planning and scheduling methods discussed in
this book.
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The heart of CPM is a graphical job plan that shows all the construction
activities necessary for job completion and the order in which they will
be done. This graphical network portrays, in simple and direct form, the
complex time relationships and constraints among the various segments of
a project. It has the tremendous advantage of easily accommodating mod-
ifications, refinements, and corrections. It provides the project manager
with 12 invaluable time control information and devices:

1. Concise information regarding the planned sequence of construction
operations

2. A means to predict with reasonable accuracy the time required for overall
project completion and the times to reach intermediate construction
goals (commonly called milestones)

3. Proposed start and finish calendar dates for project activities consistent
with the construction plan

4. Identification of those ‘‘critical’’ activities whose expedient execution is
crucial to timely project completion

5. A guide for reducing project time

6. A basis for scheduling subcontractors and material deliveries to the
job site

7. A basis for balanced scheduling of manpower and construction equip-
ment on the project

8. The rapid evaluation of time requirements for alternative construction
methods

9. An effective model for numerically computing project status

10. An essential vehicle for progress reporting, recording, and analysis

11. A basis for evaluating the time effects of construction changes and
delays

12. A language for the communication of plans, processes, and goals for
the entire project team

2.8 Time Monitoring and Control

When field operations begin, the order in which the project proceeds is
in accordance with an approved job plan. During the construction period,
advancement of the work is monitored by measuring and reporting field
progress at regular intervals. These data are analyzed and time-control mea-
sures are taken as appropriate to keep the work progressing on schedule.

Progress measurement for time-control purposes is an approximate
process and is based on determining the time status of each individual job
activity. Progress normally is measured by noting those activities that have
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been completed and estimating the remaining time required to complete
those in process. When compared with the latest planned schedule, these
data give the manager an immediate indication of the time status of each
job activity. Because activities seldom start or finish exactly as scheduled,
the field information also serves as the basis for occasional updates that
yield revised project completion dates and corrected time schedules for
the construction yet to be done. The workings of project time control are
discussed in Chapter 9.

2.9 Project Cost System

The project cost system is concerned with the control of expenses on
current projects and the gathering of production information for use in
estimating the cost of future work. The application of cost controls to a
construction project actually begins when the costs are estimated initially.
It is then that the project budget is established. This is the budget used by
the project manager for cost-control purposes during field construction.

If there is to be an opportunity for genuine cost control, it must be
possible to detect cost overruns promptly by making frequent comparisons
between actual and budgeted expenses of production during the construc-
tion process. In addition, the actual costs must be determined in sufficient
detail to enable project management to locate the source of cost over-
runs. During construction, cost accounting methods are applied to obtain
the actual production rates and costs as they occur. Specifically designed
summary reports are prepared periodically to pinpoint work areas where
costs are exceeding the budget. This management-by-exception cost system
immediately identifies for the project manager where production costs are
unsatisfactory and management action is needed. If the project manager
takes timely and suitable corrective measures, cost overruns often can be
minimized and future expenditures brought into line with budget esti-
mates. In addition to maintaining a continuous check on production costs
for cost-control purposes, the project cost system yields valuable informa-
tion needed for estimating future construction work. Average production
rates and unit costs are obtained from completed projects and maintained
in permanent and easily accessible databases. These records of past cost
experience are a valuable resource to the estimator when new projects are
being estimated.

For both cost-control and estimating purposes, a construction project
must be broken down into standardized and categorized building blocks,
often called cost codes, work types, or Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)
elements. Hence, cost information gathered during the construction phase
must be tracked using the same cost codes that will be used in producing
future estimates. This allows the historical cost information to be recalled
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and assembled in a variety of different ways to produce reasonable cost
estimates of future projects. Some examples of work types might be ‘‘footing
concrete, place (cy)’’ or ‘‘structural steel, erect (ton).’’ These classifications
are used throughout a company’s cost system. Each work type is assigned
a unique and permanent cost code number that is used consistently by
all company personnel and that does not change from project to project.
Chapter 10 presents a detailed treatment of a project cost system.

2.10 Estimating the Project

When the project design has been finalized, a complete and detailed
cost estimate is prepared. The contractor uses this estimate for bidding
and subsequent cost-control purposes. With cost-plus and construction
management contracts, a similar estimate is compiled, essentially for the
owner’s cost-control purposes during construction. The final estimate is
based on a detailed quantity takeoff that is a compilation of the total
amounts of elementary work classifications required. The costs of labor,
construction equipment, and materials are computed on the basis of the
work quantities involved. Subcontract amounts are obtained from bids
submitted by subcontractors to the general contractor. Taxes, overhead,
and surety bonds are added as required.

Of all the costs involved in the construction process, those of labor and
construction equipment are the most difficult to estimate and control.
Fundamentally, the estimating of such costs is based on production rates.
A production rate can be expressed as hours of labor or equipment time
required to accomplish a unit amount of a given work type. An example of
this is the number of labor hours required to erect a ton of structural steel.
Production rates also can be expressed as the number of units of a work type
that can be done per unit of time, such as per hour. An example of such
a production rate is the number of cubic yards of excavation that a power
shovel can perform in one hour. For quick and convenient application,
production rates frequently are converted to costs per unit of work. The
source of production rates and unit costs is the company’s cost accounting
system. When the cost estimate has been completed, the project control
budget is prepared. This schedule of costs is the standard to which the
actual costs of production are compared during field operations. Chapter
3 discusses estimating project costs and preparing the project budget.

2.11 Project Cost Accounting

Project cost accounting is the process of obtaining actual production
rates and unit costs from ongoing projects. This system provides the basic
information for project cost control and for estimating new work. Because
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of the uncertain nature of labor and equipment costs, these two items
of expense are subjected to detailed and frequent analysis during the
construction period. They are the main emphasis of a construction cost
accounting system. Basic elements of this system are labor and equipment
work hours, hourly expense rates for labor and equipment, and the quantity
of work accomplished during the specified period. These data are analyzed
and periodic cost reports are produced. These cost reports compare
budgeted with actual costs of production for each work type and are used
for cost-control purposes. These reports not only enable comparisons to
be made between budgeted and actual expenses as the work proceeds, but
also provide a basis for making forecasts of the final project cost. They also
record production rates and unit costs for future use in estimating.

Cost accounting, unlike financial accounting, is not conducted entirely
in terms of cost. To establish production rates and unit costs, work quan-
tities and hours of labor and equipment usage must also be determined.
Consequently, accurately measuring and reporting work quantities com-
pleted, and the associated hours of labor and equipment expended in the
field, are integral parts of a cost accounting system.

2.12 Resource Management

The term ‘‘resources’’ refers to manpower, construction equipment, mate-
rials, and subcontractors. These resources totally control job progress and
must be managed carefully during the construction process. Schedules of
future resource needs are prepared and positive steps taken to assure that
adequate job support will be available as required. Favorable material deliv-
eries require skilled attention to procurement, shop drawing review and
approval, expediting, and quality control. Labor crews and construction
equipment must be scheduled and arranged. Subcontractors must be kept
informed of the overall job schedule and given advance notice when their
services are required, and their work must be coordinated with the total
project effort.

Resource management involves other aspects as well. Job schedules
occasionally must be adjusted to reduce the daily demand for certain
resources to more practical levels. Impracticable bunching of job resources
must be leveled to a smoother and more attainable demand profile.
Resource management and its procedures are discussed in Chapter 8.

2.13 Project Financial Control

For management purposes, a construction project is treated essentially as a
separate and autonomous effort requiring resources and input from a vari-
ety of sources. For income and expense, profit or loss, and general financial
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accounting purposes, each project is handled separately and individually.
The significance of this method is that the project manager generally has
responsibility for the control of project financial matters. Of concern here
are considerations ranging from total project cash flow to everyday matters
of contract administration. Monthly pay requests, an estimated schedule
of payments by owner, project cash forecasts, changes to the contract,
and disbursements to material dealers and subcontractors are all examples
of project financial matters subject to management control procedures.
Methods and procedures applicable to project financial management are
discussed in Chapter 11.

2.14 Automating Project Management Tasks

The management and control of project time, cost, resources, and finance
by the contractor during the field construction process require that the
project manager originate, manipulate, summarize, and interpret large
volumes of numerical data. In order to generate such information and
apply it in optimum fashion, the project manager customarily relies on
computer software to provide a wide range of data processing and to
automate routine tasks. Project managers must react quickly to changing
conditions, and their decisions must be made with the secure knowledge
that they are acting on the basis of adequate, accurate, and current
intelligence. Modern management software can greatly assist in making
this information available and in providing information for the evaluation
of alternate courses of action. With most of the time-consuming data
manipulation automated, the project manager can devote more time to
problem solving and developing more profitable approaches.

However, because of the continuous emergence of new machines and
new software support, this volume makes no effort to discuss specific hard-
ware configurations or the workings of software in current usage for project
management purposes. Rather, emphasis is placed on sources of informa-
tion, the management significance of the data generated by the computer,
and how these data are applied to the control of a construction project.

2.15 Manual Methods

The preceding discussion of computer applications to job management is
not meant to imply that manual methods have no place in the system. The
project manager may rely on hand methods for limited portions of a project
and to carry out computations for making quick checks, to determine the
effect of changes, or to study a specialized portion of the work.

Even when the calculations are automated, the project manager must
understand the computational procedures that are an innate part of the
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techniques applied. The manager’s intimate familiarity with the workings
of the procedures will provide an intuitive feel and grasp of a project that
cannot be obtained in any other way. Because manual methods are useful
in their own right and a thorough understanding of the computational
methods involved with the computer generation of management data is
crucial to the proper application of project control methods, this book
discusses in step-by-step fashion the manual calculation of the several kinds
of construction management tools.

2.16 Discussion Format

Several different management procedures are presented in the chapters
that follow. In an attempt to provide a sense of continuity while going
from one topic to another, an Example Project is used as a continuing
basis for the succeeding series of discussions. In order to acquaint the
reader both with the detailed workings of certain procedures and the
broad applicability of others, examples of construction work ranging from
modest to comprehensive in extent are needed. To provide examples
of both macro- and micro-work packages, a large-scale project consist-
ing of several separate segments or subprojects serves as the Example
Project.

Two segments of the Example Project are used for illustrative purposes
where a considerable scope of construction activity is needed to present a
given management application. An individual subproject is adopted where
the level of detail is such that the procedure is best explained by using an
example of limited proportions. Several project management actions are
presented subsequently using segments of the Example Project as the basis
for discussion. Each major management responsibility is the subject of a
different chapter. The changes, modifications, revisions, and corrections
that are discussed in any one chapter are limited to that chapter and do not
carry forward to the next. For purposes of clarity, the methods presented in
each chapter are discussed independently of one another and are applied,
in turn, to the original, unchanged Example Project.

2.17 Example Project

The Example Project involves the construction of an earth dam and some
appurtenant structures. The completed project will serve a number of
purposes, including flood control, irrigation, and recreation. The dam will
be constructed across an existing river, the flow of which is highly variable
with the season. A permanent reservoir will be formed, the extent of which
will vary considerably during the year. The job site covers a considerable
geographical area that is undeveloped and unpopulated.
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The design of the Example Project has been completed, and working
drawings and specifications are now available. The owner is a public agency,
and the project will be competitively bid by prequalified contractors.
Accordingly, project field management will be carried out by the successful
prime contractor. Public notice of the receipt of proposals has been given
as required by law, bidding documents are available, and the bidding
process is about to begin. The entire Example Project will be awarded
by a single contract to the low-bidding prime contractor. Because of the
nature of the work involved, unit-price bidding will be used. The contract
will contain a time requirement for completion of the construction, and
liquidated damages will apply in the event of late contract completion.

The flowchart in Figure 2.1 depicts the overall Example Project and the
principal operations that will be covered by the construction contract. This
figure shows the major aspects of the work, the general sequence of which
will be as described. One of the first operations must be the diversion of
the river away from the dam site area. The borrow areas from which the
earth dam material is to be obtained are located some distance from the
dam site and must be stripped of surface soil and vegetation. Haul roads
between the dam and the borrow areas must be developed, keeping grades
to a minimum and providing hard, smooth rolling surfaces. After the river
diversion, borrow development, and haul roads have been accomplished,
construction of the dam itself can proceed.

While this preparatory work and the dam are under way, other seg-
ments of the Example Project can progress simultaneously. A concrete
emergency spillway is to be built at a location removed from the main
dam itself. The new reservoir area necessitates the relocation of five miles
of existing natural gas pipeline, and a new bridge must be built where
an adjoining highway crosses a reservoir inlet. The closure and removal
of the river diversion will be the final major construction operation. The
highway bridge and the pipeline relocation will be used to illustrate several
construction management applications.



3 Project Cost
Estimating

3.1 Project Cost System

During the design phase of a construction project, the project costs are
continuously approximated and reviewed following each design change to
ensure that they will not exceed the owner’s budget. This working budget is
generally referred to as the engineer’s or architect’s estimate. Upon design
completion, the field cost-control system is initiated by making a final,
detailed cost estimate of the entire work. The construction contractor or
another party who will be directly involved in the field operations normally
prepares this ‘‘contractor’s estimate.’’ The contractor’s estimate is then
reduced to a working construction budget and forms the basis of the
construction cost control system.

During the construction process, cost accounting methods (discussed
in Chapter 10) are used to retrieve actual construction expenses from
ongoing construction operations. This information is then used for cost
control purposes on the current project and for estimating the cost of future
projects. Additionally, the cost system provides considerable information
pertinent to project financial control (discussed in Chapter 11). This
chapter discusses cost-estimating procedures and how the final project
budget is obtained.
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3.2 Preliminary Cost Estimates

Preliminary estimates of future construction expenditures, made during the
project planning and design phases, are necessarily approximate because
they are compiled before the project is completely defined. Making such
conceptual estimates is an art quite different from determining the final
detailed estimate of construction costs.

Fundamentally, all conceptual price estimates are based on some system
of gross unit costs obtained from previous construction work. These unit
costs are extrapolated forward in time to reflect current market conditions,
project location, and the particular character of the job presently under
consideration. Some of the methods commonly used to prepare preliminary
estimates include:

Cost per Function Estimate
This analysis is based on the estimated expenditure per unit of use,
such as cost per patient, student, seat, or car space. Construction
expense may also be approximated as the average outlay per unit of
a plant’s manufacturing or production capacity. These parameters are
generally used as a method of quickly defining facilities costs at the
inception of a project when only raw marketing information is known,
such as the number of patients that a planned hospital will hold. This
broad method of developing costs can also provide a powerful check
on more detailed estimates once they have been generated.

Index Number Estimate
This method involves estimating the price of a proposed structure
through updating the construction cost of a similar existing facility. It
is done by multiplying the original construction cost of the existing
structure by a national price index that has been adjusted to local con-
ditions, such as weather, labor expense, materials costs, transportation,
and site location. A price index is the ratio of present construction cost
to the original construction outlay for the type of structure involved.
Many forms of price indexes are available in various trade publications.

Unit Area Cost Estimate
This method of estimating facilities costs is an approximate cost
obtained by using an estimated price for each unit of gross floor
area. The method is used frequently in building and residential home
construction. It provides an accurate approximation of costs for struc-
tures that are standardized or have a large sampling of historical cost
information from similar structures. This type of estimate is used often
in the industry to compare the relative worth of various facilities.
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Unit Volume Cost Estimate
This estimate is based on an approximated expenditure for each unit
of the total volume enclosed. This estimating method works well in
defining the costs of warehouses and industrial facilities.

Panel Unit Cost Estimate
This analysis is based on unit costs per square unit area of floors, unit
length of perimeter walls, partition walls, and unit roof area. Generally
this form of estimating is used to improve the preceding estimates once
additional detailed information about the facility is known.

Parameter Cost Estimate
This estimate involves unit costs, called parameter costs, for each of
several different building components or systems. The prices of site
work, foundations, floors, exterior walls, interior walls, structure, roof,
doors, glazed openings, plumbing, heating and ventilating, electrical,
and other items are determined separately by the use of estimated
parameter costs. These unit expenses can be based on dimensions or
quantities of the components themselves or on the common measure
of building square footage.

Partial Takeoff Estimate
This analysis uses quantities of major work items taken from partially
completed design documents. These are priced using estimated unit
prices for each work item taken off. During the design stage, this type
of estimate is considered to provide the most accurate preliminary
costs. Yet the feasibility of this method is highly dependent on the
availability of completed design documents. Generally this estimate
cannot be made until well into the design process. Hence it is often
used to refine the previously discussed estimating methods.

3.3 Final Cost Estimate

The final cost estimate of a project is prepared when finalized working draw-
ings and specifications are available. This detailed estimate of construction
expense is based on a complete and detailed survey of work quantities
required to accomplish the work. The process involves the identification,
compilation, and analysis of the many items of cost that will enter into
the construction process. Such estimating, which is done before the work
is actually performed, requires careful and detailed study of the design
documents, together with an intimate knowledge of the prices, availability,
and characteristics of materials, construction equipment, and labor.
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It must be recognized that even the final construction estimate is of
limited accuracy and that it bears little resemblance to the advance deter-
mination of the production costs of mass-produced goods. By virtue of
standardized conditions and close plant control, a manufacturer can arrive
at the future expense of a unit of production with considerable preci-
sion. Construction estimating, by comparison, is a relatively crude process.
The absence of any appreciable standardization together with a myriad
of unique site and project conditions make the advance computation of
exact construction expenditures a matter more of accident than design.
Nevertheless, a skilled and experienced estimator, using cost account-
ing information gleaned from previous construction work of a similar
nature, can do a credible job of predicting construction disbursements
despite the project imponderables normally involved. The character or
location of a construction project sometimes presents unique problems,
but some basic principles for which there is precedent almost always
apply.

When pricing a job of some size, there will undoubtedly be more than
one person involved in the quantity takeoff and pricing phases. The term
‘‘estimator’’ is used herein to refer to whoever may be involved with the
estimating procedure being discussed.

There are probably as many different estimating procedures as there
are estimators. In any process involving such a large number of intricate
manipulations, variations naturally result. The form of the data generated,
the sequential order followed, the nature of the elementary work classifi-
cations used, the mode of applying costs—all are subject to considerable
diversity. Individual estimators develop and mold procedures to fit their
own context and to suit their own preferences. In this volume, rather than
attempt any detailed discussion of estimating methods, only the general
aspects of construction estimating are presented.

3.4 Highway Bridge

To illustrate the workings of several major aspects of project management,
including the cost system, it will be useful to have a construction job large
enough to be meaningful, but not so large that its sheer size will obscure
the basic objectives. The highway bridge, a segment of the Example Project,
has been selected to serve as the basis for discussion of a project estimating
and cost system. Although the highway bridge would be estimated and
bid as a part of the total Example Project, it has been isolated here for
demonstration purposes.

The highway bridge to be erected is a single-span vehicular bridge that
will cross a small ravine. The bridge is of a deck-girder type and is of compos-
ite steel-concrete construction. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the bridge profile
and a transverse section. The two abutments are of reinforced concrete,
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Highway bridge, profile
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Highway bridge, transverse section
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Unit Price Schedule
Item
No.
[1]

Estimated
Quantity

[4]

Unit
Price

[5]

Estimated
Amount

[6]
Description

[2]
Unit
[3]

1 Excavation, unclassied cy 1,667
2 Excavation, structural cy 120
3 Backfill, compacted cy 340
4 Piling, steel lf 2,240
5 Concrete, footings cy 120
6 Concrete, abutments cy 280
7 Concrete, deck slab, 10 in. sy 200
8 Steel, reinforcing lb 90,000
9 Steel, structural lb 65,500
10 Bearing plates lb 3,200
11 Guardrail lf 120
12 Paint ls job

Total Estimated Amount = 

Figure 3.3
Highway bridge, bid form

each consisting of a breast wall and two wing walls. Each abutment rests on
a heavy concrete footing supported by twenty-eight 40-foot-long H-section
steel piles. The 10-inch-thick reinforced concrete paving slab is supported
by seven W363150 steel floor girders. A steel guardrail is required to extend
the length of the bridge along each side. All exposed structural concrete is
to be given a rubbed finish, and all of the metal surfaces are to be painted.

The owner of the Example Project is a public agency, and the entire work,
including the highway bridge, is to be competitively bid on the basis of unit
prices. The final estimate and working job budget that will be obtained in
the sections that follow are those prepared by the prime contractor for its
bidding and cost-control purposes. The design has been completed, and
bidding documents, including finalized drawings and specifications, are in
the hands of the bidding contractors.

Figure 3.3, the proposal form to be used for the bidding of the highway
bridge, shows 12 bid items and the engineer’s quantity estimate of each. The
bidding contractor fills in the Unit Price, column 5, and Estimated Amount,
column 6, after the estimating process has been completed (see Figure 3.9).

3.5 Quantity Survey

The first step in preparing the final price estimate of the highway bridge
is the preparation of a quantity survey. This survey is simply a detailed
compilation of the nature and quantity of each work type required. Taking
off quantities is done in substantial detail, with the bridge being divided
into many different work types or classifications. Such a takeoff is made
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where unit-price bidding is involved, even though the architect-engineer
customarily provides estimated quantities of each bid item with the bidding
documents. A basic reason for making a quantity survey for unit-price bid-
ding is that most bid items cannot be priced without breaking the work down
into smaller subdivisions. Another reason is that the architect-engineer’s
quantity estimates, such as those given in column 4 of Figure 3.3, are
specifically stated to be approximations only. Making the quantity survey
also provides the estimator with the intimate familiarity of job requirements
so vital to realistic project pricing.

The estimator takes the dimensions and numbers of units of each
work type from the design drawings, enters them on quantity sheets, and
extends them into totals. The summarized results of the quantity survey
on the highway bridge are shown in Figure 3.4. This figure does not show

Work Quantities
Cost
Code WorkType Unit Quantity

Sitework
32220.10 Excavation, unclassified cy 1,667
32222.10 Excavation, structural cy 120
32226.10 Backfill, compacted cy 340
31350.00 Piledriving rig, mobilization & demobilization ls job
31361.10 Piling, steel, driving lf 2,240

Concrete
03150.10 Footing forms, fabricate sf 360
03150.20 Abutment forms, prefabricate sf 1,810
03157.10 Footing forms, place sf 720
03159.10 Footing forms, strip sf 720
03157.20 Abutment forms, place sf 3,620
03159.20 Abutment forms, strip sf 3,620
03157.30 Deck forms, place sf 1,800
03159.30 Deck forms, strip sf 1,800
03200.00 Steel, reinforcing, place lb 90,000
03251.30 Concrete, deck, saw joints lf 60
03311.10 Concrete, footings, place cy 120
03311.20 Concrete, abutments, place cy 280
03311.30 Concrete, deck, place & screed sy 200
03345.30 Concrete, deck, finish sf 1,800
03346.20 Concrete, abutments, rub sf 1,960
03370.20 Concrete, abutments, curing sf 3,820
03370.30 Concrete, deck, curing sf 1,800

Metals
05120.00 Steel, structural, place lb 65,500
05520.00 Guardrail lf 120
05812.00 Bearing plates lb 3,200

Figure 3.4
Highway bridge, work quantities
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any quantities for painting. This is because the prime contractor normally
limits its takeoff to work items it might carry out with its own forces. The
contractor intends to subcontract the highway bridge painting and thus
did not take off quantities of this specialized work category.

A comparison of Figures 3.3 and 3.4 will show that the architect-engineer’s
estimate and the contractor’s takeoff are the same insofar as the quantities
of the individual bid items are concerned. Quantities estimated by the
architect-engineer and by the bidding contractors do not always check; at
times, the differences can be substantial. However, for such a relatively
precise work package as the highway bridge, it is reasonable to assume that
agreement of the quantity figures will be relatively close in all cases.

3.6 Management Input

Early in the estimating process, certainly before the work is priced, a
number of important management decisions must be made concerning
the project and how construction operations are to be conducted. When
the job is being priced, the estimator must exert every effort to price
each work type as realistically as possible. To do this, major decisions
must be made concerning project organization, the major construction
methods to be used, the sequential order of operations, and what con-
struction equipment will be utilized. These four considerations require
management attention and are of consuming importance to the bidding
process.

A new project cannot be intelligently priced until some major man-
agement determinations have been made concerning the conduct of the
work. It is clear, therefore, that there must be some regular and usual
procedure for the estimator to precipitate such decision making. An effec-
tive means of doing this is to have a prebid meeting of knowledgeable
company personnel who have the authority to make decisions and binding
commitments. If at all possible, the group should include the proposed
project manager and the field superintendent. At this meeting, details of
the job are discussed, job requirements are reviewed, alternative choices
are evaluated, and decisions are made.

3.7 Field Supervision

Before pricing the job, it is always good practice to identify the top
supervisors who will be assigned to it. The reason for this is not only to
establish specific salary requirements, but also to recognize that most job
supervisors do better in terms of construction costs on some portions of a
project than on others. Some superintendents are known to be very good
at getting a job out of the ground but do not perform as well during later
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phases of the construction. A given supervisor may be experienced with
one type of equipment but not with another. The pricing of a project must
take into account the special abilities of key field personnel.

The matching of field supervisory talents with the demands of a particular
project is one of the most important management actions. The best
management system in the world cannot overcome the handicap of poor
supervision. The importance of an experienced, skilled, and energetic field
supervisory team cannot be overemphasized.

3.8 Construction Methods

Seldom is there a job operation that can be performed in only one manner.
Preferably, the choice of method is made after evaluating the time and cost
characteristics of the feasible alternatives. This is not to say that a detailed
cost study must be undertaken before making decisions concerning alter-
native ways of doing every construction operation. Frequently, convention,
together with experience and equipment availability, prescribes most of
these choices to the estimator. However, there are times when these oper-
ational choices are sufficiently important to justify conducting a detailed
comparative study.

Many examples of alternative construction methods can be cited, such
as procedures to be followed in underpinning an adjacent structure, how
best to brace an excavation, what method of scaffolding to use, and how
to dewater the site. All of these involve judgments of major import to
the conduct of the work. The proper evaluation of alternatives can require
considerable time and extensive engineering studies. It is obvious, however,
that the principal construction procedures to be used must be identified
before the job can be intelligently priced.

3.9 General Time Schedule

When a new project is being estimated, it is necessary to devise a general
plan and operational time schedule. Estimators customarily do this during
the takeoff stage, although often in an informal and almost subconscious
way. Small jobs may require little investigation in this regard, but larger
projects deserve more than a cursory time study. Time is of prime impor-
tance on all projects, in part because most contracts impose a required
project completion date on the contractor.

An approximate construction schedule is also important for project
pricing purposes. Many of the job overhead expenses are directly related
to the duration of the construction period. When a calendar of work
operations is prepared, the time periods required for each of the major job
parts can be established, as well as the kinds of weather to be anticipated.
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This calendar provides invaluable information to the estimator concerning
equipment and labor productivity, cold weather operations, necessity of
multiple shifts or overtime, and other such matters.

Devising a general job plan and time schedule must start with a study
of project requirements. This study will enable an approximation to be
made of the times necessary to accomplish each of the major job segments.
Next, the sequence in which these segments must proceed is established.
The result is a bar chart—a series of bars plotted against a horizontal
time scale showing the completion date of the overall project and the
approximate calendar times during which the various parts of the job will
proceed. Each bar represents the beginning, duration, and completion of
some designated segment of the total project. Together, the bars make up
a time schedule for the entire job. If the bar chart completion date is not
consonant with owner requirements, the estimator will have to rework the
job plan.

Although the bar chart has had the advantage of some general planning,
it cannot be regarded as the equivalent of a detailed network analysis.
However, the development of a CPM job schedule requires considerable
time and effort. Consequently, on a competitively bid job, a contractor
usually will not make a full-scale time study until it has been proclaimed the
successful bidder and awarded the contract. This practical fact emphasizes
the need for making a reasonably accurate general time schedule of the
project during the bidding period.

Figure 3.5 shows the general time schedule for the highway bridge. It
indicates that a construction period of about 15 weeks will be necessary.
Subsequent refinement and development of the job plan will undoubtedly
disclose imperfections. Nevertheless, if the development of Figure 3.5 has
received adequate consideration, it will serve as an acceptably accurate
job picture for pricing purposes. Considerable job planning has already
occurred to develop the job schedule to this stage.

SeptemberJune July August October

Procurement

Field mobilization & site work

Pile foundations

Concrete abutments & wing walls

Deck

Finishing operations

Figure 3.5
Highway bridge, general time schedule
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3.10 Construction Equipment

Projects that are of the highway, heavy, or utility category normally require
considerable amounts of construction equipment for their accomplish-
ment. A substantial proportion of the total cost of these projects is associated
with such equipment; however, equipment expenses vary greatly with the
type and size of the individual unit. Commensurately, the detailed pric-
ing of equipment on the bridge project cannot proceed very far until
equipment selection decisions have been made in fairly specific terms. It
is essential that the estimator be able to price the job with reasonable
assurance that he is doing so on the basis of the equipment types that
actually will be used during construction operations.

To illustrate the workings of equipment decisions, consider the equip-
ment commitments made for the highway bridge. A decision to use
transit-mix concrete obtained from a commercial concern obviates the
need for a field concrete plant. For pouring concrete, placing structural
steel, and driving steel piles, a 50-ton crane equipped with an 80-foot
boom will be used. A 7,200-foot-pound double-acting hammer and a
900-cubic-foot-per-minute portable air compressor with hose and connec-
tions will be used for the pile driving. A tractor with a low-boy trailer and a
25-ton crane will be needed for transport and assembly of the pile driving
rig. A crawler tractor with bulldozer blade will do the unclassified excava-
tion, and a 1-cubic-yard backhoe will be used for the structural excavation.
A flatbed truck, troweling machine, and concrete saw will complete the list
of larger equipment needs. Smaller equipment such as concrete vibrators
and assorted small tools will be provided as needed and priced elsewhere.
These are the kinds of advance equipment decisions that must be made
during the estimating stage.

3.11 Summary Sheets

After the quantity survey has been completed and decisions concerning
methods and equipment have been made, the total quantities are trans-
ferred from the quantity sheets to summary sheets for pricing purposes.
On lump-sum projects, it is standard practice to transfer all quantities of
work pertaining to a single construction classification to the same summary
sheet before pricing them. As an example, concrete quantities and prices
would appear on a concrete summary sheet. Similar summary sheets are
prepared for the other work classifications, such as excavation, concrete
forms, masonry, and carpentry. On a unit-price job like the highway bridge,
each summary sheet lists the work types necessary to accomplish the total
quantity of a single bid item and may include several different classifications
of work. Figure 3.6 is the summary sheet for Bid Item No. 6, Concrete,



Summary Sheet

Job:  Highway Bridge Bid Item No. 6: Concrete, abutments Estimator:   GAS

Cost Labor Cost Equipment Material Total
Code Work Type Quantity Unit Calculations Direct Indirect Cost Cost Cost

03150.20 Abutment forms, 1,810 sf Labor
prefabricate labor unit cost = $1.96 per sf

1,810 x $1.96 = $3,548 $3,548 $1,596 $5,144
Material
plyform: $1.05 per sf 10% waste 50%  salvage

1,810 x $1.05 x 1.10 x 50% = $1,045 $1,045 $1,045
lumber: $0.85 per bf 50%  salvage

1.44 bf/sf 2 uses
1,810 x $0.85 x 1.44 x 50% = $1,108 $1,108 $1,108

Total this account $3,548 $1,596 $0 $2,153 $7,297
03157.20 Abutment forms, 3,620 sf Labor

place labor unit cost = $2.02 per sf
3,620 x $2.02 = $7,312 $7,312 $2,559 $9,872

Equipment
3 days of 50 ton crane time
3 x 8 x $105 = $2,520 $2,520 $2,520

Materials
nails, form ties, coating $0.28 per sf

3,620 x $0.28 = $1,014 $1,014 $1,014
Total this account $7,312 $2,559 $2,520 $1,014 $13,405

03159.20 Abutment forms, 3,620 sf Labor
strip labor unit cost = $0.97 per sf

3,620 x $0.97 = $3,511 $3,511 $878 $4,389
Equipment

1 day of 50 ton crane time
1 x 8 x $105 = $840 $840 $840

Total this account $3,511 $878 $840 $0 $5,229
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vibrators 2@ $3.00 = $6.00
buckets 2@ $3.00 = $6.00

Equipment hourly rate =$ 117.00
280 ÷ 8.75 x$ 117.00 = $3,744.00 $3,744 $3,744

Material
transit mix @ $92.00 per cy  5% waste

280 x 1.05 x $92.00 = $27,048 $27,048 $27,048
Total this account $9,088 $3,181 $3,744 $27,048 $43,061

03346.20 Concrete, abutment 1,960 sf Labor
rub production rate = 16.67 sf/hr (1 mason)

1,960 ÷ 16.67 x $32.00 = $3,762 $3,762 $1,693 $5,456
Material
material unit cost = $0.12 per sf

1,960 x $0.12 = $235 $235 $235
Total this account $3,762 $1,693 $0 $235 $5,691

03370.20 Concrete, abutment 3,820 sf Labor
curing production rate = 500 sf/hr (1 mason)

3,820 ÷ 500 x $32.00 = $244 $244 $86 $330
Materials
curing compound: coverage = 270 sf/gal

3,820 ÷ 270 x $6.50 = $92 $92 $92
Total this account $244 $86 $0 $92 $422

$27,466 $9,993
Total Bid Item No. 6 $37,459 $7,104 $30,542 $75,105

03311.20 Concrete, abutment 280 cy Labor
place foreman 1 @ $34.00 = $34.00

mason 1 @ $32.00 = $32.00
laborers 6 @ $22.00 = $132.00
operator 1 @

1 @
$33.00 = $33.00

oiler $22.00 = $22.00
carpenter 1 @ $31.00 = $31.00

Crew hourly rate = $284.00
Production rate = 8.75 cy/hr

280 ÷ 8.75 x $284.00 = $9,088 $9,088 $3,181 $12,269
Equipment
50T crane 1 @ $105.00 = $105.00

Figure 3.6
Highway bridge, bid-item summary sheet
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abutments, on the highway bridge. The summary sheets for the other 11 bid
items are presented in Appendix A. A metric version of all the estimating
figures is shown in Appendix B. In Figure 3.6 and in the summary sheets
in Appendices A and B, an identifying number designates each work type.
These are the contractor’s standard cost account numbers that are basic
to the workings of its cost accounting system. When the takeoff is being
compiled for a new project, the work is broken down into the standard
elementary classifications established by this system. Each of these standard
work types bears a unique cost account number. The coding system is
discussed further in Chapter 10.

3.12 Material Costs

It is customary for the contractor to solicit and receive specific price
quotations for most of the materials required by the job being priced.
Exceptions to this generality are stock items such as plyform, nails, and
lumber, which the contractor purchases in large quantities and of which
a running inventory is maintained. Written quotations for special job
materials are desirable so that such important considerations as prices,
freight charges, taxes, delivery schedules, and guarantees are explicitly
understood. Most material suppliers tender their quotations on printed
forms that include stipulations pertaining to terms of payment and other
considerations. For the highway bridge project, the contractor will receive
during the bidding period written price quotations from material dealers
covering specific job materials, such as transit-mix concrete, structural and
reinforcing steel, steel pilings, and guardrails. Consequently, if the quantity
survey has been prepared with precision, materials usually can be accurately
priced.

When material costs are entered on the summary sheets, they must all
have a common basis, for example, delivered to the job site and without
sales tax. Prices as entered will ordinarily include freight, drayage, storage,
and inspection. It is common practice to enter material prices without
tax, adding this as a lump-sum amount on the final recap sheet (see
Section 3.25).

It is not unusual for the owner to provide certain materials to the
contractor for use on the project, although this does not occur on the
highway bridge. In such a case, contractors need not add this mate-
rial price into their estimates. However, all other charges associated
with the material, such as handling and installation expense, must be
included.
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3.13 Labor Costs

The real challenge in pricing construction work is determining labor and
equipment expenditures. These are the categories of construction expense
that are inherently variable and the most difficult to estimate accurately. To
do an acceptable job of establishing these outlays, the estimator must make
a complete and thorough job analysis, maintain a comprehensive library
of unit costs and production rates from past projects, and obtain advance
decisions regarding how construction operations will be conducted.

Contractors differ widely in how they estimate labor costs. Some choose
to include all elements of labor expense in a single hourly rate. Others
evaluate direct labor cost separately from indirect cost. Some contractors
compute regular and overtime labor costs separately, while others combine
scheduled overtime with straight time to arrive at an average hourly rate.
Some evaluate labor charges using production rates; others use labor unit
costs. There are usually good reasons for a contractor to evaluate its labor
expense as it does, and there certainly is no single correct method that
must be followed. The procedures described in this chapter are commonly
used and are reasonably representative of general practice.

Basic to the determination of the labor cost associated with any work
category is the production rate. Figure 3.6, in which the labor expense of
pouring the abutment concrete on the bridge project is determined, is a
good example of a production rate. The figure shows that a placement
rate of 8.75 cubic yards of concrete per hour is used as the production
rate for the prescribed concrete crew. The direct labor cost to pour the
entire 280 cubic yards of abutment concrete is obtained by multiplying the
time required to pour the concrete (280 ÷ 8.75 = 32 hours) by the direct
hourly wage rate of the entire crew ($284.00), giving a direct labor cost
of $9,088. To this must be added indirect labor costs of $3,181, giving a
total labor charge of $12,269 to accomplish this particular item of work.
The distinction between direct and indirect labor expenses is discussed in
Section 3.14.

The most reliable source of labor productivity information is obtained
from cost accounting reports compiled from completed projects. Labor
cost information is also available from a wide variety of published sources.
While information of this type can be very useful at times, it must be
emphasized that labor productivity differs from one geographical location
to another and varies with season and many other job factors. Properly
maintained labor records from recent jobs completed in the locale of the
project being estimated reflect, to the maximum extent possible, the effect
of local and seasonal conditions.
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3.14 Indirect Labor Costs

Direct labor cost is determined from the workers’ basic wage rates, that is,
the hourly rates used for payroll purposes. Indirect labor costs are those
expenses that are additions to the basic hourly rates and that are paid by the
employer. Indirect labor expense involves various forms of payroll taxes,
insurance, and a wide variety of employee fringe benefits. Employer contri-
bution to social security, unemployment insurance, workers’ compensation
insurance, and contractor’s public liability and property damage insurance
are all based on payrolls. Employers in the construction industry typically
provide for various kinds of fringe benefits, such as pension plans, health
and welfare funds, employee insurance, paid vacations, and apprenticeship
programs. The charge for these benefits customarily is based on direct
payroll costs. Premiums for workers’ compensation insurance and most
fringe benefits differ considerably from one craft to another.

Indirect labor costs are substantial in amount, often constituting a 35
to 55 percent addition to direct payroll expenses. Exactly when and how
indirect labor costs are added into a project estimate is unimportant so long
as it is done. For estimating purposes, total labor outlay can be computed
in one operation by using hourly labor rates, which include both direct
and indirect costs. However, this procedure may not interrelate well with
labor cost accounting methods. For this reason, direct and indirect labor
charges often are computed separately when job prices are being estimated.
One commonly used scheme is to add a percentage allowance for indirect
costs to the total direct labor expense, either for the entire project or for
each major work category. Because of the appreciable variation in indirect
costs from one classification of labor to another, it may be preferable to
compute indirect labor costs at the same time that direct labor expense is
obtained for a given work type. This is the method followed in Figure 3.6
and Appendices A and B.

3.15 Labor Unit Costs

Direct labor cost was computed in Section 3.13 for a given work type
using hourly crew payroll expense together with the work quantity and
appropriate production rate. A widely used alternative to this procedure
involves the use of ‘‘labor unit costs.’’ A labor unit cost is the direct labor
expense per unit of production of a work type. To illustrate, reference
is again made to concrete placing in Figure 3.6. This figure shows that
32 hours of crew time are required to place 280 cubic yards of abutment
concrete at a total direct labor outlay of $9,088. Dividing $9,088 by 280
yields $32.46. This value of $32.46 is a labor unit cost; it is the average direct
labor charge of pouring 1 cubic yard of abutment concrete. Thus, the direct
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labor cost of pouring the abutment concrete could have been computed
in Figure 3.6 simply by multiplying the total of 280 cubic yards of abutment
concrete by the labor unit expense of $32.46. The same value of $9,088
would have been obtained.

The use of labor unit costs in estimating practice usually is limited to
the determination of direct labor expense. Once the direct labor cost is
computed for a given work category, the applicable indirect labor cost is
determined by multiplying the direct labor expense by the appropriate
percentage figure. Labor unit prices are used in Figure 3.6 to compute the
direct labor costs of fabricating the abutment forms and for placing and
stripping the abutment forms.

When labor unit costs are being used, care must be exercised to see
that they are based on the appropriate levels of work productivity and the
proper wage rates. Also, estimators must be very circumspect when using
labor unit costs that they have not developed themselves. For the same
work items, different estimators will include different expenses in their
labor unit costs. It is never advisable to use a labor unit cost derived from
another source without knowing exactly what categories of expense it does
and does not include.

3.16 Equipment Cost Estimating

Unfortunately, the term ‘‘equipment’’ does not have a unique connotation
in the construction industry. A common usage of the word refers to scaf-
folding, hoists, power shovels, paving machines, and other such items used
by contractors to accomplish the work. However, the term ‘‘equipment’’
also is used with reference to various kinds of mechanical and electrical
furnishings that become a part of the finished project, such as boilers,
escalators, electric motors, and hospital sterilizers. In this text, ‘‘equip-
ment’’ refers only to the contractor’s construction equipage. The term
‘‘materials’’ will be construed to include all items that become a part of the
finished structure, including the electrical and mechanical plant.

Equipment costs, like those of labor, are difficult to evaluate and price
with precision. Equipment accounts for a substantial proportion of the total
construction expense of most engineering projects but is less significant for
buildings. When the nature of the work requires major items of equipment,
such as earth-moving machines, concrete plants, and truck cranes, detailed
studies of the associated costs must be made. Expenses associated with
minor equipment items, such as power tools, concrete vibrators, and
concrete buggies, are not normally subjected to detailed study. A standard
expense allowance for each such item required is included, usually based
on the duration it will be required on the job. The cost of small tools,
wheelbarrows, water hoses, extension cords, and other such items are
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covered by a lump-sum allowance sometimes obtained as a small percentage
of the total labor cost of the project.

To estimate the expense of major equipment items as realistically as
possible, early management decisions must be made concerning the equip-
ment sizes and types required and the manner in which the necessary
units will be provided to the project. A scheme sometimes used when the
duration of the construction period will be about equal to the service life
of the equipment is to purchase all new or renovated equipment for the
project and sell it at the cessation of construction activities. The difference
between the purchase price and the estimated salvage value is entered into
the job estimate as a lump-sum equipment expenditure.

Equipment often is rented or leased. Rental can be especially advanta-
geous when the job site is far removed geographically from the contractor’s
other operations, for satisfying temporary peak demand, or for providing
specialized or seldom used equipment. Leasing is a common and widely
used means of acquiring construction equipment and may be a desirable
alternative to equipment ownership. Leasing can free the contractor’s
funds, thus improving its working capital position. Under certain circum-
stances, lease payments compare favorably with ownership expense. Many
leases provide that, at the expiration of the lease period, the contractor
will have a purchase option if it has continuing need of the machine and
if it is worth the additional payment. Lease agreements for construction
equipment normally extend for periods of one year or more, whereas rent-
ing is usually of shorter term. Charges associated with the rental or lease
of equipment items are figured into the job by applying the lease or rental
rates to the time periods that the equipment will be needed on the project.

Where purchase and sale, rental, or lease is involved, equipment operat-
ing expenses must also be computed and included in the project estimate.
Operating costs include charges such as fuel, oil, grease, filters, repairs
and parts, tire replacement and repairs, maintenance labor, and supplies.
There is some difference of opinion about whether the wages of equip-
ment operators should be included in the equipment operating cost. Some
contractors prefer to regard the labor associated with equipment operation
as a labor rather than an equipment cost. Others include the labor as a
part of equipment operating expense. Logically, it would seem preferable
to treat equipment operating labor like any other labor cost rather than
include it with equipment operating expense. For purposes of discussion
herein, equipment operators’ wages are treated as a labor cost and are not
included as an equipment expense.

When bidding work with rented or leased equipment, contractors have
access to equal equipment costs and cannot leverage this often substantial
expense as a competitive advantage in pricing the job. This is one of the
reasons contractors commonly elect to own their own equipment. Under
these circumstances, equipment charges are customarily expressed as the
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sum of ownership expense and operating costs. Ownership expenses are
those of a fixed nature and include depreciation, interest on investment or
financing charges, taxes, insurance, and storage. Operating expenses have
been defined previously.

3.17 Equipment Expense

As described in Section 3.13, direct labor costs are computed from work
quantities by combining a labor production rate with the applicable hourly
wage scales. Most equipment costs are calculated in much the same fashion
except, of course, that equipment production rates and equipment hourly
costs must be used. The hourly wage rates of various labor categories
are immediately determinable, usually from applicable labor contracts,
prescribed prevailing wage rates, or established area practice. This is
not true for equipment. Contractors must establish their own equipment
hourly rates as well as their equipment production rates. For most items
of operating equipment ownership, lease or rental expense is combined
with operating costs to form an estimated total charge per operating hour.
Power shovels, tractor scrapers, and trenchers are examples of equipment
whose expenses are usually expressed in terms of hourly rates.

There are some classes of construction equipment where it is more
appropriate to express costs in terms of units other than operating hours.
The charge for commercial prefabricated concrete forms might be better
spread over an estimated number of reusages. Items such as towers and
scaffolding are required at the job site on a continuous basis during
particular phases of the work, and operating hours have no significance in
such cases. Costs in terms time units, such as calendar months, are more
appropriate for such equipment items. The charges for some classes of
production equipment are frequently expressed in terms of expense per
unit of material produced. Portland cement concrete-mixing plants, asphalt
paving plants, and aggregate plants are familiar instances of this. Move-in,
erection, dismantling, and move-out expenses, also called mobilization and
demobilization costs, are entirely independent of equipment operating
time and production and are not, therefore, included in equipment hourly
rates. These equipment expenses are separately computed for inclusion in
the estimate. Mobilization of the pile driving rig for the highway bridge is
an example of this type of equipment cost and is shown in Bid Item No. 4
of Appendices A and B.

3.18 Determination of Equipment Cost Rates

The determination of cost rates for the equipment items to be used on a
project being estimated is an important matter and requires considerable
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time and effort. It must be remembered that estimators are always working
in the future and that the equipment rates they use in their estimates
are their best approximations of what such costs will be when the project
actually is being built.

The standard way in which future equipment cost is determined is
through the use of historical equipment cost records as contained in
a contractor’s equipment accounting system. The source of ownership
and operating cost data for a specific piece of equipment is its ledger
account. An important part of a contractor’s general accounting system is
the equipment accounts where actual ownership and operating expenses
are recorded as they are incurred. A separate account often is set up for
each major piece of equipment. This account serves to maintain a detailed
and cumulative record of the use of, and all expenses chargeable to, that
equipment item. All expenditures associated with that piece of equipment,
regardless of their nature or the project involved, are charged to that
account. These expenses include depreciation, investment costs, operating
outlays, repairs, parts, overhauls, and painting. A cumulative record of
that equipment item’s usage in the field is also maintained. These data
constitute a basic resource for reducing ownership and operating expense
to a total equipment cost rate. The sum of ownership and operating
expense expressed as a cost per unit of time (operating hour, week,
month) often is referred to either as the budget rate or the internal
rental rate of an equipment item. This latter term refers to the usual
construction accounting practice where equipment time on the project
during construction is charged against the job at that rate. The term
‘‘internal rental rate’’ indicates that profit and company overhead are
excluded and must therefore be added to the project estimate.

The preceding discussion assumes that equipment accounting is done
on an individual machine basis. However, contractors vary somewhat in
how they maintain their equipment accounts, some preferring to keep
equipment costs by categories of equipment rather than by individual
units. These firms use a single account for all equipment items of a given
size and type and compute an average budget rate based on the composite
experience with all of the units included. Thus, the same expense rate is
applied for any unit of a given equipment type regardless of differences in
age or condition. Because the actual costs and productivity of individual
units can vary substantially, working with individual equipment items would
seem to have merit and is the basis for the discussions herein.

There are many external sources of information concerning ownership
and operating costs of a wide range of construction equipment. Manu-
facturers, equipment dealers, and a large assortment of publications offer
such data. It must be realized, however, that these are typical or average
figures and that they must be adjusted to reflect contractor experience and
methods and to accommodate the specific circumstances of the project
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being estimated. Climate, altitude, weather, job location and conditions,
operator skill, field supervision, and other factors can and do have a pro-
found influence on equipment expense. When a new piece of equipment
is procured for which there is no cost history, equipment expense must be
estimated using available sources of reliable information.

In the case of the highway bridge, reference to Figure 3.6 shows the
budget rate for the 50-ton crane to be $105 per operating hour. This does
not include the wages of the operator, the expense of which is included in
labor cost.

3.19 Equipment Production Rates

In addition to equipment cost, equipment production rates also are often
needed for the computation of equipment expense in a construction esti-
mate. Paralleling the case of labor, applying equipment hourly expenses
and production rates to job quantities enables the estimator to compute
total equipment charges for the project. Equipment unit costs also can be
determined. These are equipment costs per unit of production. Equipment
production rates, like those of labor, are subject to considerable variation
and are influenced by a host of job-site conditions. In addition, some
equipment production rates must be computed using specific job condi-
tions, such as haul distances, grades, and rolling resistance. Estimators must
consider and evaluate these factors when they are pricing a new project.

There are several sources of equipment production information. Proba-
bly the most reliable are cost accounting records from past projects. Advice
from the equipment operators themselves can be very useful at times. If
a new piece of equipment is involved with which there has been no prior
experience, production information provided by the equipment manufac-
turer or dealer can be of assistance. There are many rules of thumb and
many published sources of information concerning average equipment
production rates. Stopwatch spot checks made to obtain the productivity
of specific equipment items on past projects can be of value. In this regard,
it should be mentioned that production rates of labor and equipment used
for estimating purposes should be average figures taken over a period of
time. Daily job production tends to be variable, and this is a hazard when
using spot checks. Job cost accounting records produce good time average
values while a spot check may unknowingly catch production at a high or
low point.

Several equipment production rates are needed for pricing the highway
bridge. One such instance is the time rate at which the steel pilings can be
driven. Reference to Bid Item No. 4 of Appendix A shows that past company
experience indicates a probable driving rate of 70 lineal feet per hour. The
hourly equipment expense for the crane, air compressor, pile hammer,
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and leads totals $179.00 per hour. Using a total project pile footage of
2,240 lineal feet, the production rate and hourly equipment expense is
used to compute a total equipment cost of $5,728. Equipment unit costs are
computed used just like those of labor. Using pile driving as an example,
dividing the hourly equipment rate of $179.00 by the production rate of
70 lineal feet per hour yields an equipment unit cost of $2.56, which is the
equipment charge per lineal foot of pile driven.

3.20 Bids from Subcontractor

If the prime contractor intends to subcontract portions of the project
to specialty contractors, the compilation and analysis of subcontractor
bids is an important aspect of making up the final project estimate. Bids
from subcontractors sometimes contain qualifications or stipulate that the
general contractor is to be responsible for providing the subcontractor
with certain job-site services, such as hoisting, electricity and water, storage
facilities for materials, and many others. Before estimators can identify
the low subcontractor bid (subbid) for any particular item of work, they
must analyze each bid received to determine exactly what each such
proposal includes and does not include. The checking of subbids can be a
considerable chore when substantial portions of the project are to be sublet.

On the highway bridge, the general contractor has made an advance
decision that the painting will be subcontracted. Painting is a specialty area
for which the general contractor is ill equipped and has had no past field
experience. When such a decision is made, the contractor does not compile
the cost of doing the work with its own forces. Rather, the lowest subcontract
bid received from a responsible subcontractor will be included with the
contractor’s other expenses. The lowest acceptable painting subcontract
bid received was $8,550 and will cover all such services as required by the
project drawings and specifications. This is shown by Bid Item No. 12 of
Appendices A and B.

The advance decision to subcontract the painting does not necessarily
mean that the general contractor will perform all of the other work with its
own forces. Other specialty areas of the bridge also may be subcontracted,
depending on a number of circumstances. In this regard, the contractor
may specifically request subbids from selected subcontractors, or it may
merely await receipt of such bids that subcontractors voluntarily submit.
In any event, the contractor must compile its own cost of doing the work
involved and normally will be interested only in those subbids whose
amounts are less than its own estimated direct cost.

When the general contractor receives a subbid whose amount is less
than its own estimated direct outlay for doing the same work, it cannot
accept such a subbid until consideration is given to several factors. Has
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the contractor had past experience with that subcontractor, and can it be
expected to carry out its work properly? Does the subcontractor have a
history of reliability and financial stability? Is the subcontractor experienced
and equipped to do the type of work involved? Does the company have
a good safety record? The general contractor must remember that it is
completely responsible by contract with the owner for all subcontracted
work as well as that performed by its own forces.

In compiling its bid for the bridge, the prime contractor received
a subbid for Bid Item No. 8, Steel, reinforcing. Subcontract bids for
reinforcing steel often include only the cost of labor. However, in this
case the subbid includes the prices of all materials and labor. The general
contractor estimated its own direct expense of providing and placing
reinforcing steel for the bridge to be $81,045, as shown in Bid Item No.
8a of Appendices A and B. The subbid received for the same items was for
$66,240, low enough to merit serious consideration. The general contractor
has worked with this subcontractor before and found the company to be
honest, reliable, safe, and of good reputation. It is a complete bid and
does not require the general contractor to provide the subcontractor with
specific job-site services. The use of this subbid by the general contractor
rather than its own estimated direct cost will reduce the contractor’s bid
by a significant amount. Consequently, the prime contractor decides to
use the reinforcing steel subbid in the final compilation of its proposal to
the owner, as illustrated by Bid Item 8b of Appendices A and B. At this
point, it should be noted that the bid item summary sheets have now been
completed. From the price information contained in these summary sheets,
the contractor will prepare its working project budget (see Section 3.26) if
it becomes the successful bidder. At the moment, however, the estimating
process must continue in order to obtain the necessary 12 bid unit prices.

3.21 Project Overhead

Overhead or indirect expenses are outlays that are incurred in achieving
project completion but that do not apply directly to any specific work
item. Two kinds of overhead pertain to a contractor’s operations: project
overhead and office overhead, which is discussed in the next section. Project
overhead, also referred to as job overhead or field overhead, pertains to
indirect field expenses that are chargeable directly to the project. Some
contractors figure their job overhead outlay as a percentage of the total
direct job cost; common values for the job overhead allowance range from
5 to 15 percent or more.

The use of percentages when computing field overhead is not generally
considered to be good estimating practice because different projects can
and do have widely varying job overhead requirements. The only reliable
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way to arrive at an accurate estimate of project overhead is to make a
detailed analysis of the particular demands of that project. It is standard
estimating procedure to list and price each item of indirect expense on
a separate overhead sheet. Figure 3.7 is the project overhead sheet for
the bridge project cost estimate. The job overhead amount of $69,868.40
was compiled using an estimated project duration of 15 weeks (from
Section 3.9).

/ mo x
/ mo x

/ mo mox
/ mo x

Project Overhead Estimate
Job: Highway Bridge Estimator: GAS

Overhead Item Calculations Amount Totals
Project manager $5,500 x 3.5

x 3.5
mo x 0.5 time = $9,625.00

Project superintendent $5,000 mo = $17,500.00
Utilities

Electricity $225 / mo

/ mo
/ mo
/ mo

/ mo

/ mo

/ mo
/ mo

Telephone $350
Fax $100

$675 x

x

3.5 mo $2,362.50
Utility installation charges (job) $1,520.00
Facilities

Job office $350
2 ea. tool sheds $600
Toilet $125

$1,075 3.5 mo. = $3,762.50
Travel expense $212 / wk x 15 wk = $3,180.00
Water tank & water service $80 / wk x 15 wk =

=
$1,200.00

Soil & concrete testing $600 3.5 $2,100.00
Scaffolding $480 1 mo = $480.00
Trash removal $190 3.5 mo = $665.00
Tire repair $100 3.5 mo = $350.00
Photographs $130 / mo x 3.5 mo = $455.00
Computer $140 / mo x 3.5 mo = $490.00

Subtotal of time variable overhead expenses = $43,690.00
Surveys (job) $1,600.00
Project insurance (job) $1,164.00
First aid (job) $220.00
Sign (job) $570.00
Reproductions (job) $400.00
Fence $2.00 / ft x 680 ft = $1,360.00
Move In See calculations, Appendix A $14,155.20
Clean Up See calculations, Appendix A $6,709.20

Subtotal of time constant overhead expenses = $26,178.40
Total project overhead = $69,868.40

=

x

Figure 3.7
Highway bridge, overhead estimate
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3.22 Home Office Overhead

Home office overhead includes general company expenses such as office
rent, office insurance, heat, electricity, office supplies, furniture, telephone,
legal costs, donations, advertising, office travel, association dues, and office
salaries. The total of this overhead expense usually ranges from 2 to 8
percent of a contractor’s annual business volume. An allowance for such
indirect expense must be included in the cost estimate of each new project.

Home office overhead is made up of charges that are incurred in support
of the overall company construction program and that cannot be charged
to any specific project. For this reason, home office overhead is normally
included in the job estimate as a percentage of the total estimated project
expense. The allowance for office overhead can be added as a separate
line item in the cost estimate, or a suitable ‘‘markup’’ percentage can
be applied, or a fee can be established that includes both home office
overhead and profit.

3.23 Markup

On competitively bid projects, markup or margin is added at the close of
the estimating process and is an allowance for profit plus possibly other
items, such as office overhead and contingency. Regarding contingency as
a separate component of markup is a matter of management philosophy.
The profit included in a job bid represents the minimum acceptable return
on the contractor’s investment. Return on investment is a function of
risk, and greater risk calls for a greater profit allowance in the proposal.
Whether recognition of risk is in the form of a higher profit percentage or
the inclusion of a contingency allowance seems to be a matter of personal
preference.

Markup, which may vary from 5 percent to more than 20 percent of the
estimated project cost, represents the contractor’s considered appraisal of
a whole series of imponderables that may influence its chances of being the
low bidder and of its making a reasonable profit if it is. Many factors must
be considered in deciding a markup figure, and each can have an influence
on the figure chosen. The size of the project and its complexity, its location,
provisions of the contract documents, the contractor’s evaluation of the
risks and difficulties inherent in the work, the competition, the contractor’s
desire for the work, the identity of the owner and/or the architect-engineer,
and other intangibles can have a bearing on how a contractor marks up a
particular job.

The contractor is required to bid under a form of contract that has
been specifically written to protect the owner. In an attempt to afford
the owner, and often the architect-engineer, protection against liabilities
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and claims that may arise from the construction process, the drafters of
contract documents often incorporate a great deal of boilerplate, including
disclaimers of one sort or another. The writers of contract documents
sometimes force the contractor to assume liability for all conceivable
contingencies, some of which are not subject to its control and which are
not rightfully its responsibility. For example, some contracts may include
provisions that absolve the owner from all claims for damages arising
from project delay, even those caused through its own fault or negligence.
Contractors frequently are made to assume full responsibility for any and all
unknown physical conditions, including subterranean, that may be found
at the construction site. It suffices to say that the markup figure selected
must take into account the risks created by such contract provisions.

By adding the markup to the project cost, the estimator develops the
project price or the bid price. This is the price that will be submitted to
the owner in an effort to win the contract. When competitively bidding
for projects, often it is useful to calculate project cost and project price
individually and then determine whether the difference is adequate to cover
the markup considerations already discussed. Project price is frequently
determined by looking at current market conditions, such as the state of
the local economy, the workload and backlog of competing contractors,
the value of similar contracts awarded in recent months, and the number
of bidders on the bid list. Using this method, the estimator is better able
to determine the value of the service being provided, rather than the cost,
and make the appropriate adjustments to the bid.

3.24 Contract Bonds

Many construction contracts, especially those involving public owners,
require that the prime contractor provide the owner with a specified form
of financial protection against contractor default. Two forms of surety
bonds, called contract bonds, are used for this purpose. A contract bond is
an agreement, the terms of which provide that a surety company will carry
out the contractor’s obligations to the owner if the contractor itself fails
to do so. A surety is a party that assumes the legal liability for the debt,
default, or failure in duty of another.

By the terms of its contract with the owner, the contractor accepts two
principal responsibilities: to perform the objective of the contract and
to pay all expenses associated with the work. Where contract bonds are
called for, the general contractor is required to provide the owner with a
performance bond and a labor and material payment bond. By the terms
of these two bonds, the surety guarantees the owner that the work will be
completed in accordance with the contract and that all construction costs
will be paid should the contractor not perform as promised.



Recap Sheet
Bid Date: April 25, 20XX

Job:  Highway Bridge Estimator: GAS
Item
No.

Estimated
Quantity

Labor
Cost

Equipment
Cost

Material
Cost

Subcontract
Cost

Direct
Cost

Bid
TotalBid Item Unit Unit

1 Excavation, unclassified cy 1,667 $3,569 $929 $0 $0 $4,497 $6,386 $3.83
2 Excavation, structural cy 120 $3,731 $555 $0 $0 $4,286 $6,086 $50.72
3 Backfill, compacted cy 340 $3,591 $663 $0 $0 $4,254 $6,041 $17.77
4 Piling, steel lf 2,240 $21,390 $11,176 $72,279 $0 $104,845 $148,872 $66.46
5 Concrete, footings cy 120 $3,661 $685 $12,186 $0 $16,532 $23,475 $195.62
6 Concrete, abutments cy 280 $37,459 $7,104 $30,542 $0 $75,105 $106,644 $380.87
7 Concrete, deck slab, 10 in sy 200 $11,745 $1,790 $8,020 $0 $21,555 $30,606 $153.03
8 Steel, reinforcing lb 90,000 $0 $0 $0 $66,240 $66,240 $94,056 $1.045
9 Steel, structural lb 65,500 $4,220 $1,680 $73,688 $0 $79,588 $113,009 $1.725

10 Bearing plates lb 3,200 $1,943 $420 $3,250 $0 $5,613 $7,970 $2.49
11 Guardrail lf 120 $1,664 $420 $5,826 $0 $7,910 $11,231 $93.59
12 Paint ls job $0 $0 $0 $8,550 $8,550 $12,140 $12,140.39

Totals $92,974 $25,422 $205,790 $74,790 $398,975 $566,516
Job overhead $69,868

$468,844
Small tools (5% of labor) $4,649

$473,492
Tax 3% $14,205

Factor = $566,516 = 1.4199 $487,697
$398,975 Markup 15% $73,155

$560,852
Bonds $5,665
Total Project Bid $566,516

Figure 3.8
Highway bridge, recap sheet

57
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When the bidding documents provide that the successful contractor
shall furnish the owner with performance and payment bonds, as is the
case with the Example Project, the contractor must purchase these bonds
if it is awarded the contract. The contractor obtains these bonds from the
surety company with which it customarily does business. Sureties are large
corporate firms that specialize in furnishing many forms of surety bonds,
including contract bonds for contractors. The premium charge for these
bonds is substantial and varies with the type of work involved and the
contract amount. This cost is paid by the contractor and must be included
in the price estimate of the project. Because the bond outlay is based on
the total contract amount, it is normally the last item of expense to be
added into the project estimates, as shown in Figure 3.8.

3.25 Recap Sheet

To calculate the needed bid unit prices, all costs associated with the highway
bridge are now brought together in summary form on a recapitulation
or recap sheet. Figure 3.8 is the recap sheet for the highway bridge.
The expenses of labor, equipment, material, and subcontracts have been
entered on the recap sheet from the summary sheets in Figure 3.6 and
Appendix A.

On the recap sheet, the direct cost of the entire quantity of each bid item
is obtained as the sum of its labor, equipment, material, and subcontract
expenses. The sum of all such bid-item direct costs gives the estimated
total direct cost of the entire project ($398,975). To this are added the
job overhead, small tools, tax, markup, and the premium charge for the
performance and payment surety bonds, giving the total price of $566,516.
In Figure 3.8, the 15 percent markup includes an allowance for office
overhead. Dividing the total project bid by the total direct project cost gives
a factor of 1.4199. By multiplying the total direct cost of each bid item by
this factor, the total amount of that bid item is obtained. Dividing the total
bid cost of each bid item by its quantity gives the bid unit price. Bid unit
prices customarily are rounded off to even figures.

The unit prices just computed have been obtained on the basis that each
bid item includes its own direct cost plus its pro rata share of the project
overhead, small tools, tax, markup, and bond. If these unit prices are now
entered without change onto the bid form, this is called a balanced bid.
For several reasons, a contractor may raise the prices on certain bid items
and decrease the prices on others proportionately so that the bid amount
for the total job remains unaffected. This is called an unbalanced bid. It
is assumed here that the contractor will submit a balanced bid. Likewise,
the unit prices determined in Figure 3.8 are now entered in column 5 of
Figure 3.9, the unit-price schedule of the bid form. The total estimated
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Unit Price Schedule
Item
No.
[1]

Estimated
Quantity

[4]

Unit
Price

[5]

Estimated
Amount

[6]
1 Excavation, unclassified cy 1,667 $3.83 $6,384.61
2 Excavation, structural cy 120 $50.72 $6,086.40
3 Backfill, compacted cy 340 $17.77 $6,041.80
4 Piling, steel lf 2,240 $66.46 $148,870.40
5 Concrete, footings cy 120 $195.62 $23,474.40
6 Concrete, abutments cy 280 $380.87 $106,643.60
7 Concrete, deck slab, 10 in. sy 200 $153.03 $30,606.00
8 Steel, reinforcing lb 90,000 $1.045 $94,050.00
9 Steel, structural lb 65,500 $1.725 $112,987.50

10 Bearing plates lb 3,200 $2.49 $7,968.00
11 Guardrail lf 120 $93.59 $11,230.80
12 Paint ls job $12,140.39 $12,140.39

Total Estimated Amount = $566,483.90

Description
[2]

Unit
[3]

Figure 3.9
Highway bridge, completed bid form

amounts in column 6 of Figure 3.9 are obtained by multiplying the
unit prices just entered (column 5) by the estimated quantities (column
4). Because of the rounding off of unit prices, the project bid total is
slightly different on the unit-price schedule of the bid form ($566,483.90),
Figure 3.9, from what it is on the recap sheet ($566,516), Figure 3.8.

When unit-price proposals are submitted to the owner, the low bidder is
determined on the basis of the total estimated amount. Consequently, for
contract award purposes, the amount of $566,483.90 in Figure 3.9 is treated
just as a lump-sum bid. In cases of error in multiplication or addition
by the contractor in obtaining the estimated amounts in column 6 of
Figure 3.9, it is usual for the unit prices to control and the corrected total
sum to govern.

3.26 Project Budget

Assuming that our contractor is the successful bidder, it must now restruc-
ture its estimate into a more suitable format for subsequent cost control of
the actual construction work. This involves the preparation of the control
budget or the project budget, which is the detailed schedule of expenses
that the project manager will use for cost control purposes during the con-
struction phase. Figure 3.10 is the control budget for the highway bridge
project. The work quantities and prices contained in this figure have
been extracted from the bid-item summary sheets previously discussed and
presented. When project cost accounting is discussed in Chapter 10, the



Project Budget
 Job:  Highway Bridge Estimator:  GAS 

Cost
Code

Direct
Labor Cost

Labor
Unit Cost

Equipment
Cost

Equipment
Unit Cost

Material
CostWork Type Quantity Unit

General Requirements
01500.00 Move In ls 1 $8,112 $8,112 $3,204 $3,204 $0
01700.00 Clean Up ls 1 $4,248 $4,248 $1,240 $1,240 $0

Subtotals $12,360 $4,444 $0
Sitework

32220.10 Excavation, unclassied 1,667 cy $2,643 $1.59 $929 $0.56 $0
32222.10 Excavation, structural 120 cy $2,985 $24.88 $555 $4.63 $0
32226.10 Backfill, compacted 340 cy $2,873 $8.45 $663 $1.95 $0
31350.00 Piledriving rig, mobilization & demobilization job ls $6,528 $6,528.00 $5,448 $5,448.00 $300
31361.10 Piling, steel, driving 2,240 lf $8,224 $3.67 $5,728 $2.56 $71,979

Subtotals $23,253 $13,323 $72,279
Concrete

03150.10 Footing forms, fabricate 360 sf $936 $2.60 $0 $0.00 $392
03150.20 Abutment forms, prefabricate 1,810 sf $3,548 $1.96 $0 $0.00 $2,153
03157.10 Footing forms, place 720 sf $360 $0.50 $0 $0.00 $202
03159.10 Footing forms, strip 720 sf $158 $0.22 $0 $0.00 $0
03157.20 Abutment forms, place 3,620 sf $7,312 $2.02 $2,520 $0.70 $1,014
03159.20 Abutment forms, strip 3,620 sf $3,511 $0.97 $840 $0.23 $0
03157.30 Deck forms, place 1,800 sf $3,190 $1.77 $420 $0.23 $1,890
03159.30 Deck forms, strip 1,800 sf $1,460 $0.81 $210 $0.12 $0
03251.30 Concrete, deck, saw joints 60 lf $360 $6.00 $110 $1.83 $0
03311.10 Concrete, footings, place 120 cy $1,200 $10.00 $685 $5.71 $11,592
03311.20 Concrete, abutments, place 280 cy $9,088 $32.46 $3,744 $13.37 $27,048
03311.30 Concrete, deck, place & screed 200 sy $1,200 $6.00 $980 $4.90 $5,410
03345.30 Concrete, deck, finish 1,800 sf $2,250 $1.25 $70 $0.04 $630
03346.20 Concrete, abutments, rub 1,960 sf $3,762 $1.92 $0 $0.00 $235
03370.20 Concrete, abutments, curing 3,820 sf $244 $0.06 $0 $0.00 $92
03370.30 Concrete, deck, curing 1,800 sf $108 $0.06 $0 $0.00 $90

Subtotals $38,689 $9,579 $50,747
Metals

05120.00 Steel, structural, place 65,500 lb $2,911 $0.04 $1,680 $0.03 $73,688
05520.00 Guardrail 120 lf $1,216 $10.13 $420 $3.50 $5,826
05812.00 Bearing plates 3,200 lb $1,340 $0.42 $420 $0.13 $3,250

Subtotals $5,467 $2,520 $82,764

Figure 3.10
Highway bridge, project budget

60
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actual construction expenses of the highway bridge are compared with
the programmed costs contained in the project budget, Figure 3.10. As is
discussed in Chapter 10, unit prices are especially useful for making quick
and meaningful comparisons of actual and budgeted expense for both
labor and equipment. Unit costs of materials are not especially significant
except for estimating purposes and are not shown in Figure 3.10.



4 Project
Planning

4.1 CPM Procedure

Construction time control is a difficult, time-consuming, and arduous
management function. Project managers work within an extremely com-
plex and shifting time frame, and they need a management tool that will
enable them to manipulate large numbers of job activities and compli-
cated sequential relationships in a simple and understandable fashion.
The Critical Path Method (CPM) is just such an expedient and constitutes
the basis for the ensuing treatment of project time control. This method
applies equally well to all construction work, large and small, intricate and
straightforward.

The management techniques of CPM are based on a graphical project
model called a network. This network presents in diagrammatic form those
job activities that must be carried out and their mutual time dependencies.
A diagram of this type is a simple and effective medium for communicating
complex job interdependencies. It serves as a basis for the calculation of
work schedules and provides a mechanism for controlling project time as
the work progresses.

CPM is a three-phase procedure consisting of planning, scheduling, and
time monitoring or controlling. Planning construction operations involves
the determination of what must be done, how it is to be performed, and
the sequential order in which it will be carried out. Scheduling determines
calendar dates for the start and completion of project components. Time
monitoring is the process of comparing actual job progress with the
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programmed schedule. Planning is the subject of this chapter. Scheduling
and time monitoring are discussed in Chapters 5 and 9, respectively.

4.2 Planning Phase

Planning is the process of devising of a workable scheme of operations
that, when put into action, will accomplish an established objective.
The most time-consuming and difficult aspect of the job management
system—planning—is also the most important. It requires an intimate
knowledge of construction methods combined with the ability to visualize
discrete work elements and to establish their mutual interdependencies.
If planning were to be the only job analysis made, the time would be well
spent. CPM planning involves a depth and thoroughness of study that gives
the construction team an invaluable understanding and appreciation of
job requirements.

Construction planning, as well as scheduling, must be done by peo-
ple who are experienced in, and thoroughly familiar with, the type of
field work involved. Significant learning takes place during the planning
phase of a project. Therefore, the people doing the planning are in the
best position to manage the work. The project network and the man-
agement data obtained from it will be realistic and useful only if the
job plan is produced and updated by those who understand the job to
be done, the ways in which it can be accomplished, and the job site
conditions.

To construct the job network, information must be sought from many
sources. Guidance from key personnel involved with the project, such as
estimators, the project manager, the site superintendent, and the field
engineer, can be obtained from a planning meeting or perhaps a series of
meetings. The network serves as a medium whereby the job plan can be
reviewed, criticized, modified, and improved. As problems arise, consulta-
tions with individuals can clear up specific questions. The important point
here is the need for full group participation in the development of the
network and collective views must be solicited.

Participation by key subcontractors and suppliers is also vital to the
development of a workable plan. Normally the prime contractor sets the
general timing reference for the overall project. Individual subcontractors
then review the portions of the plan relevant to their work and help
develop additional details pertaining to their operations. An important
side effect is that this procedure brings subcontractors and the prime
contractor together to discuss the project. Problems are detected early and
steps toward their solutions are started well in advance.

It must be recognized that the project plan represents the best think-
ing available at the time it is conceived and implemented. However, no
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such scheme is ever perfect, and the need for change is inevitable as
the work progresses. Insight and greater job knowledge are acquired
as the project evolves. This increased cognizance necessarily results in
corrections, refinements, and improvements to the operational plan. The
project program must be viewed as a dynamic device that is continuously
modified to reflect the progressively more precise thinking of the field
management team.

Construction planning may be said to consist of five steps:

1. A determination of the general approach to the project

2. Breakdown of the project into job steps or ‘‘activities’’ that must be
performed

3. Ascertainment of the sequential relationships among these activities

4. Graphic presentation of this planning information in the form of a
network

5. Endorsement by the project team

Two different planning methodologies are presented in this chapter:
beginning-to-end planning and top-down planning. Beginning-to-end plan-
ning breaks the job into steps or activities, starting with mobilization of the
project, and proceeds step by step through the project to completion. This
method presumes some level of detail from the beginning or starts with
limited detail and adds detail as planning proceeds.

Top-down planning, sometimes referred to as work breakdown structure,
starts with the overall project, breaking it into its major pieces, then
breaking the major pieces into their component pieces. This process
continues until the pieces are of sufficient detail to satisfy the complexity
of the project. Both methods arrive at the same result: job activities that
can be used to form a graphical logic diagram.

4.3 Job Activities

The segments into which a project is subdivided for planning purposes are
called activities. An activity is a single work step that has a recognizable
beginning and end and requires time for its accomplishment. The extent
to which a project is subdivided depends on a number of practical consid-
erations, but these eight are suggested as guidelines for use when activities
are being identified:

1. By area of responsibility, where work items done by the general contrac-
tor and each of its subcontractors are separated

2. By category of work as distinguished by craft or crew requirements

3. By category of work as distinguished by equipment requirements
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4. By category of work as distinguished by materials such as concrete,
timber, or steel

5. By distinct structural elements such as footings, walls, beams, columns,
or slabs

6. By location on the project when different times or different crews will be
involved

7. With regard to owner’s breakdown of the work for bidding or payment
purposes

8. With regard to the contractor’s breakdown for estimating and cost account-
ing purposes

The activities used may represent relatively large segments of a project or
may be limited to small steps. For example, a reinforced concrete wall may
be only a single activity, or it may be broken down into erect outside forms,
tie reinforcing steel, erect inside forms and bulkheads, pour concrete, strip
forms, and cure. Trial and error together with experience are the best
guides regarding the level of detail needed. What is suitable for one project
may not be appropriate for another. Too little detail will limit planning and
control effectiveness. Too much will inundate the project manager with
voluminous data that tend to obscure the significant factors and needlessly
increase the cost of the management system. As a rule of thumb, the project
manager should schedule to the same level of detail as he plans to exercise
in management control.

Not only is network detail a function of the individual project; it is
also highly variable depending on who will be using the information. For
example, the project general contractor might show the installation of a
containment vessel on a nuclear power plant as a single activity. However,
the subcontractor responsible for moving and installing this enormously
heavy vessel may require a complete planning network to accomplish the
task. Planning detail also varies with the level of project management
involved. This matter is further discussed in Sections 4.15 and 4.16.

4.4 Job Logic

‘‘Job logic’’ refers to the determined order in which the activities are to be
accomplished in the field. The start of some activities obviously depends
on the completion of others. A concrete wall cannot be poured until the
forms are up and the reinforcing steel has been tied. Yet many activities are
independent of one another and can proceed concurrently. Much job logic
follows from well-established work sequences that are usual and standard
in the trade. Nevertheless, for a project of any consequence, there is always
more than one general approach, and no unique order of procedure
exists. It is the planner’s responsibility to winnow the workable choices
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and select the most suitable alternatives. At times, doing this may require
extensive studies, including the preparation of a separate network for each
different approach to the work. Herein lies one of the major strengths of
the CPM planning method: It is a versatile and powerful planning tool
that is of great value in the time evaluation of alternative construction
procedures.

Showing the job activities and their order of sequence (logic) in pictorial
form produces the project network, which is a graphical display of the
proposed job plan. In general, job logic is not developed to any extent
ahead of the network. Rather, job logic evolves in a natural fashion as the
job is discussed and the network diagram progresses.

4.5 Restraints

To be realistic, a job plan must reflect the practical restraints or limitations
of one sort or another that apply to most job activities. Such restraints stem
from a number of practical considerations. The restrictions of job logic
itself might be called physical restraints. Placing forms and reinforcing
steel might be thought of as restraints to pouring concrete. Such normal
restrictions arise from the necessary order in which construction operations
are physically accomplished and are simply a part of job logic previously
discussed. However, there are other kinds of restraints that need to be
recognized.

Reinforcing steel, for example, cannot be tied and placed until the steel
is available on the site. Steel availability, however, depends on the approval
of shop drawings, steel fabrication, and its delivery to the job site. Con-
sequently, the start of an activity that involves the placing of reinforcing
steel is restrained by the necessary preliminary actions of shop drawing
approval, steel fabrication, and delivery. Practical limitations of this sort
on the start of some job activities are called resource restraints, or more
particularly in this case, material restraints. Another common example
of a job restraint is an equipment restraint, where a given job activity
cannot start until a certain piece of construction equipment becomes
available. Other instances of job restraints are availability of special labor
skills or crews, delivery of owner-provided materials, receipt of completed
project design documents, and turnover of owner-provided sites or facili-
ties. At times there may be safety restraints, especially on the sequencing
of structural operations on multistory buildings. The recognition and con-
sideration of job restraints is an important part of job planning. Failure
to consider such restraints can be disastrous to an otherwise adequate
job plan.

Some restraints are shown as time-consuming activities. For example,
the preparation of shop drawings and material fabrication and delivery
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are material restraints that require time to accomplish and are depicted
as activities on project networks. Restraints are also shown in the form
of dependencies between activities. If the same crane is required by two
activities, an equipment restraint is imposed by having the start of one
activity depend on the finish of the other. These types of restraints can
be handled in two different ways. Since historically these networks were
prepared and all calculations made by hand, such restraints were entered
into the network as logical relationships. This method of ‘‘hard-wiring’’
restraints makes the process of updating and changing the schedule more
arduous because the reordering of resource priorities on the project must
always be accompanied by the rewiring of all such restraint relationships. In
recent years sophisticated computer scheduling programs have enabled the
scheduler to present these restraints as resource utilization requirements
with priority heuristics to determine which activity gets the use of limited
resources first in the event of competing needs. This method of handling
restraints is significantly more powerful and saves schedule update time on
projects where changes occur frequently.

4.6 Beginning-to-End Planning

For many practitioners, projects are visualized in the order in which
they will be built. Therefore, in planning a project, it is natural to start
with mobilization and proceed step by step through the project to final
inspection. This method of planning from beginning to end typically
requires a predetermination of who will be using the network and the level
of detail they will require.

In the case of the highway bridge, a project team would probably begin
with the field operations, starting with ‘‘Move in’’ followed by ‘‘Excavation
of abutment #1,’’ then ‘‘Pile driving abutment #1.’’ Soon it would become
obvious that a series of procurement activities is required to provide the
materials necessary for construction. ‘‘Order & deliver piles,’’ ‘‘Prepare &
approve shop drawings for footing rebar,’’ and other procurement activities
would be added.

Although intuitive, beginning-to-end planning has some drawbacks.
Some projects are so complex that it is difficult to visualize the best
way to sequence the construction operations. Team members may not
agree on the level of detail required. There is also a tendency to use greater
detail in the earlier stages of the job and to begin to generalize in the later
stages. In other instances, the planning team may leave out entire groups
of vital operations in their forecast and hence disastrously underestimate
the time required for completion of the project. For these reasons and
others, top-down planning has significant advantages and is preferred by
the industry.
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4.7 Top-Down Planning and the Work Breakdown Structure

Top-down planning starts with an examination of the project from an
overall perspective. In the case of the Example Project, it would be viewed
first as a dam project. The dam project is made up of a number of major
segments: the earth dam, highway bridge, and pipeline relocation. The
earth dam is made up of a number of segments including borrow pit
development, haul road construction, river diversion, and others.

Top-down planning is often accomplished using a project outline called
a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS), which can be made manually or with
the use of a computer outliner in the scheduling software, a spreadsheet,
or a word processing program. Regardless of the size or complexity of a
project, it can be readily broken down into its major components. These
principal job elements form the first level of the WBS. In the case of the
highway bridge, the six major components are:

1. Procurement

2. Field mobilization and site work

3. Pile foundations

4. Concrete abutments and wing walls

5. Deck

6. Finishing operations

In turn, each of these major project segments can be broken down into
its subcomponents to form the second level of the WBS. For example:

4. Concrete abutments and wing walls

4.1 Abutment #1
4.2 Abutment #2

Similarly, each of these can be further subdivided.

4.1 Abutment #1

4.1.1 Forms & rebar abutment #1
4.1.2 Pour abutment #1
4.1.3 Strip & cure abutment #1
4.1.4 Backfill abutment #1
4.1.5 Rub concrete abutment #1

A complete WBS for the project is shown in Appendix C. The WBS has
a number of other applications in addition to facilitating the planning
process. In Chapter 9, the WBS is used as the basis of a hierarchy of reports
and bar charts, and in Chapter 10, it is used for cost reporting. It should be
apparent from the discussion that, as planning moved from the earth dam
to the highway bridge project, different project teams would continue to
break down the work to reveal further detail. In this case, the earth dam
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construction team will continue to subdivide the WBS on the dam while
the highway bridge team works on the bridge. This process will continue to
include the construction crafts that will plan their weekly work schedules
based on their continued breakdown of the work.

The project team who will oversee the work should develop the WBS
structure. Brainstorming works very well in this process, and the preparation
of the WBS can move along rapidly. As can be seen from the example just
cited, the WBS develops quite naturally from basic project components
through a number of levels to activity-sized segments of the project.

When the WBS is fairly complete, the arrangement of the activities
and their logical dependencies constitute the next step. Here again, the
project management team can determine the necessary order of activity
accomplishment. It is during this type of planning meeting that the project
management team begins to visualize the project as a whole and the manner
in which the individual pieces fit together. One team member may suggest
that one of the abutments needs to be backfilled before the deck girders
are delivered so that the crane can unload the girders from the truck and
put them directly into place. Another member might propose that both
abutments be backfilled before the deck concreting operations start so that
the concrete trucks can reach both ends of the bridge deck. This would
enable much of the concrete to be placed directly from the trucks. The
person drawing the network, probably using a computer and a projector,
will record each of the suggestions made. In such a process, the planning
team can review the information continually and make informed decisions
regarding the project construction plan. In addition to generating the
planning information, the project management group begins to think and
act as a team.

4.8 Precedence Notation

Two symbolic conventions are used to draw construction networks. The
convention first used depicted activities as connected arrows separated by
circles or nodes. This method is known as arrow notation or activity on
arrow (AOA) notation and is described in Appendix D. Arrow notation has
been largely replaced by a newer convention where activities are depicted by
boxes and linked together with arrows. This method is known as precedence
notation or activity on node (AON) notation. Precedence diagrams have
several important advantages over arrow diagrams, simplicity being the
primary one. Other advantages of precedence diagrams are discussed in
Sections 4.11 and D.19. Because of these advantages, precedence notation
will be emphasized in this text.

In drawing a precedence network, each time-consuming activity is por-
trayed by a rectangular box. The dependencies between activities are
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indicated by dependency or sequence lines going from one activity to
another. The identity of the activity and a considerable amount of other
information pertaining to it are entered into its rectangular box. This
matter will be further developed as the discussion progresses.

4.9 Precedence Diagram

The preparation of a realistic precedence diagram requires time, effort,
and experience with the type of construction involved. The management
data extracted from the network will be no better than the diagram itself.
The diagram is the key to the entire time control process. When the
network is first being developed, the planner must concentrate on job
logic. The only consideration at this stage is to establish a complete and
accurate picture of activity dependencies and interrelationships. Restraints
that can be recognized at this point should be included. The time durations
of the individual activities are not of concern during the planning stage.
Additionally, it is assumed that the labor and equipment availability is
sufficient to cover demands. Where advanced recognition of restraints and
resource conflicts are apparent, the situation should be noted for further
consideration later. Matters of activity times and resource conflicts will be
considered in detail later during project scheduling.

To illustrate the mechanics of network diagramming, consider a simple
project, such as the construction of a pile-supported concrete footing. The
sequence of operations will be: excavation, building of footing forms, and
the procurement of piles and reinforcing steel. These opening activities
can begin immediately and can proceed independently of one another.
After the excavation has been completed and the piles are delivered, pile
driving can start. Fine grading will follow the driving of piles, but the forms
cannot be set until the piles are driven and the forms have been built.
The reinforcing steel cannot be placed until fine grading, form setting,
and rebar procurement have all been carried to completion. Concrete
will be poured after the rebar has been placed, and stripping of the
forms will terminate this sequence. In elementary form, this is the kind
of information generated as the planning group analyzes a project. The
precedence diagram describing the prescribed sequence of activities is
shown in Figure 4.1.

Each activity in the network must be preceded either by the start of
the project or by the completion of a previous activity. Each path through
the network must be continuous with no gaps, discontinuities, or dangling
(detached or dead-end) activities. Consequently, all activities must have at
least one activity that follows, except the activity that terminates the project.
It is standard practice, as well as being a requirement of some computer
programs, that precedence diagrams start with a single opening activity and
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Figure 4.1
Concrete footing, precedence diagram

conclude with a single closing activity. In this regard, ‘‘Start’’ and ‘‘Finish’’
activities appear in precedence diagrams throughout this text. These two
zero time figures, referred to as milestones, are shown herein with rounded
corners to distinguish them from the usual time-consuming activities.

The numbering of network activities, as shown in Figure 4.1, is not
standard practice for hand-drawn networks but is generally required for
those developed using computers. Activity numbers are used in this text for
the purpose of easy and convenient activity identification. When network
activities are numbered, each activity should have a unique numerical
designation with the numbering proceeding generally from project start
to project finish. Leaving gaps in the activity numbers is desirable so that
numbers are available for subsequent refinements and revisions. In this
text, the network activities are given identifying names and are numbered
by multiples of 5 or 10.

4.10 Network Format

A horizontal diagram format has become standard in the construction
industry. The general synthesis of a network is from start to finish,
from project beginning on the left to project completion on the right.
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The sequential relationship of one activity to another is designated
by the dependency lines between them. In the usual precedence dia-
gram, the length of the lines between activities has no significance because
they indicate only the dependency of one activity on another. Arrow-
heads are not always shown on the dependency lines because of the
obvious left-to-right flow of time. However, arrowheads are shown herein
on precedence diagrams for additional clarity.

During initial diagram development, the network is sketched emphasiz-
ing activity relationships rather than the appearance or style of the diagram.
Corrections and revisions are plentiful. The rough-and-ready appearance
of the first version of the diagram is of no concern; its completeness and
accuracy are. The finished diagram can always be put into a more tidy form
at a later date.

To identify activities, we recommend writing out the description of
each activity rather than using symbols. For instance, ‘‘PR’’ might be
used for ‘‘Place rebar’’ or ‘‘PC’’ for ‘‘Pour concrete.’’ Even mnemonic
codes such as this make a diagram difficult to read, causing the user
to spend a considerable amount of time consulting the symbol listing to
identify activities. Networks are much more intelligible and useful when
each activity is clearly identified on the diagram. In cases where activity
descriptions become inconveniently long, some of the vital information,
such as work location, type of operation, or responsibility, can be coded
into the activity number rather than stated explicitly in the description.

When a working precedence diagram is being prepared, the scale and
spacing of the activities deserve attention. If the scale is too big and activities
are widely spaced, the resulting network is likely to become so large that
it is unmanageable. Yet a small scale and overly compact makeup renders
the diagram difficult to read and inhibits corrections and modifications.
With experience and observation of the work of others, practitioners will
soon learn to adjust the scale and structure of their diagrams to the scope
and complexity of the project involved. It must not be forgotten that the
network is intended to be an everyday tool, used and consulted by a variety
of people. Emphasis here is not on drafting elegance but on contriving the
most realistic, intelligible, and flexible form of network possible.

Dependency lines that go backward from one activity to another should
not be used and are not possible with most computer programs. ‘‘Back-
ward,’’ in this instance, means going from right to left on the diagram,
against the established direction of time flow. Backward sequence lines are
confusing and increase the chance of unintentional logical loops being
included in the network. A logical loop involves the impossible require-
ment that activity A be followed by activity B, with activity B needing to
be accomplished before activity A. Logical loops may be inadvertently
included in large and complex networks if backwardly directed sequence
lines are permitted. Crossovers occur when one dependency line must cross
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over another to satisfy job logic. Careful layout will minimize the number
of crossovers, but usually some cannot be avoided.

Color coding the diagram can be very useful at times. Various colors
can be used to indicate different trades, work classifications, major job
segments, and work that is subcontracted. Prefixes and suffixes can also be
used as part of the activity numbering system to designate physical location,
trade, or responsibility.

4.11 Lag Relationships

Figure 4.1 has been drawn on the customary basis that a given activity
cannot start until all of those activities immediately preceding it have been
completed. Also inherent in the notation used in the figure is that an activity
can start once all of its immediately preceding activities have been finished.
In the figure, activity 60, ‘‘Fine grade,’’ cannot start until activity 50, ‘‘Drive
piles,’’ has been finished, and the start of activity 90, ‘‘Pour concrete,’’
must await completion of activity 80, ‘‘Place rebar.’’ In addition, by way of
example, activity 80, ‘‘Place rebar,’’ can start immediately once activity 60,
‘‘Fine grade,’’ activity 70, ‘‘Place forms,’’ and activity 40, ‘‘Order and deliver
rebar,’’ have all been finished. Under these conditions, it is not possible to
have the finish of one activity overlap the start of a following activity. Where
such a condition potentially exists, the activity must be further subdivided.

There are cases, however, where there may be a delay between the com-
pletion of one activity and the start of a following activity, or there is
a need to show that one activity will overlap another in some fashion.
Precedence diagrams can be made to show a variety of such conditions
using lag relationships. The concept of lags is developed more completely
in Section 5.21.

4.12 Precedence Diagram for Highway Bridge

Getting started on a large project can be overwhelming, and a general
job plan of limited size can be useful as a means of getting started. Once
a general job plan has been put together, it is an excellent framework
on which to amplify the network to the level of detail desired. Some
practitioners favor starting job planning by compiling a relatively short
list of major project operations arranged in chronological order. On the
highway bridge, described in Section 3.4, this initial list could be:

A. Procurement
B. Field mobilization and site work
C. Pile foundations
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Figure 4.2
Highway bridge, general job plan

D. Abutments and wingwalls
E. Deck
F. Finishing operations

This list can be used to prepare a preliminary job plan, such as the one
shown in Figure 4.2. The major operations in the preceding list are much
the same as, and could be identical to, those previously identified by the bar
chart in Figure 3.5, when a preliminary time analysis of the project was made
during the estimating period. A general job plan like that shown in Figure
4.2 is useful in the sense that it places the entire project in perspective. It is
profitable for the planner to establish a general frame of reference before
beginning to struggle with the intricacies of detailed job planning.

All of the steps in job planning have now been reviewed. Providing that
the simple rules of precedence diagramming are followed, it should be
possible to develop a working diagram for the highway bridge. A company
prebid conference has established the general ground rules of procedure
for this project. One abutment at a time will be constructed for reasons of
equipment limitations and the economy of form reuse. Abutment #1 will
be constructed first with its footing being poured initially, followed by the
breast and wing walls. As excavation, pile driving, forming, and pouring are
completed on abutment #1, these operations move over to abutment #2.
Only one set of footing forms and abutment wall forms will be made, these
being used first on abutment #1 and then moved over to abutment #2.

As soon as the steel girders have been delivered, the concrete abutments
stripped, and abutment #1 backfilled, the steel girders will be placed. Forms
and reinforcing steel for the deck slab can follow. Abutment #2 must be
backfilled before the deck can be poured. Concrete patching and rubbing
can be started as the abutments are stripped and must be finished before
painting can start. Job cleanup and final inspection complete the project.
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Figure 4.3 (see insert between pages 88 and 89) is the precedence
diagram that results from the highway bridge logic just established. Most
of the dependencies on the diagram are normal dependencies in that they
are the natural result of the physical nature of the activities themselves.
However, the figure also includes some resource restraints. When such
restraints have been firmly established, it is advisable to include them in
the first draft of the network because they can be significant planning
factors that have a major effect on the project plan and schedule. By way
of explanation, refer to activities 10, 20, and 50 in Figure 4.3, using activity
20 as a typical example.

Activity 20, ‘‘Prepare & approve S/D footing rebar,’’ is a consequence of
a construction contract requirement that the prime contractor and its sub-
contractors submit shop drawings (S/D) and other descriptive information
concerning project materials and machinery to the owner or project design
professional for their approval. This must be done before these materials
can be fabricated and provided to the job site. Shop drawing approval and
material fabrication and delivery are shown separately on Figure 4.3. This is
because the delivery of reinforcing steel and other materials to the project
typically is quoted by the vendor as requiring a stipulated period of time
after the general contractor returns approved shop drawings to the vendor.

With regard to material restraints such as activity 30, an additional
matter may have to be considered. For example, if the piles are sold to
the contractor ‘‘FOB trucks, job site’’—and this is typical—the contractor
is responsible for unloading the vendor’s trucks when they arrive on the
job site. (FOB is an abbreviation for ‘‘freight on board’’ and refers to
the delivery point covered by the vendor’s quote.) In such an instance,
the planner may wish to emphasize this fact by including another activity,
‘‘Unload piles,’’ at the end of activity 30. This simply serves as a reminder
to all concerned that the contractor must make advance arrangements to
have suitable unloading equipment and workmen available when delivery is
made. Unloading activities have not been included in Figure 4.3, however,
so that the discussion can concentrate on basics.

An equipment restraint has also been included in Figure 4.3. The driving
of steel pilings for the two abutments requires an assembly of equipment
units, including a large crane, which must be mobilized before pile driving
can start. This is illustrated by activity 100, ‘‘Mobilize pile-driving rig,’’
which precedes activity 110, ‘‘Drive piles abutment #1.’’ After the piles are
driven for both abutments, the pile-driving rig is demobilized. As shown,
this disassembly process must occur before activity 180, ‘‘Forms & rebar
abutment #1,’’ can start because the crane used for pile driving is required
to handle the forms and rebar for this abutment. Abutment #2 follows at
a later date. Another resource constraint in Figure 4.3 arises because the
same concrete forms are going to be used for both abutments. As a result
of this decision, activity 240, ‘‘Forms & rebar abutment #2,’’ cannot start
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until activity 220, ‘‘Strip & cure abutment #1,’’ has been completed. In a
similar manner, the same forms will be used for both footings.

4.13 Value of Precedence Network

Figure 4.3 is not only a lucid job model, it is also an effective tool useful
for day-to-day direction and control of the work. Figure 4.3 is the job plan
for the highway bridge project. Preparing the network has forced the job
planners to think the job through completely from start to finish. Decisions
have been made about equipment, construction methods, and sequence of
operations. The field supervisory team now possesses a depth of knowledge
about the project that can only be obtained through such a disciplined
process of detailed job analysis.

The job plan, in the form of a precedence diagram, is comprehensive,
detailed, and in a form that is easy to communicate to others. The network
diagram is an expedient medium for communication between field and
office forces. If for some reason the project manager or field superintendent
must be changed during construction, the diagram can assist appreciably
in effecting a smooth transition. The diagram makes job coordination with
material dealers, subcontractors, owners, and architect-engineers a much
easier matter. The orderly approach and analytical thinking that have gone
into the network diagram have produced a job plan far superior to any
form of bar chart or narrative analysis. Invariably, synthesis of the network
results in improvements to original ideas and a sharpening of the entire
approach to the project.

4.14 Repetitive Operations

Some kinds of construction projects involve long series of repetitive opera-
tions. Pole lines, highways, pipelines, multistory buildings, and tract housing
are familiar examples of construction jobs that entail several parallel strings
of continuing operations. One segment of the Example Project described
in Section 2.17 is the relocation of five miles of natural gas pipeline. This
is a good example of a construction operation that will involve repetitive
operations that proceed simultaneously.

For purposes of discussing the planning of such a project, the major
repetitive segments of the pipeline relocation have been identified as:

Locate & clear Lay pipe
Excavate Test
String pipe Backfill
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The basic plan for this job is shown in Figure 4.4 with all the operations
being sequential except for excavate and string pipe, which are done
concurrently. However, no pipeline contractor would proceed in such a
single-file manner unless the pipeline was very short in length or some
special circumstance applied. Rather, location and clearing work would
get well under way. Excavation, together with pipe stringing, would then
start, and pipe laying would proceed fairly closely behind. Pressure testing
of the pipe and backfilling complete the sequence. After the project gets
‘‘strung out’’ along the right-of-way, all these operations will move ahead
sequentially, one stage following the next.

All this makes it clear that more detail than is included in Figure 4.4
will be necessary if the job plan is to be useful. The way to accomplish this
is to divide the pipeline into arbitrary but typical repeating sections. The
length of the repeating section chosen can be quite variable, depending
on the length of the pipeline, terrain, contract provisions, and other job
conditions. For discussion purposes, suppose the contractor decides that a
mile-long section of pipeline represents a fairly typical unit of work. This
would be exclusive of river, railroad, and highway crossings, which are
frequently done in advance of the main pipeline and which may require
their own planning and scheduling studies as separate operations. Figure
4.5 indicates how the basic plan can be broken down into mile-long units.

The notation used in Figure 4.5 is one where the individual activity box
indicates only the section of the pipeline involved. The work categories
listed at the left margin of the figure apply to the horizontal string of
activities at each successive level. The logic of the figure shows that after
a mile of the pipeline right-of-way has been located and cleared, both
excavation and pipe stringing start. These latter two activities proceed
simultaneously, since one does not depend on the progress of the other.
After excavation and pipe stringing have proceeded one mile, pipe-laying
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starts. Testing and backfill begin in the order shown. Once a work phase is
started, it will proceed more or less continuously until its completion.

4.15 Network Interfaces

Often different portions of the same project are planned separately from
one another. However, as frequently happens, the individual construction
plans are not truly independent of one another, and the two networks are
actually related in some way. Thus, the two networks must interface with
each other so that mutual dependencies are transmitted properly from
one plan to the other. The term ‘‘interface’’ refers to the dependency
between activities of two different networks. This dependency can be
indicated on the networks by dashed sequence lines between the affected
activities.

The pipeline relocation will be used to illustrate the workings of an
interface. Assume that this job includes a stream crossing at the end of the
third mile of pipeline. The construction of the crossing structure will be
separate from that of the pipeline, but the two must be correlated so the
crossing structure is ready for pipe by the time the pipeline construction
has progressed to the crossing location. In this instance, planning of the
pipeline itself and of the crossing structure proceed independently of one
another. Figure 4.5 is the planning network for the pipeline work. The
crossing is to be effected by a suspension-type structure, and Figure 4.6 is
its construction plan.

The required job logic of having the crossing structure ready to accept
pipe by the time the pipeline has reached the crossing site can be imposed
by having activity 110 of Figure 4.6 immediately follow activity 170 of
Figure 4.5. This is shown in both figures by the dashed dependency line.
Ensuring that the crossing structure is started soon enough for the desired
meshing of the two networks is now a matter of scheduling and will be
treated in Chapter 5.

4.16 Master Network

As illustrated by Figure 2.1, the total Example Project consists of several
major subprojects, each being relatively self-contained and independent
of the others. The planning networks of two of these segments of the
Example Project, the highway bridge and the pipeline relocation, have
been developed. It is now easy to visualize that similar planning diagrams
must be developed for the river diversion, haul roads, borrow development,
earth dam, and other major project elements. These separate networks
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would be used for the detailed time scheduling and daily field manage-
ment of the several components of the Example Project. In a general
sense, each of the major project segments is constructed and managed
separately.

The planning for each subproject is done in considerable detail. This fact
is obvious from the nature of the networks developed for the highway bridge
and the pipeline relocation. Although this level of detail is necessary for
the day-to-day field control of construction operations, it is overwhelming
for an owner or project manager who wants to keep abreast of overall
site operations in a more general way. The amount of detail required
by managers decreases with their increased span of authority. A field
manager requires information and data that are tailored to the level of his
responsibilities.

On the Example Project, a master planning network would be prepared
that encompasses and includes every subproject. The level of detail of this
diagram would be relatively gross, with each activity representing substantial
segments of the field work. The highway bridge and the pipeline relocation
would each appear as a small cluster of associated activities. It is likely that
the highway bridge would appear in the master diagram as the activities
shown in Figure 4.2, and the pipeline relocation would be as presented
in Figure 4.4. The master job plan concerns itself essentially with the
big picture, the broad aspects of the major job segments and how they
relate to each other. Keeping the master network free of excessive detail is
necessary to the production of an overall plan that can be comprehended
and implemented by those who must apply it.

4.17 Subnetworks

The detailed planning diagrams of the highway bridge, Figure 4.3, and
of the pipeline relocation, Figure 4.5, are spoken of as subnetworks of
the master network. As has been discussed, lower-level field management
uses them for everyday direction and control of the work. It would be
possible, of course, to draw an overall project network that would combine
the detailed planning networks of all the subprojects into one enormous
diagram. However, such an all-inclusive network would be so large and
cumbersome as to be virtually useless to anyone concerned with the
Example Project. The detailed planning of an extensive construction
contract such as the Example Project is accomplished primarily through the
medium of many subnetworks, with their interdependencies indicated by
appropriate interfaces. In this way, management personnel can concentrate
on their own localized operations. Each manager can monitor his work
according to his own plan without the distraction of having to wade
through masses of information irrelevant to him and his responsibilities. It
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is also entirely possible that certain activities of the highway bridge network
(Figure 4.3) or of the pipeline relocation network (Figure 4.5) might
require further expansion into more detailed subnetworks. To ensure
their timely accomplishment, it is sometimes desirable to subject certain
critical activities to further detailed planning study. To illustrate, activity
100, ‘‘Mobilize pile-driving rig,’’ of Figure 4.3 might be expanded into its
own planning subnetwork, as shown by Figure 4.7.

4.18 Computer Applications for Planning

Computers have a major impact on the way construction professionals
plan, schedule, and control projects. In the succeeding chapters, computer
applications for each phase of construction management will be discussed.
Because of the rapid changes in computer technology and software sophis-
tication, only the fundamentals of computer applications are appropriate
for discussion.

Earlier in this chapter, it was stated that planning is the most important
phase of project management, and it is also the most difficult and time
consuming. This is because the knowledge, experience, and insight of
the project team must be brought together to identify a plan that is
both complex and uncertain. For years, the process was one of holding
a planning meeting, drawing the network on paper, holding another
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planning meeting, revising the network drawing again and again until the
team was satisfied or ran out of time.

Computers with graphics capabilities have had a major impact on the
planning process because networks are drawn on the computer screen.
With a projector, the network is displayed on a screen as the project
team is developing it. One person, using the computer, records each idea
as the plan is being developed. Each addition to the plan can be seen,
understood, and if necessary criticized by the other team members. In this
way, the skills of the team are combined and a dynamic plan is developed
in much less time than was previously required. Developing networks using
software offers significant added flexibility over manual drafting. Individual
activities or whole groups of activities can be moved around on the screen.
Individual parts of the network can be created independently and then
combined with the main network. Multiple approaches to a particular
planning problem can be created, evaluated, and compared, with the best
solution used in the final plan.

Perhaps the best part of this type of planning is that it involves each
member of the project team in a highly collaborative planning process.
The resulting plan is perceived to be the team’s plan rather than one
provided by the planning department. Everyone on the team now has a
stake in making this plan work. This perception alone causes each phase
of the project management system described in the succeeding chapters to
contribute to a successful project.



5 Project
Scheduling

5.1 Scheduling Procedure

Chapter 4 dealt with the procedures followed in developing a project plan
and describing that plan as a Critical Path Method (CPM) network diagram.
Once this network diagram has been developed, the time management
system enters the next phase, that of work scheduling. Thus far, all planning
effort has been directed at defining the work to be accomplished and the
order in which that work must be carried out. Time relating to overall
project construction duration or the time required to complete individual
activities has not been factored into the plan. This chapter is concerned
with the time scheduling of construction projects.

As has been stated previously, the CPM was developed especially for
the planning and scheduling of construction operations and is the pro-
cedure used throughout this text. However, it is of interest to note that
a somewhat different procedure, Program Evaluation and Review Tech-
nique (PERT), has been devised for application to the scheduling of
research and development projects. Because research is generally highly
exploratory in nature, historical experience and background are rarely
good measures for future time estimates, and make reasonably accurate
time estimates difficult to establish. As a result, researchers have devel-
oped PERT as a method of statistically evaluating project duration over a
time-sensitive domain. Although basically similar, CPM and PERT differ
in several important respects concerning the estimation of activity time

85
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durations. PERT provides some important lessons regarding probability
and project duration, which will broaden a construction manager’s pro-
spective. This topic is covered in Appendix E. In this chapter, only the
CPM scheduling method is developed and applied.

A project schedule is a projected timetable of construction operations
that will serve as the principal guideline for project execution. Several steps
are involved in devising an efficient and workable job schedule. The next
list of eight steps is offered as a procedural guide.

1. Estimate the time required to carry out each network activity.

2. Compute the time period required for overall project completion using these
time estimates.

3. Establish time intervals within which each activity must start and finish
to satisfy the completion date requirement.

4. Identify those activities whose expedient execution is crucial to timely
project completion.

5. Shorten the project duration at the least possible cost if the project completion
date will not meet the contract or other requirements.

6. Adjust the start and finish times of selected activities to minimize resource
conflicts and smooth out demands for manpower and equipment using
surplus or float times that most activities possess.

7. Make a working project schedule that shows anticipated calendar dates
for the start and finish of each network activity.

8. Record the assumptions made and the plan’s vital boundary conditions.
These will become an integral aspect of the completed baseline
project schedule.

This chapter discusses the first four steps just described. The remainder
are presented in subsequent chapters. The highway bridge and pipeline
relocation will be used to present the several facets of construction
scheduling.

5.2 Activity Times

CPM customarily uses a single time estimate for each network activity.
In construction, each activity is ‘‘deterministic’’ in the sense that similar
or identical work has been performed many times before. Such prior
experience enables the contractor to estimate with reasonable accuracy the
time required to carry out each job operation. Single time estimates for
network activities will be used exclusively in the main body of this book.

In the construction industry, activity durations are customarily expressed
in terms of working days, although other time units, such as hours, shifts,
or calendar weeks, are sometimes used. The main criterion is that the unit
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chosen be harmonious with the project and the management procedures
being used. Once a time unit is selected, it must be used consistently
throughout the network. More will be said about this later in the chapter.
Working days will be used herein as the standard time unit for activity
duration estimates and scheduling computations.

5.3 Rules for Estimating Activity Durations

The true worth of a project work schedule and the confidence with which
it can be applied depend almost entirely on the job logic as contained in
the planning network and the accuracy with which the individual activity
times can be estimated. As a general rule, time estimates can be made
more reliably for activities of limited scope than for those of larger extent.
In itself, this is not necessarily an argument for the use of great detail in
job planning. Nevertheless, when considerable uncertainty surrounds the
duration of a given activity, sometimes it can be helpful to subdivide that
activity into smaller elements.

Six important rules apply to the estimation of activity durations:

1. Evaluate activities one at a time, independently of all others. For a given
activity, assume that materials, labor, equipment, and other needs
will be available when required. If there is a fundamental reason to
believe that this will not be true, then the use of a preceding restraint
may be in order.

2. For each activity, assume a normal level of manpower and/or equipment.
Exactly what ‘‘normal’’ is in this context is difficult to define. Most
activities require only a single crew of workers or a standard spread
of equipment. Based on experience, conventional crew sizes and
equipment spreads have emerged as being efficient and economical.
In short, a normal level is about optimum insofar as expedient com-
pletion and minimum costs are concerned. A normal level may be
dictated by the availability of labor and equipment. If shortages are
anticipated, this factor must be taken into account. However, conflict-
ing demands among concurrent activities for workers or equipment
will be temporarily ignored. At this stage, such conflicts are only
matters of conjecture, and they will be investigated in detail during a
later stage of scheduling.

3. If time units of working days are being used, assume a normal workday. Do
not consider overtime or multiple shifts unless this typical or a part
of the standard workday. Around-the-clock operations are normal in
most tunnel work, for example, and overtime is extensively used on
highway jobs during the summer months to beat the approaching
cold weather. Some labor contracts guarantee overtime work as a part
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of the usual workday or workweek. In these cases, the extra hours are
normal and should be considered.

4. Concentrate on estimating the duration of the individual activity and ignore
all other time considerations. In particular, the completion date of the
project must be put entirely out of mind. Otherwise, there is apt to
be an effort made, consciously or unconsciously, to fit the activities
within the total time available. This is one of the serious drawbacks of
the bar chart as a planning and scheduling device. Most contractors
will admit that the average bar chart is made up primarily by adjusting
the individual work items to fit within an overall time requirement.
The only consideration pertinent to estimating an activity duration
is how much time is required to accomplish that activity, and that
activity alone.

5. Use consistent time units throughout. When using the working day
as a time unit, it must be remembered that weekends and hol-
idays are not included. Certain job activities, such as concrete
curing or systems testing, continue during nonworking days. To
some extent, allowances can be made for this. For example, cur-
ing periods of seven days will involve only five working days. In
most cases, however, such corrections and conversions cannot be
exact and must be based on the scheduler’s best judgment. When
using a computer program to facilitate schedule calculations, check
to see whether the program supports multiple calendars and use
the method suggested by the software developer. Associated with
the use of consistent time units is the matter of conversion of time
periods from one base to another. For example, vendors invariably
express delivery times in terms of calendar days. If the delivery of
a pump is given as 30 days by the vendor, this will translate into
approximately 21 working days. Again, most computer programs
handle these problems with multiple calendars. Manual calculations
require the scheduler to make these adjustments to the durations
by hand.

6. Assume normal weather conditions in estimating the duration needed to
accomplish each activity. Some operations are sensitive to the effects
of weather and may not be performed at all or will take longer
to complete if necessary climatic conditions are absent. In general,
such activities should be estimated assuming the existence of con-
ducive weather. Using historical weather data for the site location,
operation-specific calendars can be developed to account for the sea-
sonal variations that weather will have on these activities. This process
is discussed further in Section 5.19.
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Figure 5.6 Highway bridge, computer entry of activity times on precedence diagram
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5.4 Estimating Activity Durations

It is important that someone experienced in, and familiar with, the type
of work involved be responsible when the activity durations are being
estimated. With respect to work done by subcontractors, it is good practice
to solicit input from them concerning the times required for those activities
for which they are responsible. Subcontractors usually are in the best
position to render judgments concerning the times required for the
accomplishment their work.

One effective way of estimating an activity duration is to compute it
by applying a crew or equipment production rate to the total number
of units of work to be done. For illustrative purposes, the determina-
tion of time estimates for two of the activities on the highway bridge
will be discussed. First, consider activity 110, ‘‘Drive piles, abutment #1,’’
as it appears in Figure 4.3. The summary sheet for Bid Item No. 4 in
Appendix A shows that a pile-driving production rate of 70 linear feet per
hour was used when the cost of the highway bridge was estimated. Each
abutment involves the driving of twenty-eight 40-foot-long piles. Dividing
the total lineal footage of 1120 feet by 70 gives 16 hours, or two work-
ing days.

28 piles × 40 ft/pile = 1.140 ft

1,140 ft ÷ 70 ft/hr = 16.3 hrs

In addition to the actual pile driving, most of one day will be required to
prepare the templates, cut off pile heads, and move the equipment. Thus,
the time estimate for this particular activity will be three days. In a similar
manner for activity 200, ‘‘Pour abutment #1,’’ Figure 3.6 shows that the
concrete for this abutment will be poured at the rate of 8.75 cubic yards per
hour. This production rate can be used to compute the time required to
pour the abutment. Each abutment contains 140 cubic yards of concrete,
and dividing this by 10 cubic yards per hour gives 14 hours, or about two
working days.

140 cy ÷ 8.75 cy/hr = 16 hrs

Another approach in determining activity times is to assume a crew size
and use the estimated labor unit cost rather than a production rate. To
illustrate this procedure, Bid Item No. 3 in Appendix A shows the unit
labor cost for compacted backfill to be $8.45 per cubic yard. Activities 280
and 310 each include 170 cubic yards of compacted backfill. Thus, each of
these activities has a direct labor cost of:

170 cy × $8.45/cy = $1,436.50
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Assume a crew of three laborers with a daily labor cost of:

3 laborers × 8 hrs/day × $22.00/hr = $528/day

Dividing $1,436.50 by $528/day gives 2.7 days, or approximately three
days. Hence, the estimated duration of activities 280 and 310 will each be
three working days.

When estimating activity times, one special circumstance must be kept
in mind: the case where the same work item is repeated several times
during the construction period. For example, successive job activities may
involve repetitions of essentially identical concrete forming. The time
performance on such work will improve considerably during the first few
cycles. This learning-curve effect causes the later items to be accomplished
in less time than the first ones. The basic proposition of the learning-curve
phenomenon is that skill and productivity in performing the same work
improve with experience and practice and therefore should be reflected in
the network durations.

Time estimates of surprising accuracy often can be made informally.
Experienced construction supervisors have an almost uncanny ability to
give off-the-cuff time estimates that usually prove to be reasonably close.
This may seem to be an almost casual approach to such an important
matter, but experience shows that it has its place, especially when checking
against time values obtained by presumably more exact means. Input from
field superintendents is valuable and desirable, but it would be a mistake
to allow them to make all the duration estimates in such an informal
fashion. If for no other reason, they are human and their time estimates
are apt to be generous so their chances of staying on schedule later on are
commensurately improved.

Activity durations customarily are expressed in terms of full working days
because, in most cases, to do otherwise is to assume a fictitious degree
of accuracy. If an activity time is less than one working day, the activity
concerned may be too small for practical job scheduling and control.
Figure 5.1 (see insert between pages 88 and 89), the logic for which has
been presented in Figure 4.3, shows the estimated durations for each
activity of the highway bridge. Each activity duration, in terms of working
days, is shown in the lower, central part of the activity box in Figure 5.1.
Each activity is also given an identifying number, located in the upper,
central part of the activity box. The other numerical values shown with the
activities and the contingency activity at the right end of the figure will be
discussed later.

5.5 Time Contingency

When applying the CPM procedure to a construction project, it is assumed
that individual activity durations are deterministic in the sense that they
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can be estimated relatively accurately and that their actual durations
will have only relatively minor variances from the estimated values. An
estimated activity duration is the time required for its usual accomplishment
and does not include any allowance for random or unusual happenings.
An estimated or likely completion time for the entire project can be
computed by using such estimates of individual activity times. The actual
project completion time probably will vary from this estimated value for
a number of reasons that cannot be entirely predicted or quantified by
the planning team. When the time estimate is made for an activity, it is
based on the assumption that ‘‘normal’’ conditions will prevail during
its accomplishment. Although normal conditions are difficult to define,
the concept is accurate enough to recognize that many possibilities of
‘‘abnormal’’ occurrences can substantially increase the actual construction
time. Concessions for abnormal or random delays are accounted for in a
number of ways, the simplest being a contingency allowance. Where these
occurrences can be recognized as activity specific, the contingency may be
added in the form of an uncertainty variance to the activity duration. This
concept is fundamental to the PERT method (see the PERT procedure in
Appendix E for a better understanding of probabilistic time analysis and
its effect on project duration).

In most cases, though, a contingency allowance cannot be applied
to individual activities to account for general project delays, such as
those caused by fires, accidents, equipment breakdowns, labor problems,
late material deliveries, damage to material shipments, unanticipated site
difficulties, and the like. Often it is impossible to predict which activities
may be affected and by how much. As a result, a general allowance for such
time contingencies normally is added to the overall project duration or at
the end of specific construction sequences.

5.6 Project Weather Delays

Probably the most common example of project delay is that caused by
inclement weather. It is important that the probable effect of adverse
weather be reflected in the final project time schedule. The usual basis for
making time estimates is on the assumption that construction operations
will proceed on every working day. However, it is obvious that there can
be a profound difference in the time required for excavation, depending
on whether the work is to be accomplished during dry or wet weather.
Similarly, snow, cold temperatures, and high winds can substantially affect
the times required to do certain types of construction work.

How allowances for time lost because of inclement weather are handled
depends to a great extent on the type of work involved. When most highway,
heavy, and utility work are affected by the weather, normally the entire
project is shut down. On buildings and other work that can be protected
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from the weather, allowances for time lost are commonly applied to those
groups of activities susceptible to weather delay. Seldom is a job of this type
completely shut down by bad weather after it is enclosed. Some parts of the
job may be at a standstill while others can proceed. Although one or more
weather contingencies can be used in a network, a preferred solution is to
account for weather using activity calendars, a subject that is be covered in
Section 5.19.

5.7 Network Time Computations

The scheduling of detailed activities in a network generally is done by
computer, with times expressed in terms of calendar dates or expired
working days. However, the optimum use of this information for project
time control purposes requires the user to have a thorough understanding
of the computations and the true significance of the data generated. Time
values generated by a ‘‘black box’’ with no insight into the process cannot
be used in optimal fashion to achieve time management purposes. For this
reason, the manual computation of activity times is discussed in detail in
the sections that follow. When these calculations are made by hand, they
normally are performed directly on the network itself. When making the
initial study with manual computations, activity times usually are expressed
in terms of expired working days. Likewise, the start of the work being
planned customarily is taken to be at time zero.

After a time duration has been estimated for each activity, some simple
step-by-step computations are performed. The purpose of these calculations
is to determine (1) the overall project completion time and (2) the time
brackets within which each activity must be accomplished to meet the
completion date. The network calculations involve only additions and
subtractions and can be made in different ways, although the data produced
are comparable in all cases. The usual procedure is to calculate what are
referred to as activity times. When arrow notation is being used, so-called
event times can also be used as a basis for network computations (see
Section D.10). Activity times play a fundamental role in project scheduling,
and their determination is treated in this chapter. Event time computations
are discussed in Appendix D.

The calculation of activity times involves the determination of four
limiting times for each network activity. The ‘‘early start’’ (ES) or ‘‘earliest
start’’ of an activity is the earliest time that the activity can possibly start,
allowing for the times required to complete the preceding activities. The
‘‘early finish’’ (EF) or ‘‘earliest finish’’ of an activity is the earliest possible
time that it can be completed, and is determined by adding that activity’s
duration to its early start time. The ‘‘late finish’’ (LF) or ‘‘latest finish’’
of an activity is the very latest that it can be finished and allow the entire
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project to be completed by a designated time or date. The ‘‘late start’’
(LS) or ‘‘latest start’’ of an activity is the latest possible time that it can be
started if the project target completion date is to be met and is obtained by
subtracting the activity’s duration from its latest finish time.

The computation of activity times can be performed manually or by com-
puter. When calculations are made by hand, they normally are performed
directly on the network itself. When the computer is used, activity times
are shown on the computer-generated network or in tabular form. When
making manual computations, it is normal to use project days, working in
terms of expired working days. Commensurately, the start of the project
is customarily taken to be time zero (the end of project day zero). When
computations are done by computer, calendar dates often are used so that
early and late starts are in the morning of the calendar day and early and
late finishes are in the afternoon of the calendar day.

5.8 Early Activity Times

The highway bridge network shown in Figure 5.1 is used here to discuss
the manual calculation of activity times directly on a precedence diagram.
Precedence diagrams are exceptionally convenient for the manual calcu-
lation of activity times and afford an excellent basis for describing how
such calculations are done. This section discusses the computation of the
early-start and early-finish times. The determination of late activity times is
described subsequently. The early time computations proceed from project
start to project finish and from left to right in Figure 5.1, this process being
termed the forward pass. The basic assumption for the computation of early
activity times is that every activity will start as early as possible. That is to say,
each activity will start just as soon as the last of its predecessors is finished.

The ES value of each activity is determined first, with the EF time then
being obtained by adding the activity duration to the ES time. To assist
the reader in understanding how the calculations proceed, small sections
of Figure 5.1 are used in Figure 5.2 to illustrate the numerical procedures.
Reference to Figure 5.1 shows that activity 0 is the initial activity. Its earliest
possible start is, therefore, zero elapsed time. As explained by the sample
activity shown in Figure 5.1, the ES of each activity is entered in the upper
left of its activity box. The value of zero is entered at the upper left of
activity 0 in Figure 5.2a. The EF of an activity is obtained by adding the
activity duration to its ES value. Activity 0 has a duration of zero. Hence
the EF of activity 0 is its ES of zero added to its duration of zero, or a
value of zero. EF values are entered into the upper right of activity boxes,
and Figure 5.2a shows the EF value of activity 0 to be zero. Activity 0
calculations are trivial, but the use of a single opening activity is customary
with precedence diagrams.
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Figure 5.1 shows that activities 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 can all start after
activity 0 has been completed. In going forward through the network, the
earliest these five activities can start is obviously controlled by the EF of
the preceding activity. Since activity 0 has an EF equal to zero, then each
of the five activities that follow can start as early as time zero. Figure 5.2b
shows that activities 30 and 40 have ES values of zero. Zeros have been
entered, therefore, in the upper left of activities 30 and 40. This is typical
for activities 10, 20, and 50 as well. The EF of activity 30 is its ES of zero
plus its duration of 15 or a value of 15. Likewise, the EF value of activity 40
is zero plus 3 or a value of 3.

Continuing into the network, Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2c show that
activities 80, 90, or 100 cannot start until activity 40 has been completed.
Activity 40 is referred to as a burst activity, which is an activity that is
followed by two or more activities. The earliest that activity 40 can finish
is at the end of the third day. Using activities 80 and 90 as examples, it is
seen that the earliest these two activities can be started is day 3. The EF of
activity 80 will be its ES value of 3 plus its duration of 3, or a value of 6. In
like fashion, activity 90 will also have an EF value of 6. These values have
been entered into the activity boxes in Figure 5.2c.

Figures 5.1 and 5.2d show that activity 130 cannot start until both
activities 70 and 110 are finished. The EF values of activities 70 and
110 are 12 and 18, respectively. Because the ES of activity 130 depends
on the completion of both activities, it follows that the finish of activity
110, not that of activity 70, actually controls the start of activity 130 and
that activity 130 will have an early start of 18. Activity 130 is an example
of a merge activity—an activity whose start depends on the completion
of two or more preceding activities. The rule for this and other merge
activities is that the earliest possible start time of such an activity is equal
to the latest (or largest) of the EF values of the immediately preceding
activities.

The forward-pass calculations consist only of repeated applications of
the few simple rules just discussed. Working methodically in step-by-step
fashion, the computations in Figure 5.1 proceed from activity to activity
until the end of the network is reached. The reader is reminded that the
figures and calculations shown in Figure 5.2 were for explanatory purposes
only. The actual forward-pass calculations would have commenced with
activity 0 in Figure 5.1, with the ES and EF values being entered onto
the activity boxes as the calculations progressed. As is now obvious, the
calculations are elementary and, with practice, can be performed rapidly.
Even so, when several hundred activities are involved, the manual devel-
opment of activity times can be tedious, time consuming, and subject
to error.
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5.9 Project Duration

Reference to Figure 5.1 will disclose that the early-finish time for the last
work activity (400) is 64 elapsed working days. For the job logic established
and the activity durations estimated, it will require 64 working days to reach
the end of the project, provided that each activity is started as soon as
possible (or at its ES time). Thus, if a competent job of planning has been
done, if activity durations have been accurately estimated, and if everything
goes well in the field, project completion can be anticipated in 64 working
days or about 7/5 × 64 ≈ 90 calendar days. In this regard, any labor
holidays that occur on regular workdays must be added to the 90 calendar
days just obtained. As will be seen in Section 5.16, the construction period
for the highway bridge will be during the months of June into September.
During this time, the holidays of Independence Day and Labor Day will
occur. Therefore, the construction period will require approximately 92
calendar days.

The matter of contingency must again be considered at this point. Some
provision must be made for general project delays caused by a variety of
troubles, oversights, difficulties, and job casualties. At this stage of project
scheduling, many contractors will plan on a time overrun of 5 to 10 percent
and add this to the overall projected time requirement for the entire work.
The percentage actually added must be based on a contractor’s judgment
and experience. In Figure 5.1, a contingency of six working days has
been added to the diagram in the form of the final contingency activity
410. Adding an overall contingency of six working days gives a probable
job duration of 70 working days. To the contractor’s way of thinking, 70
working days represents a more realistic estimate of actual project duration
than does the value of 64. If everything goes as planned, the job probably
will be finished in about 64 working days. However, if the usual difficulties
arise, the contractor has allowed for a 70-working-day construction period.

Whether the contractor chooses to add in a contingency allowance or
not, now is the time to compare the computed project duration with any
established project time requirement. Again, the highway bridge will be
used as an example. Assuming a contingency of six working days, the
estimated project duration is:

7/5 × (64 + 6) + 2 labor holidays ≈ 100 calendar days

This project duration is compared with the completion date established
by the Example Project master schedule or by the time provision in
the construction contract. If the highway bridge must be completed in
90 calendar days, then the contractor will have to consider ways in which to
shorten its time duration. If a construction period of 100 calendar days is
permissible, the contractor will feel reasonably confident that it will be able
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to meet this requirement and no action to shorten the work is required.
How to go about decreasing a project’s duration is the subject of Chapter 7.

The probable project duration of 100 calendar days or approximately 14
weeks is a valuable piece of information. For the first time the contractor has
an estimate of overall project duration that it can rely on with considerable
trust. The difference in confidence level between the value of the 14 weeks
that has just been obtained and the 15 weeks derived earlier from the bar
chart in Figure 3.5 should be apparent.

5.10 Late Activity Times

For purposes of discussion in the remainder of this chapter, it is assumed
that a project duration of 100 calendar days, or 70 working days, for the
highway bridge is acceptable. Unless there is some mitigating circumstance,
there is no point in the contractor’s attempting to rush the job and
certainly there is nothing to be gained by deliberately allowing the work
to drag along. The normal activity durations used as a scheduling basis
represent efficient and economical operation. Shorter activity times usually
will require expensive expediting actions. Longer activity times suggest a
relaxed attitude and increased costs of production. Certainly job overhead
expense increases with the duration of the construction period.

Having established that 70 working days is satisfactory, job calculations
now turn around on this value, and a second series of calculations is
performed to find the late-start and the late-finish times for each activity.
These calculations, called the backward pass, start at the project end
and proceed backward through the network, going from right to left in
Figure 5.1. The late activity times to be computed are the latest times
at which the several activities on the highway bridge can be started and
finished with project completion still achievable in 70 working days. The
supposition during the backward pass is that each activity finishes as late as
possible without delaying project completion. The LF value of each activity
is obtained first and is entered into the lower right portion of the activity
box. The LS, in each case, is obtained by subtracting the activity duration
from the LF value. The late-start time is then shown at the lower left. Small
sections of Figure 5.1 are used in Figure 5.3 to help illustrate the numerical
procedures.

The backward pass through Figure 5.1 is begun by giving activity 420
an LF time of 70. Figure 5.3a shows the value of 70 entered in the lower
right of activity 420. The LS of an activity is obtained by subtracting the
activity duration from its LF value. Activity 420 has a duration of zero.
Hence, the LS of activity 420 is its LF of 70 minus its duration of zero, or a
value of 70. This value of 70 has been entered at the lower left of activity
420 in Figure 5.3a. Again, this is a trivial calculation, but it is customary
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to end precedence diagrams with a single closing activity. Continuing with
Figure 5.3a, activity 410 immediately precedes activity 420. In working
backward through the network as shown in Figure 5.3a, the latest that
activity 410 can finish obviously is controlled by the LS of its succeeding
activity, 420. If activity 420 must start no later than day 70, then activity 410
must finish no later than that same day. Consequently, activity 410 has an
LF time equal to the LS of the activity following (420), or a value of 70.
With a duration of 6, it has an LS value of 70–6, or 64. These values are
shown on activity 410 in Figure 5.3a.

Figures 5.1 and 5.3b show that activity 400 immediately precedes activity
410. The latest that activity 400 can finish is controlled by the LS of its
succeeding activity, 410. If activity 410 must start no later than day 64, then
activity 400 must finish no later than that same day. Consequently, activity
400 has an LF time equal to the LS of the activity following (410), or a
value of 64. With a duration of 1, it has an LS value of 64–1, or 63. These
values are shown on activity 400 in Figure 5.3b.

Figures 5.1 and 5.3c disclose that activity 390 is preceded by three
activities: 360, 370, and 380. The LF of each of these activities is set equal
to the LS of activity 390, or day 60. Subtracting the activity durations from
their LF values yields the LS times. The LS times for activities 360, 370, and
380 are, correspondingly, equal to 57, 55, and 59. These values have been
entered in Figure 5.3c.

Some explanation is needed when the backward pass reaches a burst
activity (one that has more than one activity immediately following it).
In Figure 5.1, activity 350 would be the first such activity reached during
the backward pass, and this activity is followed immediately by activities
360 and 370. To obtain the late finish of activity 350, the late starts of
the immediately succeeding activities are noted. These are obtained from
Figure 5.1 as 57 for activity 360 and 55 for activity 370 and are entered
into Figure 5.3d. Keeping in mind that activity 350 must be finished before
either activity 360 or 370 can begin, it is logical that activity 350 must be
finished no later than day 55. If it is finished any later than this, the entire
project will be delayed by the same amount. The rule for this and other
burst activities is that the LF value for such an activity is equal to the earliest
(or smallest) of the LS times of the activities that follow.

The backward-pass computations proceed from activity to activity until
the start of the project is reached. All that is involved is repetition of the
rules just discussed. In making actual network calculations, of course, the
LF and LS values would be calculated directly on Figure 5.1, with the times
being entered into the activity boxes as they are obtained. The reader
is encouraged to verify all of the early and late activity times shown in
Figure 5.1 as a test of how well the rules of computational procedure have
been mastered.
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5.11 Total Float

Examination of the activity times appearing in Figure 5.1 discloses that the
early and late-start times (also early- and late-finish times) are the same for
certain activities and not for others. The significance of this fact is that there
is leeway in the scheduling of some activities and none at all in the schedul-
ing of others. This leeway is a measure of the time available for a given activ-
ity above and beyond its estimated duration. This extra time is called float,
two classifications of which are in general usage: total float and free float.

The total float of an activity is obtained by subtracting its ES time from
its LS time. Subtracting the EF from the LF gives the same result. Once
the activity times have been computed on a precedence diagram, values of
total float are easily computed and may be noted on the network if desired.
This has not been done on Figure 5.1, however, in an attempt to keep the
figure as simple as possible. Referring to Figure 5.1, the total float for a
given activity is found as the difference between the two times at the left of
the activity box or between the two at the right. The same value is obtained
in either case. An activity with zero total float has no spare time and is,
therefore, one of the operations that controls project completion time. For
this reason, activities with zero total float are called critical activities. The
second of the common float types, free float, is discussed in Section 5.13.

5.12 Critical Path

In a precedence diagram, a critical activity is quickly identified as one
whose two start times (ES and LS) at the left of the activity box are equal.
Also equal are the two finish times (EF and LF) at the right of the activity
box. Inspection of the activities in Figure 5.1 discloses that 18 activities have
total float values of zero. Plotting these on the figure discloses that these 18
activities form a continuous path from project beginning to project end;
this chain of critical activities is called the critical path. The critical path
usually is indicated on the diagram in some distinctive way, such as with
red or bold lines, which are used in Figure 5.1.

Inspection of the network diagram in Figure 5.1 shows that numerous
paths exist between the start and end of the diagram. These paths do not
represent alternate choices through the network. Rather, each of these
paths must be traversed during the actual construction process. If the time
durations of the activities forming a continuous path were to be added for
each of the many possible routes through the network, a number of dif-
ferent totals would be obtained. The largest of these totals is the critical or
minimum time for overall project completion. Each path must be traveled,
so the longest of these paths determines the length of time necessary to com-
plete all of the activities in accordance with the established project logic.
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If the total times for all of the network paths in Figure 5.1 were to
be obtained, it would be found that the longest path is the critical path
already identified using zero total floats and that its total time duration
is 70 days. Consequently, it is possible to locate the critical path of any
network by merely determining the longest path. However, usually this
procedure is not practical. The critical path normally is found by means
of zero total float values. It needs to be pointed out that the scheduler
can be badly fooled by attempting to prejudge which activities will be
critical or to locate the critical path by inspection. Critical activities are not
necessarily the most difficult or those that seem to be the most important
job elements. Although there is only one critical path in Figure 5.1, more
than one such path is always a possibility in network diagrams. One path
can branch out into a number of paths, or several paths can combine into
one. In any event, the critical path or paths must consist of an unbroken
chain of activities from start to finish of the diagram. There must be at
least one such critical path, and it cannot be intermittent. A break in the
path indicates an error in the computations. On the highway bridge, 15 of
the 40 activities (exclusive of start, contingency, and finish), or about 38
percent, are critical. This is considerably higher than is the case for most
construction networks because of the small size of the highway bridge. In
larger diagrams, critical activities generally constitute 20 percent or less of
the total.

Any delay in a critical activity automatically lengthens the critical path.
Because the length of the critical path determines project duration, any
delay in the finish date of a critical activity, for whatever reason, automati-
cally prolongs project completion by the same amount. Thus, identification
of the critical activities is an important aspect of job scheduling because it
pinpoints those job areas that must be closely monitored at all times if the
project is to be kept on schedule.

5.13 Free Float

Free float is another category of spare time. The free float of an activity
is found by subtracting its EF time from the earliest of the ES times of
the activities directly following. To illustrate how free floats are computed,
consider activity 260 in Figure 5.1, which shows the EF time of activity 260
to be 35. Activity 320 is the only following activity. In this simple case, the
free float of activity 260 is the difference between the ES of activity 320 and
the EF of activity 260, 43–35 = 8 days. When an activity has more than one
following activity, the following activity with the earliest ES time controls.
An example is activity 90 with an EF time of 6. It is followed by activities 110
and 120 with ES times of 15 and 6, respectively. The free float of activity
90 is therefore 6–6 = 0 days. Another example could be activity 270, which
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has an EF time of 37. The earliest ES date of the following activities, 360
and 370, is 55. Thus, activity 270 has a free float value of 55–37 = 18 days.
As an alternate statement of procedure, the free float of a given activity can
be obtained by subtracting its EF (upper right) from the smallest of the ES
values (upper left) of those activities immediately following.

The free float of an activity is the amount by which the completion of
that activity can be deferred without delaying the early start of the following
activities or affecting any other activity in the network. To illustrate, activity
270, which has a free float of 18 days, can have its completion delayed by
up to 18 days because of late start, extended duration, or any combination
thereof, without affecting any other network activity.

5.14 Activity Time Information

Information concerning activity times and float values can be presented in
three ways: on the network diagram itself, in tabular format, and in the
form of bar charts. Using the precedence diagram of the highway bridge
as a basis, the preceding sections presented the manual computation of
activity times and floats. When such computations are made, they are
almost always performed directly on the network. This procedure is faster,
more convenient, and conducive to greater accuracy.

To serve a variety of purposes, activity times and floats can be presented
in table form, as has been done in Figure 5.4. Such a table of values serves to
collect pertinent time information of the project into a form that is useful
and convenient. In the figure, column 2 lists the activity numbers as they
appear in the precedence diagram of Figure 5.1, with the critical activities
appearing in boldface type. The activity numbers listed in column 3 are
used in conjunction with Appendix D, where arrow notation is discussed.

Activity time data presented in bar chart form are widely used for
project time control purposes during the construction process. Project
time information in the form of bar charts is discussed in Section 5.29.

5.15 Float Paths

All paths through the diagram in Figure 5.1, except the critical path, have
summations of activity times less than 70 working days and are called
float paths. The longest float path, or the one with the least float, can be
determined by referring to the total float values of Figure 5.4 and noting
that one activity (360) has a total float value of only two days. This indicates
that the next longest path through the network is 70−2 = 68 working
days. Reference to Figure 5.1 will show that this path is the same as the
critical path except that activity 360 is substituted for activity 370. This path
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Duration
(Working

Days
(4)

Earliest Latest Float
Activity
Number

(2)

Activity
Arrow

(3)

Start
(ES)
(5)

Finish
(EF)
(6)

Start
(LS)
(7)

Finish
(LF)
(8)

Total
(TF)
(9)

Free
(FF)
(10)

Prepare & approve S/D footing rebar 20 10–60 5
15
3

10

7
3
3

0
0
0
0

5
3
3

5
15
3

10

12
6
6

Order & deliver piles 30 10–70
Move in 40 10–20
Prepare & approve S/D girders 50 10–40

Fabricate & deliver footing rebar 70 60–100
Prefabricate abutment forms 20–160
Excavate abutment #1 90

80
20–30

Mobilize pile-driving rig 100 20–70
Drive piles-abutment #1 110 70–80
Excavate abutment #2 120 30–90
Forms & rebar footing #1 130 100–110
Drive piles abutment #2 140 90–140
Pour footing #1 150 110–120
Demobilize pile-driving rig 160 140–160
Strip footing #1 170 120–130

Forms & rebar footing #2 190 150–170

Pour footing #2 210 170–190 1 24 25

Strip footing #2 230 190–220 1 25 26

Fabricate & deliver girders 260 40–260 25 10 35
Rub concrete abutment #1 270 210–300 3 34 37
Backfill abutment #1 280 210–260 3 34 37

Rub concrete abutment #2 300 250–300 3 43 46
Backfill abutment #2 310 250–280 3 43 46

Guardrails 360 300–310 3 55 58

Saw joints 380 290–320 1 52 53
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Prepare & approve S/D abutment & deck rebar

Fabricate & deliver abutment & deck rebar

Forms & rebar abutment #1

Pour abutment #1
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Contingency
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Figure 5.4
Highway bridge, activity times
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is said to have a float value of 2. The total float values of 3 in Figure 5.4
indicate that the next longest path through the network totals 67 days. As a
matter of fact, there are two different paths through the network, each with
a cumulative time total of 67 days or with float times of 3. Float paths can be
located by linking activities with the same total floats together with critical
activities as needed to form a continuous chain through the entire diagram.

When beginning a backward pass through a construction network, an
established target duration for the project may be used for the ‘‘turn
around’’ rather than the EF of the terminal activity. In such a case, it is
possible for all paths through the network to be float paths. To illustrate,
suppose that the backward pass through the highway bridge, Figure 5.1,
had started with the LF of terminal activity 420 equal to 74 rather than 70.
The effect of this on the values shown in Figure 5.4 would be to increase all
of the late activity times (columns 7 and 8) and all of the total float values
by the constant amount of 4. In this case, there would be no activities with
zero total floats. Nevertheless, there is still a critical path: the float path with
a minimum and constant total float value of 4. This path would be the same
as the original critical path. The only difference is that each critical activity
would now have a total float of 4 rather than zero. In a similar manner, if
67 had been used as the LF of terminal activity 420, all late activity times
and total floats would be reduced by 3. In this case, the critical path would
have a constant total float of –3 and would be the same critical path as that
originally found.

The concept of shared float is of importance. The notion of float on
construction projects is often misunderstood and, if not monitored and
controlled, can become a source of conflict. Although the delay of an
activity from its early-start position by a duration equal to less than its total
float will not impact the overall project duration, it consumes float from
each of the paths of which it is a member. Therefore, the use of float by one
activity reduces the amount of float available to other activities. Activity total
float is shared by every activity on its corresponding paths. Consequently,
no single activity has unilateral ownership of available float. Rather, it must
be shared, managed, and distributed as a fundamental project resource.

5.16 Early-Start Schedule

After the network calculations have been completed, the resulting activity
times are used to prepare various forms of calendar date schedules that are
used for project time management. One of these is a schedule of activities
based on their early-start and finish times. This time schedule is called an
early-start schedule or a normal schedule. The subject of preparing field
operation schedules is discussed in Chapter 9. The treatment of early-start
schedules in this chapter is limited to introducing the general concept of
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project schedules and explaining how expired working days are converted
to calendar dates.

Activity times obtained by manual calculations are expressed in terms of
expired working days. For purposes of project monitoring and control, it is
necessary to convert these times to calendar dates on which each activity is
expected to start and finish. This is done easily with the aid of a calendar on
which the working days are numbered consecutively, starting with number
one on the anticipated start date and skipping weekends and holidays (July
5 and September 6 in our case). Figure 5.5 is the conversion calendar for
the highway bridge, assuming that the starting date is to be Monday, June
14. Calendar dates appear in the upper left-hand corner of each box, and
working days are circled.

The reader is reminded at this point that each major portion of the
Example Project is described and scheduled using its own unique planning

6 8 11 127

15 16 17 18 1914
1 2 3 4 5

20 22 23 24 25 2621
6 7 8 9 10

27 29 3028
11 12 13

1 2 3

14 15

6 7 8 9 105
16 17 18 19

11 13 14 15 16 1712
20 21 22 23 24

18 20 21 22 23 2419
25 26 27 28 29

25 27 28 29 30 3126
30 31 32 33 34
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Su  M  Tu W Th  F   Sa
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Su  M  Tu W Th  F   Sa
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1 2 3 4 5
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2 3 4
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64 65 66 67 68

19 21 22 23 24 2520
69 70
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5

5 6 7

10 11 12 13 149
41 42 43 44

15 17 18 19 20 2116
45 46 47 48 49

22 24 25 26 27 2823
50 51 52 53 54

29 3130
55 56

August

Su  M  Tu W Th  F   Sa

8

3 421
35 36 37 38 39

40

1

57

Figure 5.5
Highway bridge, conversion calendar
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network. When making manual time computations, each of the networks
begins at zero expired working days. It is at this stage of conversion of
expired working days to calendar dates that the time relationships among
the various networks are established. There is a different calendar similar
to Figure 5.5 for each network; from this calendar, its unique calendar date
time schedule is obtained.

When making up a job calendar, the true meaning of elapsed working
days must be kept in mind. To illustrate, the early start of activity 180 in
Figure 5.4 is 25. This means this activity can start after the expiration of
25 working days, so the starting date of activity 180 will be the morning of
calendar date numbered 26. From Figure 5.5, working day 26 equates to the
calendar date of July 20. There is no such adjustment for early-finish dates.
In the case of activity 180, its early-finish time is 29, which indicates that it is
finished by the end of the twenty-ninth working day. Hence, from Figure 5.5,
the early-finish date of that activity will be the afternoon of July 23.

It has been mentioned previously that calendar date information con-
cerning network activities can be presented in different ways, depending
on how the data will be used. Figure 5.6 (see insert between pages 88
and 89) shows one way in which computers can enter the early-start and
finish dates of the individual activities on the precedence diagram for the
highway bridge.

5.17 Tabular Time Schedules

When the computed activity times are converted to calendar dates, this
schedule information often is presented in a tabular format. The table
in Figure 5.7 is the early-start schedule for the highway bridge, with the
activities listed in the order of their starting dates. These calendar dates
often are referred to as scheduled or expected dates. Not only is this
sort of operational schedule useful to the contractor; it also can be used
to satisfy the usual contract requirement of providing the owner and
architect-engineer with a projected timetable of construction operations.

Whether the contractor prepares activity schedule data in the form
of network diagram information or activity timetables depends on the
use for which the information is intended. It is important to note that
although tabular reports provide activity numbers, descriptions, schedule
dates, and float information, they do not reflect project logic. Tabular
reports, such as bar charts, communicate only basic information concerning
individual activities. They do not communicate the sequence of activities
and, therefore, are not diagnostic tools. Only network diagrams have this
capability. This fact means that the form of time control information
provided to a member of the project management team must be selected
to meet the demands and responsibilities of that position.
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Project Calendar

Duration
(Working

Days)

Scheduled
Starting Date 

A.M.

Scheduled
Completion Date 

P.M.
Activity

(Bold type denotes critical activities)
Activity
Number

Prepare & approve S/D, abutment & deck rebar 10 10 June-14 June-25
Prepare & approve S/D, footing rebar 20 5 June-14 June-18
Order & deliver piles 30 15 June-14 July-2
Move in 40 3 June-14 June-16
Prepare & approve S/D, girders 50 10 June-14 June-25
Prefabricate abutment forms 80 3 June-17 June-21
Excavate abutment #1 90 3 June-17 June-21
Mobilize pile-driving rig 100 2 June-17 June-18
Fabricate & deliver footing rebar 70 7 June-21 June-29
Excavate abutment #2 120 2 June-22 June-23
Fabricate & deliver abutment & deck rebar 60 15 June-28 July-19
Fabricate & deliver girders 260 25 June-28 August-2
Drive piles, abutment #1 110 3 July-6 July-8
Forms & rebar, footing #1 130 2 July-9 July-12
Drive piles, abutment #2 140 3 July-9 July-13
Pour footing #1 150 1 July-13 July-13
Demobilize pile-driving rig 160 1 July-14 July-14
Strip footing #1 170 1 July-14 July-14
Forms & rebar, footing #2 190 2 July-15 July-16
Pour footing #2 210 1 July-19 July-19
Forms & rebar, abutment #1 180 4 July-20 July-23
Strip footing #2 230 1 December-21 July-20
Pour abutment #1 200 2 July-26 July-27
Strip & cure, abutment #1 220 3 July-28 July-30
Forms & rebar, abutment #2 240 4 August-2 August-5
Rub concrete, abutment #1 270 3 August-2 August-4
Backfill abutment #1 280 3 August-2 August-14
Pour abutment #2 250 2 August-6 August-9
Strip & cure, abutment #2 290 3 August-10 August-12
Rub concrete, abutment #2 300 3 August-13 August-17
Backfill abutment #2 310 3 August-13 August-17
Set girders 320 2 August-13 August-16
Deck forms & rebar 330 4 August-17 August-20
Pour & cure deck 340 3 August-23 August-25
Strip deck 350 3 August-26 August-30
Saw joints 380 1 August-26 August-26
Guardrails 360 3 August-31 September-2
Paint 370 5 August-31 September-7
Cleanup 390 3 September-8 September-10
Final inspection 400 1 September-13 September-13
Contingency 410 6 September-14 September-21

Figure 5.7
Highway bridge, early-start schedule
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5.18 Activities and Calendar Dates

Until elapsed working days have been converted to calendar dates, there
is no accurate way to associate activities with calendar times. In the case
of short-duration work, such as the highway bridge, this has not been a
problem because it was recognized from the beginning that the work would
be done during the summer months. However, on projects requiring many
months or years, it is important to associate general classes of work with the
seasons of the year during which the work will be performed. The general
time schedule developed during project cost estimating has provided guid-
ance in this regard. Nevertheless, this preliminary construction schedule
is at best approximate and may be altered during project planning. Con-
sequently, the first version of the working job calendar must be examined
with the objective of comparing activities with the weather expected during
their accomplishment. This perusal might well disclose some activities that
should be expedited or delayed to avoid cold or wet weather, spring runoff,
or other seasonal hazards. It may reveal a need for cold-weather operations
hitherto unanticipated. It can be a good guide for the final inclusion of
weather contingency allowances.

5.19 Calendars for Weather

Estimating and presenting the effect of weather on construction processes
is a difficult task and requires both knowledge of the geographic location
in which the work is to be performed and specific experience with the kind
of construction operations considered. Several methods are currently in
use for estimating these effects and adding them to the project plan. As dis-
cussed, a contingency may be added to the schedule to account for probable
weather delays. This contingency can be either added to specific activities
or combined generally and placed at the closure of a string of operations.

A preferred method for presenting weather effects is through the use
of weather calendars. By determining the expected number of days lost to
weather per calendar month and then removing those days randomly from
the work calendar, the scheduler may indirectly extend the duration of
the affected activities by the number of days removed from the calendar.
Using this same technique, the scheduler may prepare various levels of
weather-affected calendars and assign the individual activities to them
based on the operation’s sensitivity to the environment. As an example,
consider two activities on the highway bridge project that have differing
sensitivities to weather: activity 90, ‘‘Excavate abutment #1,’’ and activity
370, ‘‘Paint.’’ While abutment excavation may continue until 2 inches
of rain has fallen within a 24-hour period, the more sensitive painting
operation must be suspended if more than 1 inch of rain falls. Historical
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weather records for this project location indicate that five days in January
receive more than 1 inch of rainfall and three days receive more than
2 inches. In response, the scheduler can prepare two separate weather
calendars: one for highly sensitive operations such as painting and another
for less sensitive operations such as abutment excavation. Activity 90 then
would be assigned to the first calendar while activity 370 would be assigned
to the second. Consequently, each of these operations will be halted during
the days removed from their respective weather calendars. This causes the
activity to take a commensurately longer period to complete.

This method of accounting for weather effects is particularly powerful
as it automatically adjusts for large changes in the schedule. If an activity
is originally scheduled for performance during the winter and later is
rescheduled for summer, the seasonal effect of weather is accounted for
and commensurately adjusted without the scheduler’s intervention. Addi-
tionally, this method withstands the close scrutiny of owners and public
authorities that frequently are concerned with the amount of contingency
added to construction schedules and the computational methods sup-
porting them. A more detailed handling of weather delays is included in
Chapter 12.

5.20 Sorts

To serve a variety of different purposes, network activities can be listed in
several different manners. The ways that activities are grouped together, or
the order in which they are listed, are called sorts or filters. Sorting provides
emphasis on different criteria and makes different forms of information
easier and quicker to find. Computers have the capability of sorting
large numbers of activities quickly and accurately. By sorting activities on
different bases, different forms of useful information become available to
project management personnel. Various types of sorts are described next.

❑ Activity number sort. In this case, the activities are listed in ascending
order of their assigned numbers, as was the case in Figure 5.4. This sort
eases going back and forth from the network diagram to the activity
data. With the activity number from the diagram, the schedule dates
and float values are quickly found from the corresponding activity
number in this sort listing.

❑ Early-start sort. Listing activities in the calendar sequence of their
earliest possible start times is an optimistic schedule and is commonly
used by project field personnel. Figure 5.7 is an example of this type
of sort. Although it is unlikely that all activities will be started by
their early-start dates, such a listing does serve as a daily reminder.
It focuses attention on the necessity of meeting these dates in the case
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of critical activities and on the fact that little time slippage can be
tolerated with low-float activities. It also keeps field supervisors aware
that float is being consumed by those activities whose beginnings
are delayed beyond their early-start dates. Such schedules are also
desirable for vendors and subcontractors who are responsible for
providing shop drawings, samples, and other submittal information.
Design professionals should also work from an early-start schedule so
that such submittals will receive their timely attention.

❑ Late-start sort. The late start of an activity is the time by which it must
be started if the project is not to be delayed. Failure of an activity to
start by its late-start date is the first indication that the project may be
in time trouble.

❑ Late-finish sort. A late-finish sort—one in which the activities are listed
in the order of their latest allowable finish dates—is a convenient
monitoring device. If an activity has not been finished by its late-finish
date, the project is automatically behind schedule, according to the
established action plan.

❑ Total float sort. A listing of activities in the order of their criticality—
that is, in ascending order of total float values—can be very helpful to
job management in pinpointing those areas where timely completion
is of top priority. Figure 5.8, which is a partial listing of the activities
of the highway bridge, brings into sharp focus the identity of those
activities that require the closest attention insofar as timely completion
is concerned. Those activities appearing at the top of such a list can
be given the special attention they deserve. If the timing of an activity
begins to slip as the project progresses, its float will decrease and it
will move up the list on this type of report.

❑ Project responsibility. Each network activity can be assigned the name
of the organization or person responsible for its timely completion.
Some activities will be assigned to the general contractor, while others
are the responsibility of a named subcontractor, the owner, or the
design professional.

❑ Combined sorts. A valuable aspect of sorting lies in combining sorting
criteria. For example, sorts can be produced that will provide a specific
job supervisor of a named contractor with a listing of those activities for
which he is responsible. These activities can be ordered by early start
and be limited to those activities that are scheduled to begin within
the next 30 days. With this kind of sorting capability, it is possible to
provide specific information to each of the people and organizations
that share the responsibility for timely project completion.

The preceding discussion is intended to give the reader insight into the
types of sorts commonly used and the project management uses to which
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Duration Expected
Activity

Activity (Working Start Date Total
(Bold type denotes critical activities) Number Days) A.M. Float

Prepare & approve S/D, abutment & deck rebar 10 10 June-14 0
Fabricate & deliver abutment & deck rebar 60 15 June-28 0
Forms & rebar, abutment #1 180 4 July-20 0
Pour abutment #1 200 2 July-26 0
Strip & cure, abutment #1 220 3 July-28 0
Forms & rebar, abutment #2 240 4 August-2 0
Pour abutment #2 250 2 August-6 0
Strip & cure, abutment #2 290 3 August-10 0
Set girders 320 2 August-13 0
Deck forms & rebar 330 4 August-17 0
Pour & cure deck 340 3 August-23 0
Strip deck 350 3 August-26 0
Painting 370 5 August-31 0
Cleanup 390 3 September-8 0
Final inspection 400 1 September-13 0
Guardrails 360 3 August-31 2

Order & deliver piles 30 15 June-14 3

Drive piles, abutment #1 110 3 July-6 3

Forms & rebar, footing #1 130 2 July-9 3

Drive piles, abutment #2 140 3 July-14 3

Pour footing #1 150 1 July-13 3

Demobilize pile driving rig 160 1 July-14 3

Strip footing #1 170 1 July-14 3

Backfill abutment #2 310 3 August-13 3

Figure 5.8
Highway bridge, total float sort

they are put. It is possible to list many types of project information for use
by different members of the management team.

5.21 Lags between Activities

All previous discussions of project planning and scheduling have been on
the basis of two important assumptions. One is that an activity cannot start
until all the immediately preceding activities have been completed. The
other is that once all preceding activities have been finished, the following
activity can immediately start. Although these assumptions are more or less
true for most network relationships, there are instances where they are not.
Consequently, a more flexible notation convention has been developed
that can be used to show these more complex activity relationships. Such a
system involves the use of lags between activities.

Figure 5.9 presents several examples of the use of lags. Unfortunately,
nomenclature in this area is not standardized, and ‘‘lead times’’ often are
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39 6 45 45 2 47

41 190 43 46 200 48

45 2 47 50 2 52

Figure 5.9
Lag relationships, precedence notation
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used to describe exactly the same precedence relationships. This is merely
a matter of which activity is taken as the reference. A successor ‘‘lags’’ a
predecessor, but a predecessor ‘‘leads’’ a successor. In this text, only lag
times are used. Lag time can be designated on a dependency line with a
positive, negative, or zero value. If no time is designated, it is assumed to
be zero. In effect, a negative lag time is a lead time.

It is not intended that the activities and activity times shown in Figure 5.9
relate or pertain to the highway bridge. These are just general examples
designed to illustrate each particular time relationship. The activity times
shown in the figure, diagrams 1 through 8, illustrate how the forward-pass
and backward-pass computations are performed between the two affected
activity boxes.

Diagram 1. This figure shows that the succeeding activity 190 can start
no earlier than the completion of activity 180. Here, no value
of lag time is indicated, which means a value of zero, or that
there is no lag between the finish of activity 180 and the
beginning of activity 190. This figure indicates that the wall
concrete can be poured immediately after the wall forms
have been completed with no delay in between. This is the
usual form of activity dependency and is the only one that
has been used in the network diagrams presented thus far
in this text.

Diagram 2. This figure indicates that activity 200 cannot start until three
days after activity 190 has been completed. This condition is
reflected in the time calculations by making the early start
of activity 200 equal to the early finish of activity 190, plus
the time delay of three days, or a value of 46.

Diagram 3. The dependency arrow in this figure shows that activity 120
can start no earlier than the start of activity 110. Since there
is no lag value shown (hence a value of zero), activity 120
can start immediately after the start of activity 110. In this
case, the ES of activity 120 is equal to the ES of activity 110.

Diagram 4. This figure shows that after one day of stripping wall forms,
the cement masons can start patching and rubbing the wall
surfaces. The ES of activity 210 is made equal to the ES value
of activity 200, plus one day of lag, for a value of 47.

Diagram 5. Here the finish of activity 270 occurs immediately after, but
only after, the completion of activity 260. In this case, the EF
of activity 270 is made the same as the EF of activity 260.

Diagram 6. This diagram shows that the finish of activity 180 follows the
completion of activity 170 by three days. In the time calcu-
lations, activity 180 will have an EF equal to the EF value of
activity 170, plus the three days lag, for a value of 41.
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Diagram 7. The start-to-finish dependency shown here indicates that
the finish of activity 90 is achieved two days after the start of
activity 50. Two days following the start of activity 50 will be
its ES (10 expired working days) plus the delay of two days,
or a value of 12 for the EF of activity 90.

Diagram 8. The combination of lags shown indicates these conditions:
The start-to-start lag of one day indicates that tying reinforc-
ing steel can start one day after the wall forming has begun.
The finish-to-finish dependency of −1 (note that this lag is
minus and could be described as a lead time of +1) indicates
that the placing of wall forms cannot finish until one day
after completion of the reinforcing steel placement.

Any construction network involves many simplifications and approxima-
tions of reality. Certainly among these is the usual assumption that an
instantaneous transition occurs between a completed activity and those
that immediately follow it. It is undoubtedly true that most sequential
transitions between successive activities on actual construction jobs involve
either some overlapping or some delay between the finish of one and the
start of the next. Absolute precision in making up project networks would
necessitate the widespread usage of lag relationships, which would compli-
cate the planning and scheduling process substantially with little gain in
management efficacy. For this reason, lag times are not used extensively
except where the time effects are substantial or for special construction
types. The use of lags is especially convenient when working with long
strings of simultaneous and repetitive operations, which is demonstrated
with a pipeline relocation example.

5.22 Pipeline Scheduling Computations

Network computations for projects that involve repetitive operations pro-
ceed in precisely the same manner as for any other project. Figure 5.10,
which depicts the same job logic as Figure 4.5, illustrates the determination
of activity times for the pipeline relocation discussed in Section 4.14. In
actual practice, the contractor undoubtedly would have the crews and
equipment in better balance than indicated by the activity times used in
Figure 5.10. In other words, the times to accomplish a mile of location
and clearing, a mile of excavation, and a mile of the other operations
would be about the same. This fact obviously would help to prevent the
undesirable situation of having one operation unduly limit another with
attendant wasted time and loss of operational efficiency. The activity times
used in the figure were selected for purposes of illustrating the generality
of the procedure. The bold lines in the figure constitute the critical path,
located by those activities with zero total float.
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Figure 5.10
Pipeline relocation, precedence diagram time computations
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5.23 Pipeline Summary Diagram

Summary diagrams for repetitive operation projects are of particular impor-
tance. For example, suppose the pipeline in Figure 5.10 were 20 miles in
length rather than 5. A detailed figure like Figure 5.10 for the entire
project length would be impossibly large. Figure 5.11 is a condensation of
Figure 5.10 obtained by using lag notation. Figure 5.11 shows all 5 miles of
each individual operation as a single activity box and is of a type that lends
itself well to long strings of repeated operations. For example, activity 10
in this figure represents the locating and clearing of the entire 5 miles of

11 60 33

23 10 33

Backfill
Miles 1–5

10 50 31

22 5 31
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Locate
& clear

Miles 1–5
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Lay pipe
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String pipe
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Excavate
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lag 2 days

lag 4 days

lag 5 dayslag 1 day

lag 1 day lag 5 days

lag 2 days

lag 4 days
lag 1 day

lag 1 day

lag 2 dayslag 5 days

Figure 5.11
Pipeline relocation, summary precedence diagram
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right-of-way and has a duration of 5 days. In a similar manner, activity 20
represents all the excavation and has a total time duration of 20 days. The
other four job operations are shown in a similar manner. As explained
previously, excavation and string pipe can proceed simultaneously with
one another following location and clearing.

To discuss the activity time computations with regard to Figure 5.11,
reference is made to activity 40, which may be considered typical.

1. Computation of ES. The ES of activity 40 is computed twice. One
possible value is the ES of activity 20 added to the delay of 4, giving
a value of 5. The other is the ES of activity 30 added to the delay of
2, or a value of 3. Since activity 40 cannot start until four days after
activity 20 has started and two days after activity 30 has started, it is
most severely restrained by activity 20 and, therefore, has an ES of 5.

2. Computation of EF. The EF of activity 40 is computed three times.
First, the addition of the EF of activity 20 to the delay of 5 gives a value
of 26. Second, adding the delay of 5 to the EF of activity 30 yields 16.
Third, adding the ES of activity 40 to its duration of 25 gives 30. The
largest value (30) is the EF value.

3. Computation of LF. The LF of activity 40 has only one possible value.
This is computed by subtracting the lag of one day from the LF of
activity 50, giving a value of 30.

4. Computation of LS. The LS of activity 40 has two possible values. First,
the duration of activity 40 is 25. Subtracting this from its EF value of
30 yields 5. Second, the LS of activity 50 is 22. Subtracting the five-day
lag from this gives 17. The LS of activity 40 is the smaller of 5 and 17,
or a value of 5.

The use of such a summary diagram can sacrifice much of the internal
logic. Reference is made to the location of the critical path in Figure 5.11,
which does not reveal the same level of detail as does Figure 5.10. To illus-
trate this point, it should be noted in Figure 5.11 that summary activities
10 and 20 have equal values of ES and LS. However, there are different
values of EF and late LF. These values indicate that part, but not all,
of the ‘‘Locate & clear sequence’’ (activity 10) and of the ‘‘Excavate’’
sequence (activity 20) are critical. In themselves, these summary activi-
ties do not indicate how much of each sequence is critical. The bold
line in Figure 5.11 merely shows that parts of these two work sequences
are critical. Further study will disclose that only the first day of activ-
ity 10 and the first four days of activity 20 are critical. The computed
early and late times for activity 40 indicate that the entire ‘‘Lay pipe’’
sequence is critical, which is indicated by a bold line around the entire
activity box.
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5.24 Interface Computations

In Section 4.15, a pipeline crossing structure network that interfaces
with the pipeline relocation network was discussed. The network for the
pipeline crossing structure, which is located at the end of mile 3 of the pipe-
line relocation right-of-way, is shown in Figure 5.12. The interfacing
activities between these two networks are activity 110 (Figure 5.12) and
activity 170 (Figure 5.10). It has been decided that the crossing structure
must be ready to accept pipe by the time the pipe-laying operation of the
main pipeline reaches it. The interrelationship between the two interfacing
activities is established in this manner. Reference to Figure 5.10 shows that
activity 170 has an EF = LF = 20, which means that the third mile of the
pipeline will be laid and in place by elapsed working day 20. This simply
says that the crossing structure must be able to accept pipe (activity 110 in
Figure 5.12) by no later than 20 elapsed working days. Thus, the LS for
activity 110 in Figure 5.12 is set equal to 20. When this is done, the time
schedules for both the pipeline and crossing structure are meshed together
and are on the same basis.

The LS value of 20 has been entered for activity 110 in Figure 5.12 and
the forward pass completed from that point. A backward pass through the
crossing network is now performed, showing that the LS value of the first
activity (10) is 3. This value signifies that the construction of the crossing
structure must be started no later than the beginning of the fourth day
(time = 3) if the crossing is to be ready for pipe when it is needed. This
follows from the fact that the same time scale is being used for both the
pipeline relocation and the crossing structure, that is, zero time is the same
for both. Making a forward pass up to activity 110, using an ES of activity
10 in Figure 5.12 equal to zero, yields the ES and EF times shown.

The total float values for each activity have also been determined and are
shown in Figure 5.12. As can be seen, there is a continuous path through
the network from activity 10 to activity 110 with a constant total float of
3. This float path is the critical path for that project. The significance
of the float value of 3 is that, if the crossing structure is started at the
same time as the main pipeline (time = 0), the longest path through the
network has 3 days of spare time associated with it. If everything goes
reasonably smoothly, the crossing structure should be ready for pipe in 17
working days, or 3 days ahead of the arrival of the pipeline itself. If troubles
develop on the crossing structure, a general time contingency of 3 days has
been provided.

If the EF of activity 170 in Figure 5.10 had a value of 16 rather than 20, all
the LS and LF values in Figure 5.12 would be 4 days less than those shown.
The LS of activity 10 would have been 21, indicating that the crossing
structure would have to be started 1 day before the main pipeline if the
crossing is to be ready on time.
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5.25 Hammock Activity

A useful concept with regard to drawing project diagrams is the hammock
activity, one that extends from one activity to another but that has no
estimated time duration of its own. It is an activity in the usual sense
because it is time consuming and requires resources, but its duration is
controlled not by its own nature but by the two activities between which
it spans. Its ES and LS times are determined by the predecessor activity,
and its EF and LF times are dictated by the successor activity. Common
examples of hammock activities are dewatering and haul road maintenance,
construction operations whose time spans are not self-imposed but are
dictated by other job factors.

As a specific illustration, suppose construction of the highway bridge were
to involve diversion of the stream during the construction and backfilling
of the abutments. Reference to Figure 5.1 shows that the stream must
be diverted prior to the start of activity 90, ‘‘Excavate abutment #1,’’
and can be removed only after the completion of activity 310, ‘‘Backfill
abutment #2.’’ Figure 5.13 illustrates how hammock activity 35, ‘‘Maintain
stream diversion,’’ would span the time interval between activity 25, ‘‘Divert
stream,’’ and activity 275, ‘‘Remove stream diversion.’’ Activity 35 has no
intrinsic time requirement of its own; it is determined entirely by the finish
of activity 25 and the start of activity 275. According to the current plan
and schedule, the duration of activity 35 can vary anywhere from 34 to 43
working days (values obtained from the start and finish times of this activity
in Figure 5.13).
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Figure 5.13
Highway bridge, hammock activity
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Job overhead is a good example of a hammock activity. The cost of job
overhead is related directly to the duration of the project. In Chapter 10,
project costs are assigned to network activities and the notion of a hammock
activity to account for job overhead costs becomes important.

5.26 Milestones

Milestones are points in time that have been identified as being important
intermediate reference points during the accomplishment of the work.
Milestone events can include dates imposed by the owner for finishing
certain tasks as well as target dates set by the contractor for completing
certain segments of the work. A milestone is usually the scheduled date for
either the start or the completion of some difficult or important aspect of
the project. On large projects, contractors frequently establish a series of
milestones extending throughout the project and use these as reference
points for project monitoring.

Events, or points in time, do not appear as such on the customary
precedence diagram. Nevertheless, milestones can be shown on a project
network, should project management desire this. The usual convention
is to show an event as a zero time duration box at the appropriate loca-
tion within the diagram. If some distinctive geometric figure is preferred,
circles, ovals, triangles, or other shapes can be used. Any information
pertaining to a milestone and considered to be useful may be entered.
To illustrate how a milestone can be indicated on a precedence network,
suppose that a target date for the highway bridge job is when the abutments
have been completed and backfilled so that water flow down the ravine
being spanned by the bridge is no longer a potential problem. Figure 5.1
shows this point in time is reached with the completion of activity 310.
A symbolic convention commonly used for depicting milestones on prece-
dence diagrams is shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.6 as the start and finish
activities.

5.27 Time-Scaled Networks

The original project network is arranged to show its activities in the gen-
eral order of their accomplishment but is not plotted to a time scale.
A time-scaled network has some distinct advantages over the regular dia-
gram for certain applications because it provides a graphical portrayal of
the time relationships among activities as well as their sequential order.
Such a plot enables one to determine immediately which activities are
scheduled to be in process at any point in time and to detect quickly where
problem areas exist.
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When drawing a time-scaled diagram, two time scales can be used:
working days and calendar dates. One scale is, of course, immediately
convertible to the other. Figure 5.14 (see insert between pages 88 and 89)
is the early-start schedule of the highway bridge plotted to a working-day
scale with the calendar months also indicated. This is the same network
diagram as Figure 5.1, and the two portray the same logic and convey the
same scheduling information.

Figure 5.14 is obtained by plotting ES and EF values for each activity.
Anchored at its left end by its ES time, each activity is visualized as being
stretched to the right so that its horizontal length is equal to its estimated
time duration. Each activity is shown as a one-dimensional line rather
than as a two-dimensional box. Vertical solid lines indicate sequential
dependence of one activity on another. When an activity has an early-finish
time that precedes the earliest start of activities following, the time interval
between the two is, by definition, the free float of the activity. Free floats
are shown as horizontal dashed lines in Figure 5.14, and a time-scaled plot
of this type automatically yields to scale the free float of each activity. When
an activity has no free float, no dashed extension to the right of that activity
appears. The horizontal dashed lines also represent total float for groups
or strings of activities, a topic that is discussed in Section 5.28.

The circles shown in Figure 5.14 are entered to clarify where one activity
ends and another begins as well as to indicate sequential dependencies.
The numerical values in the various circles are the ES and EF times in
terms of expired working days for the respective activities.

Time-scaled diagrams are very convenient devices for checking daily
project needs of labor and equipment and for the advanced detection of
conflicting demands among activities for the same resource. Chapter 8
discusses this subject in detail. A network plotted to a time scale is also
useful for project financial management applications and for the moni-
toring of field progress. Summary diagrams for management, owners, and
architect-engineers frequently are drawn to a time scale to enhance the
diagram’s ease of comprehension and ready application to job checking
and evaluation. Milestones can be indicated on time-scaled networks using
any desired distinctive symbol. For example, the triangle in Figure 5.14 at
the finish of activity 310 indicates the previously discussed point in time
when the abutments have been completed and backfilled.

5.28 Nature and Significance of Floats

A project network plotted to a time scale illustrates and clarifies the nature
of free and total floats. In Figure 5.14, the critical path can be visualized
as a rigid and unyielding frame extending through the diagram. The
horizontal dashed lines (float) can be regarded as elastic connections
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between activities that can be shortened or elongated. The vertical solid
lines represent dependencies among activities. Under circumstances to
be discussed in later chapters, activities can be rescheduled, provided the
correct dependency relationships are maintained and there is sufficient
float present to accommodate the change.

To illustrate the nature of free float, consider activity 310 in Figure 5.14.
This activity has a duration of three days and a free float of three days.
Figure 5.14 clearly shows that a total of six working days are available to
accomplish this activity. Within its two time boundaries (day 43 and day
49), this activity can be delayed in starting, have its duration increased,
or a combination of the two, without disturbing any other activity. For
all practical purposes, activity 310 can be treated as an abacus bead three
units in length that can be moved back and forth on a wire six units long.
Therefore, the free float of an activity is extra time associated with the
activity that can be used or consumed without affecting the early-start time
of any succeeding activity.

The nature of total float can also be understood from a study of
Figure 5.14. For example, activity 310 also has a total float of three days. If
the completion of this activity were to be delayed by three days, it would
become a critical activity and a new loop would materialize on the critical
path. It follows from this demonstration that when free float is used for a
given activity, total float is also used in the same amount.

In most cases, however, the nature of total float is considerably more
involved than the example just given. The problem with total float is
that strings or aggregations of activities usually share it. To maintain the
necessary logic dependencies when using total float, one must often move
whole groups of activities as a unit. The time-scaled plot is a convenient
basis for doing this, but the process can become involved at times.

To illustrate a more complex case, reference is made to Figure 5.14 and
activities 30, 110, 130, 150, and 170, each of which has a total float of three
days. These five activities, as a group, have a combined flexibility of three
days. If three days are lost in achieving completion of any of the activities
of this string, the three days of flexibility are gone, the three days of total
float for all five activities are consumed, and a new branch on the critical
path is formed through activities 30-110-130-150-170. Figure 5.1 shows that
activity 190 must follow activity 170. Consequently, when activity 170 moves
three days to the right, Figure 5.14 reveals that activities 190, 210, and 230
do likewise. Thus, all floats of these three activities are reduced from 8 to 5
and the free float of activity 140 is increased by 3 to a value of 4.

This discussion shows that the total float of an activity is the length of time
that the early finish of the activity can be delayed and not adversely affect
project completion. If all of the total float of a given activity is consumed,
accidentally or by design, the activity becomes critical and a new critical
path, or branch thereon, is created in the network. In this new critical path,
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all the activities prior to the given activity must be completed by their EF
times and all activities following will begin at their LS times.

5.29 Bar Charts

Bar or Gantt charts, briefly discussed in Section 3.9, present the project
schedule plotted to a horizontal time scale. The bar chart has been a
traditional management device for planning and scheduling construction
projects. However, bar charts have serious and well-recognized shortcom-
ings when used for the original development of project management
information. For one thing, the interdependencies among activities are
difficult to show and often are not reflected in the data generated. Addi-
tionally, the bar chart in itself does not provide a basis for ascertaining
which activities are critical and which are floaters. Consequently, each
activity receives the same consideration with no indication of where man-
agement attention should be focused. The bar chart is not an adequate
planning and scheduling tool because it does not portray a detailed,
integrated, and complete plan of operations. Bar charts are completely
ineffective for project shortening, resource management, and most of the
other project management methods yet to be discussed.

However, the unsurpassed visual clarity of the bar chart makes it a very
valuable medium for displaying job schedule information. It is immediately
intelligible to people who have no knowledge of CPM or network diagrams.
It affords an easy and convenient way to monitor job progress and record
project advancement. For these reasons, bar charts continue to be widely
used in the construction industry. The use of bar charts as project time
management devices is discussed in Chapter 9. While CPM networks are
planning and diagnostic tools, bar charts are visual display devices.

Fortunately, it is possible to prepare bar charts on a more rational basis,
avoiding their intrinsic weaknesses and incorporating the strengths and
advantages of network analysis. This is possible simply by recognizing that
a time-scaled diagram is an elaborate form of bar chart. Most computer
programs will create a variety of bar charts based on the logic of the
CPM network. Figure 5.15 is an early-start bar chart for the highway
bridge presenting the programmed schedule for the entire project. For
each activity, the shaded ovals extend from its ES to EF times (bolded
ovals represent critical activities and shaded ovals, noncritical activities).
The white ovals that extend to the right of the noncritical activities
represent the total float. Notice that no work is scheduled for weekends or
holidays. Milestones can be indicated on bar charts and frequently play an
important role in the monitoring of job progress. The milestone discussed
in Section 5.26 associated with the completion of activity 310 is shown as a
triangle in Figure 5.15.
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Highway bridge, bar chart schedule
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Single activities may not always be the most desirable basis for the
preparation of bar charts. Simpler diagrams with fewer bars and less detail
may be more suitable for high-level management. In such cases, a bar chart
can be prepared using larger segments of the project as a basis. In this
regard, the concept of project outlines involving different degrees of work
breakdown can be valuable. This matter was discussed in Section 4.7. Bar
charts may or may not include job restraints, such as the time required for
the preparation of shop drawings and for the fabrication and delivery of
job materials. In general, such restraints are a function of job expediting
(see Section 8.18), which is handled more or less separately from the field
construction operations. Because of this fact, restraints that appear on the
highway bridge network are not shown on the bar chart in Figure 5.15.

5.30 Bar Chart for Repetitive Operations

For repetitive operations, such as the pipeline relocation, a somewhat
altered form of bar chart better represents the field schedule information
and is in common usage. This type of bar chart is often referred to as a
line-of-balance chart. Figure 5.16 illustrates such a chart for the pipeline
project. In this figure, the horizontal scale is one of distance along the
right-of-way while the vertical scale represents calendar time. Figure 5.16
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has been prepared on the basis that the pipeline construction will be
initiated on Monday, July 12. Each of the sloping lines represents the
work category indicated and is plotted on an early-start basis. Figure 5.10
provides the necessary ES and EF values. A conversion calendar such as that
in Figure 5.5, with the numbering of working days starting on July 12, serves
for the translation of these early times to calendar dates. The vertical line
at Mile 3 in Figure 5.16 represents the construction of the pipeline crossing
structure whose beginning will also be on Monday, July 12. The crossing
structure is scheduled to be ready for pipe by the afternoon of August 3
and to be completed on August 11. The scheduled interface between the
pipeline and the crossing structure is shown as August 6.

5.31 Computer Applications for Scheduling

Chapter 5 has presented a comprehensive discussion of project scheduling,
a process of establishing a calendar-date schedule for the field construction
process. For reasons already explained, the scheduling procedure discussed
herein has emphasized manual methods with the objective of developing a
thorough understanding of the procedures involved and the significance
of the project time data generated.

Realistic job logic and accurate activity duration estimates should result
from the project management team’s knowledge, experience, intuition,
and discerning judgment. It is important to note that the network logic
and activity durations so developed provide a graphic and mathematical
job model. This model is very powerful in that it allows a manager to look
into the future and make project decisions based on information from the
model. Like all models, the quality of the information obtained is directly
proportional to the accuracy of the model itself. No amount of computing
power can change this basic fact.

With regard to the mechanical process of project scheduling, however,
computers enjoy a distinct advantage in their ability to make time compu-
tations accurately, with great rapidity, and to present this information in
a variety of useful forms. As a result, computers are used universally for
project scheduling purposes. Computers can provide the project team with
an almost unlimited array of project data and graphic representations of
network scheduling information. In addition to forward- and backward-pass
calculations, the computer can convert expired working days into calen-
dar dates. Different activities can be assigned to different calendars. For
example, maintenance and support activities can be assigned to a weekend
calendar while construction activities are assigned to a weekday schedule.
Activity lags (Section 5.21) and hammock activities (Section 5.25) are easily
incorporated into the project schedule and a variety of activity sorts are
available.
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Calculations performed by computer can be displayed graphically in
the form of project networks (or portions thereof) or in the form of
tabular reports. These can be made to cover varying portions of the overall
project and differing periods of time. Computers have the capacity to sort
information in terms of specific activities, spans of time, physical location
on the site, areas of responsibility, or other desired criteria. This capability
eases the burden of getting the right information to the right person at the
right time. Computer programs typically have the capability of reducing
the network time schedule to bar chart form. These work well for reporting
job progress to owners, design professionals, and others concerned with
the construction schedule.

Computer programs used for project scheduling can differ substantially
from one another in many important respects, and a wide variety of
scheduling programs are available. For this reason, care must be exercised
to select a program best suited to the specific management needs of a given
project. Most of these programs will allow a scheduled time to be assigned
for the completion of construction and will make the backward pass using
this designated finish date rather than the value obtained during the
forward pass. Scheduled dates also can be assigned to network milestones.

Chapter 6 moves from viewing at the project as a whole to planning the
details that often are overlooked and can cause serious job delays.



6 Production
Planning

6.1 Introduction

This chapter revisits the planning process. Chapter 4 considered planning
from a project point of view. Project planning of the highway bridge
consisted of dividing the project into activities and establishing the logical
relationships between them. This process, along with the project scheduling
techniques of Chapter 5, established what was going to be done on the
project and when each activity was to be accomplished.

Production planning, however, is concerned with how these activities
are going to be accomplished. If project planning is macroplanning, then
production planning is microplanning. Production planning establishes
the methods to be used, the assignment of personnel, the movement of
material to the workface, and the process of assembling the pieces. The
effort required to plan for production is equivalent to that required for
project planning in Chapter 4.

Before addressing the fundamentals of production planning, two addi-
tional topics of project planning must be discussed: the planning team and
reengineering the project.

6.2 Planning Team

Once the contract is signed, there is very real pressure on the project
team to get on with the work; success often is defined as making
the dirt fly. Yet studies show conclusively that complete, thorough, and
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detailed planning at the beginning of a project is the key to a successful
completion.

Often the people assigned to a new project have never worked together.
The planning process is the first opportunity to begin the team-building
process. Getting the team together in a planning session gives the members
an opportunity to work together in an unstructured environment in which
every idea is welcome and where an individual’s expertise can identify
future problems and solutions.

Many constructors find planning to be the hardest part of the construc-
tion process. Construction people are often more at ease when working
with physical objects rather than with abstractions, and planning is an
abstract process. There is a great deal of uncertainty at the beginning of a
project. This causes frustration. There is the perception that starting work
right away is the best way to come to grips with the uncertainties. In order
to overcome these planning objections, several things can be done to make
planning less abstract and more satisfying.

Working with computers lends structure to the development of ideas,
but computers are only marginally applicable to the planning process.
As discussed previously, the outliner in scheduling software or in word
processing software can be used to break a project down into successive
layers of finer detail. Using a computer, video projector, and outlining
software, the project team quickly begins to contribute, improve, and agree
on how the project is to be organized. Once the outline is substantially
complete, and using the same equipment, the team starts the process of
moving the resulting breakdown to the network diagram and establishing
the constructive logic between activities. With this process, each idea is
placed on the screen, evaluated, and added to the project plan. Although
not as physically permanent as concrete and steel, the computer images
can be seen and provide a visual record of the planning process.

There are a number of important elements in successful planning.
First and foremost, the team must understand the project thoroughly.
Everyone must be familiar with the type of work being planned and must
fully understand the contract documents. They must bring appropriate
skills and experience to the team, and their abilities must complement
each other. Sufficient time must be allotted for the planning process.
Many successful project teams find it advisable to meet away from the
office and construction site, thus avoiding interruptions. Sequestering the
team for two or three days in a hotel allows the planning process to
go uninterrupted through mealtimes and into the evening. If field work
must be started immediately, a temporary or mobilization team can be
assigned to do the immediate tasks while the permanent team completes
the planning function.

As the project plan develops, the team should bring others into the
process. Vital suppliers and subcontractors should be included in meetings.
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When appropriate, the suppliers and subcontractors prepare specialty
subschedules to cover their part of the work. These subschedules are
presented to the project team and defended before they are added to the
master plan. In this way, suppliers and subcontractors are made aware of
the important part they play in the success of the project.

Before the plan is finalized, an analysis of possible risks should be made.
This involves an evaluation of parts of the plan where things are most
likely to go wrong. Questions such as ‘‘Where are we most vulnerable to
weather damage?’’ or ‘‘Which material is most apt to have delivery or
approval problems?’’ are used to identify problem areas. Once the areas of
risk have been identified, plans need to be made to mitigate and manage
these risks.

Having the project team work together to prepare a complete job plan
strengthens buy-in and means that each team member will have developed
a strong sense of dedication to the project’s outcome. Success in the
planning process strengthens the project team, aligns their objectives, and
sets the project on course for a successful conclusion.

6.3 Reengineering the Project

There is often a better way to do things. Reengineering is the process of
examining a project and its component parts in an effort to find improved
or alternate ways to accomplish an operation. This reengineering process
can be applied to any part of the project, from the way a piece of equipment
is installed to the way change orders are handled. The key to successful
reengineering is to identify alternative ways of doing things. A really
great idea cannot be evaluated and implemented if it has never been
suggested.

Using the highway bridge as an example, many of the major reengineer-
ing processes are beyond the responsibility of the contractor. For instance,
a culvert might have been proposed in place of the bridge with consider-
able cost savings. The location of the road may have been rerouted so that
a bridge was unnecessary, but these changes were the responsibility of the
owner. The highway bridge contractor has the responsibility for the means
and methods to be used in the construction of the bridge. Improvements
here rest with the project team. In order to identify as many new ideas as
possible, a brainstorming session is the best approach.

Brainstorming, or conceptual blockbusting techniques, involves a free
format meeting of the project team where any idea is acceptable. This
is a meeting where nothing is sacred and no one is right. Outrageous
suggestions often trigger new and more practical ideas and new ideas
are what reengineering is all about. The leader of the meeting should
encourage unconventional solutions, ask people to question the boundary
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conditions between operations and processes, and look at solutions used in
other industries. Free, uninhibited thinking at this stage can provide new
solutions to old problems and provide substantial savings in terms of time
and money.

6.4 Planning for Production

Production planning involves site layout, arrangement of utilities, and
preparation of storage and prefabrication areas. It includes establishing
traffic patterns for vehicles and material flow patterns from storage to
prefabrication to final installation. This is a detailed study of exactly how
the work is going to be accomplished. It is complicated, time consuming,
and extremely important. In the remainder of this chapter, production
planning is broken down into its components and discussed.

6.5 Support Planning

One of the first things to consider is how equipment and materials will
get to the site. Typically, the route will involve public roads and bridges,
both of which must be examined for alignment and capacity. Weight and
dimension limits of roads and bridges are extremely important. Heavy or
oversize loads may have to be routed far out of the way in order to get them
to the site. Where bridges will not withstand the loads and alternate routes
are unavailable, fords may have to be built around the bridge. Heavy loads
may have to be divided at their source in order to get them to the site. There
may be low utility lines and other height or width restrictions. Narrow roads
or tight turns may cause problems. Identifying these restrictions for critical
material deliveries in advance may save much-needed project time.

A thorough investigation of on-site and off-site utilities is necessary. Such
needs as the closest rail siding and dock facility may play an important
part in getting materials to the site. The need for water, sewer, gas,
high-voltage electricity, and three-phase electricity must be identified and
sources found before starting work. Newer utility requirements may also
include hazardous waste disposal facilities, groundwater testing facilities,
silt retention basins, and wideband communication platforms for voice,
video, and data transmissions.

A detailed drawing is required for efficient site layout. The number, size,
and location of job-site buildings must be determined. It is important that
the job office building be located in such a way as to provide a secure entry
to the site and have a good view of the work area. Other buildings include
office space for inspectors and subcontractors, tool storage buildings,
changing facilities for employees, and storage buildings for hazardous and
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Highway bridge, site layout

flammable materials. A traffic pattern for vehicles needs to be established.
Parking must be provided for employees, subcontractors, and visitors.
Heavy trucks must have clear access to the storage and work areas.

Specific provisions must be planned for equipment maintenance and
fueling, material laydown, material storage, and prefabrication. Fuel storage
and waste storage also are important considerations. Figure 6.1 shows the
resulting site plan for the highway bridge.

6.6 Technical Problems

Many projects involve technical problems requiring significant advance
planning. Problems on the highway bridge include dewatering of the
foundation and placement of the crane for setting the deck girders. Most
projects involve lifting of heavy materials, so crane capacities and coverage
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must be checked. Crane conflicts with power lines, structures, and other
cranes often require preparation of detailed drawings. Getting materials
and equipment into the structure often requires detailed ‘‘pathfinding’’
studies. Refineries, power plants, and other projects may require complex
computer studies in order to assure that equipment and piping will fit in
the location specified.

Construction of buildings in downtown areas requires detailed planning
for unloading and storage of materials, traffic patterns, and accommoda-
tions for pedestrians. Deep excavations may require bracing, sheet piling,
or other soil stabilization techniques.

Some projects have complex work sequences that require a detailed
study to determine the exact sequence of steps to follow. Often long
lead equipment deliveries require that certain parts of a project be left
accessible until late in the project. More and more projects involve the use
of, or disposal of, hazardous materials. Work with these materials requires
notifying employees of the hazard and training workers in proper handling
techniques and in the use of specific tools and safety equipment.

Early and complete identification of these technical problems allows
for proper planning. Although the problems remain technically difficult,
proper planning gives project management time to consider alternative
methods and bring in technical specialists when necessary.

6.7 Personnel Planning

The success of a project is largely dependent on the quality and morale
of its craftspeople. Good planning at the beginning of the job helps
assure success in several ways. Craftspeople in proper number and with
appropriate skill levels must be hired. It is important that consistent policies
be established and applied to all staff. Job-site morale can be devastated
when labor shortages require that new employees be given incentives not
offered to earlier employees. Consistent wage rates and benefit packages
are essential.

Where there is a shortage of skilled people, training programs have
to be implemented. Working with local technical-vocational schools may
help the situation. On-the-job training programs may require significant
planning early in the project. When the shortage is severe, craftspeople
may have to be brought in from other locations. In this case, transportation
and housing may be required.

Projects in remote locations require camp facilities. Morale is greatly
affected by the organization of the camp and the quality of the food.
Poor camp facilities often result in low morale, poor production, and high
personnel turnover. A highly qualified camp manager can be the most
important person on the project management team.
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6.8 Safety Planning

Construction work is inherently dangerous. Sharp objects, heavy loads,
high places, and emphasis on production all provide opportunities for
accidents. Good planning and the implementation of a comprehensive
safety program are necessary for a safe project. Studies have shown that
employee involvement in a safety program is essential. Establishment of a
safety committee during the first week of the project is a good way to start
a safety program.

The safety committee is mandated to implement and monitor the safety
program. Some firms assign this duty to all the foremen on the project. They
meet weekly, review the safety program, and conduct a safety inspection. In
some construction companies, a different foreman is assigned as the safety
inspector each week. This foreman inspects the project daily, correcting
any safety problems observed and posting violations on the bulletin board.
Typically, a foreman will strive harder for safety within his crew if another
foreman is going to inspect his work area and report safety problems to his
peers. Of course, a Monday morning toolbox safety program and incentives
for perfect safety records are integral parts of safety planning.

Safety planning includes specific consideration regarding what to do in
case of an accident. Staff with first aid certification should be identified.
In case of a serious accident, a plan should be in place for making 911
calls, meeting the emergency medical people, and leading them to the
victim. Emergency evacuation from high in a building or deep within a
construction project requires forethought. Safety planning should consider
a fire and an evacuation plan. Often a fire is accompanied by a power failure,
so lifts and electric cranes are not available. Similarly, if a project is subject
to a flood, heavy rain, or a tsunami, plans should first consider evacuation
of workers. Secondary plans should consider ways to minimize damage to
the project. In all of these cases, waiting until the time of the disaster to
assign people and decide what must be done will almost certainly reduce
the success of the recovery effort.

Work in high places and activities involving heavy lifts need to be
identified in advance and safety plans made. Plans for attaching barricades
and lifelines and covering openings should be made in advance. Concrete
forms need to be designed for safety, including safe work surfaces, railings,
and ladders. These concrete-form safety considerations should apply to
placing, moving, stripping, and cleaning operations as well as for placing
concrete. Movement of large equipment or lifting heavy loads should
be planned for after hours in order to minimize the number of people
involved.

Planning should include a process for handling hazardous materials.
Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDSs) need to be requested with all material
orders. These sheets are to be placed in a notebook and made available
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to employees. Workers are entitled to know when they are handling
hazardous materials and to be aware of the dangers involved and the
suggested handling procedures. Special attention should be given to work
in enclosed spaces where chemicals may form toxic fumes. All chemical
agents should be clearly marked and inspected regularly for condition.

Safety equipment needs to be stored in convenient locations where it
is quickly accessible when operations call for its use. A regular inspection
should be scheduled to make sure the safety equipment inventory is
complete and in good condition. The availability of safety equipment
needs to be advertised and its use made mandatory.

Because of the inherent dangers involved in construction, any compre-
hensive safety plan should include methods of ensuring employees are
alert and drug-free. This is best accomplished through a well-planned
drug-testing policy and program. Drug-testing programs should always be
planned well in advance of construction and incorporated into company
or project hiring and employment policy. This ensures that all employees
joining the project do so fully aware of the company’s drug policy, testing
methods, and actionable penalties. The policy should state the company’s
intention to operate a drug-free workplace, detail the testing methods to be
applied, specify the kind of substances to be banned (such as alcohol), and
explain any penalties and assistance programs. The drug-testing program
should address compulsory testing prior to hiring, continuous random
testing, and testing for cause. The employment application process should
include mandatory drug testing. If need be, employees may be hired on
a probationary contract pending the results of the test. This ensures that
all employees join the project drug-free. Random drug testing ensures that
employees do not begin using drugs during the project. Because some
projects employ a large number of workers, random testing may only cycle
through the job every six to eight months, reducing this type of testing to
a deterrent. Therefore, a more active testing method is needed to iden-
tify employee drug use at its onset. To meet this need, a testing policy
should allow for immediate drug testing with just cause and compulsory
testing following any accidents. Advanced planning and publication of the
drug-testing policy will help deter potential users from applying for work
and maintain a drug-free and safe workplace.

6.9 Planning for Quality

In today’s construction market, every project needs to have a formalized
quality control system in order to be competitive. The constant conflict
between production and quality must be resolved for a successful project.
Perhaps the most important part of a quality control program is the creation
of a job-site culture where quality is asked for and expected. Craftspeople
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need to take pride in their work and expect their peers to do likewise.
There are a number of ways to build this visibility and dedication to quality.
Partnering is a good way to start. While partnering is generally associated
with the contractual and organizational aspects of a project, it also assists in
developing a better understanding of the facility and the associated need
for quality workmanship. Often the architect-engineer can be called on
to design an inspiring project logo for use on hardhats and safety awards
to help build pride in the project venture. A model of the project can be
kept on display in the job office and shown to all new workers so they may
better appreciate the construction process and the team effort going into
the project. Some contractors plan a Saturday open house from time to
time so that employees’ families can visit the site and see the quality work
being done.

It must be remembered that quality occurs at the workface. Only workers
have the power to produce quality. Management must appreciate that
planning for construction quality results in turning the organizational
chart upside down. In a quality-driven organizational chart, each level of
separation from the workface comes with a reduction in the manager’s
ability to directly affect quality and an increase in his workface support
responsibilities. Therefore, workers must be empowered through programs
such as Total Quality Management (TQM) and quality circles to search out
better ways to get a quality job done.

On the formal side, the project team needs to determine the required
tests and standards for the job. Rejection procedures must be established.
Every job-site inspection, for whatever purpose, needs to have a quality
and safety component included. Special attention is required to incor-
porate quality programs with subcontractors. The subcontractor selection
process needs to be based on quality prequalification issues before price is
considered.

One last point: Quality does not apply only to the finished product. TQM
issues include the way projects are planned, identification of problems
well in advance of construction, the rate at which change orders are
handled, and the quality of employee training. Every phase of a construction
operation is subject to continuous improvement.

6.10 Material Ordering and Expediting

Major materials usually are ordered within days of signing a construction
contract. The material delivery lead time determines the order in which
purchase orders are prepared. Therefore, special attention must be given to
determining which materials will require the longest lead time. Preparation
of purchase orders must be coordinated with the project schedule such
that timely delivery dates are specified on the order. Quantity and quality
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requirements must also be spelled out in the purchase order. The purchase
order should state that the job site is to be given at least 48 hours notice
of a delivery so that adequate preparation can be made at the site for
off-loading, inspecting, storing, or directly installing the material.

Simply placing a purchase order for materials provides little assurance
that the materials will arrive on time. Proper planning for a material-
expediting system is the best insurance for on-time deliveries. All purchase
orders need to include a delivery date based on the project schedule. Early
deliveries can cause problems with storage and have an adverse effect on
project cash flow. Late deliveries are worse.

Special attention is needed to ensure that shop drawings are prepared,
checked, submitted for approval, and returned to the vendor. Similarly,
samples, tests, mill certificates, and other documents must be approved.
The control system for these submittals must ensure prompt handling at
every level. Once all approvals are in place, manufacturing can begin.
Fabrication schedules must be such that finished materials are ready to be
shipped, allowing sufficient time to get to the job site. Some materials and
equipment require inspection during the fabrication process or testing
prior to shipment. These items must be identified and a system must be in
place to notify the proper inspecting or approving organizations.

While key materials and equipment are being fabricated, the expeditor
should contact the supplier for assurance that shipping arrangements have
been made. Often space must be reserved in advance on common carriers.
Bills of lading and insurance also have to be obtained in advance. Some
contractors require all subcontractors to submit unpriced purchase orders
to the expeditor. This allows the contractor to confirm that the material has
been ordered and to assist with the shipping schedule when transportation
disruptions occur. As little as possible is left to chance.

At the job site, the expeditor and project engineer meet regularly to
determine the current status of materials and to identify problem areas.
Any potential delay in manufacturing or shipping requires prompt action
in order to avoid delaying the project. The longer the advance warning of
a material delay, the more options there are to work around the problem.

6.11 Material Handling, Storage, and Protection

The arrival of material at the job site should never be a surprise; the exact
time of a delivery should be established in advance. Unexpected deliveries
are a disruption to work at the site, and often the only person available at
the time to accept the delivery is unqualified for the job. At the job site,
a specific worker should be assigned to accept the delivery and to oversee
unloading. This person needs to have a copy of the purchase order in
hand when the material arrives. Unloading equipment should be available
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and a specific place assigned for storage. As the shipment is unloaded,
it should be inspected for completeness and for damage. Any deviations
from the purchase order need to be noted on the delivery ticket, and that
information must be passed on to project management.

When warehousing is required, an inventory control system has to be
established. Care must be taken that materials and equipment are issued
to the specific installation for which they were ordered. Exceptions need
to be approved and documented so that one construction operation does
not use materials ordered and needed by another operation.

Whenever possible, the material or equipment should be moved directly
from the carrier to the final installed location. If this is impossible or
impractical, the material should be stored in a location that will mini-
mize handling and handwork. It is estimated that handling, moving, and
handwork account for as much as 30 percent of the cost of installation.
With inadequate planning, material orders are too often incomplete or
damaged and the problem is not noted until the day of installation. If
proper arrangements are not made, waterproof materials may be stored
in buildings while weather-sensitive materials wind up in the rain, or it is
determined too late that a trench must go directly through the place where
topsoil is stockpiled. Detailed planning regarding material handling and
storage saves money and prevents unnecessary and frustrating delays.

At times, materials must be stored off-site. In this case, issues of title,
insurance, and payment are involved. It must be determined when title
changes from the supplier to the contractor and from the contractor to
the owner. Whoever has title also has insurance responsibilities, and these
must be coordinated. It must also be determined when payment will be
due, first from the contractor to the vendor and then from the owner to
the contractor.

6.12 Equipment Planning

On some projects, construction equipment constitutes a major portion
of project cost. For that reason, planning the spread of construction
equipment, the haul roads where the equipment will operate, and the
maintenance facilities that will keep the equipment running are of utmost
importance.

Selection of the most appropriate equipment often must be modified
according to the equipment available. A cost analysis must be made of
the impact of less appropriate equipment. Where additional equipment is
required, a buy, lease, or rent analysis is necessary.

An efficient equipment maintenance plan must be put into place with
regularly scheduled preventive maintenance. Layout for the fueling and
maintenance yard must be coordinated with the other yard areas. This area
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must provide easy access for equipment and should be laid out with safety
in mind. Planning must be done for efficient haul roads, matching grades
to the capabilities of the equipment available, and a haul road maintenance
plan must be devised.

6.13 Production Methods

Although construction projects are typically one of a kind, it is important
to plan efficient assembly processes. Often subassemblies can be prefab-
ricated. Many construction operations lend themselves to assembly-line
techniques. On the highway bridge, it is planned that the abutment forms
be prefabricated and brought to the site ready for installation.

Fundamental to planning production methods is simplifying each step
of the process. This starts with simplifying the drawings. Construction plans
often tend to be terse and diagrammatic. Dimensions are given once.
Typical details are drawn with exceptions shown in a schedule or table.
High rates of production require that the details be spelled out for each
step of the work. Rather than have craftspeople search through the plans
for the location of inserts, weld plates, and dimensions, this information
should be shown on a shop drawing.

When concrete columns are being formed and poured, a letter-size
sketch of typical columns with the necessary dimensions and details should
be provided. For every nontypical column, a separate sketch is required.
Additionally, a layout drawing showing which column goes in each location
with appropriate mark numbers keying detailed sketches to the layout
location is required. Not only does this simplify the work, it also simplifies
a quality control check before concrete is placed.

Instructions should be simplified to minimize misunderstandings.
Instructions to foremen should be clear, concise, and complete. Where
appropriate, the instructions should be in writing. Handwritten instruc-
tions are sufficient, and these might be done on the back of the sketch
described earlier.

Processes should be simplified. Break a process down into individual
steps. Examine each step to see if it can be simplified. One of the authors
witnessed a pressure test on a sewer outfall, requiring 10 feet of head
maintained for 24 hours and losses not exceeding 10 gallons per hour.
This test was being done with a 10-foot standpipe, scaffolding, and a
gallon bucket used to fill the standpipe. This process required continuous
monitoring for three shifts. With planning, the process was changed to a
water meter, pressure gauge, pressure reducing valve, and a hose to the
city water supply. The pressure regulator was set to the proper pressure,
and the water meter was read at the beginning and end of the test.
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Planning the construction method will identify processes where assembly-
line techniques can be applied. This planning will include the use of jigs,
layout devices, power fastening systems, and mechanical methods for
moving materials. It will determine how materials will flow through the
assembly area. The classic example is cutting studs and wales for concrete
wall forms: The actual time spent cutting is insignificant compared with
the time spent moving material to the saw and from the saw to the assembly
area. The productive sawman has a prepared cutting list to work from, and
uncut material is moved to the saw by forklift. Cut material moves away
from the saw in a similar manner.

On-site and off-site prefabrication can simplify the work in several ways.
Prefabrication lends itself to assembly line techniques. With prefabricated
assemblies, installation goes faster and the work site is less cluttered.
Prefabrication speeds up the process and facilitates quality control. Sub-
contractors should be encouraged to furnish prefabricated assemblies
rather than doing all the work on-site. An additional benefit is that shop
workers often receive lower wages than field employees.

6.14 Activity Planning

In order to assure timely completion of scheduled project activities, a
foreman should be assigned the responsibility of planning for that activity’s
success. Approximately a week before an activity is scheduled, a number of
details have to be checked. Are the drawings related to this work complete?
Are any changes expected? Are the shop drawings approved? If the shop
drawings are being prepared sequentially, are they sequenced to the order
in which the work must be done in the field?

If this activity requires any special tools or equipment, now is the time
to see that they will be available. If tools and equipment are to be shared
with parallel activities, an understanding is required regarding who will get
them and when. In the case of equipment failure, available options should
be identified.

Are the required materials on-site? Do you know where they are stored
and whether they are accessible? If not on-site, how reliable is a timely
delivery? Are the materials subject to being of a wrong quality, quantity,
or dimension? Are all the support materials on hand? Remember, ‘‘. . . for
want of a nail, the shoe was lost. . . .’’

Inspect the work space. Check on access for equipment and materi-
als. Check that the area is uncluttered. If other work will be occurring
concurrently, work out a plan to share the space. Check to see that the
layout is correct and that support utilities, such as compressed air, electric
power, and ventilation, are available. Make sure there is sufficient light
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to assure quality work. Check for safety hazards and provide for waste
disposal.

6.15 Production Checklists

Each construction operation involves a large number of important details.
With the attendant confusion, noise, and interruptions of a typical project,
it is easy to overlook important details. These omissions lead to rework for
which there is neither time nor money in the budget. Well-thought-out
checklists can provide an excellent way to keep track of the myriad of
details that accompany each construction operation.

Checklists are valuable for many phases of construction work. Some
examples are:

Permitting process
Preconstruction site inspection
Layout and excavation
Utility location
Concrete form work
Concrete flat work
Piping

Figure 6.2 is an example of a concrete wall and column checklist.
Good checklists are the result of years of experience and are developed

by contractors over a long period of time. Mistakes and omissions occur
far too often, but good construction practice builds on these mistakes by
adding them one by one to the relevant checklist, thus decreasing the
chance of a mistake being repeated.

It is easy to rationalize that construction supervisors do the same jobs
over and over and therefore have no need for a written checklist. It is fair
to point out, however, that airline pilots also do repetitive operations but
never start an engine without referring to a written checklist. Mistakes on
a construction project can endanger many lives. The concrete checklist
shown in Figure 6.2 provides the experienced concrete foreman with a
comprehensive list of items to be checked off as work progresses. For the
inexperienced foreman, the checklist provides the insight, skill, knowledge,
judgment, and background that would otherwise be provided by more
experienced people.

Well-thought-out checklists help prevent mistakes and omissions. They
are also a valuable and time-saving aid to the quality control person check-
ing the work.
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Shop drawings are approved and on-site

Concrete Wall and Column Checklist

Concrete ordered is correct quantity and type

Forms are clean and oiled

Forms have proper chamfers and architectural features

Previous pour is clean and prepared

Electrical conduits, boxes, etc., are in place

Plumbing cans and chases are in proper location

Weld plates and other imbedded items are in proper location

Check all measurements and tolerances

Top of pour clearly marked

Bulkheads are secure

Columns are properly oriented

Forms are plumb and braced

Blockouts are properly located

Work surfaces are secure and have handrails

Verify special finishes

Finish and cure exposed surfaces

Provisions made for rain, hot or cold weather protection

Clear access for delivery of concrete to site

Inspectors notified of pour

Testing equipment is available

Figure 6.2
Concrete wall and column checklist
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6.16 Look-Ahead Schedules

There are two types of look-ahead schedules. First, from a project schedul-
ing perspective, the schedule is detailed in a four- to six-week rolling
schedule. This type of short-term schedule is discussed further in
Chapter 12.

Second, production short-term or look-ahead schedules are created by
foremen, and show exactly how the work will be accomplished. Each
foreman is assigned a specific task from the project schedule. Typically,
a look-ahead schedule is a rolling schedule and will cover the next 7 to
10 days. The next example from the highway bridge illustrates a typical
look-ahead schedule.

A carpenter foreman is assigned the task of forming abutment #1. The
updated project schedule shows this work to begin August 2, which is a
Monday. This is a critical activity, and it appears that the forms will be
ready as scheduled. This foreman is also responsible for stripping the

Task 8/4
Wednesday

7/30
Friday

8/2
Monday

8/3
Tuesday

8/5
Thursday

8/6
Friday

8/9
Monday

Clean, repair, and oil forms

Place inside forms

2 laborers

2 carpenters
4 laborers

1 crane operator

Plumb & brace inside forms

1 carpenter
2 laborers

Coordinate with rebar sub to set
abutment rebar

Place outside forms
2 carpenters

4 laborers
1 crane operator

Plumb & brace outside forms

1 carpenter
2 laborers

Crane usage
   Shared with rebar sub as required

4 mh

56 mh

12 mh

56 mh

12 mh

Look-ahead schedule for 7/30 to 8/9 (Forms & Rebar, Abutment #2)
Mike R.   Carpenter Foreman

Figure 6.3
Highway bridge, seven-day look-ahead schedule
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abutment forms from abutment #1 so the start of work will not have to be
coordinated with any other foreman. The first step is to check the budget
for the man-hours available and the schedule to see the time allowed.

The budget, Figure 3.10, shows that there are 1810 square feet of forms
to place and 3,656 labor dollars to do the work. Since the average hourly
labor cost for each member of the crew is $29.00, the foreman calculates
that he has about 126 man-hours to get the work done. According to the
schedule, the work must be completed in three days.

Planning this operation can be done with a simple precedence diagram
or with a bar chart. Figure 6.3 is a bar chart showing each step of the process
and assigning crew members to each task. The first item in the bar chart,
clean, repair, and oil forms, is charged to the previous account, stripping
abutment forms. The balance of the items in the bar chart shows a total
of 136 man-hours, just slightly above the budget. The work is scheduled to
take three days, keeping the project on schedule.

6.17 Planning the Paperwork

There is a staggering amount of paperwork associated with a construction
project. Building a custom home generates one or two file boxes of
documents. When the highway bridge is complete, the documents will fill
a four-drawer filing cabinet. The paperwork for a high-rise building will
fill an office. Keeping track of all these documents requires planning and
diligence. The Construction Specifications Institute provides a numbering
system to assist in organizing correspondence, requests for information,
change orders, project meeting minutes, progress payments, and claims.
Several computer programs are available that will track submittals, change
orders, and other time-sensitive documents. Whatever system is adopted to
bring order to the documents, serious planning at the beginning of the
project will save countless hours later.

The beginning of the project is the time to plan for as-built drawings
and warranty considerations. Making sure that each and every deviation
from the original plans is documented on the as-built drawings is difficult.
Leaving these changes to the end of the job is time consuming and leads to
inaccuracies. Warranties often require that an agent of the manufacturer
be present during installation. Each of these requirements needs to be
identified and a reminder placed in the project schedule or checklist.

A successful technique used by some contractors to handle weekly project
meetings is based on consecutively numbering each meeting. In the first
project meeting, all the items discussed are classified as new business and
numbered 1.1, 1.2, and so on. At the next project meeting, old business
is covered first and involves resolution of items 1.1, 1.2, and so on. As
items are resolved, they are dropped from the list. New business items
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in the second project meeting are numbered 2.1, 2.2, and so on. In this
way, every project meeting problem is numbered. Each number remains
as old business until resolved. Not only does this system keep track of
each problem, but the length of time the problem remains unresolved is
indicated by its number.

6.18 Putting the Plans on Paper

Just as project planning results in a documented project network, complete
with resources and job costs, production planning has to be reduced to
paper as well. Sketches, lists, and narratives record the production plans.
This information needs to be organized in such a way that the plans can
be found at the proper time. When a delivery of transformers is due, the
sketch showing where they are to be stored must be readily available. If you
cannot find the record of a carefully formulated plan when it is needed,
all of the planning effort spent in developing it is wasted. Putting the
planning to paper and communicating it to the owner and the project
team is discussed further in Chapter 12.



7 Project Time
Acceleration

7.1 Time Schedule Adjustments

Frequently, project work schedules must be adjusted to accommodate
adverse job circumstances. These revisions are often essential so that con-
tract time requirements can be met. Many times established time goals
dictate that key stages of the work be achieved earlier than originally
planned. The start or finish dates of major job elements often must be
improved to satisfy established time constraints or commitments. Mile-
stones, network interfaces, and final completion are common examples of
key events that sometimes must be rescheduled to earlier dates. Such sched-
ule advances are accomplished, in practice, by performing certain portions
of the work in shorter times than had originally been allocated to them.

This chapter discusses why management action to reduce project time
occasionally is needed and how the associated time reduction studies are
conducted. The highway bridge is used for purposes of discussion and
illustration.

7.2 Need for Time Reduction

There are many practical examples for which shortening the time of
selected job elements can be desirable as a means of meeting important
project target dates. For example, by terms of the construction contract,
the owner may impose a job completion date that the current project plan

147
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will not meet. Failure to meet this contractual time requirement will put
the contractor in breach of contract and make it liable for any damages
suffered by the owner because of late project completion. On a job in
progress, the owner may desire an earlier completion date than originally
called for by the contract and may request that the contractor quote a price
for expediting the work. It is entirely possible that the programmed project
duration time may not suit the contractor’s own needs. The contractor may
wish to achieve job completion by a certain date to avoid adverse weather,
to beat the annual spring runoff, to free workers and equipment for other
work, or for other reasons. Financial arrangements may be such that it
is necessary to finish certain work within a prescribed fiscal period. The
prime contractor may wish to consummate the project ahead of time to
receive an early completion bonus from the owner. A common motivation
for time acceleration occurs when the work is well under way and delays
have resulted in a substantial loss of time that must be recovered by the
end of the project.

Although not involving the entire project, a similar situation can arise
when attempting to meet an established milestone. It is not unusual for
the computed early times of milestone events to occur later than desired.
An analogous situation can arise with respect to network interface events.

These examples clearly disclose one of the great advantages of being able
to establish advance construction schedules with reasonable accuracy. Such
information makes it possible for the project manager to detect specific
time problems well in advance and to initiate appropriate remedial action.
Certainly this is preferable to having no forewarning of such problems until
it is too late to do much, if anything, about them.

On first impression, it may appear incongruous to consider shortening
the duration of a project when a contingency allowance has been added
to the computed normal time. In the case of the highway bridge, a
contingency of six days was added to the calculated time of 64 days to
establish a probable completion time of 70 working days. This project time
is the best advance estimate available of the actual work duration required.
As a consequence of this fact, 70 working days is the most likely duration
of the highway bridge, and any need to shorten the project should depend
on how this time compares with the prescribed contract period or other
established time limitation. Removing the contingency from the project is
not a reliable means of accelerating the completion date.

7.3 General Time-Reduction Procedure

Perhaps it is appropriate now to mention that a variety of terms are applied
to the process of shortening project time durations. ‘‘Least-cost expe-
diting,’’ ‘‘project compression,’’ and ‘‘time-cost trade-off’’ are all used
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in reference to the procedures discussed in this chapter. The exact
nomenclature is not especially important as long as the method and its
application are thoroughly understood. The use of the term ‘‘expediting’’
in connection with shortening project time requirements is unfortunate
because the same term is used with regard to actions taken to ensure
timely resource support for construction operations. However, the double
meaning of ‘‘expediting’’ is commonplace in the construction industry
and is so applied herein.

To shorten the time period required to reach a milestone or interface
event or to achieve project completion, one need be concerned with
reducing the time durations of only a certain group of activities. As has
already been shown, the time required to reach any future network event,
terminal or otherwise, is determined by the longest time path from the
current stage of project advancement to that event. Consequently, if the
time required to reach a certain event is to be reduced, this can be
accomplished only by shortening the longest path leading to that event.
This observation is very revealing and important. In the absence of such
management information, the usual reaction when a project is falling
behind schedule is to haphazardly expedite all the ongoing activities in an
attempt to make up the lost time. The inability to discriminate between
those activities that truly control and those activities of little or no time
consequence can make such expediting actions far more expensive than is
necessary.

When the date of project completion is to be advanced, it is the network
critical path that must be shortened. When reducing the time to achieve
a milestone or interface event, the diagram critical path itself may not
be involved in any way. The longest time path leading to the milestone
or interface event must be shortened. This path may be entirely separate
from the critical path that applies to the entire network. For purposes of
discussing the reduction of project time, the longest time path leading to
the event in question will be referred to as its critical path.

At this point, it must be recognized that when a longest path is shortened,
the floats of other activity paths leading to the same event are reduced
commensurately. It is inevitable, therefore, that continued shortening of
the original critical path will lead, sooner or later, to the formation of new
critical paths and new critical activities. When multiple critical paths are
involved, all such paths must be shortened simultaneously if the desired
time advancement of the event is to be achieved. Shortening one critical
path but not another accomplishes nothing except to provide the shortened
path with unneeded additional float.

When time reduction is done manually, the effect of each shortening
action must be checked to ascertain whether it has produced new critical
activities. The usual way to do so is to perform a network recalculation,
following each step in the time-reduction process. Such recalculations can
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be done manually or by computer. If the network is not large, manual
calculations can be fast and convenient. For a large network, many succes-
sive recalculations can become a substantial chore. Even though time-scaled
diagrams are of limited value in making actual time-reduction studies, such
plots are especially useful for explaining the total effect of a given time
reduction. A network change can be visualized in terms of movements of
rigid-frame portions of the diagram and the effect of these movements on
its elastic (float) connections. Whenever any shortening action eliminates a
dashed float line in a time-scaled network, a new critical path is formed auto-
matically. Portions of Figure 5.14 are used in this chapter to give the reader
a better appreciation of what network time reduction actually involves.

7.4 Shortening the Longest Time Path

It has now been established that, if the date of a specified project event is
to be advanced, the length of the longest time path leading to the event
must be shortened. Basically, there are only two ways to accomplish this.
One is to modify the job logic in some way, such that the longest route
is diminished in length. Doing this involves a localized reworking of the
original job plan, with time being gained by rearranging the order in
which job activities will be accomplished or increasing lead and lag times
to maximize activity concurrency. This time-reduction procedure does not
reduce the durations of activities themselves; it gains time by the more
favorable sequencing of selected job operations.

The other possible way to reduce the length of a critical path is to reduce
the duration of one or more of its constituent activities. Each critical
activity first must be examined to see if any shortening is possible. The
compression of an activity can be achieved in a variety of ways, depending
on its nature. Additional crews, overtime, or multiple shifts might be used.
It may be possible to subcontract it. More equipment might be brought
in temporarily and assigned to that activity. Earlier material deliveries may
be achieved by authorizing the fabricator to work overtime, by using air
freight or special handling, or by sending one of the contractor’s own
trucks to pick up and deliver the material. There usually are, of course,
some activities whose durations cannot be reduced feasibly.

7.5 Project Direct Costs

Before the discussion of project time reduction can proceed further, it
is necessary to discuss the nature of project direct costs and indirect
costs. Costs are necessarily involved with time reduction because con-
struction expense is a function of time. Although management discretion
occasionally may dictate otherwise, an effort usually is made to achieve
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gains in time with the least possible increase in project cost. If project
management is to make schedule adjustments at the least additional cost,
it is necessary to understand how the costs of construction operations vary
with time.

The direct cost of an activity is made up of the expense of labor,
equipment, materials, and subcontracts. Each activity has its normal cost
and normal duration. The ‘‘normal cost’’ is the least direct cost required
to accomplish that activity, and is the cost customarily ascribed to the work
when the job is being estimated. ‘‘Normal duration’’ is the activity duration
determined during the scheduling phase. Although there is nothing precise
about a normal time, it still constitutes a reasonably distinct datum or
reference point for accomplishing an activity at its least direct cost. It is
obvious that the direct cost of the total project is equal to the sum of the
direct costs of the individual activities and that the normal project duration
is derived from the activities’ normal durations. It follows, therefore, that
the least total direct cost of the entire job is the cost associated with the
normal project duration.

If the estimated activity times can be accepted as going hand in hand
with minimum direct cost, then any variation in an activity time from that
estimated, either more or less, must result in a commensurate increase in
its direct cost. The degree to which this rule actually applies in practice
is considerably more certain with respect to increased costs caused by
reducing the activity duration than by extending it. However, contractors
are seldom concerned with stretching out, or deliberately extending, the
duration of a job activity.

The practical fact that shortening an activity time normally will increase
its direct cost is easily demonstrated. The use of multiple shifts or overtime
work obviously entails extra labor expense. Crowding in more work crews
or pieces of equipment makes job supervision difficult, reduces opera-
tional efficiency, and increases costs of production. Early material delivery
requires payment of premiums to the vendor or increased transportation
and handling costs. All this leads to the conclusion that, if the project
time requirement is to be reduced, the direct costs of the activities actually
shortened usually will be increased.

7.6 Variation of Activity Direct Cost with Time

The direct costs of activities can vary with time in many ways, although
here it is considered that these costs always vary in inverse proportion with
time. A continuous linear, or straight-line, variation of direct cost with time
is a common example. This is the result of an expediting action, such as
overtime or multiple shifts, where the extra cost for each day gained is just
about constant. Figure 7.1a is such a case, where the normal activity time
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of 15 days can be reduced by as much as 3 days. The increase in direct
cost of this activity is a constant $100 per day, this being termed the cost
slope of the activity. The contractor may elect to expedite the activity by
one, two, or three days, for which the extra cost will be $100, $200, or $300,
respectively.

The ‘‘normal points’’ in Figure 7.1 represent the activity normal times
and normal direct costs discussed before. The expediting of an activity is
often called crashing. As indicated in the figure, the minimum time to
which an activity can be realistically reduced is called its crash time, and the
corresponding direct cost is called its crash cost. The plotted intersection
of these two values is called its crash point.

Figure 7.1b shows a continuous, piecewise linear, time-cost variation. The
figure indicates that a time reduction of one, two, or three days is possible,
but the cost slope increases for each additional day gained. An example of
a piecewise linear variation is when crew overtime is involved and the use
of a progressively larger crew is possible as the work advances. Figure 7.1c is
a discontinuous or gap variation where the expediting action reduces the
activity duration from 15 to 12 working days, with no time possibilities in
between. The activity is reduced either by three days or not at all, and the
extra cost of the reduction is a fixed sum of $300. This type of time-cost
variation is common in construction. Paying a premium for an early material
delivery and shipping by air rather than motor freight are examples.

Obviously, other forms of time-cost variation are possible. However, great
accuracy in determining the extra costs resulting from expediting actions
is seldom achievable, and the time-cost variations used, along with the
expediting of construction activities, are generally limited to the three
contained in Figure 7.1.

7.7 Project Indirect Costs

As described in Section 3.21, project overhead consists of indirect costs
incurred in support of the field work but that cannot be associated with
any particular physical portion of the job. Figure 3.7 discloses that, on the
highway bridge, the time-variable job overhead expense was estimated to
be $43,690. Time-constant overhead expenses are not variable with project
duration and need not be considered here. The probable duration of the
highway bridge has been determined to be 70 working days. This means
that the time-variable indirect expense on this job amounts to $43,690 ÷
70 days = $624 per working day.

The preceding discussion discloses that crashing an activity, while increas-
ing direct costs, will generally reduce indirect costs. If a specific activity is
shortened, its direct expense increases, but if it leads to a corresponding
decrease in overall project duration, the indirect cost is reduced.
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7.8 Time-Cost Trade-off by Computer

A number of computer programs are available that will accept activity
time-cost data such as that in Figure 7.1 and produce an optimum schedule
of project cost and time. The project duration is decreased from its normal
length, one day at a time. For each incremental reduction in duration,
the computer searches out the combination of activity crashes for the one
that will accomplish this time reduction at the least added cost. To the
increased direct cost is added the time-constant overhead expense and the
time-variable overhead cost at the established per-diem rate. This provides
the total project cost for the reduced duration. The basic objective of these
computer programs is to determine the project duration for which the
total project cost is minimized.

Because of major failings, however, such computerized time-cost trade-
offs have found limited acceptance in the construction industry. The
job models used in such analyses are grossly oversimplified and provide
only theoretical solutions that bear little relationship to the realities of
a construction project. The only time-cost data that the computer can
handle are time-cost slopes for individual activities. It has no capability of
optimizing time shortening when changes of network logic are involved as
possible alternatives. Stated another way, the computer can only perform a
time-cost trade-off analysis by compressing individual activities in a network
with a set system of logic. This is a significant limitation when it is recognized
that revisions in the programmed job plan frequently account for the most
significant time reductions.

The conventional computer analysis goes through a step-by-step process
of expediting activities in the ascending order of their cost slopes. This
unthinking and invariable insistence of least additional cost often is not in
the best interests of good job management. For various practical reasons,
some activities are more attractive choices for expediting than others. For
example, the computer may select an activity for expediting on the basis of
its least additional cost, even though it may be scheduled several months
hence. A project manager probably would be better advised to expedite a
critical activity near at hand, even at a somewhat higher incremental cost,
because the future activity contains yet-unknown risks. Future uncertainty
is such that the distant activity may subsequently become noncritical or may
ultimately be unable to provide the time reduction required. The reduction
of project time must, of necessity, involve considerations other than merely
minimizing extra cost. These considerations, although possibly subtle or
indirect, often can be of overriding importance to project management.

At this point, it suffices to say that the computer does not normally serve
as an adequate stand-alone device for project shortening. Manual methods,
relying on human insight and judgment, continue to play a commanding
role in the process. The project time acceleration procedures discussed
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herein describe and emphasize such an approach. This does not mean
that the computer plays a trivial supporting role, since management and
computer can work together to achieve the best solution possible. The
manager can originate and pass on matters of judgment and the computer
can process the decisions made by project management.

7.9 Practical Aspects of Time Reduction

The process of least-cost shortening of actual construction networks can
become enormously complex. Multiple critical paths can appear and make
the shortening process a very complicated procedure. The number of
possible expediting combinations to be tested, if an optimal solution is to
be achieved, can become very large. It must be recognized, therefore, that
the usual manual time reduction will certainly not always provide project
management with truly optimal expediting combinations. However, mathe-
matical precision with imprecise data is neither the only nor necessarily the
most important consideration involved in such a process. Of necessity, the
actual accomplishment of time reduction in practice must be concerned
with a number of practical considerations beyond the matter of buying the
most time for the least money.

Manual solutions for project time reductions, while perhaps not optimal,
do provide invaluable guidance to the project manager in making decisions
about whether expediting is practical and, if so, how to proceed. In most
cases, guidance on how to make intelligent choices of time-reduction
actions is as valuable as a theoretically optimal solution. Input data are
uncertain, conditions change from day to day, and construction is simply
not an exact or a completely predictable process. Even the critical path of a
given network may change its routing occasionally as the work progresses.
Project managers strive to find practical, reasonable answers rather than
seek to achieve perfection. Expediting a project manually makes it possible
to inject value judgments into the process and affords the project manager
an intuitive feel for the effect of expediting actions on other aspects of the
project. In addition, a project time-reduction study can easily include the
critical evaluation of time gained by revisions in job logic as well as that
gained by shortening individual activities.

The manual accomplishment of project time reduction is directed entirely
toward reducing the length of the applicable critical path or paths. This is a
step-by-step process using time-reduction measures that are considered fea-
sible and best suited to the job context. These may be changes in the job plan
or the shortening of individual activities, or both. The usual procedure is to
gain each increment of time with the least possible increase in direct cost.
Where other job factors are of greater importance than incremental cost,
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shortening steps are taken in whatever order project management believes
is in the overall best interest of the work.

7.10 Reduction of the Highway Bridge Duration

For purposes of illustration, suppose the contractor on the highway bridge
determines that the probable duration of 70 working days or 98 calendar
days is unsatisfactory. Work on this job has not yet begun, and a study is to
be conducted to investigate the feasibility and attendant cost of reducing
the overall project duration by perhaps as much as 10 percent.

The essential question is, of course, how the project critical path can be
reduced from its current time duration. Initially, common sense suggests
that a second look be given to the present operational plan, the objec-
tive being possibly to gain time at no increase in direct cost. Although
knowledgeable and experienced people carefully devised the job plan, the
original planning effort cannot be expected to be perfect. It seems likely
that a restudy of the operational sequence could sharpen the planning
approach and perhaps indicate opportunities for greater time efficiency.

If reexamination of the original job logic does not produce the desired
time gain at no additional cost, then the contractor has no option but
to sacrifice project cost for time. Almost any construction operation can
be performed in less time if someone is willing to pay for the additional
expense. There are undoubtedly a number of opportunities for shortening
the duration of the highway bridge by effecting changes in job logic or
by reducing the times needed to accomplish individual critical activities.
When extra cost is involved, project shortening is achieved by evaluating
the feasible alternatives and, normally, adopting the least-cost combination
of those that will produce the desired time adjustment.

It is the intent of the next five sections to present specific discussions of
how the overall duration of the highway bridge might be reduced at little
or no additional direct cost to the contractor. Such a reexamination of the
programmed plan will not always result in a time gain, but the possibility is
there and should be investigated. A word of caution is in order, however.
When such restudies are being made to pick up some badly needed time,
there is always a tendency to become optimistic. Those who make decisions
concerning project time reduction must be sensible and pragmatic in their
judgments.

A. Restudy of
Critical Activity
Durations

There is one obvious initial check to be made when reexamining the
critical path of a project to be shortened: review the time estimates of the
individual critical activities. Errors can be made, and it is worthwhile to
verify the reasonableness of the time durations originally estimated.
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Another possibility also can be reviewed. When the time estimates were
first made, it was not known which of the activities would prove to be
critical. The original time estimates of some activities may have been
made in contemplation of the limited future availability of labor crews or
construction equipment. As a result, some of the activity duration estimates
for what later turned out to be critical work items were based on smaller
than optimum-size crews or equipment spreads. Now that the identities of
critical activities have been established, it may be feasible to defer action
on some noncritical activities, using their floats for this purpose, and to
reassign resources temporarily to the critical activities, with the objective of
accomplishing them in less time.

B. Restudy of
Project Plan

A project restudy aimed at gaining time at no additional direct cost is
essentially a critical second look at the established operational plan. The
objective, of course, is to rework or refine the logic of a limited area of
the network that will result in a shortened critical path. Here, innovative
thinking and a fresh approach may result in important improvements of
work methods. Too often, traditional and established field procedures are
accepted as the only way of solving a problem. At times they should be chal-
lenged by inquiring minds seeking a better solution. A good old-fashioned
brainstorming session occasionally will produce some ingenious ideas
concerning new approaches.

In some cases, the contractor has the authority to make changes in
project materials or design or perhaps is able to do so with owner approval.
For example, in a design-construct contract, the project manager may
decide to redesign a segment of the project to take advantage of a faster
construction method, thereby reducing the overall duration of the project.
Although the design phase of a project provides most of the opportunities
to reduce construction duration and costs, the ordinary design-bid-build
contract rarely makes this possible.

C. Critical Activities
in Parallel

As an example of a change in project plan to shorten the critical path,
it may be possible to perform certain critical activities concurrently or in
parallel rather than in series. To show how this might work, reference is
made to the time-scaled diagram of the highway bridge in Figure 5.14.
Study of the critical activities will disclose the possibility that painting can
be done concurrently with, rather than after, stripping the deck forms.
Figure 7.2, which is excerpted from Figure 5.14, illustrates this change in
the project schedule, showing that activity 370, ‘‘Paint,’’ could start at the
same time as activity 350, ‘‘Strip deck,’’ thus shortening the critical path
by two days. If this were done, painting would no longer be critical; rather,
the guardrail installation would take over the painting activity’s position on
the critical path, as indicated by Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.2
Highway bridge, critical activities in parallel

The possibility of accomplishing activities 350 and 370 in parallel with
one another might generate an unsafe working condition. This would have
to be resolved before this means of shortening the critical path could be
approved for implementation in the field.

D. Subdivision of
Critical Activities

In shortening a critical path, a check can be made to determine if each
critical activity must necessarily be completed before the next one can start.
The judicious subdividing of one critical activity may enable it to overlap
another. In other words, it may be possible to subdivide a critical activity
and perform a portion of it in parallel with another critical activity. There
appear to be two or three such opportunities in Figure 5.14, only one
of which will be discussed here because of the similarity between them.
Referring to activity 180, ‘‘Forms & rebar, abutment #1,’’ one side of these
forms must be erected before the steel can be tied. Consequently, the finish
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of activity 60, ‘‘Fabricate & deliver abutment & deck rebar,’’ could overlap
the start of activity 180 by one day, assuming that the time necessary to erect
one side of these prefabricated forms is one day. Figure 7.3 shows how the
original time-scaled diagram (Figure 5.14) would have to be modified to
reflect this change. As can be seen, this alteration would shorten the critical
path, and hence the time to any succeeding critical activity, including the
terminal activity, by one day.

As stated previously, the possibility of other critical paths being formed
must be investigated each time the critical path is shortened. For the time
reduction discussed in the previous paragraph, reference to Figure 5.14
shows that all activities in the network to the right of activity 180 have
moved as a unit one day to the left. In so doing, the floats shown at the ends
of activities 230 and 260 have been reduced by one day. In addition, the
creation of the new activity 175, ‘‘Outside forms, abutment #1,’’ reduces
by one day the float following activity 80 and that following activity 170.
This action does not, however, result in the formation of any new critical
activities.
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E. Subcontracting Another possibility for shortening a project critical path might be to
subcontract certain work that the general contractor originally intended to
do with its own forces. The project plan may show certain critical activities
to be in series with one another, not because of the physical order in
which the work must be done but because they require the same limited
resource. Subcontracting all or a portion of the work involved to a specialty
contractor that has adequate equipment and manpower might enable the
activities to be performed concurrently rather than in series, thus saving
considerable time.

It is not unusual for an equipment or labor restraint together with a
dependent activity to be a part of the critical path. This situation usually
represents a limitation on the availability of a general contractor resource.
The prime contractor might consider subcontracting that part of the work
to a firm whose labor crews or equipment would be available at an earlier
date than its own. Determining whether the work could be subcontracted
for the same cost that the prime contractor estimated would require study.
If extra cost is involved, this becomes an expediting action that will have to
be considered on a comparative cost basis along with the other additional
expense possibilities.

7.11 Time Reduction of Highway Bridge by Expediting

The preceding five sections discussed how a critical reexamination of the
original job plan might result in shortening a project critical path at no
increase in direct cost. If such a network study does not produce the
desired time reduction, then project management must literally buy time
by resorting to expediting actions that will increase direct costs. Expediting
actions are thus distinguished herein from time gained at no extra expense.

The sections that follow consider the expediting process as it is applied
to the highway bridge. For clarity, the discussion assumes that none of the
possible time-reduction measures discussed previously has been adopted;
therefore, the original plan and schedule of the highway bridge remain
unaltered. Shortening this project by subcontracting is not considered
either feasible or desirable, so the ensuing time-reduction measures are
limited to those the prime contractor can achieve with its own forces.

The first step in expediting the highway bridge probably should be to
determine if there are any changes in job plan that would shorten the
critical path. As has already been stated, modifications of network logic
are often more fruitful than shortening individual activities. An obvious
change that could be made in the logic of the highway bridge, and which
involves the critical path, would be to prefabricate and use two sets of
abutment forms. It will be recalled that the job plan for this project, as
presented in Figure 5.1, calls for only one set of forms to be built, these
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Time Reduction 
(Working days)

Direct Cost of 
Expediting

Expediting Action

A
Prefabricate two sets of abutment forms. 6

(logic
change)

$5,575

Start placing Forms & rebar, abut. #2 
(activity 240) directly after Strip foot. #2 
(activity 230)

Computations
One set of forms as estimated(Figure 3.6)
Labor $5,144
Material $2,153

$7,297
Two sets of forms
Material
Plyform: 10% waste, 1 use, 70% salvage
3620 (1.10)($1.05)(.30)= $1,254
Lumber: 1.44 bf per sf, 1 use, 70% salvage
3620 (1.44)($0.85)(.30)= $1,329
Labor
3620 ($1.96) + 45% indirect= $10,288

$12,872
Cost of expediting=$12,872–$7,297=$5,575

B
Steel fabricator agrees to work overtime 
and give abutment rebar special handling. 
Deliver abut. & deck rebar (activity 60) 
reduced from 15 to 11 days.

4 $2,376
(quoted by 

rebar vendor)

C
Expedite Pour abutment #1(activity 200) 
by bringing in an additional crane, hiring 
two more laborers, and working the concrete 
crew 2 hours overtime. Duration reduced 
from 2 days to 1 day.

1 $422

Computations
Pour abutment #1 as estimated (Figure 3.6)
Labor $12,269/2= $6,134
Equipment $3,744/2= $1,872

$8,006
Expedited Pour abutment #1 (10 hours)
Labor
Regular crew $284x10x1.35= $3,834
Extra laborers and operator

($44+$33)x10x1.30 $1,001
Overtime premium ($284+$77)x2x.5x1.35 $487
Equipment
Cost of two cranes, etc. $2,500
Extra crane, in and out $605

$8,427
Cost of expediting=$8,427–$8,006=$422

D
Expedite Pour abutment #2 (activity 250) in
the same way as abutment #1.

1 $422

E
Expedite Strip deck forms (activity 350)
by hiring two more laborers. Duration reduced 
from 3 days to 2 days.

1 $202
(not shown but

similar to previous
calculations

Figure 7.4
Highway bridge, direct costs of expediting actions
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forms being used first for abutment #1 and then reused for abutment
#2. Consequently, according to the original plan, the start of the second
abutment will have to wait the stripping of forms from the first abutment.
A second set of abutment forms would eliminate the dependency line
from activity 220, ‘‘Strip and cure, abutment #1,’’ to activity 240, ‘‘Forms
and rebar, abutment #2.’’ This would enable the forming of abutment #2
to start just as soon as footing #2 is finished (activity 230). The effect of
this change can be checked by a recalculation of the altered network or
by reference to the time-scaled plot in Figure 5.14. In either case, if this
change is made, the entire project will be shortened by six working days,
from 70 to 64. The abutment #2 string of three activities will no longer be
critical, as the critical path now is routed through activity 280.

A preliminary examination of the critical activities of the highway bridge
discloses that there might be several possibilities for expediting individual
activities. Suppose careful study, however, reveals that there are actually only
four activities for which some expediting is considered to be practicable in
the view of project management. Figure 7.4 lists the time reduction and
additional direct cost for each of the ways in which the highway bridge may
feasibly be expedited. Assuming that all of these alternatives are equally
acceptable to project management, the process is now one of shortening
the project, one step at a time, each increment of time being gained at
minimum additional direct cost. Project management now can decide how
much time reduction it is willing to purchase.

7.12 Least-Cost Expediting of the Highway Bridge

Using the information summarized in Figure 7.4, the highway bridge is now
to be reduced in duration, with each successive increment of time compres-
sion being realized at a minimum increase in project direct cost. As each
step is taken, a check must be made to determine whether that expediting
action results in the formation of any new critical activities. This check is
made by means of a network recalculation after each time-reduction step.
Figure 7.5 summarizes the results of the successive expediting actions.

Examination of Figure 7.4 discloses that the cheapest first step in the
shortening process is the expediting by one day of critical activity 350,
‘‘Strip deck forms,’’ at an additional direct cost of $202. In a network
with a single critical path, as is the case with the highway bridge, the
amount of any step decrease in the duration of a critical activity is subject
to two limitations, one internal to the activity and the other external. The
first of these is how much internal shortening of the activity is physically
possible. In the case of activity 350, the physical limit has been established
as one day. The second limitation is based on how much the activity can be
shortened before a new parallel critical path is formed. Often this limitation
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Expediting
Action
(from
Figure
7.4)

Step

Project
Duration
(Working

days)

Critical
Activity

Shortened

New
Critical
Path

Add'l.
Direct
Cost

Cumulative
Direct
Cost

(a)

*1 69 E 350 Physical limit=1 $202 $202
Logical limit=7

No
*2 68 C 200 Physical limit=1 $422 $624

Logical limit=8
No

*3 67 D 250 Physical limit=1 $422 $1,248
Logical limit=6

No

(b)

1 67 B 60 Physical limit=4 $2,376 $2,376
Logical limit=3

Yes
*2 66 E 350 Physical limit=1 $202 $2,578

Logical limit=7
No

*3 65 C 200 Physical limit=1 $422 $3,000
Logical limit=8

No
*4 64 D 250 Physical limit=1 $422 $3,422

Logical limit=6
No

(c)

1 64 A Logic Logical limit=6 $5,575 $5,575
change Yes

*2 63 E 350 Physical limit=1 $202 $5,777
Logical limit=7

No
*3 62 C 200 Physical limit=1 $422 $6,199

Logical limit=8
No

*Optimal time-cost relationship

Figure 7.5
Highway bridge, least-cost expediting

is referred to as the external or logical limit of an activity shortening. The
logical limit of a given critical activity is equal to the total float of the
shortest alternative path around that activity. Reference to Figure 5.1 shows
that the path through activity 380 (TF = 7) is the shortest way around
activity 350. Hence, the logical limit of activity 350 is 7, which just says that
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activity 350 could be shortened by as much as seven days before a new
critical path is formed. Obviously, the first step in expediting the highway
bridge using activity 350 is limited to the lesser of its physical limit (one
day) or its logical limit (seven days), or a shortening of one working day.
This information is summarized in step 1 of Figure 7.5a. Activities 200 and
250 are expedited in a similar manner and are shown as steps 2 and 3 in
Figure 7.5a. In this figure, the creation of a new critical path as a result of
crashing the duration is indicated by a ‘‘yes’’ or ‘‘no’’ entry in the column
entitled ‘‘New Critical Path.’’

It is necessary to conduct three separate sequences of shortening actions
in order to shorten the highway bridge to its full potential at the least
additional cost. Figure 7.5a is the first of these sequences. The successive
shortening by actions E, C, and D, as described in the figure, shortens the
project by three days at a total extra direct cost of $1,248. If the project
is to be shortened by only three days, this is the least expensive course of
action. To shorten the project additionally, an entirely new and different
sequence of shortenings must be used. In other words, the time-reduction
process must be started anew. Step 1 of Figure 7.5b shows that shortening
activity 60 can reduce the project by three days, from 70 to 67 working
days, at an additional cost of $2,376. Actually, the expenditure of $2,376
shortens activity 60 by four days, which is its internal or physical limit.
However, when activity 60 is shortened by three days, a new branch on
the critical path is formed, so the logical limit of this shortening action
is three days and shortening activity 60 results in shortening the project
only by three days. If the fourth day of the shortening of activity 60 is to
become usable, some activity on the new critical branch also will have to
be shortened by one day. Study of these newly critical activities discloses
that it is not possible or feasible to shorten any of them. Therefore, the
total effect of step 1 in Figure 7.5b is a reduction of three days. Steps 2, 3,
and 4, shown in Figure 7.5b, reduce the highway bridge construction to a
duration of 64 working days at a total additional cost of $3,422. The sum of
$3,422 is the least additional cost for which the project can be shortened by
six days.

To reduce the highway bridge duration below 64 days, a third new series
of shortenings is needed. Step 1 of Figure 7.5c shows that prefabricating
and using two sets of abutment forms (a logic change, not an activity
shortening) reduces the highway bridge duration from 70 to 64 working
days, a gain of six days. The time reduction achieved by a logic change is
the difference between the lengths of the critical paths before and after
the logic revision is made. A change in network logic, therefore, has no
physical limit, only a logical limit. Steps 2 and 3 in Figure 7.5c reduce the
duration of the highway bridge to 62 days at an additional cost of $6,199.
It might be noted here that if activity 250 is now expedited, no further
shortening of the project results. This is because, when the logic change in
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step 1 of Figure 7.5c is made, there is a change in critical path location, and
activity 250 is no longer critical. Expediting it will only increase its float,
not reduce the length of the critical path.

The project duration has now been reduced by a little more than 10
percent, which was the original objective. Hence, the time-reduction study is
now complete and project management must decide how much expediting
it wishes to pay for. Figure 7.6 summarizes the expediting costs involved in
shortening the highway bridge. This information tells the contractor how
to reduce the project duration by any given number of working days at the
least cost, up to a maximum shortening of eight days.
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Highway bridge, direct cost of expediting
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7.13 Limitations on Time-Reduction Steps

As has been shown, a number of limitations apply to how much time
reduction can be accomplished in any one step. These five limitations are
summarized next.

1. Physical limit of a critical activity. This is the maximum shortening of a
given activity considered to be practical. Although most activities can
be shortened to some extent, some are considered to be intractable
on practical grounds.

2. Logical limit of a critical activity. The reduction in duration of a critical
activity reduces the total floats of other activities, which sometimes
causes another chain of activities to become critical. This can, at times,
prevent expediting an activity to its full potential. Step 1 in Figure 7.5b
is an example of this.

3. Logical limit of a network logic change. A network logic change results in
a set number of days being gained with no time change possibilities
in between. Step 1 in Figure 7.5c is a logic change that reduces the
highway bridge duration by six days. The six days is an irreducible time
reduction—it is either that or nothing.

4. Shortening limited by a parallel critical path. Parallel critical paths, or
subpaths, are common. If one branch of parallel critical paths is to be
decreased in length, a commensurate decrease must also be made in
the other branch. If only one branch is reduced, it simply becomes
a floater, and neither the remaining critical path nor the project is
reduced in duration. This situation was encountered in conjunction
with the inability to shorten activity 60 completely in Section 7.17.

5. Shortening limited by an irreducible critical path. When any given critical
path has been shortened to its full capability, no further reduction in
project duration is possible. A critical path that cannot be compressed
makes fruitless the shortening of noncritical portions of the network.

7.14 Variation of Total Project Cost with Time

Prior discussions have shown that a general characteristic of construction
projects is for their direct costs to increase and their field overhead costs
to decrease as the construction period is reduced below the normal time.
Figure 7.6 is a plot of the increase in direct cost required to expedite the
highway bridge. It was determined in Section 7.7 that the time-variable
field overhead expense for this project amounted to approximately $624
per working day. Figure 3.7 disclosed that the project constant overhead
expenses totaled $26,178.40. Figure 7.7 shows how total project overhead,
direct cost, and the sum of the two vary with time. The field overhead
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expense shown in Figure 7.7a is obtained by multiplying the number of
working days by $624 and adding the sum of $26,178.40. The normal direct
cost of the project is established from Figure 3.8 as $398,975. Adding the
expediting costs from Figure 7.6 to this project normal cost gives the direct
costs shown in Figure 7.7b. Combining the direct cost with the overhead
expense for each project duration gives the costs shown in Figure 7.7c.
Total project cost for any duration may be obtained by adding small tools
($4,649), tax ($14,205), markup ($73,155), and the cost of the contract
bonds ($5,665) to the values shown in Figure 7.7c. The four values just
cited are obtained form the original project estimate given in Figure 3.8.

To illustrate how the plot in Figure 7.7c can be used, suppose that the
construction period prescribed by contract for the highway bridge is 62
working days and that liquidated damages in the amount of $400 per
calendar day will be imposed for late completion. The best evidence now
available indicates that 70 working days actually will be required unless the
job is expedited. If a management decision is made not to expedite, the
contractor is apt to be assessed $4,000 in liquidated damages (8 working
days = 10 calendar days @ $400 per day). If the job is expedited to a
duration of 62 working days, Figure 7.7c indicates that the total additional
expense to the contractor will be $470,050 – $468,843 = $1,207. Very likely
the decision of project management will be to expedite the project.

Besides project shortening, there are other reasons the contractor must
be able to associate costs with project durations. One such situation occurs
when the contractor bids on a project in which the owner requires a range
of price quotes for a variety of specified construction periods. Although
this usually requires the contractor to submit a bid before a complete time
study is available, the contractor still must make some judgments regarding
the variation of direct and overhead costs with time.

7.15 Expedited Highway Bridge Schedule

Assume that the contractor has decided to expedite the highway bridge by
eight working days to an anticipated duration of 62 days. This expediting
information must now be reflected in the construction schedule. The
results of the network recalculation made after step 3 in Figure 7.5c will
provide this information.

Reference to Figure 7.5c shows that four changes must be made to
the original precedence diagram, Figure 5.1, when the recalculations are
made:

1. The logic change accomplished by building two sets of abutment forms
and starting activity 240 immediately after activity 230 is accomplished
by eliminating the dependency line from activity 220 to activity 240
(step 1 of Figure 7.5c).
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Earliest Latest Float

Start 0 0 0 0
Prepare & approve S/D abutment & deck rebar 10 10 0 10 0 10 0 0

0 0 0 0

Prepare & approve S/D footing rebar 20 5 0 5 7 12 7 0
Order & deliver piles 30 15 0 15 1 16 1 0
Move in 40 3 0 3 10 13 10 0
Prepare & approve S/D girders 50 10 0 10 1 11 1 0
Fabricate & deliver abutment & deck rebar 60 15 10 25 10 25 0 0
Fabricate & deliver footing rebar 70 7 5 12 12 19 7 6
Prefabricate abutment forms 80 6 3 9 19 25 16 16
Excavate abutment #1 90 3 3 6 13 16 10 0
Mobilize pile-driving rig 100 2 3 5 14 16 11 10
Drive piles abutment #1 110 3 15 18 16 19 1 0
Excavate abutment #2 120 2 6 8 18 20 12 10
Forms & rebar footing #1 130 2 18 20 19 21 1 0
Drive piles-abutment #2 140 3 18 21 20 23 2 0
Pour footing #1 150 1 20 21 21 22 1 0
Demobilize pile driving rig 160 1 21 22 24 25 3 3
Strip footing #1 170 1 21 22 22 23 1 0
Forms & rebar abutment #1 180 4 25 29 25 29 0 0
Forms & rebar footing #2 190 2 22 24 23 25 1 0
Pour abutment #1 200 1 29 30 29 30 0 0
Pour footing #2 210 1 24 25 25 26 1 0
Strip & cure abutment #1 220 3 30 33 30 33 0 0
Strip footing #2 230 1 25 26 26 27 1 0
Forms & rebar abutment #2 240 4 26 30 27 31 1 0
Pour abutment #2 250 2 30 32 31 33 1 0
Fabricate & deliver girders 260 25 10 35 11 36 1 1
Rub concrete abutment #1 270 3 33 36 44 47 11 11
Backfill abutment #1 280 3 33 36 33 36 0 0
Strip & cure abutment #2 290 3 32 35 33 36 1 0
Rub concrete abutment #2 300 3 35 38 44 47 9 9
Backfill abutment #2 310 3 35 38 39 42 4 4
Set girders 320 2 36 38 36 38 0 0
Deck forms & rebar 330 4 38 42 38 42 0 0
Pour & cure deck 340 3 42 45 42 45 0 0
Strip deck 350 2 45 47 45 47 0 0
Guardrails 360 3 47 50 49 52 2 2
Paint 370 5 47 52 47 52 0 0
Saw joints 380 1 45 46 51 52 6 6
Cleanup 390 3 52 55 52 55 0 0
Final inspection 400 1 55 56 55 56 0 0
Contingency 410 6 56 62 56 62 0 0
Finish 420 0 62 62 62 62 0 0

Duration
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Days
(3)

Activity
(Bold type denotes critical activity) 

(1)

Activity
Number

(2)

Start
(ES)
(4)

Finish
(EF)
(5)

Start
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Finish
(LF)
(7)

Total
(TF)
(8)

Free
(FF)
(9)

Figure 7.8
Highway bridge, expedited schedule
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2. Because two sets of abutment forms are now going to be used, the
duration of activity 80, ‘‘Make abutment forms,’’ is increased from
three to six days (step 1 of Figure 7.5c).

3. The duration of activity 350 is reduced from three days to two days
(step 2 of Figure 7.5c).

4. The duration of activity 200 is reduced from two days to one day (step
3 of Figure 7.5c).

These four network changes are made to the precedence diagram of
the highway bridge and the recalculations are performed. Figure 7.8
summarizes the activity times and float values that are obtained.

7.16 Milestone and Interface Events

The principal point of the preceding discussions has been the reduction
of overall project duration. This reduction includes expediting an ongoing
project that has suffered previous delays. It has already been pointed out,
however, that sometimes it is necessary to advance the expected dates of
milestone and interface events. If the scheduled time of such an event
does not satisfy an established time requirement, then some action by the
contractor is in order. The procedure is very much the same as that for
shortening project duration, except that the project critical path may or
may not be involved.

The longest path from project start to that event determines the early
time for any event, and efforts to advance the event time must be concerned
with shortening this longest path. The longest path would first be restudied
to see whether the desired shortening could be achieved at no increase
in direct cost. If not, then the contractor must resort to expediting at
additional direct expense.

7.17 Project Extension

The entire emphasis of this chapter has been directed toward the shorten-
ing of a project. At times, though, it may be desirable to lengthen certain
activities or even the project itself. An example of this would be a project
whose costs were originally estimated assuming that expediting actions
would be needed if the owner’s time requirements were to be met. It is
typical for a contractor to anticipate time difficulties and to build into the
original cost estimate the extra expense of overtime, multiple shifts, and
other means of expediting the work. Unfortunately, at the time the project
is being bid, the contractor usually will not have made an accurate forecast
of project duration nor have identified the critical activities. About the only
ways in which the contractor can figure in the extra costs of expediting
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actions are either to expedite most or all of the job operations or to make
some educated guesses about which work items may turn out to be critical.

As sometimes happens, a subsequent detailed network analysis reveals
that all or some of the planned expediting procedures will be unnecessary.
This case is the inverse of that previously treated in this chapter. The
contractor now finds it desirable to relax the job plan and realize the
attendant savings. Obviously, the contractor wants to do this in a manner
that will maximize its gain.

Even if the overall project duration must remain as planned, the con-
tractor usually can rescind the expediting actions for at least some of
the noncritical activities. The maximum duration increase granted to any
given activity would be limited to the length of its total float. Further
relaxation would result in the formation of a new critical path or subpath.
For this reason, a record must again be maintained concerning the effect
of each activity’s time change on the floats of other activities. If all expe-
diting actions of noncritical activities cannot be rescinded, then the most
expensive of these actions should be eliminated first.

If the overall project duration can be extended from the original plan,
then certain of the critical activities also can be relaxed. The only effect of
this relaxation is to lengthen the critical path and, hence, to increase the
floats of all noncritical activities. In this case, the critical activities should be
relaxed first, beginning with those most expensive to expedite. After this,
the noncritical activities can be treated as before.
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8 Resource
Management

8.1 Objective

The completion of a construction project at maximum efficiency of time
and cost requires the judicious scheduling and allocation of available
resources. Manpower, equipment, and materials are important project
resources that require close management attention. The supply and avail-
ability of these resources seldom can be taken for granted because of
seasonal shortages, labor disputes, equipment breakdowns, competing
demands, delayed deliveries, and a host of associated uncertainties. Never-
theless, if time schedules and cost budgets are to be met, the work must
be supplied with the necessary workers, equipment, and materials as they
are needed on the job site. This chapter discusses methods and proce-
dures involved with the management of these three resources. Money,
another project resource that requires close management control during
the construction process, is discussed in Chapter 11.

The basic objective of resource management is to supply and support
the field operations so that established time objectives can be met and
costs can be kept within the construction budget. Field supervisors can
achieve favorable production rates and get the most from their workers
and equipment only when the requisite ways and means are optimally
available. It is the responsibility of the project manager to identify and
schedule future job needs so that the most efficient use is made of
the resources available. The project manager must determine long-range
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resource requirements for general planning and short-term resources for
detailed planning. He must establish which resources will be needed, when
they must be on-site, and the quantities required. Arrangements must
be made for their timely arrival with regular follow-up actions taken to
ensure that promised delivery dates are kept. Where shortages, conflicting
demands, or delays occur, the project manager must devise appropriate
remedial measures. The project plan and schedule may have to be modified
to accommodate or work around supply problems. The scheduling and
allocation of workers, equipment, and materials are interrelated. An action
affecting one often affects the others in some manner.

8.2 Project Resource Management

With respect to resource management on construction projects, a few
general observations at this stage can serve as valuable guidelines for the
practitioner. The long-term leveling of resources provides a good indicator
of future resource needs, but only from a general planning point of view.
Detailed planning months into the future is unnecessary and is usually
a waste of time. Detailed resource leveling has its major advantage when
applied to the near future (i.e., a maximum of 30 calendar days). Ample
float makes efficient resource management possible, while low float values
almost inevitably mean schedule delays or the need for large variations
in applied resources. The concept of float providing resource efficiency
becomes important in cases of dispute with the owner regarding the
ownership of float. Disputes often occur when the owner orders extra work
to be done but declines to grant additional time to the contractor because
the added work is not on the critical path.

The highway bridge is used to illustrate resource management proce-
dures throughout this chapter. In actuality, the resource planning and
scheduling for the highway bridge would almost never be done indepen-
dently of the several other parts of the Example Project or even of other
company projects. The obvious reason for this is that there are usually
conflicting demands for the same limited resources from other job sites.
There will surely be instances where workers, equipment, and materials
will have to be traded back and forth among the various Example Project
segments to achieve maximum use of the resources available.

Resources often must be allocated on a project-wide or company-wide
basis, with some system of priority being established among the separate
sources of demand. This is a complex and difficult problem for which
only partially satisfactory solutions are possible. Management action in this
regard cannot be stereotyped but must be based on judgment and economic
factors intrinsic and unique to the particular situation. To develop the
basic principles of resource management, the ensuing discussion treats the
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highway bridge job as if it were a totally separate and autonomous unit.
These same principles will provide management guidance where multiple
construction sites are involved.

8.3 Aspects of Resource Management

A prerequisite to manpower management is a detailed analysis of the
labor requirements necessary to meet the project schedule. Previous
chapters have provided detailed information regarding the specific man-
power demands of each operation and the time frame within which
these operations are to be completed. Using this information, the project
manager may then compare these needs with an estimate of available
manpower to determine whether the project schedule is generally achiev-
able. Once this calculation has been performed and no adjustment to
the overall job completion date appears necessary, the project manager
may then turn his attention to leveling out the peaks and valleys in labor
demand.

If the labor requirement take-off discloses that the demand will exceed
the supply, the management situation can become considerably more
complex. In such instances, time or cost overruns are almost inevitable.
Remedial measures to combat an inadequate labor supply can include
diverting labor from noncritical to critical activities, or resorting to some
method of expediting the critical activities. The stretching out of noncritical
activities, or the use of overtime or subcontracting on critical activities,
may make it possible to maintain the originally established schedule,
but often at an additional cost. Otherwise, the project manager faces
the difficult task of allocating the available labor in a way that offers
the greatest advantage while minimizing the duration of project time
overruns.

With respect to equipment management, most of the major decisions
concerning how the job is to be equipped were made at the time the
job cost was estimated. Nevertheless, it is the responsibility of the project
manager to see that the job is properly and adequately equipped. In a
manner analogous to the checking of labor needs, a compilation is made
of the total equipment demand on a daily basis. If there are conflicts among
project activities for the same equipment items, rescheduling of noncritical
activities often will solve this problem. If this is not possible, working
overtime, on weekends, or multiple shifts might circumvent the difficulty.
Another solution might be to arrange for additional items of equipment
to be supplied from some outside source. If excessive equipment demands
cannot be ameliorated in one of these ways, alternative equipment types or
construction methods may need to be explored. Such changes from those
used to estimate and price the operation may have substantial cost and
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time implications for the project and must be analyzed carefully. Should
no other acceptable alternatives exist, the conflict must be removed by
rescheduling activities with the least possible increase in project duration
and cost.

Material management on a construction project is essentially a matter
of logistical support. Job materials in the proper quantity and specified
quality must be available at the right place and time. All aspects of material
procurement, from ordering to delivery, are directed toward this objective,
and a positive system of checks and controls must be established to assure
its realization.

Subcontractors can and often do play an important role in achieving
project time and cost goals. Although there is much variation in actual
practice, subcontractors typically provide their own workers, equipment,
and materials. The project manager will seldom have any direct voice
in the management of subcontractor resources. Rather, the manager’s
responsibility usually will be one of ensuring that each subcontractor
commences work at the proper time and processes the work in accordance
with the established time schedule.

8.4 Tabulation of Labor Requirements

The management of construction workers begins with a tabulation of
labor needs, by craft, for each project activity. Figure 8.1 is a take-off
of the general contractor’s labor requirements for the highway bridge.
This figure does not include the manpower needed by subcontractors,
such as those undertaking the reinforcing steel and painting. Much
of the information contained in the figure is readily available from
the original estimate in those instances where labor cost was estimated
using crew size and production rate and the activity involved only one
cost account. For instance, Figure 3.6 shows one foreman, one cement
mason, six laborers, one equipment operator, one oiler, and one car-
penter as the crew to pour the abutment concrete (activities 200 and
250). These labor requirements are entered directly into Figure 8.1. In
doing so, it is assumed that the crew foreman will be a carpenter; conse-
quently, a requirement for two carpenters is entered for activities 200 and
250. Similar assumptions regarding craft foremen are used throughout
Figure 8.1. Where the labor cost was estimated initially by using a unit cost,
crew sizes assumed when activity durations were being estimated can be
used (see Section 5.4).

If activities involve more than one cost account and, correspondingly,
more than one crew, the determination of their labor requirements is
less direct. To illustrate this point, activities 90 and 120 both involve
abutment excavation. As indicated by Bid Item No. 1 and Bid Item No. 2 of
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Activity
Number

Pile-
driverman

Equipment
Operator

Iron
Worker

Cement
Mason

Truck
DriverActivity Duration Carpenter Laborer Oiler

40 Move in 3 3 4 2 4
80 Prefabricate abutment forms 3 3 3
90 Excavate abutment #1 days 1 & 2 3 3 1

day 3 7 1
100 Mobilize pile-driving rig 2 3 2 2 1 2
110 Drive piles, abutment #1 3 4 1 2 1 1
120 Excavate abutment #2 day 1 2 3 1

day 2 7 1
130 Forms & rebar, footing #1 2 1 1
140 Drive piles, abutment #2 3 4 1 2 1 1
150 Pour footing #1 1 2 4 1 1 1
160 Demobilize pile-driving rig 1 3 2 2 1 2
170 Strip footing #1 1 2
180 Forms & rebar, abutment #1 4 3 3
190 Forms & rebar, footing #2 2 1 1
200 Pour abutment #1 2 2 6 1 1 1
210 Pour footing #2 1 2 4 1 1 1
220 Strip & cure, abutment #1 day 1 3 3 6
230 Strip footing #2 1 2
240 Forms & rebar, abutment #2 4 3 3
250 Pour abutment #2 2 2 6 1 1 1
270 Rub concrete, abutment #1 3 1 2
280 Backfill abutment #1 3 3
290 Strip & cure, abutment #2 day 1 3 3 6
300 Rub concrete, abutment #2 3 1 2
310 Backfill abutment #2 3 3
320 Set girders 2 4 1 1 4
330 Deck forms & rebar 4 3 2
340 Pour & cure deck day 1 3 2 6 1 1 4
350 Strip deck 3 3
360 Guardrails 3 1 2
370 Paint 5
380 Saw joints 1 1
390 Cleanup days 1 & 2 3 7

day 3 4 1 1 2
(Bold type denotes critical activities)

Figure 8.1
Highway bridge, activity manpower needs

Appendix A, each of these activities involves two different cost accounts:
excavation, unclassified and excavation, structural. It was assumed in the
planning stage of the highway bridge that the unclassified excavation would
be performed with a tractor-dozer and would be done for both abutments in
a single operation. Once this work is completed, the structural excavation
will be done first for abutment #1 and then for abutment #2. Thus, activity
90 is really the unclassified excavation for both abutments as well as the
structural excavation for abutment #1. This is reflected in the original
plan with a three-day duration for activity 90 and two days for activity
120. This is the rationale for the workers listed for these two activities in
Figure 8.1.
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Working Days
Craft 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Piledrivermen 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 3
Carpenters 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 2 2 3 1 1 2 3 3 3 3 2
Laborers 4 4 4 8 8 10 3 7 2 2 2 3 3 6 4 1 1 6 8 6 6 6 8
Equipment operators 2 2 2 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1
Oilers 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1
Iron workers
Cement masons 1 1 1
Truck drivers 4 4 4 2 2 1

14 15 16 17 18 21 22 23 24 25 28 29 30 1 2 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 15 16 19 20 21 22 23 26
June July

Figure 8.2
Highway bridge, daily manpower compilation

8.5 Project Labor Summary

With the information given in Figure 8.1 and the time-scaled network
shown in Figure 5.14, it is an easy matter to determine the projected daily
labor needs for the highway bridge based on an early start schedule of
operations. Figure 8.2 is the labor summary for this project. Using the
available floats of noncritical activities, it is possible to smooth or level the
peak demands for manpower revealed by the figure. (Methods for doing
this are discussed later in this chapter.) The early-start labor requirements
usually serve as the best starting point for any adjustment that may be
required of the daily labor demands. However, it must be noted at this
point that an early start schedule often turns out to be inefficient in terms
of cost and resources.

An important characteristic of the highway bridge is revealed by the
labor compilation in Figure 8.2. If the early start schedule is followed, there
will be a period of time during which no work can proceed because of the
lack of materials. After the abutment forms are built and the excavation is
completed, the job will be at a standstill for seven working days awaiting
delivery of piles and reinforcing steel. This is clearly disclosed in Figure 8.2
by the seven-day gap in the project labor requirement after the first few
job operations have been finished. Often enough, the early start of field
operations only results in a subsequent delay while awaiting the receipt of
key resources. This matter is discussed further in Section 9.4 with regard
to preparing field schedules.

The labor summary of Figure 8.2 provides information concerning the
local labor market and whether it can be expected to provide the numbers
of tradesmen required. However, contractors seldom make such a labor
take-off purely to ascertain the adequacy of the labor supply. They usually
assume that they will be able to hire sufficient workmen, but this matter
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often deserves more attention than it gets. The contractor’s experience and
knowledge of local conditions are valuable guides in this regard. Severe
shortages of certain labor skills occur in many areas of the country during
peak construction periods. Arrangements to bring in workers with the
requisite trade skills from outside areas must be made well in advance.
Contractors will find that advance knowledge of the labor demands of
their projects can be of considerable value in the overall planning and
scheduling of their field operations.

8.6 Variation in Labor Demand

For purposes of discussion, we will assume that there will be an adequate
labor supply for the highway bridge, or at least that the peak demands can
be smoothed sufficiently for supply to meet demand. Figure 8.2 reveals
that the requirements for different crafts vary widely and are at times
discontinuous. Some variation in time demand for a given craft is nor-
mal because labor crews typically build up to strength at the start of the
job and decline toward the end. However, the pronounced grouping of
labor needs at different points during the construction period is decid-
edly undesirable and impractical. The recurrent hiring and laying off of
personnel on a short-term basis is troublesome, inefficient, expensive, and
scarcely conducive to attracting and keeping top workers. New tradesmen
on the job are not as efficient as they are after they become familiar with
the work involved. This is a learning curve phenomenon, where a crew’s
production goes up and its unit labor costs go down with task repetition.
Then, too, there is the practical consideration; when workers are laid off
for a few days, they may no longer be available and they may be difficult
to replace.
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8.7 Manpower Leveling

‘‘Manpower leveling’’ is the process of smoothing out daily labor demands.
Perfection in this regard can never be attained, but often the worst of
the inequities can be removed through a process of selective rescheduling
of noncritical activities. On the highway bridge, crews are largely com-
prised of carpenters and laborers. For purposes of discussion, the process
of manpower leveling on the highway bridge will address only these two
crafts. Because of the discontinuous nature of their work on this project,
no amount of smoothing can level the daily job requirements for equip-
ment operators, ironworkers, cement masons, and pile-drivermen. On
the highway bridge, these workers will have to be provided when, and
as, they are needed. It is for this reason that specialty crews often are
shifted back and forth among company jobs. This kind of irregular labor
demand often prompts general contractors to subcontract portions of
their work.

The peak demands and discontinuities for carpenters and laborers on
the highway bridge can be leveled to some extent by using the floats of
noncritical activities. To illustrate the basic mechanism by which resource
smoothing is accomplished through rescheduling, a simple example will
be discussed. Figure 8.3 (see insert between pages 184 and 185) shows
the daily requirements of the highway bridge for carpenters and laborers.
These data are summarized in the form of two histograms to illustrate the
peaks and valleys of labor demand required by an early start schedule.

Figure 8.3 has been prepared by plotting, for each activity, its daily
demand for the designated crafts. Each activity is assumed to begin at its
early start time. Opposite each activity, and under the working days during
which it will proceed, is entered its daily labor demand. The symbol ‘‘C’’
is used for carpenters and ‘‘L’’ for laborers. The labor totals indicated
by the histograms are obtained by adding vertically the labor demand for
each day. The information contained in Figure 8.3 assumes that the same
size crew will be used throughout the duration of any given activity. For
activities that have long durations, this assumption is probably not justified.
Generally, the crew for such an activity will start small, build up to full force,
and taper off at the end. The assumption of constant crew size is reasonably
accurate, however, for short-duration activities such as those used on the
highway bridge.

Figure 8.3 discloses that there is a peak requirement for 10 laborers
on project working day 6. This peak is caused by the fact that activity 80,
requiring three laborers, and activity 90, requiring seven laborers, are both
scheduled to be under way on the same day. A usual way to remove or
minimize such a conflict in an early start schedule such as Figure 8.3 is to
move one of the conflicting activities to a later date. When a noncritical
activity with no free float is moved to a later time to level a resource, any
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succeeding activities must be adjusted forward by a like amount. If free
float is available, the finish of the rescheduled activity can be postponed by
an amount of time that is less than, or equal to, the amount of free float
without affecting any of the following activities. Hence, when adequate
free float is available, schedule changes to accomplish resource leveling are
easily made. However, when a schedule adjustment bumps a whole chain of
succeeding activities forward, all the resource needs of succeeding days can
be affected substantially, thus complicating the calculation. These changes
may serve to improve the overall situation or may only further complicate
it. In the case of the 10 laborers needed on working day 6, Figure 5.4 shows
that activity 80 has 19 days of total float and 19 days of free float. Activity
90 has 12 days of total float and zero days of free float. This labor conflict
can be remedied easily by moving either activity 80 or 90 to a later date;
movement of activity 80 is preferable.

8.8 Heuristic Manpower Leveling

A number of operations research techniques are available for obtaining
optimal solutions to manpower leveling problems. Numerous algorithms
are available to accomplish such a time-critical analysis, but many of
these require a computer to handle as few as two resources. Even on
relatively small projects, these procedures can require large amounts of
computing power. For this reason, heuristic methods often are used.
Heuristic methods involve the application of approximations to solve very
complex problems. As the resource information developed in these models
is based on estimates, and subject to many external and unpredictable
factors, a heuristic solution to manpower leveling offers sufficient accuracy
for construction operations and provides a good basis for understanding
manual methods of resource leveling.

In the absence of a resource-leveled schedule, field supervisors intuitively
prioritize the commitment of resources to operations. On any given work-
day, prior to the start of shift, the field supervisor reviews the resources
available for the day and lists the critical activities to be accomplished.
If after covering these critical operations, additional resources remain,
the field supervisor will initiate other operations using any remaining
resources. The decision as to which other operations receive resources is
based on how close they are to becoming critical.

A simple manual heuristic method is used in Figure 8.4 (see insert
between pages 184 and 185) to level the demand for carpenters and
laborers on the highway bridge. The method presented is based on priority
rules that give reasonable results when used with a modest number of labor
resources. (In the case presented here, the number of resources is two:
carpenters and laborers.)
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The priority rules mentioned pertain to the order in which project
activities will be rescheduled from their early-start condition. In essence,
the entire project is rescheduled. The critical activities are given highest
priority and are therefore scheduled first. The noncritical activities are then
scheduled with priority given to those activities with the earliest late-start
dates. When more than one activity has the same late-start date, preference
is given to the one with the least total float. The algorithm progresses
through Figure 8.4 one day at a time, with activities being scheduled
according to the priority rules just described. In this example, maximum
limits on the daily labor demand have been set at three carpenters and
seven laborers. These limits have been set equal to the maximum labor
demands of individual critical activities, as shown in Figure 8.1.

8.9 Numerical Example

In Figure 8.4, the basic information given in the left-hand columns is
a list of activities on the highway bridge, together with the resources
needed, duration, and late start value for each activity. The first step
in the leveling process is to schedule the critical activities by listing the
manpower required for each under the appropriate working days. Because
critical activities 10 and 60 do not require labor, activity 180 is the first
critical activity to be scheduled. It starts on day 26, finishes on day 29, and
requires three carpenters and three laborers for each of its four days. Labor
demand limitations are based on the maximum demands of the critical
activities. Therefore, all critical activities can be scheduled for the same
dates required in the original early-start schedule. If the labor demand of
a critical activity were to exceed the supply, it will not be possible to keep
the project within its originally planned duration unless special measures
are taken. This case is discussed in Section 8.11.

After all the critical activities in Figure 8.4 have been scheduled, noncrit-
ical activities are scheduled in the order of their late-start dates. The first
of these is activity 40, which must start no later than day 12. This activity,
along with all the other noncritical activities, is scheduled to start as early as
possible, subject to previously established resource limitations. Commensu-
rately, it is scheduled to begin on day 1 and end on day 3. The activity with
the next earliest late start is activity 90, with a late start of day 15. Because
activity 90 follows activity 40 (see project network in Figure 5.1), activity 90
cannot be scheduled to start until day 4. When activity 90 is scheduled from
day 4 through day 6, the project manpower limits are not exceeded, and its
scheduling is acceptable. In a similar manner, activities 100, 110, 120, 130,
and 140 are scheduled in the order of their late-start dates. Each activity is
scheduled as close to its early start as possible while allowing the start date
to slip as necessary to remain within the resource limits. It should be noted
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that activity 80, which can start as early as day 4 based on the network logic,
has been allowed to slip to day 14 in order to maintain resource levels. Once
all of the activities preceding critical activity 180 have been scheduled, it is
noted that there is a six-day gap during which no resources are required.
This is the same network characteristic that was noted in Section 8.5, where
an early start of work on the site serves no purpose because of the delivery
times required for pilings and reinforcing steel. As a result of this gap, all
of the noncritical activities scheduled up to this point can be moved to the
right in Figure 8.4 by at least six working days.

An important point must be made here. The logic of the network
diagram shows that the start of field operations need not occur until day
12. The resource histograms in Figure 8.4 show that the start can be
delayed six days without impacting resources. What this emphasizes is that
float is necessary to allow for the shifting of activities to use resources
efficiently. Both the time consideration and the resource considerations
are important. A decision regarding ‘‘move in’’ is discussed in more detail
in Section 9.4.

A comparison of the labor demand histograms in Figures 8.3 and 8.4
shows that the leveling efforts have resulted in considerable improvement.
For example, the peak requirement for laborers has dropped from 10
to 7, and the number of days during which there is no need for laborers
has been reduced from 15 to 12. However, if the opening activities were
to be delayed by 6 working days, as described previously, the number of
days when there will be no need for laborers will be further reduced from
12 to 6 working days. The leveled labor demands shown in Figure 8.4 are
far from being uniform. In this regard, it must be mentioned that resource
smoothing can be especially difficult on a project of limited extent with
a large proportion of critical activities, as is the case with the highway
bridge. The total Example Project would provide a much more flexible
basis for making significant and meaningful leveling studies. The process
just described is referred to as resource allocation, with time as the critical
element. When the number of available resources is critical, a slightly
different process is required, and is described in Sections 8.11 and 8.12.

8.10 Labor Leveling in Practice

The smoothing of labor demands from those shown in Figure 8.3 to those in
Figure 8.4 is performed every day by field supervisors all over the country.
However, field supervisors usually perform this function in an intuitive
and informal way. Through extensive experience, good site supervisors
have developed a talent and instinct for manning a construction job
efficiently, if not optimally. Manpower leveling, as a formal management
procedure, is not standard practice in the construction industry. Rather,
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field supervisors generally are left to their own devices with regard to
the field management of labor crews. While developing the ability to
make these manpower decisions informally on a daily basis is sufficient
for relatively simple projects with fairly constant resource demands, more
complex projects will benefit substantially from formally completing the
calculations. In addition to developing a better indication of overall project
manpower requirements, these computations provide the project manager
with a more realistic picture of the true criticality of project operations.

Figures 8.3 and 8.4 are attempts to resolve a complex matter with a
simplified job model and heuristic rules. In reality, the starts and finishes
of activities will never be defined as acutely as they are in the network
diagram. There is almost certainly a degree of activity overlap that is not
represented in the CPM diagram. Nor is the job logic truly as rigid as it is
made out to be. Tradesmen are shifted about from one activity to another
as they are needed. The daily fluctuations shown in Figure 8.4 for laborers
will not really occur during the construction period. A relatively stable
labor crew of five or six workers will be on hand throughout the job. A
form of Parkinson’s Law takes effect, and every worker is kept busy, even
when more laborers are present on a given day than Figure 8.4 indicates
actually would be needed.

Manpower leveling, using present-day algorithms, is a trial-and-error
process and is made difficult by the fact that most activities use more than
one labor classification as well as different types of equipment. A shift that
improves one resource often complicates one or more other resources,
either on that day or on succeeding days. Despite its limitations, manpower
leveling does provide valuable information relative to the efficient use of
job-site labor. Even if formal leveling studies are not attempted, the adopted
rules of thumb pertaining to the priority of activity rescheduling can provide
consistent and useful guidance. For example, it can be emphasized to field
supervisors that critical and low-float activities have manpower priority and
only those activities with large float values are to be used as fill-ins. Another
guide for field supervisors could be to save the available float on activities
for possible later use in resource leveling. Where people and equipment
are not needed elsewhere, activities, even those with large float values,
should be started as early as possible. On large and complex projects, or
on jobs where the supply of labor is known to be limited, formal leveling
efforts such as those previously discussed can provide valuable advance
information for project management.

8.11 Restricted Labor Supply

The preceding example of labor leveling involved a case where only the
rescheduling of noncritical activities was required to keep the job labor



4L 4L 4L
80 Prefabricate abutment forms 3C 3L 3 3 3C 3C 3C

3C 3C 3C

3L 3L 3L
90 Excavate abutment #1 days 1 & 2 3L 3 3 3L 3L
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Figure 8.3 Highway bridge, labor distribution
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Figure 8.4 Highway bridge, heuristic manpower leveling
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demands within established limits. Now assume that this condition is no
longer true: There is a labor shortage situation that presents project man-
agement with a considerably more difficult rescheduling problem than
that previously encountered. The basic implication of a labor shortage is
that the durations of certain activities must be extended beyond their nor-
mal values if the manpower deficiency cannot be overcome by expediting
actions such as subcontracting the work or working overtime. Subcontract-
ing may well be the best answer, but such action depends on circumstances
and will not be discussed further here. In any event, a restricted supply of
manpower may or may not affect the overall project duration. Yet whatever
the circumstance, if overtime or subcontracting cannot alleviate the situa-
tion, the contractor then has the problem of allocating, to best advantage,
the available labor among the activities.

The first item to check when a craft shortage is expected is the require-
ment for this particular labor resource by the critical activities. Consider
critical activity 330 on the highway bridge. This activity requires three car-
penters per day for four days. Based on an 8-hour day, this would amount to
96 man-hours of carpentry work. If there are only two carpenters available,
the contractor has a decision to make. If the activity is staffed by only two
carpenters and if the usual 8-hour day is worked, the duration of the activity
will be increased to six days. Because this is a critical activity, the project
is commensurately delayed by two days. However, the project duration will
be unaffected if the two carpenters work 12-hour days (4 hours of over-
time) while engaged in this activity. Some carpenter tenders (laborers),
and perhaps other trades, would probably also have to work overtime with
the carpenters to keep the work in phase. Therefore, the project manager
must analyze the situation and determine whether a two-day delay to the
schedule would be more costly overall than the associated overtime needed
to alleviate the labor shortage.

With regard to labor deficiencies on noncritical activities, the first action
is to stretch out the duration of each activity concerned sufficiently to keep
the labor requirement within the supply. However, when the extensions
of noncritical activities equal or exceed the available floats, the contractor
must again seriously consider the use of overtime. Otherwise, new critical
paths and subpaths will materialize, possibly superseding the original
critical path and delaying the entire project. These activities are often
referred to as resource-critical activities.

8.12 Complex Labor Scheduling

When labor shortages of several crafts are involved, and overtime is not
a satisfactory solution, the matter of scheduling the available labor to
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minimize the project delay takes on an even greater degree of complex-
ity. This situation mandates the use of a resource-critical analysis. This
is a trial-and-error process that involves allocating the available labor to
the activities while maintaining the necessary job logic to achieve project
completion in the shortest possible time. In such cases, the complexity of
the situation normally will preclude obtaining an optimal solution. The
heuristic method described in Sections 8.8 and 8.9 also works well for
resource-critical analysis. The durations of some critical activities prob-
ably will need to be extended or decisions made to expedite them.
Critical activities requiring more of a limited resource than is available
will have to be reexamined and probably will result in longer durations.
The major difference in resource-critical scheduling is that both criti-
cal and noncritical activities are scheduled together, with priority given
to those with the earliest late-start date. With a cap placed on specific
resources, inevitably some activities will be delayed beyond their late-start
date. The result is, of course, delay to the project completion date. At
this point a decision must be made: expedite the delayed activities or
delay the project. The best solution the project manager can hope for is
to arrive at a practical compromise that appears feasible and reasonably
efficient.

When deemed desirable and feasible, activities can be scheduled dis-
continuously at irregular time intervals. License to do this is, of course,
dependent on the nature of the activity. Some job operations, such as
a concrete pour, must be continuous (each day following the previous
without intermittent pauses). Activities such as rubbing concrete or pre-
fabricating concrete forms, however, can be performed intermittently and
serve well as fillers. In fact, this is probably how activity 270, ‘‘Rub concrete,
abutment #1,’’ and activity 300, ‘‘Rub concrete, abutment #2,’’ of the
highway bridge will be accomplished. This would be especially true for
activity 300 because, as shown in Figure 5.14, if it is started at its early-start
time, it will parallel the setting of the steel girders. Performing both of
these activities simultaneously could be unsafe, and activity 300 can afford
to be delayed. Deck forming, pouring, and stripping are also possible safety
conflicts with activity 300. Undoubtedly the job superintendent will put the
cement masons to work rubbing abutment #2 whenever an opportunity
presents itself.

Much attention has been given elsewhere to the matter of complex
resource scheduling. At present, such resource scheduling gives a good
approximation of the total resource quantities needed and their approxi-
mate timing. It illustrates graphically that network float is often an illusion,
being in fact the leeway necessary to schedule resources efficiently. When
complex labor shortages occur that cannot be avoided by overtime or
subcontracting, skilled and experienced field supervisors are probably bet-
ter able to work out an acceptable daily schedule as the work progresses.
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It is the project manager’s duty to identify labor shortage problems well
in advance, make the decisions necessary to minimize the problem, and
allow sufficient time for the field superintendent to complete the job while
allocating the available labor on a daily basis.

8.13 Equipment Management

On projects that require extensive spreads of construction equipment,
the project schedule and production costs are largely determined by
the level of equipment management exercised on-site. Therefore, the next
considerations are important to the proper selection, use, and maintenance
of equipment on the job.

❑ To the maximum extent possible, equipment sent to the job should be of the type
that will best perform the work under actual job conditions. Knowledgeable
company personnel, such as the project superintendent, equipment
supervisor, and master mechanic, should be consulted before final
equipment selections are made. Equipment sizes should be matched
to the production schedules, and equipment spreads should be bal-
anced so that each unit delivers maximum production. Standardizing
of brands helps to simplify maintenance and repairs.

❑ Work should be planned and scheduled to achieve the fullest use of every
equipment item. Idle equipment costs money; thus, it is wise to make
advance arrangements for replacement equipment when a unit is
scheduled for repairs or overhaul. Standby units of key equipment
items, such as pumps, may save many times their cost.

❑ Field maintenance should be a part of the pre-job planning. It is difficult to
overemphasize the importance of day-to-day maintenance to proper
equipment operation. A systematic program of preventive mainte-
nance is a vital part of field equipment management, and compliance
with established procedures should be checked. It is advantageous to
keep on hand a supply of routine maintenance parts, such as hoses,
belts, filters, and so forth. The occasional cleaning of engines and cool-
ing systems is an important aspect of machine care. Routine fueling
and lubricating should be scheduled to minimize equipment down-
time. A skilled and dependable person in charge of the equipment
service truck is one of the most valuable people on the equipment
team. Planned equipment downtime should be a consideration in
the schedule, as one hour of preventive maintenance is generally
worth five hours of unplanned maintenance in the event of a critical
component failure. Planned downtime removes only one machine
from service; an equipment failure often takes an entire spread of
equipment out of production.
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❑ Repair services may be provided by the contractor’s central equipment shop or
by a nearby equipment dealer. What is important is that the facilities be
capable of getting the machines back into production as quickly as
possible. Attempting major repairs in the open and under primitive
conditions is poor practice. A good and conscientious mechanical
supervisor in charge of repairs plays a key role in keeping equipment
operating properly. Poor repairs mean breakdowns and lost produc-
tion. Repairs and maintenance often can be scheduled for nights
or weekends to minimize lost production time. Keeping a minimum
inventory of commonly used repair parts and tire sizes can pay big
dividends. When major repairs are scheduled, the necessary parts
should be on hand before bringing the machine into the shop. It
is good practice to clean and thoroughly check equipment before
moving it from one job to another.

❑ The production rate of an equipment unit depends on the operator and his
field supervisors. Popular field supervisors normally have a following
of top equipment operators. Close supervision of operators and their
equipment is as important as it is for a labor crew. A poorly performing
operator, besides being ineffective, also impedes the production of
an entire equipment spread and endangers their safety. In an attempt
to get the fullest production, some operators abuse their machines,
causing breakdowns and repair costs. Constant supervision is required
to achieve consistently good production rates. Often the replacement
cost of a large piece of equipment is nearly equal to the profit on the
project. Clearly, equipment abuse is never worth extra production.

❑ The temptation to overload equipment in an effort to get more production is
common true with earth-hauling units. However, equipment is designed
to do its best in the long run when loaded only to its rated capacity.
The production gained by overloading normally will be more than
offset by the additional costs of repairs and tires and the shortened
life of the machine.

❑ Actual production rates and costs should be checked on the site for each major
piece of equipment. High repair costs may be indicative of worn-out
machinery, inadequate equipment maintenance, or operator abuse.
High unit costs of production may signal improper equipment selec-
tion for the job, poor field supervision, improper functioning of the
equipment, spread imbalance, or operator inefficiency.

❑ In order to achieve the greatest efficiency with an equipment spread, project
managers regularly analyze operations to determine whether another unit of
equipment is needed or should be removed. Changes in hauling patterns,
material consistency, weather, and surface gradients occur on a daily
basis. The optimal equipment crew is an ever-changing target, and
the project manager who maintains this efficiency makes money.
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8.14 Equipment Scheduling

Maintaining a daily resume of project equipment needs serves a variety of
purposes. Figure 8.5 is a compilation of the daily equipment requirements
for the highway bridge, based on early-start dates. A time-scaled project
network, such as Figure 5.14, is very useful when information of this kind
is being obtained. On larger and more extensive projects, it might be
desirable first to make a tabulation of equipment needs by activity, as was
done for labor in Figure 8.1. Figure 8.5 will quickly disclose any conflicting
demands among activities for the same equipment items. Actually, many
of the duplicate demands for equipment are eliminated when the project
logic is being developed. The planner instinctively detects and eliminates
obvious overlapping needs for equipment as the job planning proceeds.
Nevertheless, until Figure 8.5 or its equivalent has been developed, there
is no formal way of checking for equipment conflicts.

When an equipment conflict does occur at this stage, it can be removed
by rescheduling one of the activities involved by using its float or by adding a
precedence restraint to the project network. Adding a precedence restraint
means using a dependency line to show that one of the activities involved
must follow the other rather than parallel it. The precedence arrow between
activities 110 and 140 in Figure 5.1 is actually a resource restraint used
to avoid conflicting demands for the crane and pile-driving crew on the
highway bridge. Figure 8.5 does reveal a conflicting requirement for the
50-ton crane on working days 21 and 31. The conflict of demand on day 21
will be used here to illustrate how this situation can be resolved. Figure 5.14
shows that activity 150, ‘‘Pour footing #1,’’ and activity 140, ‘‘Drive piles,
abutment #2,’’ both require the crane on the same day. Moving activity
150 forward in time by one day can eliminate this dual demand for the
crane. This activity has three days of float available. A precedence arrow
from activity 140 to activity 150 would also remove the conflict by requiring
that pile driving on abutment #2 be completed before pouring footing #1.
A precedence arrow in the opposite direction would remove the equip-
ment conflict but would require the pile-driving crew to delay three days
between abutments #1 and #2, as well as having to re-rig the crane for pile
driving.

A word of warning must be expressed at this point regarding the use
of precedence restraints to handle resource demands. The precedence
restraint is a permanent solution to what may be a temporary problem.
For instance, the precedence arrow from activity 140 to activity 150 would
demand a strict logical relationship between them, even if activity 140 were
delayed for a week or more. Resource leveling provides a form of soft
logic that would not lead to the same condition. Using resource restraints
hardwires specific resource conditions into the network and may cause
the schedule to become misleading, if these resource conditions should
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Working Days
Equipment Item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Dozer 1 1 1
Backhoe 1 1
50-ton crane 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
25-ton hydraulic crane 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Pilehammer 1 1 1 1 1 1
Compresor 1 1 1 1 1 1
Flatbed truck 4 4 4 1 1 1 1
Lowboy 1 1 1 1
Front end loader
Concrete saw

14 15 16 17 18 21 22 23 24 25 28 29 30 1 2 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 15 16 19 20 21 22 23 26
June July

Figure 8.5
Highway bridge, daily equipment compilation

change without corresponding adjustments being made to the precedence
structure.

If sufficient float is not available to permit activity rescheduling, the
contractor will again be faced with the extension of the project duration
or the need for project expediting. When the resource restraint concerns
equipment rather than labor, the contractor has the additional alternatives
of scheduling multiple shifts or bringing in additional equipment on a
short-term basis. On projects where equipment is a major resource, it is
advisable to go through an equipment-leveling procedure as was described
previously in this chapter for labor.

One of the real values of an equipment schedule is that it discloses gaps in
the need for certain equipment items. For example, the early-start schedule
that forms the basis for Figure 8.5 shows that a loader will be required
on the highway bridge job site at two different times, both for backfilling
purposes. Large equipment is expensive to move on and off a job, and it
is desirable to minimize such moves. Figure 5.4 reveals that activity 280,
‘‘Backfill abutment #1,’’ has six working days of free float, and thus can
be deferred up to six days without affecting any other activity. When this is
done, both abutments can be backfilled in immediate succession, and the
loader need be moved to and from the job only once.

The equipment schedule in Figure 8.5 can be converted to a bar chart
that shows the calendar dates during which various items of equipment
will be required on the job. Such a schedule is useful, not only for the
highway bridge job, but also as a guide for the overall allocation of company
equipment to the pipeline relocation, the earth dam, and other parts of the
example project. Other company projects are thereby advised of equipment
needs as well as equipment availability. If equipment must be brought in
from other sources, the equipment schedule enables the project manager
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to give ample advance notice of project needs. If it is known that a piece
of equipment will be idle for an appreciable period of time and will not be
needed on another part of the Example Project, the contractor may decide
to rent it out or perhaps schedule the unit for repairs, maintenance, or
overhaul. An approximate calendar schedule of project equipment needs
is useful in a variety of ways.

8.15 Software Application

Perhaps more than in any other phase of construction project manage-
ment, the computer has come to occupy an almost indispensable role
in accomplishing effective resource leveling. The scheduling of numer-
ous activities, each requiring its own combination of resources, becomes
extremely complex, and manual procedures quickly become practical
impossibilities. Typical computer scheduling applications allow the user to
assign as many as 50 separate resources to each activity. The distribution
of each resource over the duration of the activity can be established to
fit the situation. To illustrate, two units of resource A can be assigned to
the first day of an activity, no units on day 2, and three units on the last
day. This forms a resource requirement histogram for resource A for one
network activity. Twenty resources distributed over 100 network activities,
each with its own resource requirement histogram, gives one an idea of the
complexity of resource leveling.

Computer programs also may allow the definition of a resource avail-
ability histogram for each project resource. In this way, for example, a
crane can be scheduled to be available to the project from June 25 through
August 30 and the computer will show this utilization during that period. In
addition, the period of time during which one crane will be insufficient will
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be indicated and accordingly avoided during scheduling. Some activities
are defined to be interruptible; that is, they can be temporarily stopped
and their resources used on another activity that has less float.

All of these computer programs are heuristic in concept, and the
algorithms can be extremely complex. Even so, they still produce only
approximate results because they ignore many variables used intuitively
by an experienced construction superintendent. The field supervisor will
substitute a larger number of semiskilled laborers for a skilled workman.
The supervisor may also schedule selective overtime, decide to prefabricate
an assembly earlier for use at a later date when resources are in short supply,
or substitute a larger available piece of equipment in place of a smaller,
overutilized one. There are many options available in the field that cannot
be identified in advance and programmed into scheduling software.

Scheduling software often presents the option of leveling resources with
the number of resources fixed or the completion date established. With
resources held to predetermined levels, the project duration is extended
to stay within the resource limit. When time is held constant, the program
predicts the minimum numbers of resources required. The predictions
generated by the computer will not necessarily remain unchanged as the
project advances. Even minor changes in activity durations or logic will
cause the software to reevaluate the project completely, moving activities
back and forth to achieve a new set of leveled resources.

A resource-leveling program is useful for evaluating the effect that work
changes have on the project time schedule. Changes in the work by the
owner sometimes can have an effect on the critical path and result in
a claim for extra time. This topic is discussed in Section 12.4. At this
point, it is sufficient to say that changes to the project that reduce float
values typically influence resource requirements. These impacts can be
identified by holding the current number of resources constant, running
the resource-leveling heuristic in the resource-critical mode, and observing
the amount of time the project has been delayed.

An important feature of resource leveling by computer is the ability
to generate reasonably accurate resource predictions for the next 10 to
15 working days. This information enables the field supervisors to detect
problems far enough in the future to cope with them. At the same time,
the time frame is short enough that activity duration and logic changes will
have minimal effect on resource levels.

8.16 Material Scheduling

Management control over materials is concerned with ensuring that the
materials are on the job as needed, in the required quantities and
qualities. The contractor’s purchase order customarily prescribes the
quantity, quality, price, delivery date, and mode of transportation for
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the materials covered. The quantity and quality of all material deliveries
are verified by inspection, count, and test (if necessary) as they arrive. Apart
from these standard procedures, management control of job materials is
directed primarily toward achieving their timely delivery and safe storage.
Considerable time and effort have been expended in developing a work
schedule that will satisfy time and resource limitations. It should be obvious,
however, that this schedule is meaningless unless it is supported by the
favorable delivery of materials.

Lead times for material deliveries have already been included in the
project schedule. This was accomplished by incorporating appropriate
material constraints into the original project network. These constraints
were based on the delivery terms included in the material quotations
received from vendors when the job cost was being estimated. They rep-
resent the times required for shop drawing approval, material fabrication,
and delivery to the job site. To the maximum extent possible, these lead
times have been built into the operational schedule.

Immediately after the construction contract has been signed, it is nec-
essary to fix the deadline dates by which purchase orders for the various
project materials must be issued to the suppliers. In the case of the highway
bridge, the critical path includes the preparation of shop drawings and the
delivery of the abutment and deck reinforcing steel. Immediately issuing
this purchase order, obtaining the necessary shop drawing approvals,
and fabricating and delivering this material are each steps of major
importance.

Noting when the work schedule requires the material to be on the job
site, and allowing for the delivery interval, determines the latest possible
order date for any particular item of material. The delivery period includes
the times necessary for purchase order preparation and transmittal, shop
drawing preparation and approval, fabrication of the material, shipping,
and international customs clearing periods, if applicable. On the basis
of this information, the project manager can prepare a purchase order
schedule for the use of his company’s procurement department. This
schedule will contain all of the necessary purchasing information as well as
the deadline date by which the order must be processed and transmitted
to the vendor.

Establishment of the order lead time is an important aspect of material
control. Ample provision must be made for the delivery interval, with a
safety factor present to allow for unforeseen delays, such as the required
resubmittal of corrected shop drawings to the architect-engineer. Most field
supervisors have a pronounced tendency to encourage the early ordering
of materials because they regard this as insurance that the materials will be
available when they are needed. Soon after the contract has been signed,
purchasing personnel are prone to buy out the job completely. This is often
a good policy, since price escalations may be a problem. It is necessary,
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however, to coordinate material deliveries closely with the progress of
the work. It is often undesirable to have excessively early delivery to the
job site. Piles of unneeded materials can lead to serious problems of
theft, damage, weather protection, interference with job operations, and
rehandling. There is this practical factor too: Early material delivery by the
vendor requires that the contractor expend funds perhaps better applied
elsewhere at the time.

In the case of very restricted urban job sites, the careful scheduling of
material deliveries is especially important. Early deliveries can be routed
to temporary storage facilities, owned or rented by the contractor, when
there is no suitable alternative. This does, however, involve the additional
expenses of storage, handling, insurance, and drayage. When off-site mate-
rial storage is used, delivery to the job site must be anticipated in sufficient
time to make the necessary arrangements. This applies particularly to
congested downtown areas where permits, police escorts, and off-hour
deliveries may be involved. In recent years, the estimated cost associated
with early purchase and storage of materials has been found to outweigh
the benefits of early delivery on many construction projects and has led
to the adoption of a just-in-time inventory management philosophy used
in the automobile industry. Whether through this strategy or another, it is
usually wise to arrange for the delivery of materials to the job site shortly
before they are needed.

8.17 Subcontractor Scheduling

Management control of subcontractors centers around having them on
the job when they are needed and ensuring that they accomplish their
work in accordance with the established job schedule. There are three
main considerations involved in carrying out this responsibility. First, the
project manager should consult with each of the major subcontractors
during the planning and scheduling of the project. If the subcontractor
participates in preparing the job schedule, he may well have a better
appreciation for the role he plays during construction and have a better
understanding of how his work fits into the project plan as a whole. Often,
this small matter is the difference between a subcontractor that facilitates
project performance and one who hinders it. The second consideration
is the form and content of the subcontract agreement. A carefully written
document with specific requirements in terms of submittals, approvals, and
schedule often can strengthen the project manager’s hand in obtaining
subcontractor compliance. The timing of the issuance of subcontracts is
not at issue here because a prime contractor normally will proceed with
subcontract preparation immediately after the construction contract has
been signed.
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The third consideration is assuring that the subcontractors order their
major materials in ample time to meet the construction schedule. Some
general contractors find it advisable to monitor their subcontractors’ mate-
rial purchases. This is sometimes accomplished by including a subcontract
requirement that the subcontractor submit unpriced copies of its purchase
orders to the general contractor within 10 days after receipt of the subcon-
tract. In this way, the general contractor can oversee the expediting of the
subcontractors’ materials along with its own.

In a manner similar to that for material ordering, the project manager
must establish a lead-time schedule for notifying subcontractors when they
must report to the project. These notification dates are established on the
basis of the project work schedule and a lead time that may vary from one
week to a month or more. Subcontractors must be given adequate time to
plan their work and move onto the site. Notification dates can be listed in
chronological order of their appearance. As each notice date arrives, the
project manager advises the subcontractor in writing of its report date and
follows this up with a telephone call. It is equally important for the project
manager to assure that the job is completely ready for the subcontractor to
move in and proceed with its work efficiently.

8.18 Resource Expediting

As mentioned earlier, in a construction context, the term ‘‘expediting’’ can
have two different meanings. Expediting, as it applies to project shortening,
was discussed in Chapter 7. As used here, ‘‘expediting’’ refers to the actions
taken to assure timely material delivery and subcontractor support for the
project.

It is unfortunate that the stipulation of a required delivery date in a
purchase order is no guarantee that the vendor will deliver on schedule.
Neither does a letter of notification automatically ensure that a subcon-
tractor will move in on the prescribed day. The project manager has
an expediting responsibility to make sure that material and subcontract
commitments are met. He may carry out the expediting actions himself,
or his company may have an expediting department. A full-time expedi-
tor is sometimes required on a large project. On work where the owner is
especially concerned with job completion, or where material delivery is par-
ticularly critical, the owner sometimes will participate with the contractor
in cooperative expediting efforts.

A necessary adjunct to the expediting function is maintenance of a
check-off system, or log, where the many steps in the material delivery
process are recorded. Starting with the issuance of the purchase order, a
date record needs to be kept of the receipt of shop drawings, their submittal
to the architect-engineer, the receipt of approved copies, the return of the
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approved drawings to the vendor, and the delivery of materials. Because
shop drawings from subcontractors are submitted for approval through
the general contractor, the check-off system will include materials being
provided by the subcontractors. This is desirable because project delay
occasioned by late material delivery is not influenced by who provides
the material. This same documentation procedure is followed for samples,
mill certificates, concrete-mix designs, and other submittal information
required. General contractors sometimes find it necessary, on critical
material items, to determine the manufacturer’s production calendar,
testing schedule if required, method of transportation to the site, and data
concerning the carrier and shipment routing. This kind of information is
especially helpful in routing production and transportation around strikes
and other delays.

Each step in the approval, manufacture, and delivery process is recorded,
and the status of all materials is checked daily. At frequent intervals,
a material status report is forwarded to the project manager for his
information. This system enables job management to stay current on
material supply and serves as an early-warning device when slippages in
delivery dates seem likely to occur.

The intensity with which the delivery status of materials and the progress
of subcontractors are expedited depends on the float of the activities con-
cerned. Critical activities, for obvious reasons, must be the most closely
watched. If delays appear forthcoming for such activities, strong appropri-
ate action is necessary. Letters, faxes, telephone calls, and personal visits,
in that order, may be required to keep progressing on schedule. Low-float
activities can be similarly categorized because only minor slippage in these
can be tolerated before they too become critical. If priority among activ-
ities becomes necessary, it obviously would be established on the basis of
ascending float values.

Weekly job meetings with all major suppliers and subcontractors can be
very helpful. The project network, updated schedule, and latest material
status report can become the basis for an agenda for these meetings. The
advance recognition of impending trouble spots enables early corrective
action to be taken.



9 Project Time
Management

9.1 Time Management System

Until now, the project time management system has concentrated on work
planning and scheduling. An operational plan and a detailed calendar
schedule have been prepared to meet project objectives. This includes
any necessary project shortening and resource leveling identifiable prior
to the start of construction. The work can now proceed with assurance
that the entire job has been thoroughly studied and analyzed. To the
maximum extent possible, trouble spots have been identified and corrective
action has been taken to eliminate them. A plan and schedule have been
devised that will provide specific guidance for the efficient and expeditious
accomplishment of the work. Project management now shifts its attention to
implementing the plan in the field and establishing a progress monitoring
and information feedback procedure. The time management system has
entered the execution phase.

It is axiomatic that no plan can ever be infallible, nor can the planner pos-
sibly anticipate every future job circumstance and contingency. Problems
arise every day that could not have been foreseen. Adverse weather, mate-
rial delivery delays, labor disputes, equipment breakdowns, job accidents,
change orders, and numerous other conditions can and do disrupt the
original plan and schedule. Thus, after construction operations commence,
there must be continual evaluation of field performance as compared with
the established schedule. Considerable time and effort are required to
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check and analyze the time progress of the job and to take whatever action
may be required, either to bring the work back on schedule or to modify
the schedule to reflect changed job conditions. These actions constitute
the monitoring and rescheduling phases of the time management system
and are the subjects of discussion in this chapter.

9.2 Aspects of Time Management

In an environment of constant change, the established time goals of a con-
struction project must be met. To that end, the time management sequence
shown in Figure 9.1 is repeated regularly over the life of the project. The
current operational plan and schedule, consonant with established project
time constraints, underpin the time management system. Forward- and
backward-pass calculations, based on the latest version of the job network,
produce a work schedule with calendar dates given for the start and finish
of each project activity. This schedule is used for the day-to-day time control
of the project. Such a system constitutes an effective early-warning device
for detecting when and where the project may be falling behind schedule.

The work plan, however, must respond to changing conditions if project
objectives are to be accomplished successfully. If the overall time schedule

Establish operational schedule

Measure and report progress

Compare actual achievement with that planned

Determine effect on completion date

Plan and implement corrective action

Update operational schedule

Figure 9.1
Time management cycle
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of a construction operation is to be met, there must be a way to detect time
slippages promptly through an established system of progress feedback
from the field. The monitoring phase of time management involves the
periodic measurement of actual job progress in the field and its comparison
with the planned objectives. Project monitoring, therefore, involves the
determination of work quantities put into place and the reporting of this
information in a format suitable for its comparison with the programmed
job schedule. Network activities constitute a useful and convenient basis
for progress measurement and reporting.

At regular intervals, the stage of project advancement is observed and
reported. As of each cutoff date, note is made of those activities that have
been completed and the degree of completion of those activities that are
in progress. Review of this information by project management discloses
where the project currently is ahead or behind schedule and by how much.
Critical activities, and those with low float values, are monitored very closely
because of their strategic importance in keeping the project on schedule.
Corrective action to expedite lagging work items is taken after analysis of
the reported progress data reveals what options are available.

No project plan or schedule can ever be perfect, and deviations will
inevitably develop as the project progresses. As a result, the baseline
version of the schedule will become increasingly inaccurate and unrealistic
as changes, slippages, and other logic and schedule aberrations occur.
Consequently, the network must be corrected as needed, and calculations
must be updated occasionally so that the current job schedule reflects
actual job experience to date. These updates often reveal shifts in critical
paths and substantial changes in the floats of activities. The latest updated
schedule reflects the actual current job condition and constitutes the
current basis for project time control.

9.3 Key-Date Schedules

In formulating time schedules to be used for project control, consideration
must be given to who will use the information. On a large job such as
the Example Project, a hierarchy of schedules may be needed. The detail
used in connection with the preparation of a given job schedule can be
highly variable with the level of management for which it is intended.
Consequently, different schedules are prepared that are designed to meet
the particular needs of the recipient. Craft supervisors are concerned only
with those activities for which they are responsible, and their schedul-
ing information needs to be specific and in substantial detail. Schedule
information developed for owners, architect-engineers, and top-level field
management generally will be in terms of milestones or key dates on which
major segments of the project are programmed to start or finish.
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One method of establishing a hierarchy of schedules is through the use
of the project outline described in Section 4.6 and shown in Appendix C.
The different levels of an outline provide a convenient Work Breakdown
Structure, consisting of various groups of network activities.

The project manager of the Example Project likely will be provided with
a listing of key dates for each of the several subprojects involved. In total,
this will constitute a master schedule of time goals that will be monitored
by top management during the construction process. Figure 9.2 presents
an initial key-date schedule that has been prepared for the highway bridge.
This key-date schedule is based on level two of the project outline. The
original job plan and a 70-working-day duration constitute the basis for
the presentation here. For reasons of clarity, the time-shortening actions
treated in Chapter 7 and the resource leveling of Chapter 8 are not carried
forward to this discussion.

Early and late activity times discussed in Chapter 5 constitute the basis
for most field schedules. Contractors and scheduling software often use
other names for these activity times. For example, early starts and finishes
are commonly indicated as ‘‘scheduled’’ starts and finishes. Similarly, late
starts and finishes are frequently shown as ‘‘required’’ starts and finishes.
This new nomenclature is used with regard to the highway bridge schedules
discussed in this chapter.

In Figure 9.2, the scheduled dates are the early-start and finish times for
the construction operations listed. Operations 1 and 2 are exceptions to
this because of a job circumstance that will be discussed in the next section.
The dates listed in Figure 9.2 have been obtained using the activity times
listed in Figure 5.4. These were then converted to calendar dates using the
calendar in Figure 5.5. Figure 9.2 represents the first working version of
a key-date schedule for the highway bridge, and is prepared before field

Key-Date Schedule
Project Highway Bridge Project No. 200808-05

Scheduled Required Actual

No. Operation Start Finish Start Finish Start Finish

1 Procurement Jun-14 Jun-19 Jun-14 Jun-19

2 Field mobilization & site work Jun-25 Jul-14 Jun-30 Jul-19

3 Pile foundations Jul-6 Jul-20 Jul-9 Jul-30

4 Concrete abutments Jul-20 Aug-17 Jul-20 Aug-30

5 Deck Aug-13 Aug-30 Aug-13 Sep-7

6 Finishing operations Aug-31 Sep-13 Aug-31 Sep-13

Figure 9.2
Highway bridge, initial key-date schedule
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operations actually begin. Consequently, some of the dates contained in
Figure 9.2 probably will change as the work progresses.

9.4 Adjustment of Move-in Date

In making up the key-date schedule, it is noted in Figure 5.4 that activ-
ity 40, ‘‘Move in,’’ has a total float of 12 working days. As depicted in
Figure 5.14, activity 80, ‘‘Prefabricate abutment forms,’’ activity 90, ‘‘Exca-
vate abutment #1,’’ and activity 100, ‘‘Mobilize pile-driving rig,’’ all follow
activity 40. Figure 5.4 shows that these activities have total floats of 19, 12,
and 13 days, respectively. What all this means is that, if these initial activities
are scheduled and accomplished at their early times, field operations will
be at a standstill for several days waiting for the delivery of steel piles and
reinforcing steel. Consequently, there is nothing to be gained by starting up
field operations immediately. From a time standpoint, activity 40, ‘‘Move
in,’’ and the subsequent three activities could be delayed by as much as 12
working days without affecting the completion date. This delay would result
in a continuous chain of critical activities from ‘‘Move in’’ to ‘‘Cleanup.’’
From the standpoint of resources, however, Figure 8.4 shows that ‘‘Move
in’’ could be delayed for six working days without any adverse effect on
resource demand.

Based on both time and resource criteria, the project manager has
decided to defer activity 40, ‘‘Move in,’’ and the three following activities
by nine working days, which will leave three days of float available for
unanticipated problems. This postponement will in no way affect the
project completion date and will eliminate an inefficient and unnecessary
hiatus in field operations. Unfortunately, such a tardy move onto the site by
the contractor often can cause the owner considerable agitation unless the
matter is explained beforehand. The ordering of reinforcing steel, girders,
and steel pilings still must be done at the earliest possible moment, however.

9.5 Detailed Schedules

Considerably more detail is needed by the immediate work supervisors than
was included in Figure 9.2. The site superintendent on the highway bridge
will require a substantially expanded time schedule, which will provide a
day-to-day forecast of field operations. Detailed project schedules are cus-
tomarily prepared using activities as a basis. Different time information can
be provided with reference to the activities in such schedules, but early start
and finish dates are usual. Such a schedule is an optimistic one, and there are
usually many instances where this schedule will not be met because of lim-
ited resources, inevitable delays, and time slippages. Nevertheless, a project
schedule based on activity early starts is the one generally used to establish
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project time objectives. The detailed job schedule should also note which
activities are critical and indicate values of free float. This information is of
considerable significance to those who direct the work in the field. Labeling
an activity as critical stresses its importance to lower-level managers. Knowl-
edge of free float is also valuable in that it offers field supervisors the possi-
bility of using such extra time to meet unexpected job conditions.

The release of total float values to field supervisors is not always consid-
ered to be good practice. Total float, unlike free float, usually is shared by
strings or groups of activities. The use of total float in conjunction with
one activity normally has an affect on the float values of other activities.
Total float data can be misleading to those who are involved with only
restricted portions of a project. Only the person responsible for the overall
scheduling can evaluate and control the usage and allocation of total float.
Free float is a readily usable commodity, while total float must be carefully
apportioned by knowledgeable planners.

On large projects, detailed schedules are prepared for each craft super-
visor and subcontractor. Each of these schedules is the projected time pro-
gram of the work for which that particular supervisor is responsible. The
time spans of these schedules are limited, typically covering only the next
two weeks to 30 days. The amount of time depends considerably on the
nature of the work involved. It is seldom worthwhile to produce detailed job
schedules for more than a month in advance. There is no need for longer
periods if much of such a schedule may be rendered obsolete by subsequent
changes and updates. Revised and updated schedules are issued as the work
goes along. Tabular listings and computer-printed bar charts are the most
common forms of short-term work schedules. The network diagram is cer-
tainly a necessary adjunct to the job schedules. Copies of the network can
be provided to the various supervisors or may be kept in the field office.

The highway bridge is sufficiently small that only one detailed work
schedule is required, and this for the job superintendent. The time schedule
for the first month of construction operations on the highway bridge is
shown in Figure 9.3. ‘‘Move in’’ and the three following activities have
been delayed by nine working days, as was explained in Section 9.4. As
the work proceeds in the field, the job superintendent will enter the dates
on which the activities actually start and finish into the schedule shown
in Figure 9.3. Work schedules like the one in the figure, are prepared for
field supervisors and may or may not include information concerning the
delivery of job materials. Practice varies in this regard, which does not mean
that such information is unimportant to the supervisor, because this person
is vitally concerned with what materials are ordered and when they will
arrive. However, the scheduling of material deliveries is normally handled
separately from the field operations. The project expeditor provides the
project manager and site superintendent with periodic reports concerning
the status of job materials, and this information is incorporated into the
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Detailed Schedule

Project  Highway Bridge Prepared by G.A.S.
Project No.  200808-05 Date

Scheduled
Duration
(Working

days)

Free
Float

(Working
days)

Activity Activity
Number

Scheduled
Start
Date

Scheduled
completion

Date

Actual
Start
Date

Actual
Completion

Date

Move in 3
3

3

25-Jun 29-Jun
Prefabricate abutment forms 30-Jun 2-Jul
Excavate abutment #1 3 30-Jun 2-Jul
Mobilize pile-driving rig 2 30-Jun 1-Jul
Excavate abutment #2 2 6-Jul 7-Jul
Drive piles, abutment #1 6-Jul 8-Jul
Forms & rebar, footing #1 2 9-Jul 12-Jul
Drive piles, abutment #2 3 9-Jul 13-Jul
Pour footing #1 1 13-Jul 13-Jul
Demobilize pile-driving rig 1 13-Jul 13-Jul
Strip footing #1 1 14-Jul 14-Jul
Forms & rebar, footing #2 2 15-Jul 16-Jul
Pour footing #2 1 19-Jul 19-Jul
Strip footing #2 1 20-Jul 20-Jul
Forms & rebar, abutment #1

40
80
90

100
120
110
130
140
150
160
170
190
210
230
240 4 20-Jul 23-Jul

0
10

0
1
1
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
8
0

Critical activities in bold

June 14

Figure 9.3
Highway bridge, initial detailed schedule

project weekly progress reports (see Section 9.10). Consequently, work
schedules prepared for field supervisors often include only those activities
that are physical parts of the work and omit material delivery information
that is provided separately. As this is the procedure followed herein, no
material delivery information is included in Figure 9.3.

9.6 Progress Measurement

To make periodic measurements of progress in the field, network activities
serve as exceptionally convenient packages of work. The advancement of
an activity in progress can be expressed in different ways. Three commonly
used methods are:

1. Estimated number of working days remaining to complete the activity

2. Estimated percentage completion of the activity in terms of time

3. Quantities of work units put into place

How a contractor chooses to express activity completion depends on
the type of work involved and whether these same data are also used to
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check field costs. However, the number of working days remaining to finish
an activity is fundamental to the workings of project time management.
Progress data in the other forms are readily converted into days to complete
by using these relationships:

Working days to complete= d(1 − P/100)
Working days to complete= d(1 − W/T)

where
d = total activity duration in working days
P = estimated percentage of completion

W = number of work units put into place
T = total number of work units associated with the activity

Most scheduling software allows the user to input progress in any of
these formats and makes the conversion automatically. Inherent in the
relationships is the assumption of a straight-line variation between time
and work accomplishment. If an activity requires a total of four days for
its performance, it is assumed that one-quarter of the work quantities to
be installed will be completed each day. This is normally an acceptable
assumption if an activity is limited in scope. A more realistic relationship
between time and work accomplishment may have to be used where
activities are of substantial extent.

It is obvious that a time management system is no better than the
quality of the input information. If progress reports from the field are
inaccurate, then management decisions will be made on the basis of
fictitious situations. It is very important that progress measurements be
done conscientiously and with reasonable accuracy. Management action
must be based on what actually happened rather than on what should have
happened. The person responsible for progress reporting must recognize
the importance of factual and correct determinations. Project progress
records often are important in settling later disputes regarding project
delays. In fact, progress reports can form the basis for claims and litigation.

The conclusion of a given activity must be viewed in terms of its sub-
stantial completion rather than its absolute finalization. As work progresses
in the field, there are many items that, at least temporarily, are not com-
pletely finished, as, for example, small deficiencies that are remedied
subsequently when the opportunity presents itself. Progress reporting must
make allowances for such minor shortcomings. Therefore, finish dates
generally are recorded for substantial completion rather than the technical
completion of activities.

9.7 Progress Reporting

How often field progress should be measured and evaluated depends on
the degree of time control perceived to be desirable and feasible for
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the particular work involved. Within limits, the greater the frequency of
feedback and response, the more likely it is that the project time objectives
will be met. However, this rule must be tempered with other considerations.
For example, some kind of balance must be struck between the cost and
effort involved and the management benefit gained. Another consideration
is that the same field progress report often serves for field cost management
(Chapter 10) as well as time management. Consequently, the cycle times
for both management applications frequently are matched.

Fast-paced projects, using multiple shifts, may demand daily progress
reports. Large-scale jobs such as earth dams, which involve a limited range of
work items, may use a reporting frequency of a monthly basis or even longer.
It is difficult to generalize because management control must be consonant
with project characteristics and peculiarities. On projects of the size, dura-
tion, and type of the highway bridge, progress reporting probably would
be done on a weekly basis. This is the premise here. It should be noted that
although formal progress reporting may be made on a weekly or monthly
basis, critical operations may need to be tracked with a quicker and less
formal form of cost and production control and on a more frequent basis.

The project manager must see that progress measurement and reporting
are done properly and that the progress information receives prompt
management review and analysis. A standard procedure for collecting
and transmitting the weekly progress data must be established. Progress
measurement requires direct visual observation in the field by someone
familiar with the type of work involved. This may include a physical count
of work units in place or may be reduced to evaluating quantities of work
accomplished from the project drawings. At times, suitable measurement
can come from delivery tickets for materials like concrete or load slips for
earth moving. On many projects, the project manager personally carries
out the measurement and reporting functions. Otherwise, a staff member,
such as the field engineer, will perform these duties. In any event, an
independent review of work accomplishment is preferred. Field supervisors
are not usually best suited for progress reporting, because they are very busy
people who are not normally inclined toward handling paperwork of this
kind. In addition, a field supervisor may fail to report unfavorable progress
in the hopes of working problems out later or may withhold quantities for
future use on a less fortunate day.

9.8 Bar Charts

On receipt of progress measurements from the field, management must
compare the information with the latest project schedule. This can be done
in different ways, depending on management preferences and procedures.
For example, a tabular listing can be prepared that shows the scheduled
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start and finish dates and the actual start and finish dates for each activity.
Although progress data in this format may be useful for some purposes, it
is not usually the best medium for making a comprehensive evaluation of
the current time status of construction operations.

For the day-to-day time management of a project, some form of graphic
display is effective and convenient. A widely used method for recording job
progress is the bar chart, the general characteristics of which were discussed
in Sections 5.29 and 5.30. Several different styles and conventions are
used in drafting project bar charts. Two of the most common are described
in Sections 9.9 and 9.12, and both are widely used by the construction
industry. One procedure is used to depict progress on the highway bridge
as of July 14, and the other method is the basis for the July 21 progress
report. For obvious reasons, the contractor would use the same bar-charting
procedure throughout the construction period of the highway bridge. The
two styles are mixed here so the workings of each can be observed.

The bar chart is an excellent medium for recording progress information
and portraying the current time status of individual activities or other
project segments. However, it is not a proper tool for evaluating the overall
time status of the project or for planning corrective measures when the
work falls behind schedule. Only the project network can perform this
function adequately.

The manual preparation and updating of project bar charts can involve
considerable time and expense. Software is widely used to print out updated
bar chart schedules. When project outlines are used for a Work Breakdown
Structure, bar charts of differing levels of detail can be produced with ease.

9.9 Highway Bridge as of July 14

Figure 9.4 has been prepared to show progress on the highway bridge
up through the week ending Wednesday, July 14 (working day 22). This
bar chart shows the scheduled and actual beginning and completion dates
for each activity up through July 14. Plotted progress data have come
from past field measurements that were made and reported at weekly
intervals. Thus, this bar chart is updated once a week and shows the
current status of each activity and how its accomplishment compares with
the schedule. Practice varies concerning the entry of material deliveries
and other resource information on bar charts. In this book, the bar charts
portray the advancement of the physical aspects of the work only and do not
include dates for material deliveries or the availability of other resources.

In Figure 9.4, the upper row of shaded ovals for each activity extends
between its scheduled start and finish dates. As has been discussed, bar
charts customarily are made up on an early-start basis; however, exceptions
to this general rule on the highway bridge are the first four activities listed



Activity

Move in

Prefabricate abutment forms

Excavate abutment #1

Mobilize pile-driving rig

Excavate abutment #2

Drive piles abutment #1

Forms & rebar footing #1

Drive piles, abutment #2

Demobilize pile-driving rig

Pour footing #1

Strip footing #1

Forms & rebar, footing #2

Pour footing #2

Strip footing #2

Critical activities in bold

Activity
number

40

80

90

100

120

110

130

140

160

150

170

190

210

230

1

Scheduled
Actual

Scheduled
Actual

Scheduled
Actual

Scheduled
Actual

Scheduled
Actual

Scheduled
Actual

Scheduled
Actual

Scheduled
Actual

Scheduled
Actual

Scheduled
Actual

Scheduled
Actual

Scheduled
Actual

Scheduled
Actual

Scheduled
Actual

2 3 4 5 7 86 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Working Days

0 100

0

0

14 15 16 17 18 21 22 23 24 25 28 29 30 1 219 20 26 27 3 4 5 10 11 17 18 24 25

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

0 100

100

100

7 86 9 12 13 14 15 16 19 20 21 22 23 26

0 100

0 100

1000

0 100

300

Construction Progress Chart
Project  Highway Bridge Job No.  200808-05

June July

Date July 14

Forms & rebar, abutment #1 Scheduled
Actual

180

Figure 9.4
Highway bridge, bar chart as of July 14
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in the figure. As explained in Section 9.1, the scheduled beginnings of
these four activities have been delayed by nine working days beyond their
early-start times. The white ovals that extend to the right of the noncritical
activities represent the total float.

The lower row of black ovals opposite certain activities shows the time
period during which work actually progressed on these activities. The start
of each of these rows is plotted at the date on which work commenced. The
line is then plotted to the right at weekly intervals, either to the current date
or terminating at the day of completion. For each activity, the cumulative
percentage completion is entered at the right end of the lower line until it
is completed. The numbers 0 and 100 on the lower lines show the actual
time periods required to progress from zero to 100 percent completion. If
an activity is in process at the time of a progress measurement, but not yet
completed, the actual percentage of completion is marked. An example of
this is activity 140, which was only 30 percent completed on July 14, the
date of the last progress report. Comparison of the actual and planned
percentage completions as of a given date reveals the time status of an
activity then in progress. One advantage of the form of progress recording
used in Figure 9.4 is that it provides an exact historical record of calendar
times when job activities were actually in process.

An examination of the figure will provide a quick and informative review
of how the job progressed as of July 14. Activity 40, ‘‘Move in,’’ was
accomplished exactly as it had been scheduled. Activity 80, ‘‘Prefabricate
abutment forms,’’ took one working day longer than planned and finished
six days late. However, it was completed within its free float period and
creates no problem. The experience with activity 120, ‘‘Excavate abutment
#2,’’ was much the same. Progress on activity 140, ‘‘Drive piles, abutment
#2,’’ is far behind schedule. This activity should have been completed by
July 13. Instead, it was only 30 percent finished as of July 14. Figure 9.4
shows that activities 160 and 170 should have been completed by the July
14 cutoff date, but they were not even started.

9.10 Weekly Progress Reports

The reporting of work advancement in the field is accomplished by listing
those activities that started, finished, or were in progress during the week
just ended and indicating their stages of completion at the cutoff date.
Also noted are the dates on which activities either started or finished
during the reporting period. The field superintendent enters these actual
start and finish dates into the detailed field schedule, Figure 9.3, as the
work progresses. There is no need to list activities previously completed or
not yet started. Figure 9.5 is the weekly progress report as of Wednesday
afternoon, July 21 (working day 27) on the highway bridge. Because there
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Weekly Progress Report

Project Highway Bridge Week ending Wed., 21-Jul (Working day 27)

Job No. 200808-05 Prepared by GAS

Activity
Number

Date
Started

Date
Completed

Percent
Complete

Working days
to CompleteActivity

Fabricate & deliver abutment rebar 60 –

–

–

– –

15-Jul 100 0

Fabricate & deliver deck rebar 65 13

Drive piles, abutment #2 140 12-Jul –

––

80

Strip footing #1 170 15-Jul 15-Jul 100 0

Forms & rebar, abutment #1 180 16-Jul 21-Jul 100 0

Fabricate & deliver girders 260 10

2

Figure 9.5
Highway bridge, weekly progress report

normally are a limited number of activities in process during any given
week, progress reporting is seldom a burdensome task, although some time
is required if the measurements are to be properly determined. A file of
the weekly progress reports can be maintained as a historical job record.

To report the overall project standing, the weekly progress reports must
include procurement and delivery information as well as the measurements
of physical progress. Each time field progress is determined, a check is
made with the material expeditor (see Section 8.18) to ascertain the
delivery or availability status of materials, subcontractors, and construction
equipment. Data pertaining to these resources are entered into the weekly
progress report, as shown in Figure 9.5.

Some explanation is required concerning the first two entries in the
figure. These are the result of a change in delivery of the reinforcing
steel for the abutments and bridge deck. The steel fabricator proposed
an earlier rebar delivery for the abutments if the deck rebar could be
delivered somewhat later. The abutment rebar (activity 60) was received
on July 15 (originally promised July 19). A new activity 65, ‘‘Fabricate and
deliver deck rebar,’’ has been established with delivery promised August 9
(working day 40), or 13 working days from the date of the weekly progress
report in Figure 9.5.

Progress reporting on a weekly basis is a common procedure in the
construction industry and is being used herein for discussion purposes.
This means that some day of the week must be chosen as the cutoff date.
The day selected often is picked so that the same weekly progress mea-
surement can serve for both time management and labor cost accounting
purposes (Chapter 10). This is why Wednesdays are used here as progress
measurement days. Payday in the construction industry is often on Fridays,
and the daily time cards serve both payroll and labor cost accounting pur-
poses. When construction tradesmen receive their weekly wages on Friday
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afternoon, they are commonly paid up through the previous Wednesday.
This gives contractors time to prepare and distribute their job payrolls.
As a result, contractors frequently use Wednesdays as the cutoff day for
weekly payrolls and for their labor cost accounting as well. Measuring field
progress on Wednesday afternoons enables a single weekly measurement of
field progress to serve for both time management and cost control. It must
be understood that there are many exceptions to this procedure and that
there is nothing sacred about using Wednesdays for progress measurement
purposes. The management principles discussed herein do not in any way
depend on the day of the week used for cutoff purposes.

9.11 Field Progress Narrative

The weekly field progress report usually is accompanied by a brief narrative
discussion of salient project features. For example, it could include a
general statement about the time status of the job, a discussion of critical
or low-float activities now in difficulty or behind schedule, a description of
potential trouble spots, and a notation of project areas that are going along
exceptionally well. As a specific illustration of this point, Figure 9.4 shows
that the pile driving for abutment #2 is in trouble and behind schedule.
The weekly progress report that conveyed this information would explain
that the difficulty was caused by the unsuspected presence of boulders
and tightly packed gravel. An assessment of the problem would be given,
including a forecast of how much delay ultimately would be involved.

9.12 July 21 Status of Highway Bridge

The progress information contained in Figure 9.5 is now plotted on
the project bar chart in Figure 9.6. This bar chart is updated through
July 21. Recall that bar charts can differ with regard to how actual progress
is recorded. One procedure has been discussed in conjunction with
Figure 9.4. Figure 9.6 depicts progress data in a completely different
fashion.

In Figure 9.6, the early-start schedule for each activity is plotted to a
horizontal time scale as before. The schedule bar for an activity appears as
a narrow horizontal white box extending from its scheduled start-to-finish
date. The dashed line at the end of each activity represents that activity’s
total float. When using this second convention of recording actual work
progress on a bar chart, it is assumed that the physical progress of an
activity varies linearly with time. Actual progress, however, is not plotted
to the established time scale as it was previously. Rather, the progress of
an activity is indicated as a shaded portion of its schedule bar. The usual
procedure is to shade in a length of the schedule bar in direct proportion
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Activity

Forms & rebar footing #1

Drive piles, abutment #2

Demobilize pile-driving rig

Pour footing #1

Strip footing #1

Forms & rebar, footing #2

Pour footing #2

Forms & rebar, abutment #1

Strip footing #2

Pour abutment #1

Activity
number

130

140

160

150

170

190

210

180

230

200

Construction Progress Chart

Project  Highway Bridge Job No.

80%

Date July 21

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

Working Days

8 9 12 13 14 15 16 19 20 21 22 23 26 27 28 29 30 2 3 4 5
July August

200808-05

Figure 9.6
Highway bridge, bar chart as of July 21

to the physical advancement of the work. For example, activity 140 was
reported in Figure 9.5 to be 80 percent complete as of the afternoon of
July 21. In Figure 9.6, 80 percent of the length of the schedule bar for
activity 140 has been shaded. The percent of completion also can be
entered above the bar if desired. If, at the time a progress report is made,
an activity has been completed, the entire length of the bar is shaded.

The use of this mode of progress recording makes it possible to determine
at a glance which activities were ahead of schedule and which were behind
as of the cutoff date, and by approximately how much. Figure 9.6 has been
updated as of July 21, and a heavy vertical line has been drawn at this date.
Any activity that has an unshaded bar to the left of the July 21 line was
behind schedule as of that time. Activities 140, 160, 190, 210, and 230 are
all in this category. Any activity that has a shaded bar to the right of the July
21 line was ahead of schedule. Activity 180 is an instance of this. The form
of progress recording used in Figure 9.6 will not provide any historical
record of true activity periods, unless actual start and finish dates are jotted
onto the bar chart as the work progresses.
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Reference to Figure 9.6 shows that activity 140, ‘‘Drive piles, abutment
#2,’’ was only 80 percent completed as of July 21 and is now more than six
working days behind schedule. This has prevented work from starting on
footing #2. Figure 5.14 shows that activities 190, 210, and 230 have eight
days of float associated with them. Whether this will be sufficient to absorb
the delay in pile driving will be indicated by the next network update (see
Section 9.15). As indicated by Figure 9.6, activity 180, ‘‘Forms and rebar,
abutment #1,’’ was finished two days ahead of schedule. This was made
possible by the delivery of abutment rebar (activity 60) two working days
earlier than had been originally expected.

9.13 Progress Analysis

The analysis of job progress is concerned primarily with determining
the effect of this latest information on the project completion date and
any intermediate time goals that have been established. The successful
attainment of set time objectives is, after all, the essential purpose of the
time management system. Considerable attention has been given to the
fact that the length of the critical path determines the time required to
reach a given network event. Practically, then, the analysis of progress data
is concerned essentially with determining, as closely as possible, the present
length and location of the applicable critical path.

When a progress report is received from the field, the status of the cur-
rently identified critical activities is probably the first item noted. This is a
quick and simple check. If these critical activities have been accomplished by
their scheduled finish times, there is no problem with the project time goal
insofar as the current critical path is concerned. If a critical activity has been
started late, a setback in project completion is likely, unless the delay can be
somehow made up by the time the activity is completed. If a critical activity
has been finished late, the completion date is delayed commensurately.

The next step in the analysis is to check the possibility that a new critical
path has been formed. This can be done by subjecting the noncritical
activities to either of two different checks. One of these checks involves
using either a late-start activity sort or a late-finish activity sort. A late-start
sort is an activity listing ordered according to the latest allowable starting
times (LS). A late-finish sort is a similar listing in terms of the latest allowable
finish dates (LF). These sorts can be obtained manually or by computer. If
an activity has missed its LS date, the project is behind, according to the
current action plan. If an activity did not finish by its LF date, there is now
a new critical path, and the job is delayed by the amount that this activity
completion trailed the LF time.

Another way to make much the same check involves the use of total float
(TF) values. If the completion of an activity is delayed beyond its early-finish
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(EF) time, its TF is reduced by the same amount. If the delay is equal to the
TF, a new critical path is formed. If more than the TF is consumed, there is
a new critical path longer than that of the original critical path, and project
completion is automatically set back by the amount of the overrun. The
discussion that follows illustrates this point.

On the highway bridge as of July 21, activity 140, ‘‘Drive piles, abutment
#2,’’ is obviously behind schedule, and it is now necessary to determine
what effect this is having on the critical path location and job duration.
Reference to Figure 5.4 shows that activity 140 has an LF value of 24.
Figure 9.5, prepared as of working day 27, discloses that this activity is
now expected to finish in two working days, or as of day 29. Consequently,
activity 140 is now critical, and there is a new critical path through the
network. Noting in Figure 5.4 that activity 140 originally had a total float
of three and learning that it will now finish eight days behind its EF value
of 21 provides the same information. The new critical path is five days
longer than the previous one (64 working days), so project completion
is now delayed by five days, making a construction period (not including
contingency) of 69 working days. Since the original project completion
time was determined to be 70 days, including six days of contingency, there
still remains one day of contingency available.

At this point, it must be noted that the preceding discussion has been
limited to the effect of only activity 140 on the duration of the highway
bridge. The overall time status of the project cannot be known until a
complete updating calculation has been made as of the date of the last
progress report (July 21). This will be done in Section 9.16.

9.14 Corrective Action

After each progress report has been analyzed, a decision must be made
concerning what corrective action, if any, is required. Small delays, actual
or potential, usually will not require any particular corrective action,
provided that the usual contingency allowance has been included in the
project duration. With a contingency of only six working days included
in the highway bridge schedule, the trouble with the driving of piles for
abutment #2 will cause considerable concern. Where time slippages of
the approximate length of the network time contingency become involved,
project management must give serious consideration to taking some form of
corrective action. In general, remedial steps are indicated when situations
like these arise:

❑ Activities begin to fall appreciably behind their late start or late finish
dates.

❑ Substantial delays of resource availability are indicated.
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❑ The time durations of future activities appear to have been materially
underestimated.

❑ Logic changes in work yet to be performed have become necessary.

Where some form of corrective action is necessary, it must be done
promptly so that the desired objective is achieved.

As with project time reduction discussed in Chapter 7, corrective action
here is focused on reducing the duration of the critical path. The critical
path, or paths, can be shortened by compressing individual activities or by
localized reworking of the network logic. As before, often this involves test-
ing possible alternative courses of action. If there has been no recent updat-
ing of network calculations, the analysis of the weekly progress reports gives
management only a general idea of the time status of the job. Consequently,
the efficacy of a given corrective measure can be known only approximately
unless it is simulated by incorporating it into a network update.

The entire process of project time management can be enhanced consid-
erably by scheduling periodic job progress meetings. Held weekly, biweekly,
or monthly, such site conferences are attended by project management,
field supervisors, major subcontractors, material suppliers, owner represen-
tatives, and other parties, as appropriate. Although such meetings can and
do serve as a forum for a variety of job topics, the time status of construction
operations is always a major consideration at such sessions. Face-to-face dis-
cussions can be very productive in eliciting ideas and obtaining cooperation
from those who play major roles in keeping the work on schedule.

At such a job progress meeting on the highway bridge, it has been
decided that some form of corrective action must be devised to remedy
the job delay caused by the difficulty with activity 140. Discussion reveals
that considerable time recovery could be possible by making a network
logic change involving construction equipment. This change would involve
removing activity 160, ‘‘Demobilize pile driving rig,’’ as a predecessor
to activity 180, ‘‘Forms & rebar, abutment #1.’’ Discussion in Chapter 5
required this sequence so that a crane would be available for the placing
of forms and rebar for abutment #1. The decision is now to eliminate
this equipment dependency by providing another, somewhat smaller crane
for the forming and placing of rebar at abutment #1. This would remove
activity 160 as a necessary prerequisite for activity 180. For now activity 160
will be made a prerequisite for activity 240, ‘‘Forms & rebar abutment #2.’’
This logic change can be effected with little additional expense. The effect
of this job logic change will be determined in Section 9.16.

9.15 Network Updating

As construction proceeds, diversions from the established plan and sched-
ule inevitably occur. Unforeseen job circumstances result in changes in
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activity durations, activity delays, and changes in project logic. Remedial
actions such as resource leveling and time expediting can produce simi-
lar effects. As such deviations occur and accumulate, the true job status
diverges further and further from that indicated by the programmed plan
and schedule. At intervals, therefore, it becomes necessary to incorporate
the changes and deviations into the working operational program if it is to
continue to provide realistic management guidance. This is accomplished
by a procedure called network updating.

The basic objective of an update is to reschedule the work yet to be
done using the current project status as a starting point. Updating reveals
the current time posture of the job, indicates whether expediting actions
are in order, and provides guidance concerning how best to keep the job
on schedule. An update is also very valuable in testing the effectiveness of
proposed time-recovery measures.

Updating involves making necessary network corrections and recalculat-
ing activity and float times. It is concerned entirely with determining the
effect of schedule deviations and plan changes on the portion of the project
yet to be completed. Included here are both unexpected departures from
the program and those corrective actions initiated to remedy specific time
progress and resource availability problems.

From the viewpoint of time management effectiveness only, an update
as of each weekly progress report could be advantageous. It would keep
job management continuously up-to-date on the time status of the work
and would assure prompt and informed remedial action when needed.
However, such updates can involve considerable effort and expense. No
definite rule exists concerning the timing of network updates. The need for
recalculation depends more on the seriousness of the plan and schedule
deviations than on their number. There is a point of diminishing returns in
retaining an outdated plan and schedule. Attempting to make the project
fit an obsolete program is an exercise in futility and literally does more
harm than good. Time control, to be optimally effective, must be based on
a correct and current job model. What is important is not how often the
network is recalculated but how well the plan and schedule continue to fit
the actual conduct of the work.

Updating calculations normally are accomplished with scheduling soft-
ware, although manual calculations are discussed in Section 9.16 to provide
a complete understanding of the process involved. Before an update can
be made, the network must be corrected to reflect the latest information
concerning the logic and durations of all work yet to be performed. This
is an important point. The activities that have been completed are now
history, and they are immutable. To determine the time condition of
the remaining activities, the new calculations must start from the current
project status as of the designated cutoff or data date.
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To make a network update, information as of the cutoff date is required
concerning the work that has yet to be completed for:

❑ New activities that must be added to the network

❑ Existing activities that are to be deleted

❑ Changes in job logic

❑ Changes in original material delivery or other resource availability
dates

❑ Estimated times to complete all activities presently under way but not
yet completed

❑ Changes in estimated activity durations

❑ Changes in the scope of the work

With regard to information needed for a project update, subjective input
from the field supervisors and job expeditor can be especially valuable.
For instance, the project supervisor can furnish revised information about
future progress based on recent job experience. This information may
relate to expected activity durations or to future logic changes. The expe-
ditor may be able to input information regarding labor disputes, business
disruptions, and other pertinent factors pertaining to supplier plants and
transportation facilities. It may be possible to combine material shipments
for one job with those of another to expedite deliveries—conditions that
were unforeseeable when the original plan was devised. All this information
needs to be reflected in the updated schedule.

Figure 9.7 summarizes all the information needed for updating the
highway bridge as of the afternoon of July 21. The first four items have
been discussed previously in conjunction with the weekly progress report

Item Network Update Information as of July 21 (working day 27)

1 Add activity 65, Fabricate & deliver deck rebar.

2 Anticipated delivery date of deck rebar is August 9 (working
day 40). Activity 65 requires 40 − 27 = 13 working days to
complete.

3 The estimated time to complete activity 140 is 2 working days. Driving
rate is very slow due to boulders and tightly packed gravel.

4 Anticipated delivery date for the girders is August 4 (working
day 37). Activity 260 requires 37 − 27 = 10 working days to
complete.

5 The estimated time to accomplish activity 330, Deck forms &
rebar, has been revised upward from 4 to 6 working days.

6 A 25-ton crane was brought in and used to place the forms and rebar
in activity 180. This removed the dependency between activity 160
and 180. A dependency was established between activity 160 and 240.

Figure 9.7
Highway bridge, network update information
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in Figure 9.5. Item 5 is a revision upward in the estimated duration of a
future activity. Item 6 was discussed in Section 9.14.

9.16 Manual Updating Calculations

To perform a manual update on the highway bridge as of July 21 (working
day 27), the information contained in Figure 9.7 must first be incorporated
into the project network. Figure 9.8 (see insert between pages 232 and 233)
is the corrected precedence diagram used for the recalculation of activity
times and floats. In the figure, those activities that have been completed as
of day 27 are to the left of the heavy dashed line. All of the completed work
items show only the activity description and number. Activities in progress,
but not yet completed, are indicated by the dashed line labeled with the
notation ‘‘July 21, Day 27.’’ For these activities, the time durations shown
have been changed to the number of working days estimated to reach
completion. The dashed line shows the current stage of advancement of
the work as of day 27 and is often referred to as the data date or time
contour.

A number of diagrammatic conventions other than that shown in
Figure 9.8 can be used with regard to making manual updating calcu-
lations. For example, the durations of all completed activities can be set
equal to zero and the durations of activities in progress set equal to the days
to complete. The start activity is replaced with an ‘‘Elapsed time’’ activity
whose duration is set equal to the data date (27 in this case). Computations
are started at the beginning of the network by setting the early start of the
elapsed time box equal to zero. Another scheme is to start the forward pass
directly at the time contour. This has been done in Figure 9.8 simply by
entering an EF of 27 for the completed activities at the time contour and
an ES of 27 for the activities in process.

The recalculation in Figure 9.8 proceeds as a normal forward pass
followed by a backward pass. The forward pass discloses that, as of day 27,
the project completion time will be 71 working days. This would indicate
that the job is now only one day behind its original schedule. Thus, the
equipment logic change discussed in Section 9.14, and designed to ease
the job delay caused by the problems encountered by the pile driving on
abutment #2 (activity 140), has proven to be effective. The job delay has
now been reduced from five working days to one day. The decision is now
to accept the one-day delay and make the backward pass in Figure 9.8,
starting with a project duration of 71. The critical activities are indicated by
bold-lined boxes and the critical path by bold lines. Comparing Figure 9.8
with Figure 5.1 reveals that the initial portion of the critical path has moved
from its original position. Such changes in the identification of critical
activities are common occurrences as the work progresses in the field.
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If a project duration of 70 is to be maintained, activity 410, ‘‘Contingency,’’
would be reduced to five days and the computed activity times would
remain as before. The turnaround values used on update calculations vary
with personal preference. The matter is unimportant because there is no
substantive difference in the management data generated.

Updated networks, such as that in Figure 9.8, also can be used to
record the actual start and finish dates of each activity. Noting these dates
above each activity box provides a historical record of actual job progress.
This action usually is not required where job bar charts are maintained
or where scheduling software is being used, because it only duplicates
information available elsewhere. A file of the successive update networks
should be kept as a record of how the job progressed during the contract
period.

9.17 Scheduling Software

Schedule updating is one of the most useful and important computer
applications in the entire project management system. Scheduling software
can provide timely management information in an easily understood
and immediately usable form. Several software applications are available
that generate a wide variety of time status reports. The field progress
information is entered into the scheduling software, requiring minimal
effort. Scheduling software is highly flexible in that it can deliver just about
any type of report the project manager wants. Reports can be selectively
prepared for any level of management or supervision. From summary
statements generated for top management, to highly detailed reports for
field supervisors, the software can produce time-status information for any
desired level of job management.

At the field supervisory level, scheduling software produces a wide variety
of useful data expressed in terms of calendar days and dates. Typical
information generated might be:

❑ Estimated duration and actual duration of each completed activity

❑ Scheduled start dates and actual start dates of all activities completed
or in progress.

❑ Scheduled finish date and the actual finish date of each completed
activity

❑ Time status of each activity in progress, showing the anticipated finish
date and the number of days ahead or behind schedule

❑ A revised project completion date with an indication of the projected
time overrun or underrun

❑ Originally scheduled and revised start and finish dates for each activity
not yet begun
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❑ Identification of critical activities

❑ Float values of all activities

This information can be generated using any desired date as the starting
point for the backward pass.

9.18 Schedule Information on the Job

Although the project manager is responsible for the overall application
and direction of the project time management system, the field supervisors
also play key roles in keeping the project on schedule. It is the field
supervisors who put into action the plans and schedules devised by project
management. Consequently, if project time management is to work, there
must be some established means of communication between office and
field. The project manager must keep field supervisors currently and
accurately informed concerning the schedule of operations and the time
status of the work.

The information transfer cannot be accomplished merely by relaying
piles of computer data to the supervisors, who have neither the time nor
the inclination to search out the information relevant to their individual
responsibilities. The project manager must provide concise, short-range
schedule information that will meet the specific needs of each recipient.
Limited to pertinent subject matter, and in a level of detail appropriate
to the user of the information, the data provided should quickly and
clearly communicate schedules, current time status, scheduling leeway,
and trouble spots.

9.19 Project Progress Curves

This chapter has discussed the time or progress monitoring of construction
projects in the context of comparing the actual progress of job activities
with that which was planned. This procedure provides detailed information
concerning the current time status of individual job segments. Overall job
progress is also used as a time-monitoring device, either as a stand-alone
system or in conjunction with the detailed procedures already discussed.
Total project progress as of a given date can be expressed in terms
of different cumulative measures, such as total labor cost, total money
expended, work quantities put into place, total man-hours used, or possibly
others. Actual numbers of units, or percentages of the total, can be
used. Progress curves are prepared by plotting cumulative job progress,
expressed in terms of one of the measures just cited, to a horizontal
time scale. Progress monitoring is accomplished by periodically comparing
planned project progress with actual values.
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A planned progress curve is obtained by calculating cumulative totals
of the chosen progress measure at the end of each successive time unit.
Days, weeks, or months can be used in the preparation of progress curves,
depending on the nature and extent of the work. If the progress values are
plotted at short time intervals, the resulting curves are apt to be irregular
and jerky in appearance. Plotting values as of the end of each month
normally results in reasonably smooth curves. A common and very effective
procedure in the plotting of planned progress curves is to produce two
such curves. One is determined on the basis of all project activities starting
as early as possible. The other is based on all project activities starting at
their late-start dates. When these two curves are plotted, they form a closed
envelope. Figure 9.9 shows such an envelope plotted in generalized form.
These curves are commonly referred to as S-curves because of their typical
appearance.

After two extreme condition curves are drawn, an average curve between
them is sketched in. This average curve is shown as a dashed line in
Figure 9.9 and is used for purposes of general progress monitoring. During
the construction period, actual progress is plotted periodically, with these
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points forming the actual progress line. The relative position of this line to
the planned average progress curve is used to evaluate the time status of the
project as a whole. Where actual progress plots above the average progress
line, the time status of the job is considered to be satisfactory. When it lies
below, time progress is considered to be generally unsatisfactory.

A study of the general geometry of a project envelope can provide
interesting information concerning the work at hand. Figure 9.9 illustrates
the general form of this envelope for a typical construction project. A
rule of thumb often used is that 50 percent of the job is accomplished
during the middle one-third of the construction period with the other 50
percent being about equally divided between the initial and final thirds.
The location of the ES and EF curves with respect to one another depends
on the relative amounts of activity float present. If the floats tend to be
small, the two curves will be close together, and the shape of the envelope
will be long and thin. If relatively large amounts of float are present, the
two curves become more widely separated. Consequently, the shape of
the envelope gives a quick visual indication of the degree of time control
required to keep the project on schedule. A narrow envelope will require a
considerably more rigorous time-control program than will a project where
the envelope indicates the presence of substantial float. A narrow envelope
also will present more difficulties in resource allocation because of the
limited float.

Project progress curves, in themselves, are of limited effectiveness insofar
as presenting the time status of a construction project is concerned.
Although they do indicate the time status of the project as a whole, they are
of no assistance in solving time-slippage problems. However, for the owner,
architect-engineer, and top project management, such curves can be very
useful in affording a quick grasp of the overall time condition of the work.
For this reason, progress curves often are superimposed on the project bar
chart. In this way, all the progress information is brought together into a
single graphic display.



10Project Cost
System∗

10.1 Objectives of a Cost System

The project cost system is designed to accomplish two important objectives.
One is to develop labor and equipment production information in a form
suitable for estimating the cost of future work. The ability to estimate con-
struction costs accurately is a key element in the success of any contracting
firm. The other objective of a project cost system is to keep the construc-
tion costs of the project within the established control budget. Regardless
of the type of contract arrangements agreed on with the owner, it is
important that the contractor exercise the maximum control possible over
its field costs during the construction period. A functioning and reliable
cost system plays a vital role in the proper management of a construction
project.

How the costs of a construction project are controlled varies with its
size and character. A large, complex job requires a detailed reporting and
information system to serve project management needs. Simpler and less
elaborate cost systems are sufficient for smaller and simpler projects. In any
event, the only justification for the expense of a project cost system is the
value of the management data that it provides. If the information produced
is not used, or if it is not supplied in a usable form or timely fashion, then
the cost system has no real value and its cost cannot be justified. Properly

∗ Portions of this chapter have been adapted from Richard H. Clough, Sears, and Sears,
Construction Contracting , 7th ed. (Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, 2005), chap. 12.
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designed and implemented, a project cost system is an investment rather
than an expense.

This chapter discusses the methods involved in project cost control and
the estimating feedback process. Although the details of how these actions
actually are accomplished vary substantially from one construction firm to
another, the ensuing treatment can be regarded as being reasonably typical
of current practice within the construction industry.

10.2 Project Cost Control

Project cost control actually begins with the preparation of the original cost
estimate and the subsequent construction budget. Keeping within the cost
budget and knowing when and where job costs are deviating are two factors
that constitute the key to a profitable operation. As the work proceeds in
the field, cost accounting methods are applied to determine the actual
costs of production. The costs as they actually occur are continuously
compared with the budget. In addition to monitoring current expenses,
periodic reports are prepared that forecast final project costs and compare
these predicted costs with the established budget. Field costs are obtained
in substantial detail because this is the way jobs are originally estimated
and also because excessive costs in the field can be corrected only if the
exact cause of the overrun can be isolated. Establishing cost overruns is not
especially helpful unless the factors leading to the overrun can be distilled
and targeted for improvement.

Cost reports are prepared at regular time intervals. These reports are
designed to serve as management-by-exception devices, making it possible
for the contractor to determine the cost status of the project and to
pinpoint those work classifications where expenses are excessive. In this
way, management consideration is quickly focused on those job areas that
need attention. Timely information is required if effective action against
cost overruns is to be taken. Detection of excessive costs once the work is
finished leaves the contractor with no possibility of taking corrective action.

10.3 Data for Estimating

As discussed in Chapter 3, when the cost of a project is being estimated,
many elements of cost must be evaluated. Labor and equipment expenses,
in particular, are priced in the light of past experience. In essence,
historical production records are the only reliable source of information
available for estimating these two job expenses. The company cost system
provides a reliable and systematic way of accumulating labor and equipment
productivity and costs for use in estimating future jobs.
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With regard to feedback information for cost-estimating purposes, there
is some variation in the form of production data that are recovered. It can
be argued that production rates, discussed in Section 2.10, are fundamental
to estimating labor and equipment costs. However, as seen in Chapter 3,
costs per unit of production, or unit costs are widely used for estimating
labor and equipment because of the convenience of their application. Such
unit costs are, of course, determined from production rates and hourly
costs of labor and equipment. Such unit costs can be kept up-to-date by
being adjusted for changes in hourly rates and production efficiencies.

Information generated for company estimating purposes can, therefore,
be in terms of labor and equipment production rates, unit costs, or both.
The difference in usage seems to be at least partially a matter of the
extent of a contractor’s operations. Smaller contractors frequently work
exclusively in terms of unit costs, whereas larger companies must, almost
of necessity, base at least portions of their estimating on production rates.
Both procedures were used in Chapter 3 to estimate various segments of
the highway bridge. It is obvious that the feedback system to estimating
must be designed to produce information in whatever form or forms are
compatible with company needs and procedures.

10.4 Project Cost Code

Each individual account of a contractor’s financial accounting system is
assigned its own code designation as a means of classification and identifica-
tion. Here, only the cost codes for job expense accounts are involved. Many
construction firms use their own customized project cost codes that they
have developed and tailored to suit their individual preferences and needs.
Many forms of alphabetical, numerical, and mixed cost codes are in use.

The project cost code for the highway bridge is typical of systems widely
used by contractors. Each work type involved on this job is assigned its
unique numerical designation. To illustrate, each item of expense that is
incurred on the highway bridge will carry a 16-digit cost code identification.
An example might be:

200808 05 03157.20.3

This cost code number is the labor cost of placing and stripping the
abutment forms on the highway bridge. The cost code number contains
four data groups.

1. Project number. The first six digits identify the particular project on
which the cost is incurred and to which the cost is to be charged.
Different construction companies have their own ways of doing this.
Here, the Example Project is designated as Project No. 200808,
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meaning the eighth project started in the year 2008. If desired, other
information can be included, such as the form of contract (unit price)
and kind of work (heavy construction).

2. Area code. The area or location within the project is indicated by
the next two digits in the cost code number. This concept applies
only to large projects, where there usually are distinctive features that
naturally divide the work into separate geographical areas or major
physical parts. The Example Project consists of several major segments,
including the earth dam, highway bridge, pipeline relocation, and
others. In this case, the highway bridge is assigned an area code
designation of 05. One of the values of the area code is that the code
makes it possible to associate field costs with the specific supervisors
and managers responsible for them.

3. Work type code. This seven-digit number comes after the area code and
is taken from the contractor’s master list. Costs are divided into 50 divi-
sions corresponding to the way technical specifications are organized
by the Construction Specifications Institute (CSI) MasterFormat. To
illustrate, if the type of work involved is placing and stripping abut-
ment concrete, the number 03100 is used. The 03 comes from division
3 of the specifications, concrete work. The 100 comes from the spec-
ifications section dedicated to formwork. Code numbers for specific
forming systems and materials are obtained by changing the last digit
in the master account number. For purposes of this chapter, wooden
forms are designated by 03157. Project account numbers to indicate
different form applications on the highway bridge are obtained by
placing a decimal point after the number 03157 and adding digits to
the right of the decimal point. Abutment forms are correspondingly
identified by 03157.20 (footing forms are 03157.10 and deck forms
are 03157.30).

4. Distribution code. To serve a variety of accounting purposes in addition
to that of project cost accounting, it is necessary to indicate the
category of expense involved. This is done by means of a standard
company distribution code. For example, ‘‘1’’ is total, ‘‘2’’ is material,
‘‘3’’ is labor, ‘‘4’’ is equipment, and ‘‘5’’ is subcontract; thus, the final
numeral 3 in this example cost code indicates that it is a labor charge.
With regard to the distribution code, ‘‘total’’ merely indicates an
all-inclusive cost that may include any combination of labor, material,
equipment, or subcontract cost.

A related method of developing cost codes is derived from the Work
Breakdown Structure (WBS). In this case, each level of the outline or
WBS constitutes a cost code grouping as shown above. When all levels
and all possible attributes within a level are taken together, they form a
WBS dictionary covering all project costs and schedule activities. The WBS
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dictionary is a narrative definition of the work scope represented by each
element on the project. Cost codes can be developed at the lowest WBS
level and then summarized at any level within the WBS hierarchy. This
method of cost coding is often an advantage on larger, complex projects
as it coincides with the structure used for developing all of the schedule
activities. Specifically, when a WBS is used, a structured relationship exists
between schedule activities and cost accounts. This relationship allows costs
to be applied and tracked for each individual schedule activity. Correlating
both budget and cost to each schedule activity is vital to project Earned
Value calculations discussed in Section 10.23.

10.5 Usage of Project Cost Code

Labor, materials, supplies, equipment charges, subcontract payments, over-
head costs, and other items of expense are charged to the project on which
they are incurred. To ensure that each such expenditure is properly charged
to the correct cost account, every expenditure is coded in accordance with
the project cost code system. The use of ‘‘general’’ or ‘‘miscellaneous’’ cost
accounts is poor practice and should be avoided. The job expense accounts
provide the basic information for the periodic project cost reports, which
will be discussed.

For the project cost code to serve its basic purpose, it must be understood
and used consistently by all company personnel. It is mandatory that the
project be broken down into the same established work types and that
the project cost code be used consistently for the purposes of project
estimating, general financial accounting, and field cost accounting. When
the estimator prices a new project, the work is subdivided into the standard
classifications. Reference to Figure 3.6 shows that the estimator identifies
each work quantity by its work-type code when he enters the result of
the quantity take-off on the summary sheets. The project number and
area code are assigned at a later time. The same cost code numbers and
elementary work types are used from initial estimate to project completion.
Although the project number and area code are unique to a given job, the
work-type code and distribution code are used consistently on all projects.
An important point here is that each cost account must consistently
contain the same elements of cost. For example, labor costs always must
either include, or exclude, applicable indirect costs, such as fringe benefits
and payroll taxes and insurance.

In the usage of day-to-day cost forms, and in the preparation of periodic
project cost reports, the project number and area code are not usually
included as a part of the individual cost account numbers. Rather, they
appear only in the heading of the form or report. This is also true
when cost records of completed projects are filed. Permanent files of
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cost records from past projects are a very valuable estimating resource.
The fact that historical job costs can be associated with specific projects
makes them even more beneficial. It enables the user of the cost files to
associate production rates and costs with specific project circumstances
and conditions.

10.6 Project Cost Accounting

Project cost accounting is the key ingredient in the project cost system.
It provides the basic data required for both cost control and estimating.
Cost accounting differs substantially from financial accounting, however.
Cost accounting relates solely to determining the detailed makeup of
productivity and costs associated with the production of a construction
product in the field, including the necessary overhead expense. Project
cost accounting is not separate from the contractor’s general system of
accounts; rather, it is an elaboration of the basic project expense accounts.
Cost accounting involves the continuous determination of productivity and
cost data, the analysis of this information, and the presentation of the
results in summary form.

It is thus seen that project cost accounting differs from the usual
accounting routines in that the information gathered, recorded, and
analyzed is not entirely in terms of dollars and cents. Construction cost
accounting is necessarily concerned with costs, but it is also concerned with
man-hours, equipment-hours, and the amounts of work accomplished. The
systematic and regular checking of costs is a necessary part of obtaining
reliable, time-average production information. A system that evaluates field
performance only intermittently in the form of occasional spot checks does
not provide trustworthy feedback information, either for cost control or
for estimating purposes.

Project cost accounting must strike a workable balance between too little
and too much detail. If the system is too general, it will not produce the
detailed costs necessary for meaningful management control. Excessive
detail will result in the objectives of the cost system being obscured by
masses of data and paperwork and will needlessly increase the time lag in
making the information available. The detail used in this book with regard
to the estimating and cost control of the highway bridge is reasonably
typical of actual practice in the industry.

A project cost accounting system supplements field supervision; it does
not replace it. In the final analysis, the best cost control system that a
contractor can have is skilled, experienced, and energetic field supervision.
It is important for field supervisors to realize that project cost accounting
is meant to assist them by the early detection of troublesome areas. Trade
and site supervisors are key members of the cost control team. Without
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their support and cooperation, the job cost system cannot and will not
perform satisfactorily.

10.7 Labor and Equipment Costs

It is a basic accounting principle for construction contractors that project
income and expenses be recorded by individual job. The contractor’s
financial accounting system includes project expense accounts that are
used to record every item of expense charged to any given project. Job
costs associated with materials, subcontracts, and nonlabor items of project
overhead are of a reasonably fixed nature, and cost control of these
kinds of expenses is effected mainly by disbursement controls applied to
purchase orders and subcontracts. (Section 11.15 provides more on this.)
Barring oversight or mistake during the estimating process, these costs
are determined with reasonable exactness when the job is priced, and
such costs seldom tend to vary appreciably from their budgeted amounts.
For this reason, the cost information available from the monthly cost
forecast reports (see Section 10.21) pertaining to materials, subcontracts,
and nonlabor field overhead items is normally suitable and timely enough
for ordinary cost control purposes.

Labor and equipment costs are an entirely different matter, however.
These two categories of job expense are characterized by considerable
uncertainty and can fluctuate substantially during the construction period.
These are the only categories of job expense that the contractor can
control to any extent, and they merit and need constant management
attention. However, the usual monthly cost forecast reports do not nor-
mally suffice for labor and equipment cost control. This is because the
information concerning these two categories of field expense is not
reported in adequate detail or at sufficiently short time intervals. Detailed
cost accounting methods must be used in conjunction with labor and
equipment expense if effective management control over them is to be
realized. Accordingly, the discussion of project cost accounting in this
chapter is essentially limited to these two categories of job expense and
describes the process of determining at regular intervals how much work
is being accomplished in relation to the amounts of labor and equipment
being used.

10.8 Cost Accounting Reports

Summary labor and equipment cost reports must be compiled often
enough so that excessive project costs can be detected while there is still
time to remedy them. Cost report intervals are very much a function of
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project size, duration, and nature of the work, and the type of construction
contract involved. Obviously, some kind of balance must be struck between
the cost of generating the reports and the value of the management
information received. Often daily cost reports are prepared on complex
projects involving multiple shifts. Most jobs, however, do not profit from
such frequent cost reporting. Some very large projects involving relatively
uncomplicated work classifications find monthly or even longer intervals
to be satisfactory. For most construction projects, however, cost reports are
needed more often than this.

It is generally agreed that weekly labor and equipment cost summaries
are about optimum for most construction operations, and this is the basis
for discussion here. The cutoff time can be any desired day of the week,
although contractors often match their cost system to their usual payroll
periods and also to their time-monitoring system. This matter was discussed
in Section 9.10. The cutoff times used here for weekly labor and equip-
ment cost reports will be Wednesday afternoons. We assume that this is
when the payroll periods end and weekly work quantity measurements
are made.

Daily Labor Time Card

Project Highway Bridge Project No. 200808-05 Wea ther Cloudy-windy

Date July 20 Prepared by G.A.S.

Cost Code

03
15

7.
10

.3

03
15

7.
20

.3

Time
Classification

Hourly
Rate

Employee
Number

Name Craft
Total
Hours

Gross
Amount

132 Winnowich, N. F ST 34.00 8

8

8

2

8

8

6

48
$1,318.00

8

8

8

2

8

8

8

50

$272.00

$248.00

$248.00

$66.00

$176.00

$176.00

$176.00

$1,362.00

OT

221 Clouten, S. C ST $31.00
OT

248 Schluder, L. C ST $31.00
OT

319 Mills, R. O ST $33.00
0OT

143 Gibson, E. L ST $22.00
OT

417 Sears, K. L ST $22.00

2

2
$44.00

OT

176 Sibanda, M. L ST $22.00
OT

Total Hours
Total Cost

Figure 10.1
Highway bridge, daily labor time card
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10.9 Labor Time Reporting

The source documents for labor costs and cost code allocations are labor
time cards, the same cards used for payroll purposes. They report the hours
of labor time for every tradesman and the project cost codes to which the
labor is applied. Figure 10.1 shows a typical daily time card and Figure
10.2, a weekly time card. Which of these two is used depends on company
preference and internal routines. The standard operating procedures of
many construction companies require the use of daily time cards.

When daily time cards are used, they are filled in and forwarded each
day to the company’s payroll office. The head of the card provides for
entry of the project name and number, date, weather conditions, and
the name of the person preparing the card. The body of the time card
provides the employee number, name, and craft for each person covered.
In Figures 10.1 and 10.2, the designation ‘‘F’’ indicates foreman, ‘‘C’’
indicates carpenter, ‘‘L’’ means laborer, and ‘‘O’’ denotes equipment
operator. Hours are reported as straight time (ST) or overtime (OT), as
the case may be. For each person listed, several slots are provided for the
distribution of hours to specific cost codes. Absolute precision in allocating

Weekly Labor Time Card

Craft C

Name Clouten, S. Project Highway Bridge
Employee No. 221 Project No. 200808-05
Week Ending July 21 Prepared by  S.K.S.

Time
Classification

Cost
Code

Hourly
Rate

Total
Hours

Total
CostThursday Friday Monday Tuesday Wednesday

03157.10.3 ST $31.00 8 8 $248.00
OT

03157.20.3 ST $31.00 8 8 8

8 8 8

24 $744.00
OT

03311.10.3 ST $31.00 8 8 $248.00
OT
ST
OT
ST
OT

Total
Hours

ST 8 8 40
OT

Gross Amount $248.00 $248.00 $248.00 $248.00 $248.00 $1,240.00
Weather Clear-

hot
Clear-

hot
Cloudy-

gusty
Cloudy-
windy

Cloudy-
windy

Figure 10.2
Highway bridge, weekly labor time card
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labor time is not possible; nevertheless, the need for care and reasonable
accuracy in ascribing each person’s time to the appropriate cost codes
cannot be overemphasized.

Contractors vary in how they charge their craft supervisors’ time. Some
prefer to charge it directly to the work classifications on which the supervisor
spent time. Others charge all foreman time to a supervisory account in
project overhead. Probably the most common procedure is to allocate the
time of craft supervisors who regularly work with their tools to the work-type
account. Otherwise, the time is charged to job overhead.

If weekly time cards are used, a separate card for each worker is pre-
pared to record the hours and cost codes for that week. Although the
diagrammatic arrangement of the weekly time card is different from that
of the daily time card, it contains the same payroll and cost accounting
information concerning the individual tradesman.

10.10 Time Card Preparation

The distribution of each worker’s time among cost codes is normally
the responsibility of the field supervisor (foreman), who is in the best
position to know how each worker’s time was actually spent. Usually this
information is first recorded in the foreman’s pocket time book, with the
work performed by the individuals in his crew often being described in
word form rather than by code numbers. Generally the foreman also enters
the hourly rate for each worker because it is not unusual for a person to be
assigned to work that requires different hourly rates of pay during a week,
or even in a single day. However, he does not usually extend hours and
wage rates into totals. The hourly rates shown on the time cards in Figures
10.1 and 10.2 are base wage rates only and do not include any indirect
labor costs such as payroll taxes, insurance, or fringe benefits. Nor do labor
unit costs derived from such time card information include any indirect
labor costs, a point dealt with in Section 3.15. In this text, all labor unit
costs are derived from basic wage rates only.

The importance of accurate and honest time reporting cannot be
overemphasized. On the basis of the allocation of labor (or equipment)
time to the various account numbers, cost and production data are gen-
erated. If this information is inaccurate or distorted, it can be seriously
misleading when used for estimating and cost control purposes. Loss items
must be identified as such without any attempt at cover-up by charging
time to other cost accounts whose performance has been good. By moving
work hours and costs between cost codes to hide performance problems,
field managers are guaranteeing that future estimates will contain the
same overly optimistic production rates from which they are currently
suffering.
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Figure 9.8 Highway bridge, network update as of working day 27 (July 21)
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Often the project timekeeper, cost engineer, or project manager fills
in the formal time cards rather than the foreman. The timekeeper, for
example, can collect the foreman’s time books at some convenient time
each day and fill out the time cards, adding the necessary information for
payroll and cost accounting and making the extensions.

Even if weekly time cards are used, it is preferable that the labor
distribution be made each day. Setting down the time and its allocation to
different cost codes on a daily basis eliminates the undesirable practice of
the foreman ignoring the matter until the end of the week and then trying
to enter the information from memory. Completing the labor record at
the end of every working day will materially improve the accuracy of the
distribution. It is for this and other reasons that many contractors favor the
use of daily time cards.

10.11 Measurement of Work Quantities

To determine productivity rates and unit costs, it is necessary to obtain
the hours and costs expended as well as the amounts of work put into
place. On some types of work, it may be feasible and convenient for the
field supervisors to report work quantities accomplished as of the end of
each day or each shift. It is a more common practice, however, for project
work measurements to be made at longer intervals, such as at the end
of each weekly payroll period, which is the basis for the discussion here.
Although labor costs are now being discussed, the weekly measurement of
work quantities includes all work items performed, whether accomplished
by labor, equipment, or a combination of the two. Consequently, the same
weekly work quantity determination serves for both labor and equipment
cost accounting.

Work quantities can be obtained in a variety of ways, depending on the
nature of the work involved and company management methods. Direct
field measurement, estimation of percentages completed, computation
from the contract drawings, use of the estimating sheets, and determina-
tion from network activity progress reports are all used. Direct measurement
on the job is common. This procedure is simple and straightforward on
projects that involve only a few cost code classifications. Many contracts of
the heavy, highway, or utility category are of this nature. Often there are
instances where quantities can be approximated with reasonable accuracy
by applying estimated percentages of completion to the total work quan-
tities. Although not as accurate as direct measurement, this procedure
can provide usable measures so long as more accurate determinations are
made occasionally, such as for monthly pay requests.

The field measurement of work quantities on projects that involve many
cost code classifications can become a substantial chore. Most building
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and industrial projects entail a substantial number of different cost
classifications. One convenient procedure in such cases is to mark off
and dimension the work advancement in colored pencil on a set of project
drawings reserved for that purpose. The extent of work put into place can be
indicated as of the end of each day or each week, as desired. By using differ-
ent colors and dating successive stages of progress, work quantities can be
determined from the drawings or estimating sheets as of any date desired.

The field measurement of work quantities can be, and often is, done
by the field supervisors. However, on large projects, and especially those
with many work codes, it may be desirable for the cost engineer or project
manager to carry out this function because of the time and effort required.
Weekly reports of work done are submitted on standard forms such as that
in Figure 10.3. Preprinted cards with cost codes, work description, and unit
of measure already entered can be used for reporting work quantities when
cost reports are prepared by computer.

10.12 Work Quantities from Network Activities

Project network activities used for planning, scheduling, and time control
can serve as convenient packages for determining work quantities accom-
plished in the field. The weekly progress report (see Figure 9.5), used
for project time management, submits information concerning completed
activities and percentages of completion of activities in process. However,
the activity completion information contained in the usual weekly progress
report must be translated into cost code quantities (Figure 10.3). This can
be readily accomplished by obtaining the work-type quantities associated
with each activity from the estimating sheets or project drawings.

Weekly Work Quantity Report

Project Highway Bridge Project No. 200808-05
Week Ending Wednesday, July 21 (working day 27) Prepared by S.K.S.

Cost
Code

Total
Last Report

Total
This Week

Total
to DateWork Type Unit

31361.10 Piling, steel, driving lf 1,456 560 2,016
03159.10 Footing forms, strip sf 0 360 360
03157.20 Abutment forms, place sf 0 1,810 1,810

Figure 10.3
Highway bridge, weekly work quantity report
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A note of caution is needed here, however, concerning the use of activities
to determine work quantities accomplished. Usually activity work quantities
are taken from the project drawings. For most activities, quantities indicated
by the drawings, and those actually required in the field are essentially
the same. However, there may be a difference at times, especially on
unit-price contracts. When field quantities can differ to any extent from
those indicated by the drawings, actual amounts of work items must be
measured in the field.

When using activities as the basis for work quantity determination,
the completed amounts of different work classifications can be established
readily and accurately for those activities that have been completed. The sit-
uation may be considerably different, however, where activities in progress
are involved. In the case of such an activity, its reported percentage of
completion is based more on its remaining time to completion than on
the quantities of work physically in place. The usual assumption is that the
rate at which work is accomplished is a linear variable with time. That is, if
an activity is reported as being 30 percent complete, this is normally taken
to indicate that 30 percent of the work units have been completed. For
activities of limited extent and that involve only one cost code classification,
this is usually a reasonable assumption.

However, relating work accomplishment linearly with activity time is
sometimes deceptive, especially with activities that entail more than one
elementary work classification. For instance, on the highway bridge, there
are activities that involve both forming for concrete and placing reinforcing
steel. Such an activity is accomplished by the carpenters erecting the outside
forms, the ironworkers tying the rebar, and the carpenters then putting up
the inside forms and bulkheads. At the 30 percent point in time required
for the activity—and this is what the usual progress completion report is
based on—perhaps 45 percent of the carpentry work is now done, but
none of the reinforcing steel has been placed. Written notes that routinely
accompany the weekly progress reports normally clarify such matters.
Activities that involve more than one elementary work classification must
be broken down into their component cost code classifications when the
weekly work quantity report is being prepared.

10.13 Cost Records and Reports

The procedures being used, whether manual or computerized, dictate
the methods and forms in which the field costs and production data are
recorded, analyzed, and reported. If the cost system is maintained by hand,
as can be the case with some small construction firms, some form of
workbook is needed for the recording and analysis of the cost and quantity
data. A separate record is kept of each cost account in which entry is made,
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of all labor and equipment charges allocated to that account number, and
of all quantities of that work type accomplished in the field. These cost
accounting worksheets are maintained separately from the usual project
expense ledgers that are used for recording all items of job cost.

If cost procedures are computerized, as is true with most of today’s
construction contractors, labor and equipment cost reports are generated
as an integral part of the overall payroll and accounting system. However,
regardless of whether manual or computer methods are used, the basic
data that go in, and the summarized production and cost information that
comes out, are essentially the same.

The detail used in cost reporting is adjusted according to the level
of management for which it is intended. The cost information routinely
provided to managers or supervisors must be tuned to the scope and
nature of their job responsibilities. The site superintendent on the highway
bridge would be provided with very detailed cost information concerning
all aspects of his job. The project manager of the Example Project, however,
would receive only general information concerning major aspects of the
highway bridge. Obviously, the project manager can request and receive
additional details where the cost performance on some job item has been
unsatisfactory.

10.14 Weekly Labor Reports

Weekly labor reports can be prepared on either a man-hour or cost basis.
That is, labor productivity can be monitored in terms of either man-hours
per unit of work (production rates) or cost per unit of work (unit prices).
Which of these methods is used is a function of project size, type of work
involved, and project management procedures. Where man-hour control
is used, a budget of man-hours per unit of work is prepared. In this regard,
total man-hours usually are used with no attempt to subdivide labor time
by trade specialty, such as so many hours of carpenter time and so many
of ironworker time. Total man-hour estimates are based on an ‘‘average’’
crew mix for each work type.

During field operations, actual man-hours and work quantities are
obtained. This makes possible a direct comparison of actual to budgeted
productivity. Such an approach, of course, reflects productivity but not
cost. The approach is simple to implement and avoids many problems
associated with labor cost analysis. One such problem occurs on projects
that require long periods of time to complete. Wage rates may be increased
several times during the life of such a job. When the project cost is first
being estimated, educated guesses are made about what the wage raises
are likely to be. What this means is that labor costs on long-term jobs often
are estimated without exact knowledge of the wage rates that actually will
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apply during the construction process. As a result, actual labor wage rates
during the work period may turn out to be different from those rates
used in preparing the original control budget. Thus, labor costs produced
by the project cost system are not directly comparable to the budget. To
make valid cost comparisons, it is necessary either to adjust these costs to
a common wage-rate basis or to work in terms of man-hours rather than
labor costs.

In the foregoing case, man-hours can serve as a very effective basis for
labor cost control. However, for most construction applications, including
smaller projects such as the highway bridge, labor cost analysis is more
widely applied than is man-hour analysis. For this reason, the labor cost
reports discussed here are all based on costs.

10.15 Weekly Labor Cost Report

Once a week, labor costs obtained from the time cards are matched to
the work quantities produced. The results of this analysis are summarized
in a weekly labor cost report, two different forms of which are illustrated
in Figures 10.4 and 10.5. These labor reports classify and summarize all
labor costs incurred on the highway bridge up through the effective date
of the report (July 21). The labor costs in these two reports are direct labor
costs only and do not include indirect labor costs. These reports provide
job management with detailed information concerning the current status
of labor costs and indicate how these costs compare with those estimated.
Both of the labor report forms are designed to identify immediately those
work classifications that have excessive labor costs and to give an indication
of how serious those overruns are. Labor cost reports vary considerably in
format and content from one construction company to another, although
all such report forms are designed to convey much the same kind of
management information.

Figure 10.4 is a comprehensive weekly cost report for the highway
bridge, which summarizes labor costs as budgeted, for the week being
reported and to date. Not all cost report forms include costs for the week
being reported. These values can be of significance, however, in indicating
downward or upward trends in labor costs. The labor report form in
Figure 10.4 involves work quantities as well as labor expense and yields
unit costs for each work type. Unit costs, obtained by dividing the total
labor cost in each work category by the respective total quantity, enable
direct comparisons to be made between actual costs and costs as budgeted.
In Figure 10.4, the budgeted quantity, budgeted direct labor cost, and
budgeted labor unit cost for each work type are taken from the project
budget, Figure 3.10. The other quantities and labor costs are actual values,
either for the week reported or to date.



Weekly Labor Cost Report

Project Highway Bridge Project No. 200808-05
Week ending July 21 (working day 27) Prepared by S.K.S.

Quantity Labor Unit Cost To Date Projected

Cost
Code

(1)

This
Week

(5)

To
Date
(6)

This
Week

(9)

To
Date
(10)

This
Week
(12)

To
Date
(13)

Work Type 
(2)

Unit
(3)

Budget
(4)

Budget
(11)

Savings
(14)

Loss
(15)

Savings
(16)

Loss
(17)

31220.10.3 Excavation, unclassified cy 1,667 0 1,667 $2,643 $2,643 $0 $2,459 $1.59 - $1.48 $184 $184

31222.10.3 Excavation, structural cy 120 0 120 $2,985 $2,985 $0 $3,353 $24.88 - $27.94 $368 $368

31350.00.3 Piledriving, rig mob. & demob. job – – – * $4,374 * $4,374 $0 $4,004 $4,374 - $4,004 $370 $370

31361.10.3 Piling, steel, driving lf 2,240 560 2,016 $8,224 $7,402 $6,373 $15,762 $3.67 $11.38 $7.82 $8,360 $9,293**

03150.10.3 Footing forms, fabricate sf 360 0 360 $936 $936 $0 $963 $2.60 - $2.68 $27 $27

03150.20.3 Abutment forms, prefabricate sf 1,810 0 1,810 $3,548 $3,548 $0 $2,780 $1.96 - $1.54 $768 $768

03157.10.3 Footing forms, place sf 720 0 360 $360 $180 $0 $165 $0.50 - $0.46 $15 $30

03159.10.3 Footing forms, strip sf 720 360 360 $158 $79 $48 $48 $0.22 $0.13 $0.13 $31 $62

03157.20.3 Abutment forms, place sf 3,620 1,810 1,810 $7,312 $3,656 $3,504 $3,504 $2.02 $1.94 $1.94 $152 $304

03311.10.3 Concrete, footing, place cy 120 0 60 $1,200 $600 $0 $554 $10.00 - $9.23 $46 $92

*67% of budget for mobilization Subtotals $1,566 $8,755 $1,810 $9,688
**Based on last week, will probably be $10,087 Totals → $7,189 $7,878→

Direct Labor Cost

Budget
To Date

(8)
Budget

(7)

Figure 10.4
Highway bridge, weekly labor cost report (#1)
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When the total quantity of a given work item has been completed,
its to-date and projected savings or loss figures are obtained merely by
subtracting its actual total labor cost from its budgeted total cost. When a
work item has been only partially accomplished, the to-date savings or loss
of that work item is obtained by multiplying the quantity in place to date
by the underrun or overrun of the unit price. The projected savings or
loss for each work type can be obtained in different ways. In Figure 10.4,
it is determined by assuming that the unit cost to date will continue to
the completion of that work type. Multiplying the total estimated quantity
by the underrun or overrun of the unit price to date yields the projected
savings or loss figure. Another way the projected values can be computed
is through the use of unit-price trends. Recent unit costs can be used to
forecast final cost variances.

The projected savings and loss figures in columns 16 and 17 of Figure
10.4 afford a quick, informative summary of how the project is doing
insofar as labor cost is concerned. Those work types with labor overruns are
identified, together with the financial consequences if nothing changes.
To illustrate, the effect of the underground boulders on the pile driving
for abutment #2 (discussed in Section 9.11) is now obvious and probably
will account for a direct labor cost overrun of more than $8,000. Some
labor cost reports indicate the trend for each cost code; that is, whether
the unit cost involved has been increasing or decreasing. This information
can be helpful in assessing whether a given cost overrun is improving or
worsening and in evaluating the efficacy of cost reduction efforts.

Again, consider the case of the underground boulders and their effect
on pile driving at abutment #2. Although the computer may project
future costs based on unit costs to date, the cost engineer should consider
overriding this calculation based on field observations. It appears that
pile-driving productivity is not going to improve and the unit cost for the
most recent week is a better indicator of the cost to finish the work. In such
a case, the cost overrun on this account is likely to be $10,087.

Figure 10.5 is an alternative form of weekly labor cost report that shows
actual and budgeted labor costs to date for each cost classification. In this
figure, the budgeted total quantities and budgeted total labor cost for each
cost code are obtained from the project budget, Figure 3.10. The actual
work quantities and labor costs to date are cumulative totals for each work
classification obtained from the time cards and weekly quantity reports.
Column 10 of Figure 10.5 shows the cost difference as column 8 minus
column 9, with a positive difference indicating that the cost, as estimated,
exceeds the actual cost to date. Hence, in column 10, a positive number
is desirable; a negative number is undesirable. The deviation is the actual
cost to date (column 9) divided by the estimated cost to date (column 8).
A deviation of less than 1 indicates that labor costs are within the budget
whereas a deviation of more than 1 indicates a cost overrun.



Weekly Labor Cost Report

Project Highway Bridge Project No. 200808-05
Week ending July 21 (working day 27) Prepared by S.K.S.

Total
Quantity

Budgeted
(4)

Total
Quantity
to Date 

(5)

Percent
Completed

(6)

Budgeted
Direct
Labor

(7)

Budgeted
Labor

to Date 
(8)

Actual
Labor

to Date 
(9)

Cost
Code

(1)

Cost
Difference

(10)
Work Type 

(2)
Unit
(3)

Deviation
(11)

31220.10.3 Excavation, unclassified cy 1,667 1,667 100.00% $2,643 $2,643 $2,459 ($184) 0.93
31222.10.3 Excavation, structural cy 120 120 100% $2,985 $2,985 $3,353 $368 1.12
31350.00.3 Piledriving, rig mob. & demob. job – – 100% * $4,374 $4,374 $4,004 ($370) 0.92
31361.10.3 Piling, steel, driving lf 2,240 2,016 90% $8,221 $7,399 $15,762 $8,363 2.13
03150.10.3 Footing forms, fabricate sf 360 360 100% $936 $936 $963 $27 1.03
03150.20.3 Abutment forms, prefabricate sf 1,810 1,810 100% $3,548 $3,548 $2,780 ($768) 0.78
03157.10.3 Footing forms, place sf 720 360 50% $360 $180 $165 ($15) 0.92
03159.10.3 Footing forms, strip sf 720 360 50% $158 $79 $48 ($31) 0.61
03157.20.3 Abutment forms, place sf 3,620 1,810 50% $7,312 $3,656 $3,504 ($152) 0.96
03311.10.3 Concrete, footing, place cy 120 60 50% $1,200 $600 $554 ($46) 0.92

Totals to Date $26,400 $33,592 $7,192 1.27
*67% of budget for mobilization

Figure 10.5
Highway bridge, weekly labor cost report (#2)
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Although column 10 does indicate the magnitude of the labor cost
variation for each cost code, it does not indicate the relative seriousness of
the cost overruns. The deviation is of value in this regard because it shows
the relative magnitude of labor cost variance. For those work types not yet
completed, the cost differences listed in column 10 of Figure 10.5 do not
always check exactly with the to-date savings and loss values in Figure 10.4.
These small variations are caused by the rounding off of numbers and are
inconsequential.

10.16 Equipment Cost Accounting

When equipment costs constitute a substantial portion of the cost of con-
struction, the determination and analysis of field equipment expenses are
an important part of project cost accounting. Equipment accounts for a sub-
stantial proportion of the cost of highway, heavy, and utility construction,
and the control of equipment expense on such projects is as important as
the control of labor costs. Equipment expense, like labor cost, is inherently
uncertain and subject to unpredictable variations. The management and
control of equipment expense requires a comprehensive equipment cost
accounting system. The objectives of equipment cost accounting are the
same as those discussed for labor costs. Management requires timely cost
and production information for effective project cost control, and estima-
tors need equipment productivity data to estimate the costs of future work.
Only major equipment items require detailed cost study, however. Less
expensive items, such as power saws, concrete vibrators, and hand-operated
soil compactors, do not merit or receive detailed cost analysis.

During the field construction period, the equipment cost accounting sys-
tem determines how many hours each equipment unit is in operation and
the project work accounts to which these hours apply. Using equipment
hourly rates, equipment costs are determined periodically for each work
type. These costs are matched with work quantities produced, and equip-
ment unit prices are computed. The actual equipment costs are compared
with those budgeted in weekly equipment cost reports. The equipment
time rates of expenses charged against the project are those used when the
job was initially cost estimated. (The determination of these equipment
budget rates was discussed in Section 3.18.) Equipment cost accounting is,
in most respects, similar to that for labor. It should be noted, though, that
most weekly equipment cost reports only report equipment rental (whether
internal or outside rates apply) and direct operating costs. Maintenance
costs frequently occur days or weeks after the equipment has completed
the subject work quantities and therefore are difficult to include. In some
cases, an estimated maintenance cost may be assigned based on historical
maintenance records. On many projects the maintenance costs are fairly
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uniform and their exclusion or estimation becomes insignificant, but in
some heavy/highway projects, material type, haul distance, equipment
size mismatches, or equipment abuse can constitute a significant and fre-
quently invisible additional unit cost. This effect should be recognized by
the project manager and monitored, if necessary.

10.17 Charging Equipment to the Project

The accounting procedures used to charge construction projects with the
ownership and operating costs of equipment vary substantially from one
contractor to another. On projects that have relatively modest equipment
requirements, contractors frequently will charge all equipment costs to a
single equipment cost account and make no attempt to distribute these
expenses to the work types on which the equipment actually was used. This
procedure is not suitable or adequate, however, for projects where large
spreads of equipment are involved.

A more common approach to charging equipment costs to projects is
to assign equipment expense to the appropriate work accounts, just as is
done with labor. A charge equal to the budget rate times the number of
equipment hours, weeks, or months worked is made during the progress
of the work in the field and is charged against the cost accounts involved.
At the same time, an equal, but opposite, credit is made to the account
of that equipment unit. This is the same equipment account discussed in
Section 3.18. In essence, what the contractor is doing is establishing, on
paper only, a separate company that owns, services, and maintains all of the
major equipment and rents it to the contractor at predetermined rates. All
equipment costs, exclusive of labor, are charged to this fictitious company
through the medium of ascribing them to the individual equipment
accounts. The contractor assesses the cost of equipment usage to its job by
charging the individual project work accounts at the established internal
rental rates. These same equipment charges are credited to each equipment
account as a rental payment.

This equipment accounting procedure provides a cumulative record of
expenses and earnings for each major equipment unit. How the figures
compare provides company management with invaluable information con-
cerning equipment use, maintenance, costs, and replacement. In short, the
company knows which machines are paying their way and which are not. It
is the policy of many construction firms that, when the annual costs of an
equipment item exceed its annual earnings, it is either replaced or sold. The
internal rental rates used to charge equipment time to projects are based on
time-average ownership and operating expenses, which actually vary over
the service life of the equipment. To illustrate, investment costs decrease
and repair costs increase with equipment age. However, the use of lifetime
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average costs is the only way to have each project bear its proper share of the
ultimate total expense associated with any particular equipment item. When
equipment budget rates are assessed to a job, this is an all-inclusive charge.
Correspondingly, the costs of fuel, lubrication, maintenance, repairs, and
other such equipment expenses are not charged to the job on which they
are actually incurred but to the applicable equipment accounts.

10.18 Equipment Time Reports

Because equipment costs are expressed as a time rate of expense, time
reporting is the starting point for equipment cost accounting. Equipment
time is kept in much the same way as labor time. Where major equipment
items are involved, a common procedure is to have the equipment super-
visor make out daily or weekly equipment time cards, which include each
equipment item on the job. Equipment time cards are separate from, and
in addition to, the operators’ time cards. This procedure has merit because,
by using different time cards, separate reportings are available for payroll
and labor cost accounting purposes and for equipment cost accounting.
In addition, equipment items such as pumps and air compressors may not
have full-time operators and could otherwise be overlooked. Figure 10.6 is
a typical daily equipment time card.

The equipment time card performs the same cost accounting function as
the labor time card. By allocating equipment times to the proper cost codes,

31
36

1.
10

.4

03
15

7.
20

.4

Daily Equipment Time Card

Project Highway Bridge Project No. 200808.05 Weather Cloudy-windy

Date July 20 Prepared by S.K.S.

Cost Code

Total HoursEquipment
No.

Hourly
Rate

Total
CostEquipment Type Operator W R I

411 50-ton crane Mills $105.00 8 8 0 $840.00
235 450 cfm compressor — $14.00 6 1 7 1 0

0 2

0
$98.00

662 1-cy backhoe Milne $37.00 8 6 $296.00

Total Cost $1,220.00 $14.00 $1,234.00

Figure 10.6
Highway bridge, daily equipment time card
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it is possible to determine the equipment costs chargeable to the various
work types. Accuracy of time allocation to cost codes is just as important
for equipment as it is for labor, if reliable information is to be obtained
for purposes of cost control and estimating. Even if a weekly time card is
used, it is preferable that the time information be entered on a daily basis.
Just as with labor time, distributing the equipment time daily is conducive
to better accuracy. Someone other than the field supervisor, such as the
cost engineer, may fill out the time card and enter the budget rates of the
individual equipment items reported and make the cost extensions.

Figure 10.6 records equipment time as working time (W), repair time (R),
and idle time (I). Excessive equipment idle time (it may be difficult to get
this item reported honestly) may indicate field management problems, such
as too much equipment on the job, lack of operator skill, improper balance
of the equipment spread, or poor field supervision. Appreciable repair time
can indicate inadequate equipment maintenance, worn-out equipment,
severe working conditions, or operator abuse. Job accidents, inclement
weather, unanticipated job problems, and unfavorable site conditions can
also cause substantial unproductive time.

10.19 Weekly Equipment Cost Report

Once each week, equipment costs are matched with the corresponding
quantities of work produced. Work quantities are derived from the weekly
quantity report discussed in Sections 10.11 and 10.12. By following the
same process as has been described for labor, a weekly equipment cost
report is prepared. An equipment cost report summarizes all equipment
costs incurred on the project up through the effective date of the report.
Either of the two cost report forms used for labor (Figures 10.4 and 10.5)
can be used for equipment. Figure 10.7 is a frequently used format for
weekly equipment cost reports. As can be seen, this figure is very similar
to the weekly labor cost report form shown in Figure 10.4. Figure 10.7
serves to inform project management, in a quick and concise manner,
how equipment costs are faring and of those work items where costs are
exceeding the budget. The equipment report form in Figure 10.7 presents
both work quantities and equipment expense and yields actual unit costs
for each work type. Comparing the estimated with the actual equipment
unit costs discloses where equipment costs are overrunning the project
budget. The budgeted quantity, budgeted equipment cost, and budgeted
equipment unit cost for each work type are taken from the project budget,
Figure 3.10. The other quantities and equipment costs are actual values,
either for the week reported or to date.

In Figure 10.7, the to-date and projected savings and loss values summa-
rizes the equipment cost experience on the highway bridge up through



Quantity Equipment Unit Cost To Date Projected

Cost
Code

(1)

This
Week

(5)

To
Date
(6)

This
Week

(9)

To
Date
(10)

This
Week
(12)

To
Date
(13)

Work Type 
(2)

Unit
(3)

Budget
(4)

Budget
(11)

Savings
(14)

Loss
(15)

Savings
(16)

Loss
(17)

Direct Equipment Cost

Budget
To Date

(8)
Budget

(7)

Weekly Equipment Cost Report

Project Highway Bridge Project No.
Week ending July 21 (working day 27) Prepared by S.K.S.

31220.10.4 Excavation, unclassified cy 1,667 0 1,667 $929 $929 - $870 $0.56 - $0.52 $59 $59
31222.10.4 Excavation, structural cy 120 0 120 $555 $555 - $646 $4.63 - $5.38 $91 $91

31350.00.4 Piledriving, rig mob. & demob. job – – – * $3,650 * $3,650 - $3,399 $3,650 - $3,399 $251 $251

31361.10.4 Piling, steel, driving lf 2,240 560 2,016 $5,728 $5,155 $6,692 $12,144 $2.56 $11.95 $6.02 $6,989 ** $7,765

03157.20.4 Abutment forms, place sf 3,620 1,810 1,810 $2,520 $1,260 $1,225 $1,225 $0.70 $0.68 $0.68 $35 $70

03311.10.4 Concrete, footing, place cy 120 0 60 $685 $342 - $329 $5.71 - $5.48 $13 $27

*67% of budget for mobilization Subtotals $358 $7,080 $407 $7,856

**Based on last week, will probably be $9,093 Totals → $6,722 → $7,449

2008008-05

Figure 10.7
Highway bridge, weekly equipment cost report
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July 21. Of the work types that have been accomplished or that are in
progress, only the equipment expense involved with the driving of the steel
pilings gives serious concern. As of July 21, this item of work was 90 percent
completed, and its equipment cost had overrun the budget by $6,989.
There is every indication that this work category will incur an equipment
expense loss of about $7,765 by the time it is finally completed.

As described in Section 10.15, the cost engineer would be well advised to
footnote this loss with the comment that the loss is more likely to be $9,093
based on the production experience of the past week.

10.20 Special Aspects of Equipment Charges

The usual procedure for charging equipment ownership and operating
costs to construction projects was discussed in Section 10.17. There are,
however, some aspects of equipment charges that require special arrange-
ments. For example, some equipment expenses are not included in the
usual hourly budget rates. The costs of move-in, erection, dismantling,
and move-out are fixed costs that cannot be incorporated into time rates
of expense. Such costs normally are charged to appropriate job overhead
accounts and are not included in the equipment hourly or monthly rates.

With regard to equipment charged to the project at an hourly rate, the
handling of idle and repair time is a matter of company policy. Several dif-
ferent procedures are followed in this regard. Probably the most common
approach is to charge the project at the established internal rates for the
full working day for each piece of equipment on the job. However, credit is
given for repair time and for idle time caused by weather and other uncon-
trollable factors. The significance of this procedure is that the job is charged

Monthly Cost Forecast Report

Highway Bridge
Period Ending July 31

Materials Labor
Cost
Code

(1)

Cost
to Date 

(4)

Est. to 
Complete

(5)

Cost
to Date 

(8)

Est. to 
Complete

(9)
Description

(2)
Budget

(3)
Variance

(6)
Budget

(7)
Variance

(10)

01 General Requirements $0 $0 $0 $0 $12,360 $7,787 $4,248 $325
31 Sitework $72,279 $79,176 $0 ($6,897) $23,253 $28,127 $0 $4,874
03 Concrete $50,748 $26,201 $23,291 $1,256 $38,639 $16,856 $21,193 $590
05 Metals $82,764 $0 $82,764 $0 $5,467 $0 $5,467 $0
09 Finishes $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Figure 10.8
Highway bridge, monthly cost forecast report
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for all equipment on the site whether it is used or not. This policy can
materially assist in controlling underusage of equipment. Where standby
equipment units are purposely kept on a job to handle emergencies, the
project is often charged only with the ownership expense involved.

Where the project is charged with extensive periods of equipment idle
time, it is probably best to charge the individual cost accounts with net
operating hours, plus ordinary or usual idle time. The excessive idle
time can be charged to a special overhead account. The reason for this
accounting maneuver is that the equipment cost charged to a given work
item is used to compute summary information for purposes of cost control
and estimating. The use of the special account avoids having excessive idle
time distort the reported equipment unit costs.

10.21 Monthly Cost Forecast

The discussions so far in this chapter have described how weekly labor and
equipment cost reports are generated and the information they contain.
Material and subcontract expenses also are incurred on the project, but
these two cost categories are not as volatile as labor and equipment and
do not require constant and detailed monitoring. Nevertheless, all project
costs must be summarized and reported at regular intervals, monthly being
common. The report used for this purpose also forecasts the final total job
cost. Figure 10.8 presents a form of cost forecast report used to inform
project management each month concerning the overall financial position
of the job.

Project No. 200008-05
Prepared by S.K.S.

Equipment Subcontracts Totals

Cost
to Date 

(12)

Est. to 
Complete

(13)

Cost
to Date 

(16)

Est. to 
Complete

(17)

Cost
to Date 

(20)

Est. to 
Complete

(21)

Estimated
Final Cost 

(22)

Estimated
Variance

(23)

Percent
Complete

(24)
Budget

(11)
Variance

(14)
Budget

(15)
Variance

(18)
Budget

(19)

$4,444 $3,018 $1,240 $186 $0 $0 $0 $0 $16,804 $10,805 $5,488 $16,293 ($511) 66%
$13,323 $19,735 $0 $6,412 $0 $0 $0 $0 $108,855 $127,038 $0 $127,038 $18,183 100%
$9,579 $5,422 $4,082 $75 $0 $0 $0 $0 $98,966 $48,479 $48,566 $97,045 ($11,921) 50%
$2,520 $0 $2,520 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $90,751 $0 $90,751 $90,751 $0 0%

$0 $0 $0 $0 $8,550 $0 $8,550 $0 $8,550 $0 $8,550 $8,550 $0 0%

$323,926 $186,322 $153,355 $339,677 $15,751 55%
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To prepare a cost forecast report, the information shown in Figure
10.8 pertaining to materials, labor, equipment, and subcontracts is first
computed for each elementary work type on the job. These values are then
combined and costs are presented only for the major work classifications,
as indicated by Figure 10.8. Summary costs are listed for materials, labor,
equipment, and subcontracts. Using labor as an example, column 7 lists
the total budgeted labor cost for each major cost code listed. Following this
is the total labor cost to date and the estimated total labor cost to complete
each work account. The variance, column 10, is obtained by subtracting
the budgeted cost (column 7) from the sum of costs to date (column
8) and the estimated cost to complete (column 9). Variance is thus the
difference between the anticipated actual cost and budget. A negative value
of variance is the amount by which the actual cost is expected to exceed
the estimated cost. A positive variance is, of course, just the opposite. The
costs shown under materials, equipment, and subcontracts are obtained in
the same fashion.

Column 19 in Figure 10.8 is obtained as the sum of the budgeted
labor, material, equipment, and subcontract costs. Columns 20 and 21 are
similarly calculated. The estimated total final cost (column 22) for each
cost category is obtained by adding the total cost to date (column 20) to
the total estimated cost to complete (column 21). The variance (column
23) is the total budgeted cost (column 19) subtracted from the estimated
total final cost (column 22). The percent completed (column 24) for each
major cost code is obtained by dividing the total cost to date (column 20)
by the estimated total final cost (column 22). The algebraic sum of the total
variance values (column 23) is the amount by which, it now appears, the
actual cost will be less than, or more than, the budgeted cost for the total
project. In Figure 10.8, it appears that, as of July 30, the actual total cost
of constructing the highway bridge will be $15,751 more than had been
originally estimated.

For completed items, the actual final cost is used for the estimated
total final cost. The usual assumption for work under way is that it will be
finished at its current cost rate and that unstarted work will be completed as
budgeted. Exceptions to this occur when better cost information is available
or reduced unit costs reflecting learning curve effects are in order.

This method of cost reporting does not differentiate between or identify
whether schedule issues or cost issues or a combination of the two has
caused the $15,751 variance. The introduction of new cost analysis tools
such as time-cost envelopes and the Earned Value Management System
provide managers with a means of objectively identifying the root causes
of reported variances on the project that go well beyond the capabilities of
standard monthly cost forecasts.
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10.22 Time-Cost Envelope

In this chapter, methods have been discussed that enable project man-
agement to check actual field costs against an established budget. The
principal emphasis has been to provide detailed cost information and fore-
casts for use by field supervisors. There is also a need for a more general
kind of cost report that provides a quick and concise picture of the overall
cost status of the project. This summary information is for use by top
project management, owners, lending agencies, and others. The monthly
cost forecast report of the previous section can serve in this regard. Project
time-cost envelopes are graphical cost summaries that are also used for
job-cost monitoring.

A cost envelope is obtained by plotting cumulative estimated job costs
against construction time. Two such curves are drawn, one on the basis
of an early-start schedule and the other on a late-start basis. This concept
was discussed in Section 9.19. Figure 10.9 shows a typical project time-cost
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Figure 10.9
Time-cost envelope
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envelope. Each month the total actual cost to date is plotted. These
values are shown in Figure 10.9 as small circles. Alone, this information is
inconclusive, but when the budgeted cost of the work accomplished to date
is plotted concurrently, several aspects of the project cost and time status
emerge. The budgeted costs to date are shown as crosses in Figure 10.9.

To illustrate how the cost information in Figure 10.9 is interpreted, note
the project cost status as of the end of the third month. This is indicated
as ‘‘present date’’ in the figure. The actual cost to date plots above the
budgeted cost to date, indicating a cost overrun for the project as a whole.
The same situation existed at the end of the previous month, and the
cost overrun is increasing. The budgeted cost to date appears near the
early-start curve of the cost envelope, indicating that the project is well
within the schedule time limits.

Based on the monthly cost forecast report as of the end of the third
month, a new cost envelope can be generated from the ‘‘present date’’
through the end of the job. This projection in Figure 10.9 shows that
there is a projected project cost overrun and a projected early completion.
Time-cost envelopes, such as shown in Figure 10.9, are excellent for
graphically displaying time and cost trends for the total project.

10.23 Earned Value Management System

The Earned Value Management System (EVMS), sometimes referred to as
Cost/Schedule Control Systems Criteria, is an extension of the time-cost
envelope principle. Originally developed by industrial engineers to gauge
plant output performance, EVMS compares the physical work accom-
plished to date with both the actual cost expenditure and the planned
work to be accomplished. This three-dimensional comparison determines
the earned value on a project and forms the basis for a more accurate
projection of final project cost than can be calculated simply by contrasting
actual costs with planned funds.

Earned Value calculations and project performance projections are
based on three fundamental variables:

1. Budgeted cost of work performed (BCWP). The cumulative budgeted value
of all of the work activities accomplished to date. It is analogous to the
budgeted cost of the work accomplished discussed in Section 10.22
and is calculated by adding up the cost budgets assigned to each of the
schedule activities accomplished as of the present date. The BCWP is
therefore the ‘‘earned value’’ of the project to date.

2. Budgeted cost of work scheduled (BCWS). The cumulative planned value
of all of the work activities to have been accomplished in the baseline
schedule to date. As with time-cost envelopes, this can be any value
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between the early-start valuation curve and the late-start valuation
curve but is most often taken to be the valuation calculated by
accumulating planned progress against the early dates in the schedule.

3. Actual cost of work performed (ACWP). The cumulative actual cost for
work completed to date. In Section 10.22, this was referred to as the
actual cost to date and is simply the accrued total cost for all work
accomplished up through the present date.

As with time-cost envelopes, Figure 10.10 illustrates that these variables
can be plotted on a time-cost graph to graphically demonstrate project
status and performance. By comparing the BCWP, BCWS, and ACWP, the
project manager can calculate to-date variances in schedule, forecasted
schedule slippage at project completion, to-date variances in cost, and
any forecasted cost overexpenditures. The cumulative cost variance (CV)
on the project is calculated by subtracting the ACWP from the BCWP.
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Similarly, cumulative schedule variance (SV) is calculated by subtracting
the BCWS from the BCWP. This variance is calculated as a currency value
rather than as a division of time. This is because it measures the difference
between the planned value scheduled and the earned value achieved, with
value measured as a currency.

In order to effectively normalize the measurement of project perfor-
mance effectively, schedule and cost variances can be converted into
unit-less indices used to benchmark projects of differing volumes or to
forecast completion performance using interim measurements taken at
regular updates during the project. The Cost Performance Index (CPI)
and the Schedule Performance Index (SPI) are calculated in this way:

CPI = BCWP / ACWP

SPI = BCWP / BCWS

Therefore, an index value of greater than 1 indicates positive perfor-
mance against plan, where as a value of less than 1 demands management
intervention. A CPI of 0.80 would indicate that for every dollar spent on
the project, only 80 cents of planned value was achieved, with a 20 percent
pure cost overrun, while an SPI of 1.20 indicates that for every dollar of
work planned to be accomplished on the project, $1.20 worth of work
was completed during that time period, with work being completed 20
percent faster than planned. Taken together, these indices would suggest
that the project has been accelerated to achieve and early completion date
at additional project cost.

This result illustrates a key differentiator between standard budget versus
actual cost comparisons and EVMS. The ability of EVMS to clearly separate
variances into their cost and schedule components, provides the project
manager with a quantitative and objective means of identifying the root
cause of project performance issues.

10.24 Forecasting Final Project Results Using the EVMS

The CPI and SPI also also be used to forecast the project’s estimate at
completion (EAC). This often is accomplished by using both the CPI
and SPI to calculate a statistical range for the most likely project cost at
completion. This range occurs between EAC1 and EAC2, and is calculated
in this way:

EAC1 = ACWP + (BAC − BCWP) / CPI

EAC2 = ACWP + (BAC − BCWP) / (CPI × SPI)

where BAC is the budget at completion.
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Therefore, the EAC range for the highway bridge using a calculated CPI
of 0.93 and an SPI of 0.92 assessed on day 27 would be:

EAC1 = $157, 582 + ($390, 214 − $147, 011)/0.93 = $418, 273

EAC2 = $157, 582 + ($390, 214 − $147, 011)/(0.93 × 0.91)

= $442, 409

This projection would indicate that the estimate at completion will most
likely range between $418,273 and $442,409. Stated another way, this
calculation assumes that the cumulative project cost inefficiency to date
will continue through the end of the project but may be further aggravated
by continued delays to the project schedule.

The project manager generally will use a combination of empirical and
statistical data to forecast the project estimate at completion. At each project
update, once the project manager has forecasted the EAC, EVMS can be
used to calculate the required CPI needed to achieve this estimated target.
This is referred to as the to-complete CPI (TCPI) and is calculated as:

TCPI = (BAC − BCWP) / (EAC − ACWP)

TCPI is useful in helping focus project teams on the road ahead.
By allocating TCPI to specific activities assigned to individual project
supervisors, the project manager’s completion strategy can be cascaded in
a meaningful way to those in the best position to take appropriate action.

10.25 Special Cost Accounting Problems

Numerous practical considerations give rise to special problems concerning
the proper operation of a project cost accounting system. Satisfactory
solution of these problems can be fundamental to the success or failure of
a project cost system. It follows, therefore, that project management must
be aware of such difficulties and take appropriate steps to solve them. The
discussion here is meant merely to afford some specific examples and not
to be an exhaustive review of all such cases.

Usually equipment expense is directly chargeable to a single project
work account. However, often there are occasions where this is not true,
and equipment costs must be accumulated in ‘‘suspense’’ or ‘‘clearing’’
accounts until such time as they can be distributed to the proper cost
accounts. Many examples of this could be cited, but one might be a central
concrete-mixing plant, consisting of many separate equipment units, that
is producing concrete for several different cost accounts. Expenses for
equipment of this type can be collected into a suspense account and be
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periodically distributed equitably to the appropriate cost accounts on the
basis of quantities involved. Thus, each cost account is charged in the same
manner as if the concrete had been purchased from an outside company.
Ultimately all suspense account costs must be charged to the end-use
accounts, leaving a zero balance.

A different case involves an equipment item that serves many different
operations. A tower crane on a high-rise building might be such an
example. Over a short period of time, this crane could handle structural
steel, concrete, masonry, reinforcing steel, doorframes, electrical conduit,
pipe, and any number of other materials. Allocation of this crane’s time to
specific cost codes would be an all-but-impossible task. A common approach
is to establish a special cost category for the crane in project overhead. All
crane costs are charged to this account with no effort made to distribute its
time to specific work classifications.

Accounting for bulk materials is another common example of the use
of clearing accounts. Stock items, such as lumber, pipe, and unfabricated
reinforcing steel, ultimately may be used in conjunction with many different
cost accounts. In such cases, a clearing account is created to accumulate
all costs associated with the materials until they are put to use. As they are
used, the suspense account is credited and the appropriate work accounts
are charged.

A different kind of cost accounting problem is encountered when an
owner imposes on the contractor a set of cost codes that differ from the
contractor’s own system. Owners sometimes have need for particular cost
information for purposes of capital depreciation, taxation, and insurance.
Some owners, such as public utilities, may require cost values that fit stan-
dard account classifications imposed by regulatory agencies. Construction
contracts of this kind can require the contractor to maintain project costs
in two or even three different coding systems; however, computers usually
can automate conversion from one system to another.

10.26 Production Cost Reduction

The project cost reports generated by the cost accounting system make
it possible for job management to assess the cost status of the work and
to pinpoint those work areas where expenses are excessive. In this way,
management attention is focused quickly on those work classifications that
need it. If the project expense information is developed promptly, it may
be possible to bring the offending costs back into line. In actual fact, of
course, project cost control starts when the job is first priced, because
this is when the control budget is established. No amount of management
expertise or corrective action can salvage a project that was priced too
low in the beginning. In this regard, there likely will always be some work
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classifications whose actual costs will exceed those estimated. The project
manager is primarily responsible for getting the total project built for the
estimated cost. If some costs go over, it is hoped that savings in other areas
can counterbalance them.

Having identified where production costs are excessive, project manage-
ment must then decide just what to do about them, if indeed anything
can be done. Certainly, the hourly rates for labor and equipment are not
controllable by management. The only real opportunity for cost control
resides in the area of improving production rates. This element of work
performance can, to a degree, be favorably influenced by skilled field
supervision, astute job management, energetic resource expediting, and
the improved makeup of labor crews and selection of equipment.

Any efforts to improve field production must be based on detailed
knowledge of the pertinent facts. If the cause of excessive costs is not
identified specifically, a satisfactory solution is not likely to be found.
It is impossible to generalize on this particular matter, but certainly the
treatment must be gauged to the disease. In the usual case, full cooperation
between the field supervisors and project management is needed before
any real cost improvement can be realized. Field supervisors play a key role
in implementing corrective procedures. There are no precise guidelines for
reducing excessive project costs. The effectiveness of corrective procedures
depends largely on the ingenuity, resourcefulness, and energy of the people
involved.

Production costs often are too high early in the construction process but
tend to become lower as the work progresses. For instance, the unit costs
of forming abutment #1 on the highway bridge would be expected to be
higher than those for the second abutment. One reason for this is that,
on repetitive operations, costs have a tendency to decline as experience
increases. Also, some work done on the first abutment, such as cutting
wales to length, cutting and splicing braces, and drilling holes for form
ties, will not have to be repeated for the second abutment. Production
rates generally have a tendency to improve as the job proceeds because
tradesmen become familiar with the job and learn how to work with one
another as a team.

10.27 Information for Estimating

Estimating needs production rates and unit costs that are a balanced time
average of good days and bad days, high production and low production.
For this reason, information for estimating is normally not recovered from
the cost accounting system until after project completion, or at least not
until all the work type being reported has been finished. In this way, the
best possible time-average rates will be obtained. Permanent files of cost
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and productivity information are maintained, providing the estimator with
immediate access to data accumulated from prior projects.

Both production rates and unit costs are available from the project cost
accounting system. To be of maximum value in the future, however, it is
important that such productivity data be accompanied by a description of
the project work conditions that applied while the work was being done.
Knowledge of the work methods, equipment types, weather, problems,
and other job circumstances will make the basic cost and productivity
information much more useful to an estimator. Such written narrative
becomes a part of the total historical record of each cost account.

10.28 Postproject Evaluation

Experience is a valuable commodity in the construction contracting busi-
ness. In a high-risk industry, experience enables contractors to reduce
costs, improve production, and succeed at projects. Contractors must have
an effective means of gaining, documenting, and maintaining project
experience for utilization on future jobs. The project cost system is an
important component of this process. It records the costs and production
achieved under actual project conditions. Yet other, less tangible project
experiences cannot be easily captured through the cost system alone. These
include organizational and operational lessons, management issues, and
the development of successful tools and procedures. In order to capture
these learned lessons, contractors must have a system for evaluating their
projects postcompletion.

This evaluation is best accomplished by reconvening key project staff
upon project completion for a brainstorming session. A technique fre-
quently used by groups to facilitate beneficial feedback is called the
Plus/Delta technique. Project staff are asked to list on individual sticky
notes all of the positive elements of their project experience as well as all
of the elements they would change if given a second opportunity. These
notes are then collected and organized by the team into similar categories.
Broad descriptive statements are drawn up describing each category. The
categories are then analyzed by the group, and the results are formally
documented.

In addition to brainstorming, the project team should list in flowchart
format any specialized procedures or processes developed and utilized on
the job. Sometimes staff will manufacture a tool to fulfill a specialized
requirement; other times they will assemble a database or spreadsheet
to automate repetitive project tasks. This information is often applicable
to other projects and therefore should be collected, documented, and
distributed to other project managers.
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Postproject evaluation should appraise the success of the project plan-
ning and scheduling effort. The project team must decide whether the
project plan and its associated schedules were useful during construction.
If they were not, further analysis must be undertaken to determine why
and how to make the planning more meaningful on future work.

This final step in the evolution of a project is fundamental to the
advancement of a construction company. Yet in most cases the lessons
learned on a project are closed out with the work and are never added to
the experience of the company. Even on poorly performing projects—in
fact, especially on poorly performing projects—learning from experience
assures improved performance on the next job. It is said in the construction
industry that good judgment comes from good experience, but good
experience comes from bad judgment.

10.29 Software Applications

Computers are extensively used by construction contractors in conjunction
with their project cost systems. Cost accounting and analysis can become
laborious and time consuming, even for relatively small operations. The
computer offers the advantages of speed, economy, and accuracy. In
addition, the computer provides a cost system with flexibility and depth
that manual systems often cannot match. This does not mean that job costs
cannot be developed satisfactorily by hand. Many small contractors have
perfectly adequate manual cost systems. Experience indicates, however,
that few contractors of substantial size are able to manually generate field
cost reports in time to serve a genuine cost control purpose. Contractors
often find that manual methods serve well as a generator of estimating
information but not for cost control. A common experience in this regard
is that the project is finished before the contractor knows the profit status
of the work. It is realistic to recognize that most contractors find computer
support to be a necessary part of their project cost system.

Cost accounting software is now very flexible in the sense that just about
any cost report or information that project management may desire can
be generated. Cost reports in the same general formats as those presented
in this chapter are produced by several current accounting systems. The
programs commonly used by contractors actually perform a whole series
of cost accounting and financial accounting functions. After input of cost
and production information, the computer generates payroll checks, keeps
payroll records, maintains the equipment accounts, and performs other
functions as well as producing a variety of productivity and cost reports and
project cost forecasts.
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10.30 Accuracy of Estimating

A functioning project cost system acts as a detailed check on estimating
accuracy. However, many contractors do not consistently maintain a viable
project cost system. In addition, the essential thrust of a cost accounting
system is not directed toward evaluating the overall ‘‘accuracy’’ of the
estimating process itself, with ‘‘accuracy’’ here referring to the magnitude
of the deviation between the total estimated cost of a project and its
total actual cost. Accuracy in the computation of construction costs is
crucial to the success of a construction firm, and studies of estimating
performance are an important element in making periodic reviews of
company performance. An occasional analysis of estimating accuracy will
provide a construction company with revealing information of great value
in assessing the efficacy of its estimating procedures and practices.

In making a study of estimating accuracy, some simple statistical methods
can be of great assistance in obtaining summary data and interpreting the
results. A discussion of these procedures and a numerical example are
presented in Appendix F.
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11.1 Financial Control

Previous chapters have discussed the essential elements of construction
time, cost, and resource control. One additional major feature of the
project management system remains to be treated: financial control. The
project manager bears the overall responsibility for financial management
of the work. This includes carrying out such fiscal duties as may be imposed
by the construction contract and implementing appropriate monetary
procedures according to the dictates of good business practice. Project
financial management can involve a broad range of responsibilities.

Construction contracts normally require that contractors perform pre-
scribed duties of a financial nature. For example, they are made responsible
for certain aspects of the payment process. This can include project cost
breakdowns, the forecasted schedule of progress payments, preparation or
approval of periodic pay estimates, and documentation required for final
payment. Construction contracts prescribe specific procedures to be fol-
lowed by the contractor with regard to payment for extra work, extensions
of time, processing of change orders, claims, and settlement of disputes.

The project manager is also responsible to his company for implementing
and maintaining standard fiscal procedures. One of the most important of
these is monitoring project cash requirements during the contract period.
Even a highly profitable job will require a considerable amount of cash
to meet payrolls, purchase materials, and meet other project obligations.

259
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The size and timing of these cash demands is a serious matter for the
contractor, and appropriate financial forecasts must be made. A system
of disbursement control is needed to regulate and control payments to
material vendors, subcontractors, and others.

Another aspect of financial control is that of maintaining a complete
and detailed daily record of the project. Such a job log can be invaluable
in the settlement of claims and disputes that may arise from the work. This
job history includes names, dates, places, and documentation of everything
that happens as well as everything that fails to happen.

11.2 Progress Payments

Construction contracts typically provide that the owner shall make partial
payments of the contract amount to the prime contractor as the work
progresses. Payment at monthly intervals is the usual proviso. Depending
on the type of work and contract provisions, the monthly pay requests
may be prepared by the contractor, the architect-engineer, or the owner.
In any event, a pay request is prepared periodically, compiling the cost
of the work accomplished since the owner made the last payment to the
contractor. Typically this compilation is done in practice by determining
the total value of work actually performed to date and then subtracting
the sum of the previous progress payments made by the owner.

The total value of work done to date is obtained in different ways,
depending on the type of contract. Under lump-sum contracts, progress
customarily is measured in terms of estimated percentages of completion
of major job components. The quantities of work done on unit-price
contracts are determined by actual field measurement of the bid items put
into place. In either type of contract, materials stored on-site usually are
taken into account, as well as any prefabrication or preassembly work that
the contractor may have done at some location other than the job site.

In accordance with the terms of the contract, the owner usually retains a
prescribed percentage of each progress payment. A retainage of 10 percent
is common, although other percentages are also used. To an increasing
extent, construction contracts provide that retainage shall be withheld
only during the first half of the project. After that, if the work is progressing
satisfactorily and with the consent of the surety, all subsequent progress
payments are made in full. The retainage is held by the owner until
the work receives final certification by the architect-engineer, the owner
accepts the project, and the contractor submits any required affidavits and
releases of lien. Final payment is then made to the contractor, including
the accumulated retainage.

Negotiated contracts of the cost-plus variety usually provide for the
contractor’s submission of payment vouchers to the owner at specified
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intervals during the life of the contract. A common provision is weekly
reimbursement of payrolls and monthly reimbursement of all other costs,
including a pro rata share of the contractor’s fee. It is not uncommon
under this type of contract for the owner to pay all vouchers in full
without deducting any percentage as retainage. Some contracts provide
for the retention of a stated percentage of the contractor’s fee. Others
provide that the owner make full reimbursement to the contractor up to
some designated percentage (80 percent sometimes is used) of the total
estimated project cost. Further payments then are withheld until some
specified amount of money has been set aside. The owner retains this
reserve until the project has been satisfactorily completed.

11.3 Pay Requests for Unit-Price Contracts

Payment requests under unit-price contracts are based on actual quantities
of each bid item completed to date. This is the case with the highway
bridge that was bid, as shown in Figure 3.9, as 12 different bid items. The
measurement of quantities in the field is done in several different ways
depending on the nature of the particular bid item. When cubic yards of
aggregate, tons of asphaltic concrete, or bags of portland cement are set up
as bid items, these quantities are usually measured as they are delivered to
the work site. Delivery tickets or fabricator’s certificates are used to establish
tons of reinforcing or structural steel. Other work classifications, such as
cubic yards of excavation, lineal feet of pipe, or cubic yards of concrete, are
measured in place or computed from field dimensions. Survey crews of the
owner and of the contractor often make their measurements independently
and adjust any differences.

Many owners use their own standard forms for monthly pay estimates.
On unit-price contracts, the owner often prepares the pay request and
sends it to the contractor for checking and approval before payment is
made. On unit-price contracts that involve a substantial number of bid
items, each monthly pay request is a sizable document consisting of many
pages. In essence, the total amount of work accomplished to date of each
bid item is multiplied by its corresponding contract unit price. All of the
bid items are totaled, and the value of materials stored on the site is then
added. The prescribed retainage then is subtracted from this total. The
resulting figure represents the entire amount due the contractor for its
work completed to date. Then the sum of all prior progress payments that
have already been paid is subtracted, yielding the net amount of money
payable to the contractor for its work that month. Figure 11.1 is the pay
request for the highway bridge, covering the work accomplished during
the month of July.
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Payment Request

Project Highway Bridge
Periodic Payment No. 2 for Period July 1–July 31

Item
No.

Unit
PriceDescription Quantity Unit Amount

1 Excavation, unclassified 1,667 cy $3.83 $6,384.61
2 Excavation, structural 120 cy $50.72 $6,086.40
3 Backfill, compacted 0 cy $17.77 $0.00
4 Piling, steel 2,240 lf $66.46 $148,870.40
5 Concrete, footings 120 cy $195.62 $23,474.40
6 Concrete, abutments 140 cy $380.87 $53,321.80
7 Concrete, deck slab, 10 in. 0 sy $153.03 $0.00
8 Steel, reinforcing 57,150 lb $1.045 $59,721.75
9 Steel, structural 0 lb $1.725 $0.00

10 Bearing plates 0 lb $2.49 $0.00
11 Guardrail 0 ft $93.59 $0.00
12 Paint 0 ls $12,140.39 $0.00

Construction performed to date $297,859.36
Materials stored on site (schedule attached) $0.00
Total work performed and materials stored $297,859.36
Less 10% retention $29,785.94
Net work performed and materials stored $268,073.42
Less amount of previous payments $1,441.00
Balance due this payment $266,632.42

Figure 11.1
Highway bridge, monthly pay request

As explained, monthly pay requests on unit-price contracts are based on
the bid-item quantities actually accomplished. One way to obtain progress
measurements is from work quantities assigned to the network activities
in the project time schedule. However, while activities can serve well as
a means of obtaining work quantities put into place for internal cost
accounting purposes, owners usually do not consider this an acceptable
basis for compiling monthly pay requests. Unit-price contracts often do not
have well-defined quantities shown on the construction drawings. Activity
quantities taken from the construction drawings before work commences
may not be accurate representations of the work amounts actually needed
to accomplish the project. Under unit-price contracts, payment to the
contractor must be based on field-determined quantities of the individual
bid items. Even though schedule activity quantities work well to establish
cost control on a weekly basis, occasionally they must be checked and
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corrected by actual field measurement. The field quantity measurements
made monthly for payment purposes also accomplish this goal.

11.4 Project Cost Breakdown

Construction contracts for lump-sum projects normally require that a cost
breakdown of the project be submitted by the contractor to the owner or
architect-engineer for approval, before submission of the first pay request.
This cost breakdown, also called a schedule of values, serves as the basis
for subsequent monthly pay requests. The breakdown, which is actually a
schedule of costs of the various components of the structure, is prepared
to assist the owner or architect-engineer in checking the contractor’s pay
requests. It must be noted here that all of the example projects described
in this text have been unit-price projects. For illustrative purposes, it is
necessary, at this point, to introduce data for a lump-sum job taken from an
external source. Figure 11.2, which presents a typical monthly pay request
for a lump-sum job, shows the cost breakdown of the project in column 1.
Occasionally the owner will specify the individual work items for which the
contractor is to present cost figures. In the absence of such instructions,
it is usual to prepare the cost schedule using the same general items
as they appear in the specifications and on the final recap sheet of the
estimate. This practice minimizes the time and effort required to compute
the breakdown values and offers maximal accuracy in the results.

The cost shown in column 1 of Figure 11.2 for each work item consists of
the direct expense of the item plus a share of the cost of job overhead, taxes,
markup, and bond. The cost of these four items, often called job burden,
may be on a strictly pro rata basis, or there may be some unbalancing.
It is common practice to include a disproportionate share of the burden
in those items of work that are completed early in the construction period.
This procedure, called front-end loading, serves to help to reimburse the
contractor for its initial costs of moving in, setting up, and commencing
operations. If the owner will accept a specific pay item for move-in costs,
then such unbalancing of the cost breakdown is not necessary.

11.5 Pay Requests for Lump-Sum Contracts

Figure 11.2 illustrates the form of a typical pay request for a lump-sum
building contract. Usually prepared by the contractor, it includes all sub-
contracted work as well as that done by the contractor’s own forces. For
each work classification done by the contractor, an estimate is made of the
percentage completed and in place. From invoices submitted by its sub-
contractors, suitable percentage figures are entered for all subcontracted
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THE BLANK CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, INC.
1938 Cranbrook Lane

Portland, Ohio

Periodic Estimate For Partial Payment

Project Municipal Airport Terminal Building Location Portland, Ohio

Periodic Estimate No. 4 For Period September 1, 20 to September 30, 20XX

Total
Cost
(1)

Completed
to Date

(2)

Cost to
Complete

(3)

Percent
Complete

(4)
Item
No.

Item Description

1 Clearing and Grubbing $22,508 $22,508 $0
2 Excavation and Fill $67,559 $57,425 $10,134
3 Concrete and Forms

Footings $108,572 $77,086 $31,486
Grade Beams $108,898 $63,161 $45,737
Beams $65,960 $6,596 $59,364
Columns $21,306 $6,392 $14,914
Slabs $383,093 $45,971 $337,122
Walls $59,566 $21,444 $38,122
Stairs $43,380 $0 $43,380
Sidewalks $35,662 $0 $35,662

4 Masonry $734,584 $22,038 $712,546
5 Carpentry $57,025 $0 $57,025
6 Millwork $129,284 $0 $129,284
7 Steel and Misc. Iron

Reinforcing Steel $129,218 $67,193 $62,025
Mesh $28,382 $4,257 $24,125
Joist $140,334 $0 $140,334
Structural $269,908 $45,884 $224,024

8 Insulation $38,782 $0 $38,782
9 Caulk and Weatherstrip $8,667 $0 $8,667
10 Lath, Planter, and Stucco $296,270 $0 $296,270
11 Ceramic Tile $33,651 $0 $33,651
12 Roofing and Sheet Metal $312,079 $12,483 $299,596
13 Resilient Flooring $39,381 $0 $39,381
14 Acoustical Tile $48,771 $0 $48,771
15 Painting $145,071 $0 $145,071
16 Glass and Glazing $108,478 $0 $108,478
17 Terrazzo $138,859 $0 $138,859
18 Miscellaneous Metals $120,238 $0 $120,238
19 Finish Hardware $83,304 $0 $83,304
20 Plumbing, Heating, Air Cond. $939,150 $84,524 $854,627
21 Electrical $592,057 $29,603 $562,454
22 Clean Glass $4,873 $0 $4,873
23 Paving, Curb, and Gutter $123,381 $0 $123,381

$5,438,251 $566,565 $4,871,686
24 Change Order No. 1 $5,240 $0 $5,240

Total Contract Amount $5,443,491 $566,565 $4,876,926

100
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58
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36

0
0
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0
0

52
15

0
17

0
0
0
0
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0
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0
0
0
0
9
5
0
0

0
10.4%

A Cost of Work Performed to Date $566,565
B Materials Stored on Site (Schedule Attached) $102,207
C Total Work Performed and Materials Stored $668,772
D Less 10% Retainage $66,877
E Net Work Performed and Materials Stored $601,895
F Less Amount of Previous Payments $272,309
G Balance Due This Payment $329,586

*Adapted from Richard H. Clough, Glenn A. Sears and S. Keoki Sears, Construction Contracting,
7th ed.(Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, 2005), p. 264.

Figure 11.2
Periodic estimate for partial payment, lump-sum contract
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work. These percentages are shown in column 4 of the figure. The total
value of each work classification is multiplied by its completion percentage,
and these figures are shown in column 2. To the total of completed work is
added the value of all materials stored on-site but not yet incorporated into
the work. The cost of stored materials includes that of the subcontractors
and customarily is set forth in a supporting schedule. The retainage is
subcontracted from the total of work in place and materials stored on-site.
This gives the total amount of money due the contractor up to the date
of the pay request. From this is subtracted the amount of the progress
payments already made. The resulting figure gives the net amount now
payable to the contractor.

Although the pay request procedure for lump-sum contracts has been
in general use for many years, it has one serious defect. As shown in
Figure 11.2, the project is divided for payment purposes into major work
classifications, most of which are extensive and often extend over apprecia-
ble portions of the construction period. This situation can make it difficult
to estimate accurately the percentages of the various work categories com-
pleted. Actual measurement of the work quantities accomplished to date is
the key to accurate percentage figures, but this task can become very labori-
ous. Therefore, most of the percentages are established by a visual appraisal
and negotiations between the project manager and the architect-engineer
or owner. Contractors want these estimates to be fair representations of
the actual work achieved, but understandably, they do not want them to
be too low. Hence, most of their percentage estimates are apt to be on the
generous side.

This circumstance continues to produce vexing problems for both the
contractor and the architect-engineer or owner. If it is difficult for the
contractor to estimate the completion percentages accurately, it is at least
equally difficult for the architect-engineer or owner to check these reported
values. This situation presents the architect-engineer with a difficult prob-
lem. In the interest of its client, it must make an honest effort to see that the
monthly payments made to the contractor are reasonably representative
of the actual progress of the job. In addition, architect-engineers have
been sued by sureties in cases where defaulting contractors had received
excessive progress payments. In such cases, the surety has claimed that
the architect-engineer was negligent in approving progress payments that
were substantially in excess of the value of work actually accomplished.
Architect-engineers are at times casual with the processing of a pay request,
feeling that a delay in payment will offset the generous nature of the
completion percentages provided by the contractor. Although effective,
this procedure is often at odds with contract provisions regarding payment
and hardly gets to the basis of the problem.

Although retainage helps to protect against excessive owner payments,
it is not inconceivable, nor probably unusual, that contractors’ progress
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payments are occasionally more than they should be. To protect its client
and itself, the architect-engineer sometimes will delay payment to the
contractor or reduce the amount of payment requested. The unfortu-
nate part about this entire matter is that the architect-engineer is acting
more on hunch or intuition than on solid evidence of inflated payment
figures.

11.6 Use of Time-Control Activities for Pay Requests

One possible answer to the pay request dilemma on lump-sum jobs is the
use of time-control network activities or groups of activities for the project
cost breakdown. Although this scheme undoubtedly increases the work
necessary to make the initial cost breakdown and increases the length
of the individual pay request, the advantages can justify the additional
effort required. If direct costs have been assigned to each activity by the
contractor for cost-control purposes, the activity format for pay requests is
a natural extension of the basic cost system. If activities are not used for cost
control, the direct cost (labor, equipment, materials, and subcontracts) of
each activity, or for an activity group, can be obtained from the estimating
sheets. It is an easy matter to distribute the project burden among the
activities. Perfection is not required, and a certain amount of front-end
loading probably will be done anyway to help the contractor recover more
quickly its substantial mobilization costs.

When the total cost of each activity is known, the routine weekly progress
reports can serve as a convenient and accurate basis for the monthly
pay requests. For payment purposes, all activities finished by the end of
the month would be reported as 100 percent complete. The percentages
complete reported for the activities in progress as of the end of the month
would be the same as those already available from the latest weekly progress
report (Figure 9.5).

The advantages of using activities for pay requests on lump-sum projects
are several. From the contractor’s point of view, although more pay items
are involved, it is an easy matter to compile the total cost of the work
accomplished to date. No additional field measurements or inspections
are required. The time-control information already available is all that is
needed. The compilation of the total value of the work completed to date
is more accurate than it would otherwise be, and the cost figures for each
pay item, and the percentages completed, are much easier to check. Use of
activities can eliminate many of the most troublesome aspects of monthly
pay requests. On lump-sum jobs, basing pay requests on network activities
seems to have much to commend it, and this procedure is now being used
by many public agencies.
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11.7 Pay Requests for Cost-Plus Contracts

Negotiated contracts of the cost-plus variety provide numerous methods
for making payments to contractors. In many cases, contractors furnish
their own capital, receiving periodic reimbursement from owners for
costs incurred. Other contracts provide that the owner will advance the
contractor money to meet payroll and to pay other expenses associated with
the work. In one scheme, the contractor prepares estimates of expenses for
the coming month and receives the money in advance. Then, at month’s
end, the contractor prepares an accounting of its actual expenses. Any
difference between the estimated expenses and actual expenses is adjusted
with the next monthly estimate. Other contracts provide for zero-balance
or constant-balance bank accounts. In this case, checks are written by
the contractor and funds are furnished by the owner. In any event, the
contractor must periodically account to the owner for the cost of the
work, either to receive direct payment from the owner or to obtain further
advances of funds.

The matter of periodic payments to the contractor under a cost-plus
type of contract is not based on quantities of work done but on expenses
incurred by the contractor in prosecuting the work. Consequently, such
pay requests consist primarily of the submission of original cost records.
Invoices, payrolls, vouchers, and receipts are submitted to substantiate
the contractor’s payment requests. In addition to cost records of direct
expense, the periodic pay requests customarily include a pro rata share
of the negotiated fee. If the contractor receives advances for construction
costs, the owner customarily is credited with all cash discounts.

Because of the sensitive nature of cost reimbursement, it is common
practice to maintain a separate set of accounting records for each cost-plus
project. When the size of the project is substantial enough to justify it, a field
office is established where all matters pertaining to payroll, purchasing,
disbursements, and record keeping for the project are performed. Project
financial records either are routed through the owner’s representative or
are available for inspection at any time. This procedure does much to
eliminate misunderstandings and facilitate the final audit.

11.8 Payments to Subcontractors

When the general contractor receives monthly invoices from its subcon-
tractors, it has its own problems of verifying the requested amounts. In
many instances, the general contractor does not require or receive cost
breakdowns from its subcontractors, and the project manager must expend
considerable time and effort in checking subcontractor invoices. Even then,
unless he happens to be experienced in each construction specialty, the
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project manager usually has no real basis for accurately evaluating the
progress of a subcontractor’s work on a project.

Many prime contractors require their subcontractors to submit appropri-
ate cost breakdowns for payment purposes. The contractors use these cost
schedules to evaluate the pay requests submitted by their subcontractors.
One form of price breakdown that can be used is to have each subcon-
tractor place a price tag on every network activity with which it is involved.
It is not difficult for the project manager to check the reasonableness
of the reported amounts for each activity. Once the contractor and the
subcontractor have agreed that prescribed sums are due on the completion
of designated activities, the analysis and verification of monthly invoices
from subcontractors are readily performed.

General contractors are eager to prepare their requests for payment and
transmit them to the owners as soon after the first of the month as possible.
With a breakdown of subcontractor prices for each activity, the project
managers can determine the amount due each subcontractor from their
own evaluation of activity progress. This evaluation can be substantiated
with the subcontractor and placed in the prime contractor’s request for
payment. This process can reduce the time necessary to prepare the pay
estimate and send it on to the owner. Subcontractors also benefit because
earlier payment to the general contractor means earlier payment to them.

11.9 Schedule of Payments by Owner—Unit-Price Contract

A common contract provision requires the contractor to provide the
owner, before the start of construction, with an estimated schedule of
monthly payments that will become due during the construction period.
The owner needs this information so that it can have cash available to make
the necessary periodic payments to the contractor. Because the owner
sometimes must sell bonds or other forms of securities to obtain funds with
which to pay the contractor, it is important that the anticipated payment
schedule be as accurate a forecast as possible.

When a unit-price contract is involved, the payment schedule depends
entirely on the quantity of each bid item that is planned for completion
at the end of each month during the construction period. The highway
bridge was bid on the basis of unit prices, and Figure 3.9 is a schedule of the
bid items and their respective quantities and bid amounts. Once the job
schedule has been established, it is an easy matter to make a compilation
of total bid-item quantities that are scheduled to be completed as of the
end of each month. Using Figure 5.14, the schedule of progress payments
shown in Figure 11.3 is made quickly and directly.

It should be noted in Figure 11.3 that the total value of work accomplished
as of the end of each month is compiled on the basis of bid item quantities
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completed and their corresponding bid unit prices. Any variation between
the actual quantities and the estimated quantities will make the schedule of
payments inaccurate and will result in a future modification of the payment
schedule. It has been assumed on the highway bridge that a retainage of
10 percent will be withheld by the owner until contract completion. In
accordance with this, the total amount due the contractor as of the end of
each month is multiplied by a factor of 0.90. Because the highway bridge
is to be completed in September, the payment for that month has been
shown to be the final payment, including accumulated retainage. In fact,
the monthly payment amounts obtained in Figure 11.3 usually will not be
paid at the end of the month. Rather, construction contracts frequently
provide that the owner shall make payment to the contractor 10 days after
a suitable pay request has been submitted. Contractors normally submit
such pay requests at the end of each month, so payment by the owner is
not made until about the tenth of the following month.

The monthly payment schedule presented in Figure 11.3 was prepared
with all activities starting as early as possible with the exception of activity
40, ‘‘Move in,’’ and the next three activities 80, 90, and 100. As discussed
in Section 8.5 and Section 9.4, the starts of these four activities are being
purposely delayed by nine working days. You may recall that this move will
not delay the project in any way and will eliminate a substantial period
during which the project would otherwise be at a complete standstill,
awaiting delivery of steel pilings and reinforcing steel. It has been amply
demonstrated in this text that, although early-start schedules serve as
optimistic goals, there are many practical reasons why such schedules often
must be modified. Deviations from the early-start schedule are almost always
in the nature of delays and later starts. As a result, the monthly payment
schedule obtained in Figure 11.3 may well indicate that the early monthly
payments are too high and the later payments are too low. If monthly
payment schedules based on an early-start schedule are submitted to the
owner, the first few pay requests submitted by the contractor may be smaller
than those forecasted, because of inconsequential schedule slippages. This
is apt to lead the owner and architect-engineer to conclude that the work
is falling behind schedule, even when things are progressing very well.

If schedule adjustments must be made to effect project shortening or the
leveling of resources, the monthly payment schedule can be made to reflect
these. Otherwise, making allowances for the inevitable schedule slippages is
very much a matter of intuition and judgment. One approach to this matter
would be to compile a payment schedule on the basis of a late-start schedule.
That is to say, assume that every activity will start as late as possible. This
would, of course, produce a payment schedule with low initial payments



June 30 July 31 August 31 September 30

Bid
Unit
Price

Estimated
Quantity
Complete

Total
Value

to Date

Estimated
Quantity
Complete

Total
Value

to Date

Estimated
Quantity
Complete

Total
Value

to Date

Estimated
Quantity
Complete

Total
Value

to Date
Item
No.

Bid Item Estimated
Quantity

1 Excavation, unclassified 1,667 $3.83 418 $1,601 1667 $6,385 1,667 $6,385 1667 $6,385
2 Excavation, structural 120 $50.72 120 $6,086 120 $6,086 120 $6,086
3 Backfill, compacted 340 $17.77 340 $6,042 340 $6,042
4 Piling, steel 2,240 $66.46 2240 $148,870 2,240 $148,870 2240 $148,870
5 Concrete, footings 120 $195.62 120 $23,474 120 $23,474 120 $23,474
6 Concrete, abutments 280 $380.87 140 $53,322 280 $106,644 280 $106,644
7 Concrete, deck slab, 10 in 200 $153.03 200 $30,606 200 $30,606
8 Steel, reinforcing 90,000 $1.045 57150 $59,722 90,000 $94,050 90000 $94,050
9 Steel, structural 65,500 $1.725 65,500 $112,988 65500 $112,988

10 Bearing plates 3,200 $2.49 3,200 $7,968 3200 $7,968
11 Guardrail 120 $93.59 40 $3,744 120 $11,231
12 Paint job $12,140.39 20% $2,428 100% $12,140

Totals $1,601 $297,859 $549,284 $566,484

Monthly Total
progress payment
payment on contract

June 30 1601 x 90% = $1,441 $1,441
July 31 $297,859 x 90% - $1,441 = $266,633 $268,073

August 31 $549,284 x 90% - $268,073 = $226,283 $494,356
September 30 $566,484 x 90% - $494,356 = $15,480 $509,836
Final Payment $56,648 $566,484

Figure 11.3
Highway bridge, schedule of progress payments
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and high later payments. Presumably, the actual payment schedule will be
somewhere between the early-start and the late-start payment schedules.

11.10 Schedule of Payments by Owner—Lump-Sum Contract

The payment schedule for a lump-sum project often is computed using the
traditional bar chart, one that is not network based. An approximate cost is
established for each bar on the chart, and this cost is distributed uniformly
over the length of the bar. From this, a cumulative total project cost curve
is computed for the contract period. The problem with this procedure is
the inaccurate way the costs of the project segments are distributed over
the contract period. Although the total cost of each major job segment
can be established with reasonable accuracy, the time rates at which these
expenses are incurred can involve such variation that the payment schedule
derived therefrom may be seriously in error. To illustrate, bar charts often
have a category called ‘‘Electrical’’ or ‘‘Mechanical’’ whose bar extends
from project start to finish. The total value of this work, which is usually
subcontracted, is distributed uniformly over its duration. This is seldom a
realistic time allocation of expense.

A much more dependable procedure is to compute cumulative job cost
values using the network-based project schedule and cost of each activity
as a basis. Closely associated activities can be combined for simplicity. The
total cost (direct cost, plus a pro rata share of job overhead, tax, markup,
and bond) of each activity is required. This is the same activity cost that
would be needed for monthly payment purposes in Section 11.6. Dividing
the total cost of each activity by its estimated duration gives the cost of
the activity per working day. Because the duration of each activity is short
compared with a monthly pay period, the error induced by the uniform
distribution of cost is negligible. Using the activity cost figures and the
project schedule, the cumulative project expense can be compiled. One
way this can be accomplished is to use a worksheet with a horizontal time
scale in terms of working days. The activities can be listed vertically with
the daily cost of each activity entered for the appropriate workdays. The
costs of activities involving the procurement of job materials are charged
lump sum on the last day of their duration. Adding the costs cumulatively
from left to right produces the daily total project cost to date.

Although the process just described produces a cumulative total project
cost up through each working day, usually only those costs as of the end of
each month are of real concern. Therefore, an alternative procedure can
be used that is more direct. As of the end of each month, simply add up the
values of all activities scheduled to be completed on or before the end of
that month. For activities in process as of that time, include an appropriate
percentage of their costs. This is a rapid, accurate way to determine the
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total value of the work that will have been accomplished as of the end of
any specified month.

11.11 Final Payment

The steps leading up to acceptance of the project and final payment
by the owner vary with the type of contract and the nature of the work
involved. In a typical procedure, the contractor, having achieved substantial
completion, requests a preliminary inspection. The owner or its authorized
representative, in company with general contractor and subcontractor
personnel, inspects the work. A punch list is made up describing all the
observed deficiencies. After the work has been finalized and all deficiencies
remedied, a final inspection is held. Following this, the owner makes formal
written acceptance of the project and the contractor presents its application
for final payment. Under a lump-sum form of contract, the final payment
is the final contract price less the total of all previous payment installments
made. With a unit-price contract, the final total quantities of all payment
items are measured and the final contract amount is determined. Final
payment is again equal to the contract price less the sum of all progress
payments previously made. In all cases, final payment by the owner includes
all retainage that has been withheld.

Construction contracts often require that the contractor’s request for
final payment be accompanied by a number of different documents. For
example, releases or waivers of lien executed by the general contractor, all
subcontractors, and material suppliers are common requirements on pri-
vately financed jobs. Other contracts call for an affidavit certifying that all
payrolls, bills for materials, payment to subcontractors, and other indebt-
edness connected with the work have been paid or otherwise satisfied.
Construction contracts frequently require the contractor to provide the
owner with as-built drawings, various forms of written warranties, mainte-
nance bonds, and literature pertaining to the operation and maintenance
of job machinery. Consent of surety to final payment is an almost universal
prerequisite. The project manager is responsible for obtaining the owner’s
acceptance and conforming with contractual provisions pertaining to final
payment.

11.12 Cash Flow

Construction projects can make substantial demands on a contractor’s cash.
Initially incurred are the usual start-up costs of moving in workers and
equipment. These include erecting the field office, storage sheds, fences,
and barricades. They also include job layout and installation of temporary
electrical, water, telephone, sanitary, and other services. The premiums for
performance and payment bonds, as well as for certain types of permits
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and project insurance, must be paid at the inception of field operations.
There is seldom a pay item pertaining specifically to these start-up costs,
and the contractor recovers these expenses only as the work progresses.

The contractor’s investment in the job is increased even further after the
work gets under way. It must meet its payroll costs on a weekly basis and
will want to take advantage of cash discounts when paying material bills if
it possibly can. The contractor does receive progress payments at monthly
intervals from the owner. However, these payments are not normally due
until sometime during the month following their submittal, and their
amounts are reduced by the amount of the retainage.

As a consequence, the contractor’s expense on a project typically exceeds
its monthly progress payment income over an appreciable part of the
construction period. The cash deficit on the project must be made up
from the contractor’s working capital, or money must be borrowed to
provide the necessary operating funds. ‘‘Cash flow’’ refers to a contractor’s
income and outlay of cash. The net cash flow is the difference between
disbursements and income at any point in time. A negative net cash
flow means disbursements are exceeding income, a normal situation on
even a highly profitable project during the greater part of its duration.
A determination of the future rates of cash disbursements and cash income,
together with their combined effect on the project cash balance, is called
a cash flow forecast.

The comptroller or financial vice-president of a construction company is
concerned with the combined effects of the cash flow forecasts of all of the
company’s projects. Since the cash flow forecast for the company is simply
the sum of the forecasts for the individual projects, it is the responsibility
of the project manager to determine the cash flow of the project and to
make regular revisions to it as the job progresses.

Cash flow forecasting is equally important for both large and small con-
struction companies. Large firms with many concurrent projects try to use
the positive cash flows of one project to handle the negative cash flows of
another. Where cash demands exceed the normal working capital, arrange-
ments for short-term loans are made and repayment schedules established.
Where cash income exceeds the demand, short-term investments are made,
with a liquidation schedule to fit future demands. Cash forecasting can be
done with no more than approximate accuracy, but it is a useful device
for controlling a company’s cash position. The corporate profit of a large
company can be greatly enhanced by proper cash management.

Small construction companies as well as growing firms have a special cash
flow situation. Working capital in these companies is almost always in short
supply. There are continual requirements for additional equipment and
tools to handle the growing size and number of projects. Lending institu-
tions are hesitant to make large loans to small companies; this is especially
true when the funds are needed for working capital. As a result, the growth
of small firms often is limited by their cash flow position. The ability to
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forecast cash flow needs accurately and to manage cash as a resource can
increase a firm’s growth rate and its annual turnover of projects.

As workers work and materials are purchased on a construction project,
their costs accumulate on the contractor’s books. These costs are referred
to as accrued costs. When payment is made for the labor and materials,
these are cash disbursements. Accrued costs and cash disbursements are
exactly equal in value, but their timing is different. Generally disbursements
follow accrued costs.

As workers work and materials are put into place, the value of a con-
struction project increases. This increase in the value of the construction
represents an accrued income to the contractor. Periodically, the contrac-
tor and the architect-engineer evaluate the value of the construction, and
the contractor prepares a progress payment request. When the owner sends
a check to the contractor, the contractor’s accrued income becomes a cash
receipt. Accrued income and cash receipts are equal in value, but as in the
case of accrued costs and cash disbursements, their timing is different. In
this case, the cash receipts usually follow the accrued income.

It is the intent of the contractor to accrue income faster than it accrues
costs. In the end, this difference represents the contractor’s profit. The
problem is that the cost of the work put into a project is not directly
related to the resulting income. Additionally, the time delays between the
accrued costs and the cash disbursement are not the same as the time
delays between the accrued income and the cash receipts. To forecast the
amount of money the contractor must invest in the project, it is necessary
to estimate the amount and the timing of the cash disbursements and the
cash receipts.

11.13 Cash Disbursement Forecasts

Cash disbursements by contractors on construction projects can be divided
into three classifications. First, there are the up-front costs, or initial
expenses necessary to start the project. These include various payments
that must be made before construction starts, such as the costs of bonds,
permits, insurance, and expenses of a similar kind. The second group
of disbursements involves the payment of direct job expenses. These
include costs associated with payrolls, materials, construction equipment,
and subcontractor payments. The third classification relates to payments
for field overhead expense and tax.

The original cost estimate and project schedule provide the basic cost
and time information needed to make a cash disbursement forecast. The
monthly cash disbursements for the highway bridge are calculated in
Figure 11.4. The only up-front cost is $4,262 for the performance and
payment bonds. The direct costs for each project activity are listed. The



Activity
No.

(Critical activities are in bold) 
Description

Dura-
tion

Direct
Cost

Monthly
Expenses

Cumulative
Expenses

30 Order & deliver piles 15 $71,680 June 30
40 Move in 3 $14,155 Bond $5,665
60 Fabricate & deliver abutment & deck rebar 15 $0 13 days indirect @ $893.49per day $11,615
70 Fabricate & deliver footing rebar 7 $0 Activities 40, 70 $14,155
80 Prefabricate abutment forms 3 $7,297 Activity 80  1 day $2,432
90 Excavate abutment #1 3 $6,640 Activity 90  1 day $2,213
100 Mobilize pile driving rig 2 $10,193 Activity 100  1 day $5,097
110 Drive piles abutment #1 3 $8,976 $41,177 $41,177
120 Excavate abutment #2 2 $2,143 July 31
130 Forms & rebar footing #1 2 $7,843 21 days indirect @ $893.49 per day $18,763
140 Drive piles abutment #2 3 $8,976 Activities 30, 60, 110, 120, 130, 140, 150, 
150 Pour footing #1 1 $6,948   160, 170, 180, 190, 200, 210, 220, 230 $170,882
160 Demobilize pile driving rig 1 $5,020 Activity 80  2 days $4,865
170 Strip footing #1 1 $99 Activity 90  2 days $4,427
180 Forms & rebar abutment #1 4 $19,951 Activity 100  1 day $5,097
190 Forms & rebar footing #2 2 $7,843 $204,033 $245,211
200 Pour abutment #1 2 $21,530 August 31
210 Pour footing #2 1 $6,948 22 days indirect @ 893.49 per day $19,657
220 Strip & cure abutment #1 3 $2,826 Activities 240, 250, 260, 270, 280, 290,
230 Strip footing #2 1 $99   300, 310, 320, 330, 340, 350, 380 $185,503
240 Forms & rebar abutment #2 4 $19,951 Activity 360  1 day $2,637
250 Pour abutment #2 2 $21,530 Activity 370  1 day $1,310
260 Fabricate & deliver girders 25 $73,688 $209,106 $454,317
270 Rub concrete abutment #1 3 $2,845 September 30
280 Backfill abutment #1 3 $2,127 14 days indirect @ $893.49 per day $12,509
290 Strip & cure abutment #2 3 $2,826 Activity 360  2 days $5,273
300 Rub concrete abutment #2 3 $2,845 Activity 370  4 days $5,240
310 Backfill abutment #2 3 $2,127 Activity 390 $6,709
320 Set girders 2 $11,513 $29,731 $484,048
330 Deck forms & rebar 4 $31,113
340 Pour & cure deck 3 $12,197 Job overhead (time sensitive) $43,690
350 Strip deck 3 $2,181 Small tools $4,649
360 Guardrails 3 $7,910 Tax $14,205
370 Paint 5 $6,550 $62,544 ÷70 days = $893.49
380 Saw joints 1 $560
390  3 $6,709

$415,839

Figure 11.4
Highway bridge, contractor’s expense
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costs of activity 40 ($13,398) and of activity 390 ($5,979) are overhead
expenses, and their sum of $19,377 is deducted from the total job overhead
of $65,629 (see Figure 3.7). As shown in Figure 11.4, the total of this
net project overhead, small tools ($3,897), and tax ($10,689), amounts
to $60,833. This sum is spread uniformly over the project duration of 70
working days at the rate of $869 per day.

Figure 11.4 shows the computation of the contractor’s disbursements
that will be made on the highway bridge for the month of June. The
initial expense for the contract bonds is shown as $4,262. Job overhead
for the first 13 working days is $11,298. By June 30 (project day 13),
activities 40 and 70 are scheduled for completion, and activities 8, 90,
and 100 will have been in process for one day. The direct cost of these
activities is $25,535. The sum of these different expenses is $41,095, which
is the predicted total contractor outlay on the highway bridge as of the
end of June. Similar computations are presented for the months of July,
August, and September. These cumulative project costs are plotted and
connected by a smooth S curve in Figure 11.5. Because the contractor
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pays its bills throughout each month, the smooth expense curve shown in
Figure 11.5 is considered to be an acceptable representation of project cash
disbursements.

This procedure for calculating the time rate of disbursements on a
construction job involves many approximations. Greater accuracy could
be obtained by separating the direct job expenses into labor, materials,
equipment, and subcontractor categories. For each of these cost compo-
nents, different delays apply between the time the expense is incurred and
the time it actually is paid. Such a procedure is extremely complicated,
however. The assumption of a zero time delay for all direct costs, as was
done in Figures 11.4 and 11.5, is conservative and suitably accurate for
most purposes.

11.14 Cash Income Forecasts

Cash income to the contractor consists of progress payments from the
owner. Estimated amounts of the monthly payments for the highway
bridge, based on an early-start schedule, have already been obtained in
Figure 11.3 and are shown in Figure 11.5. However, as has been pointed
out, these payments are not received by the contractor until about the
tenth of the following month. Consequently, when the values from Figure
11.3 are plotted in Figure 11.5, they must be displaced to the right by seven
working days. Notice that the cash income curve is stepped, with income
occurring only once each month.

The curves in Figure 11.5 are typical of most construction projects. At
any point in time, the vertical distance between the two curves represents
the amount by which the contractor’s project expense exceeds its receipts.
Figure 11.5 reveals that the contractor on the highway bridge has a
considerable amount of money invested in the owner’s job for the entire
construction period. It is not until receipt of the last progress payment
on working day 77 that the cash flow becomes positive. At one point
during the construction period, the contractor’s cash deficit amounts to
approximately $255,000. This is precisely the reason that some unbalancing,
either in unit-price bid items or in the cost breakdown on lump-sum jobs, is
such a common practice. By front-loading the first pay items accomplished
on a given project, the contractor can at least reduce the amount of its
negative cash flow.

There are other ways of minimizing the amount of negative cash flow.
Some of these are within the control of the project manager and some are
not. Probably the best way to improve the job cash position is through the
attainment of maximum production in the field. Monthly progress billings
are based on the value of work accomplished, not on its cost (except on
cost-plus jobs). Therefore, if the project can be built for less than the
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estimate, the progress billings remain as planned and the cost of labor
and equipment is reduced. Subcontracting work has a positive effect on
cash demands. Subcontractors add to the value of work and therefore
add to the progress billing, yet typically they are paid only after receipt
of the progress payment by the general contractor. The timing of delivery
of large material orders to coincide with the submittal of the contractor’s
monthly pay estimate can reduce cash requirements. Favorable terms with
material suppliers involving 60 and 90 days for payment will decrease cash
requirements but may have an adverse effect on profit. Prompt submittal
of monthly pay requests and follow-up action to ensure timely payment by
the owner is an excellent way to reduce the negative cash flow.

Owners and architect-engineers are often unaware of the amount of
money necessary to meet payrolls and other job expenses. As a result, often
the contractor’s monthly progress payments are delayed, and it must wait
for its money, sometimes for substantial periods of time. This is a major
problem for contractors that may be faced with the prospect of borrowing
large amounts of short-term money at two or three percentage points above
prime rate to cover deficits.

11.15 Disbursement Controls

To coordinate the actions of the company accounting office with the
project, it is necessary to implement a system of disbursement controls.
These controls are directed toward regulating payments made to vendors
and subcontractors and require that no such payment be made without
proper approval from the field. The basic purpose of disbursement control
is twofold: Insure that payment is made only up to the value of the goods
and services received, and see that total payment does not exceed the
amount established by the purchase order or subcontract.

Payments made for materials are based on the terms and conditions of
covering purchase orders. Copies of all job purchase orders are provided
to the project manager for his use and information. Purchase order
disbursement by the accounting office is conditional on the receipt of a
signed delivery ticket or receiving report from the job site. Suitable internal
controls are established to ensure that total payments do not exceed the
purchase order amount. Any change in purchase order amount, terms, or
conditions is in the form of a formal written modification with copies sent
to the job site.

Disbursements to subcontractors follow a similar pattern. Because there
are no delivery tickets or receiving reports for subcontractors, all subcon-
tractor invoices are routed for approval through the project manager, who
has copies of all the subcontracts. The project manager compares the
invoice with his progress determination and approves the invoice or makes
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appropriate changes. The subcontractor is not actually paid until the owner
has made payment to the general contractor. General contractors normally
withhold the same percentage from their subcontractors as is retained by
owners. If the subcontractor bills for materials stored on-site, a common
requirement is that copies of invoices be submitted to substantiate the
amounts billed. Any change to a subcontract is accomplished by a formal
change order.

11.16 Project Changes

Changes in the work or deviations from the anticipated job-site conditions
can stem from a variety of causes. The owner or architect-engineer may
decide to add additional work or change certain contract requirements.
The contractor may suggest construction changes in accordance with
the contract’s value-engineering clause. The owner, architect-engineer, or
another prime contractor may cause delay in the prosecution of the field
work. Job-site conditions may be encountered that are appreciably different
from those originally contemplated. Changes of this sort can result in work
extra to the contract, extensions of contract time, and claims for additional
costs.

The usual construction contract is explicit about how changes are to
be handled and the extent of the owner’s liability. The project manager
has an important responsibility in evaluating the effects of project changes
and taking all the steps necessary to protect the contractor’s interests.
Doing this involves the negotiation of contract change orders, keeping
detailed job records, analyzing the time and cost effects of project changes,
documentation of extra costs, and timely notification to the owner of all
job delays, extra costs, and claims under the contract. In particular, the job
manager must be especially careful to proceed in full conformance with
the applicable contract provisions.

The time and cost consequences of project changes are often dif-
ficult to document, especially in a form meaningful to the owner or
architect-engineer, or perhaps that can serve as evidence in arbitration or
litigation. The project network is a powerful tool for analyzing the time
effects of a project change. This matter was discussed in Section 9.21. In a
situation where a substantial change in the work occurs, it is advisable to
update the network so that it is completely current, but without reflecting
the proposed change. Network calculations and a current cost forecast
report are used to establish the time and cost status of the project before
the change occurs. The project network is then modified to reflect the
change in the work. A new set of network calculations is made, and the cost
implications are figured into a revised cost forecast report. Any differences
in project time and cost are the result of the proposed change.
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Care must be taken in interpreting the results of this procedure. A change
in the work can have far-reaching implications. As an example, a change in
the foundation of a building project can seriously delay all of the work that
follows. This may mean that the project cannot be closed in before winter
weather, further delaying other trades. Major items of material and project
equipment may already be ordered and must be received and stored prior
to their need. Job delays can cause work to be rescheduled from periods
of favorable to periods of unfavorable weather. On the highway bridge, a
delay in the start of the project or trouble with an abutment foundation
could push the work into the rainy season, when the normally dry riverbed
becomes a swift stream. In some cases, delays can improve a bad timing
situation. Generally, however, the project plan has been designed to take
all possible advantage of weather and other conditions. Therefore, delays
usually tend to disrupt a project plan, making replanning more difficult
and resulting in higher costs to the contractor.

It is always advisable to analyze the time and cost implications of project
change as it occurs. For one reason, any revision made to the construc-
tion contract that incorporates a change must be based on an accurate
assessment of the total effect of that change. Another reason for making
a prompt study is that job changes can involve substantial time and cost
and occasionally lead to disputes between owner and contractor that are
not settled until long after the project is finished. At best, an analysis made
long after the fact to demonstrate the effect of a job change produces data
of questionable value and authenticity.

11.17 Contract Change Orders

Alterations to the contract involving modifications to the time or price of
the project are consummated by formal change orders. These changes may
alter the contract by additions, deletions, or modifications to the work, and
can be initiated by the owner, architect-engineer, or contractor. The dollar
amount of a change is negotiated and, depending on the contract terms,
can be expressed as a lump sum, unit prices, or cost plus a fee. Sometimes
a number of changes are incorporated into one change order. However,
each change needs to be documented at its inception and estimated for cost
and time consequences before work commences, and each change must
receive written approval to proceed from the owner or architect-engineer.
Strict adherence to this change policy greatly reduces misunderstandings.

An important part of a change order is any extension of contract time
that may be required as a consequence of the change. In the absence of
a project network, the contractor has no real basis for determining the
additional contract time required. Usually the contractor either will request
no extra time or will request an extension equal to the full time required
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to accomplish the extra work itself. As was discussed in Section 11.6, the
influence of the change on total project duration can be clearly demon-
strated by performing a forward pass on the current network and a forward
pass with the change incorporated into the network. Often the change
affects only a noncritical path, and no additional time is justified. Even
so, the contractor’s scheduling leeway has been decreased, with possible
cost implications. If a longer critical path results, the net additional time
actually required can be easily determined. Such a project network analysis
can be very effective in substantiating a claim for additional contract time.

Part of the change order dollar amount is an allowance for job overhead.
Many contracts provide that the cost of extra work shall include an amount
for overhead, expressed as a fixed percentage (10 to 15 percent is common)
of the direct cost involved. Basically, this is an attempt to reimburse the
contractor for the office expense of estimating the cost of the change and
processing the paperwork rather than an allowance for additional field
overhead expense. This is a satisfactory arrangement when no increase in
project time is involved but can be most unsatisfactory when the duration
is extended. The job overhead on the highway bridge is $869 per day, and
on larger projects overhead can be a major expense. Network analysis can
provide the number of days of additional project overhead that should
be charged when such a change is being negotiated. Where a deductive
change order is concerned, only direct costs will be involved unless the
project duration actually is decreased.

11.18 Claims

During the construction period, disputes sometimes arise between the
owner and the contractor concerning claims by the contractor for exten-
sions of time or payment of extra costs. If such claims cannot be settled
amicably during the construction period, they must either be dropped
by the contractor or be settled by arbitration, appeal boards, or the
courts.

Claims of this type can stem from a variety of conditions and often involve
substantial sums of money. Job delays caused by the owner or another of its
prime contractors result in many claims against the owner for impact costs
or consequential damages. Impact costs are additional expenses incurred
by the contractor as a consequence of a delay to the project. Claims for
extensions of time and extra costs often result from failure of the owner to
furnish sites, make timely decisions, or provide owner-furnished materials.
Errors or oversights on the part of the architect-engineer account for
numerous contractor claims.

Another category of claims can result from the contractor’s dealings
with its subcontractors. The coordination and timing of the work of
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subcontractors is critical to the overall job schedule. A delay in the work of
one subcontractor can have a domino effect on the work of everyone who
follows. It was mentioned earlier that subcontractors should have a definite
voice in the preparation of the original schedule. This tends to make the
schedule realistic from the standpoint of all parties responsible for its
execution. At the same time, it will show individual subcontractors how
their work fits into the overall construction program. The project network,
when kept updated, shows when all subcontractors start and complete their
work and what effect any delay on their part will have on the work yet to
be done. The updated diagram provides an excellent means of allocating
responsibility between delaying parties and assigning the resulting financial
responsibility.

Disputes and claims are commonplace in the construction industry.
To assist the contractor in pursuing its own claims and in defending
itself against claims made against it, the byword is documentation. If the
contractor’s position is to prevail in such matters, full and complete doc-
umentation of all pertinent facts and information is an absolute necessity.
The as-built diagram discussed in Section 9.22 is one important element
of a contractor’s project documentation process. The standard dictum of
‘‘put everything in writing’’ is very important. Letters, memoranda, e-mail,
drawings, notes, diaries, photographs, and clippings can be useful. Basic to
job documentation is the daily job log.

11.19 Daily Job Log

A job log is a historical record of the daily events that take place on the job
site. The information to be included is a matter of personal judgment, but
should include everything relevant to the work and its performance. The
date, weather conditions, numbers of workers, and amounts of equipment
should always be noted. It is advisable to indicate the numbers of workers by
craft and to list the equipment items by type. A general discussion of daily
progress, including a description of the activities completed and started,
and an assessment of the work accomplished on activities in progress is
important. Where possible and appropriate, quantities of work put into
place can be included.

The diary should list the subcontractors who worked on the site, together
with the workers and equipment provided. Note should be made of the
performance of subcontractors and how well they are conforming to the
project time schedule. Material deliveries received must be noted together
with any shortages or damage incurred. It is especially important to note
when material delivery dates are not met and to record the effect of such
delays on job progress and costs.
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The diary should include the names of visitors to the site and facts
pertinent thereto. Visits by owner representatives, the architect-engineer,
safety inspectors, union representatives, and people from utilities and
governmental agencies should be documented and described. Meetings of
various groups at the job site should be recorded, including the names of
people in attendance, problems discussed, and conclusions reached.

Complete diary information is occasionally necessary for extra work and
is always needed for any work that might involve a claim. The daily diary
always should include a description of job problems and a list of the
steps being taken to correct them. The job log is an especially important
document when disputes result in arbitration or litigation. To be accepted
by the courts as evidence, the job diary must meet several criteria. The
entries in the log must be original entries made on the dates shown.
The entries must have been made in the regular course of business and
must constitute a regular company record. The entries must be made
contemporaneously with the events being recorded, and must be based on
the personal knowledge of the person making them. It is also preferable
that the log not be kept loose leaf, where sheets can be added or removed,
but be maintained in a bound booklet or journal. Where these criteria have
been met, the courts generally have ruled that the diary itself can be used
as evidence, even if the author is not available to testify. Also of importance
is the tone and style used in daily diaries. Every attempt should be made to
state facts clearly and objectively. Opinions, editorials, and emotion should
always be avoided, as they detract from the credibility of the record.
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Applications

12.1 Role of the Schedule

All contracts must have an object, usually relating to the value of, and the
expectations of, goods or services. Most contracts relate to an object that
is palpable, physical, which already exists, and is therefore easily defined.
For example, typically when a buyer and seller enter into a contract for the
sale of an automobile, the automobile already exists. It can be seen, felt,
examined, tested, and driven. To assure that the automobile will meet the
buyer’s needs, the buyer is expected to inspect the automobile diligently
prior to entering into the contract.

A construction contract is quite different in this regard. At the time both
parties enter into a contract, the object of the agreement is only a vision.
It does not exist and hence cannot be examined by either the seller or the
buyer. In fact, the object of the contract is given definition only through
explanation.

The buyer, or owner, in the case of a construction contract, must define
the vision through design drawings and technical specifications. By their
very nature, these documents are imperfect in their ability to accurately
and fully define the owner’s vision. Often vagaries, omissions, or lack of
detail lead to differences in interpretation. Definitions provided by the
owner concentrate on the final product and overlook the construction
process needed to achieve the final product.

285
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The seller, who in this case is the contractor, must be equally diligent in
defining the object of the contract. Typically this is accomplished through
a detailed cost estimate and a baseline schedule. Although the estimate
is not generally given to the owner, the price, and often a breakdown of
the price, is provided. The baseline schedule is developed before or very
soon after the start of construction and sent to the owner for approval.
These two documents are the contractor’s definition of the object, and they
concentrate more on the construction process than on the final product.

Both process and final product definitions are needed for a proper and
comprehensive understanding of the object of the construction contract.
Both parties must make every effort to clearly communicate their concept
of the project at the time the contract is drafted and signed. Failure by one
will give the other the opportunity to unilaterally add detail to ambiguous
areas when conflicts arise. Even in the simpler case of the automobile,
conflict often arises from an incomplete understanding.

12.2 Operational Schedules

A. Baseline
Schedule

The baseline schedule, sometimes referred to as the as-planned schedule,
reflects the construction firm’s original understanding of the project and
their original intention for completing the work. For the highway bridge,
this schedule was generated in Chapter 5 and shown in Figure 5.6.

The baseline schedule encompasses the entire project, including all
subcontracted work, and provides an overall snapshot of the project scope.
Because of its breadth, a baseline schedule often generalizes operations at
a summary level. As each baseline activity moves closer to commencement,
the project team often expands and communicates current activities in the
form of a detailed short-term schedule. For the baseline schedule, priority is
placed on capturing the project in its entirety and planning it from a macro
perspective. A high level of detail at this stage is often counterproductive
in that the larger concepts and interactions may be lost in detail.

In general, both the contractor and the owner need to agree on the
validity of the baseline schedule early in the project, preferably prior to
starting work. Early approval is important because it is often difficult for an
owner to review a baseline schedule impartially once project changes have
started to take place. Once submitted and approved, the baseline schedule
serves as the basis for the evaluation of all subsequent progress reporting
and project changes.

B. Updated
Schedule

Once construction is under way, the baseline schedule becomes the project
schedule and is updated periodically so as to reflect the status of work
completed to date. The update also provides an opportunity to replan the
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remainder of the project based on the current status and the experience
gained thus far. For the highway bridge, a monthly update was generated
in Chapter 9 and illustrated in Figure 9.8.

The objective of this periodically updated schedule is to reflect the
dynamics of a living and changing project plan. An updated schedule
is an as-built schedule in progress. In case of dispute, the existence,
timeliness, and continuity of a regularly updated schedule is vital, and the
ability to clearly link these updates with the original baseline schedule is
indispensable.

C. Short-Term
Look-Ahead

Schedules

Just as the baseline schedule is a general plan for the entire project, and
the updated schedule reflects the status of work completed to date, a
short-term schedule is needed to focus detailed attention on the specific
activities scheduled over the coming weeks. Frequently this type of sched-
ule concentrates on the next four to six weeks of the project. Here again,
short-term schedules are closely linked to the baseline and updated sched-
ules. In this way, the project team is able to add detail to the project plan
while assuring that the macro planning contained in the baseline schedule
is fully supported.

D. As-Built
Schedules

The as-built schedule is the final result of the periodic project schedule
updates. This schedule documents the actual start and finish dates for each
activity. It also includes any delays, change orders, extra work, weather,
and other factors that impacted the construction. While it records all the
changes, it does not apportion responsibility or assign liability for delays.

From a purely practical standpoint, the as-built schedule should be
updated on a weekly basis to ensure that actual start and finish dates are
recorded accurately and any changes or delays are documented properly.
The as-built schedule is an important project record, as it is the only
document that captures and models the project history for later analysis
and discussion. For this reason, project managers must capture and record
actual project logic. This information is essential if later analysis is to be
undertaken for the purpose of claims support or process improvement
studies.

12.3 Schedule Presentation Formats

Once a schedule has been prepared, it may be presented in a number of dif-
ferent visual formats depending on its purpose and audience. Presenting a
schedule in the proper visual format highlights the information the project
manager is trying to convey and makes the schedule a better communicator.
This section explores several industry standard presentation formats and
the information and audiences they target.
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A. Precedence
Networks

Precedence networks have been used throughout this book to depict the
plan and schedule of the highway bridge (see Figure 5.6). The authors
have selected this presentation format because of its ability to illustrate
the logical relationships between project activities. Since activities are
depicted as boxes interconnected by logic arrows, tracing logical paths
through the network is straightforward. Precedence networks are especially
advantageous during planning as they allow project teams to quickly list
the activities needed to complete the project and link them together with
logic. A precedence network has the additional advantage of incorporating
a large and varied amount of information about each activity within the
activity box without cluttering the schedule.

A precedence network is an analytical tool as well as a presentation
format. When job-site problems occur, the network helps determines their
impact on the job. Alternative methods for solving the problem can be
evaluated quickly based on their effect on the critical path and project
duration.

B. Gantt Charts Gantt charts, or bar charts, are used often because they are easy to read.
Activities are illustrated as bars on a horizontal timeline. The beginning
and end of a bar coincides with the activity’s starting and ending dates (see
Figure 5.15). This format highlights the time and operational concurrency
aspects of the schedule and clearly illustrates how activities are to be
distributed over the project timeline. Bar charts are good for illustrating
resource utilization and sequencing. Once activities requiring a particular
resource have been identified, the daily resource demand can be illustrated
as a histogram. This allows the project manager to quickly assess resource
requirements and allocate accordingly.

C. Time-Scaled
Logic

The time-scaled logic diagram is a blend of a precedence network and
a Gantt chart (see Figure 5.14). By combining logic and duration in
one representation, the time-phased interplay between activities is empha-
sized. However, complex network logic, such as start to start or lead/lag
information, is difficult to represent. The necessary overlapping of logical
relationships in time-scaled networks often diminishes their usefulness in
communicating the construction plan.

D. Line-of-Balance
Schedules

Line-of-balance charts, or linear schedules, were first presented in Figure
5.16, to illustrate the pipeline schedule. They are a very visual method of
representing a particular type of project. Their use typically is limited to lin-
ear projects such as railroads, highways, and pipelines, although they have
been used successfully to build high-rise buildings. Using a combination of
sloping lines, bars, and blocks, operations can be sequenced so that space
and resource conflicts are quickly identified and addressed. In general,
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potential conflict exists any time one chart element intersects or crosses
another. This method of scheduling allows the planning team to quickly
explore a variety of sequencing options and select the most desirable.

12.4 Schedule Analysis to Determine Project Delays

It was stated previously that the project schedule is updated weekly. When
a delay occurs on a project, the delay is reflected in the updated schedule
by adding more time to the original activities or through the addition of
new activities. When the contractor is responsible for the delay, the lost
time must be made up at the contractor’s expense. When the owner causes
the delay, the contractor must request additional contract time. It is the
contractor’s responsibility to notify the owner, in writing, of the delay. The
request for additional time must be supported with evidence satisfactory
to the owner. Although simple in concept, this process can become very
complicated and burdensome.

A substantiated request for extra time is made using a network schedule
updated to a point in time immediately prior to the commencement of
the delay. A forward- and backward-pass calculation shows the unimpacted
completion date and the network critical path. Then the delaying event
is added to the schedule. Often new activities are added or the durations
of existing activities are modified. Again, a forward- and backward-pass
calculation is made and the project duration determined. In this way,
any resulting change in the critical path or project duration is the sole
consequence of the delaying event. When done properly, this impacted
schedule provides compelling evidence of the delay and its consequence
on the project. The next example illustrates this procedure.

Assume that on the afternoon of July 14, day 22, the status of the highway
bridge project is as indicated in Figure 9.4. However, the trouble with the
pile driving on abutment #2, activity 140, has become much more serious
than described in Section 9.11, and the pile driving is making little progress.
During the afternoon of July 14, the owner’s engineer directed the contrac-
tor to stop work on the pilings for abutment #2 until the problem could be
studied. All other work can proceed as planned. As shown in Figure 12.1,
the contractor now inserts a milestone entitled ‘‘Stop order on pile driving,
abutment #2’’ and adds two new activities. Activity 155 shows that the
engineer required five days to devise a suitable solution to the pile-driving
problem. Upon receipt of this solution in the form of an engineer’s direc-
tive, the contractor removed the troublesome material and replaced it with
compacted backfill. The required pilings were then driven, and the entire
process required a total of eight working days to complete as shown by
activity 165. This information is shown in Figure 12.1, and the forward-pass
computations are completed to project completion on this basis. Figure 12.1
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shows that the project now has an anticipated finish time of 77 working
days, six days later than indicated by Figure 9.8. It is to be noted that
Figure 12.1 clearly shows the cause of the delay and its effect on the time
for project completion.

Should the owner authorize additional project time based on the evi-
dence in the figure, a contract change order is issued and the matter of
the delay is concluded. If the owner rejects the delay and refuses to issue
a change order, the contractor must give notice of a formal claim. Most
contracts require the contractor to continue working, leaving the claim to
be adjudicated at the end of the job.

The contractor is now faced with a time dilemma. The contractor can
add the unauthorized extra time to the schedule, continue working, and
hope to prevail with the claim for extra time at the end of the project.
Alternatively, the contractor can accelerate the project at its own expense
and recover the lost time. The second alternative is the safest, and the one
chosen by many contractors in this situation. At this point, the working
relationship between the contractor and owner may become taut.

As noted in Chapter 7, acceleration of project activities requires addi-
tional resources or overtime work to get the project back on schedule. The
cost of acceleration must be documented carefully, added to the cost of
the original change, and claimed at the end of the project. Figure 12.2 is a
decision flowchart showing the process just described.

Regardless of whether the owner grants extra time for a delay or not,
the updated schedule showing the effect of the delay, and prepared
contemporaneously with the delay, is the best method for proving a delay
claim and prevailing.

At times, delays are difficult to identify and quantify. For instance, the
pile-driving problem described previously occurs and the work stops while
the engineer decides on a solution. Several days go by and nothing happens.
At this point, the schedule needs to be updated to show that the information
is not forthcoming. A new activity entitled ‘‘Waiting for engineer’s decision
on. . .’’ is appropriate in this case with a duration that continues to increase
with each update. A recalculation of the project duration with each update
shows the impact of the engineer’s delay to the project.

Whenever possible, the effects of a change should be identified, quan-
tified, and resolved contemporaneously by the people currently involved
with the project. When delay decisions are deferred, memories fade, project
personnel change, and the dispute is personalized. In the end, the dis-
pute is adjudicated, attorneys are involved, the cost of the claim increases
dramatically, and a fair and equitable resolution is more remote.

When no possibility of a timely analysis exists, the contractor must, after
the fact, utilize an analytical scheduling technique to re-create the project
on paper in order to prove entitlement. Impacted baseline and collapsed
as-built schedules are two of the most common techniques for such analysis.
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12.5 Impacted Baseline Schedule

There are times when even the contractor’s best scheduling effort is inade-
quate to keep pace with changes on the job. Problems are encountered that
are so severe that the entire scope of work is placed in flux. Some changes
alter the entire direction of the work, while others create repercussions
that ripple through activities for months into the future. For example,
the owner issues a change in the paint specified for the guardrails on the
highway bridge. The contractor agrees to the change with a marginal cost
adjustment for the paint. The contractor applies the new paint, but within
weeks it begins to chip and peel. Over the next month, the contractor
reapplies the paint several times using a variety of methods, all without
success. Finally the owner amends the change and instructs the contractor
to readopt the original paint specification. By this time, however, cold
weather has suspended painting operations for the winter, and project
completion is delayed until spring. Under such circumstances, the con-
tractor’s original change order price was wholly inadequate to cover the
full impact of the change. Additionally, due to the consequential effect
of this change, the contractor is unable to identify and quantify the full
magnitude of its impact until the project is completed. The contractor
must notify the owner immediately of its intent to claim for the ongoing
impact and carefully document the claim. Once the project is complete or
the full impact of the change is realized, an analytical schedule is prepared
to determine the cause, liability, impact, and cost of the change.

Over the years, many analytical techniques have been developed for
quantifying and assigning these impacts, but, in general, these tech-
niques fall into two basic categories: adding the delays to the baseline
schedule to illustrate their effect and quantify them, or removing the
disruptions from the as-built schedule to illustrate what would have hap-
pened had the delays not occurred. This section is concerned with the
first of these two categories, generally referred to as the impacted baseline
schedule.

When generating an impacted baseline schedule, the original baseline
schedule is used as the foundation. To determine the time impact of a series
of delays, remove the logical linkages for all activities impacted by the first
delay from their successors. Move the successors to the right on the network
diagram and add the new activities caused by the first delay. Then link the
impacted activities to the delay activities. Finally, link the delay activities to
the original successors. The next example is for a delay involving a single
delay activity. If an activity A experiences a delay that affects its successor,
activity B, then the linkage between A and B is removed. A delay activity,
D, is added as a successor to A and given a duration equal to the delay.
Activity B is then made a successor to D. This process continues until all
delays, from whatever source, have been accounted for in the model.
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Once all of the project delays have been introduced with actual activity
durations and logic, the displayed early-start and early-finish dates for all
completed work in the impacted schedule should be identical to the actual
start and finish dates in the as-built schedule.

For this modeling technique to be effective, any constraints or fixed dates
within the as-planned schedule must be removed and replaced by activities
with adjusted durations or lead/lag logic. This will allow the schedule to
accommodate logical and durational changes made during forward- and
backward-pass calculations.

The analysis model now contains all of the project delays. A forward and
backward pass on the network establishes their combined effect. Because
some of these delay activities were caused by the contractor while others
were caused by the owner, their relative impact must be apportioned
properly. Liability for each of the added delay activities is assigned to the
responsible party. If the period of time spanned by one party’s delay does
not overlap the delay caused by the other party, then the delay is considered
‘‘simple.’’ Reducing all of one party’s delay activities to zero duration will
quantify the other party’s impact on the project. Should both parties have
delays on independent branches of the network, but overlapping the same
period of time, then the delays are said to be ‘‘concurrent.’’ In this case,
the overlapping portion of the delay is attributable to both owner and
contractor.

With concurrent delay, it is necessary to determine whether the contrac-
tor’s delay was independent of the owner’s delay or occurred as a result of
the owner’s delay. When the contractor’s delay is independent, extra time
frequently is added to the schedule but without extra compensation. If it
can be shown that the contractor’s delay was in some way a result of the
owner’s delay, both extra time and compensation are claimed.

Because both contractor and owner delays are addressed, the impacted
baseline analysis provides a sufficiently level playing field for both parties to
expose the causes of delays, assign responsibility, and determine the time
impact and its associated cost to the project. Delay analysis practitioners,
while pleased with the generally manageable cost and level of effort
required to support an impacted baseline analysis, often disagree regarding
the validity of the baseline schedule as a point of departure for project
analysis. Owners may argue that the purpose of their review and acceptance
of the project baseline schedule was based on its conformance to the
schedule specification requirements and level of detail. The means and
methods, and therefore the schedule activities, their chronology, duration,
and interlinking logic, were proposed by the contractor and were the
contractor’s responsibility. They therefore were given only a cursory review.
Owners may claim that the baseline schedule was always unachievable,
pointing to repeated failures of contractor performance as supporting
evidence. In such circumstances, both parties may become preoccupied
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with the question of the appropriateness of using the baseline schedule,
preventing advancement of the larger delay issue.

Consequently, impacted baseline techniques are appropriate for the
analysis of projects that have a well-developed and supported baseline
schedule and have largely proceeded according to this schedule with few,
easily defensible deviations. The delays that have occurred should be finite
in number, with clear schedule impact boundaries. In such cases, the
impacted baseline model can focus attention on the changes that have
taken place and their time impact on the project completion date.

12.6 But-for or Collapsed As-Built Schedule

The but-for or collapsed as-built analysis uses the as-built schedule as a
foundation and works backward to quantify and assign project delays. To
begin this process, a working copy of the as-built schedule is made. The
actual start and actual finish dates of the network activities are removed
from the copy. If actual durations, actual logic, and appropriate lags
are properly in place, the calculated early-start and early-finish dates will
correspond precisely to the actual dates in the as-built schedule. This
enables the working copy of the as-built schedule to accommodate the
removal of impacted activities for each delay and the recalculation of the
project duration. Any reduction in project duration reflects the project
outcome minus this specific delay.

The person preparing the claim should list all known delays that occurred
on the project, whether caused by the contractor, owner, or others. The
delays should be listed in reverse order of occurrence. Then the delays are
analyzed one at a time. The latest delay is analyzed first by removing it
from the network. If the delay is in the form of an increased duration to
an original activity, that duration is reduced to its unimpacted duration. If
the delay resulted from added activities, those activities are removed. The
network is then recalculated, and the effect on project duration is noted
and attributed to the responsible party. Clearly, only delays on the critical
path need be analyzed, although it should be noted that the critical path
will change as activities are shortened or removed.

This process is repeated for each of the delays on the list. The reduction
in the network time calculation is cumulative, as the first delay is not
reinserted into the network before removing the second. Once all of the
delays have been removed, the network should reflect the project’s as-built
condition except for the delays. Because the contractor was not awarded
additional time for each of these delays as they occurred, their effect on the
project was cumulative. In order to analyze this accumulation of delays, the
as-built schedule must be reduced by the last delay first; thus the removal
of delays starts at the end of the project.
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As a direct result of a delay, contractors frequently suspend parallel
operations and redirect resources to unaffected portions of the project.
This creates multiple critical paths around the delayed activity. In order to
measure the true effect of the delay, these artificially suspended activities
must also be reduced to their original durations.

Each time a delay or change is made to the as-built schedule, it must be
carefully recorded and substantiated in a log. This log will later become
the audit trail for the schedule delay analysis, and is often the source of
criticism and controversy. Therefore, particular attention should be paid
to making this document as unbiased and unassailable as possible.

This type of delay analysis is best applied to projects where activity
logic has undergone a significant adjustment and the baseline schedule is
no longer an adequate reflection of the project. The addition, deletion,
extension, or reduction of activities and their associated logic may have
changed for a number of reasons unrelated to the impact analysis at hand.
Rather than attempting to account for each of these nonissues in the
adaptation of the baseline schedule, they may simply be assumed in the
as-built schedule analysis.

But-for analysis can account for the combined effect of a large number
of interdependent and autocorrelated project delays. At the same time, it
can focus analysis on only those delays that directly impact the critical path
and hence the project completion date.

Changes made in one group of operations often adversely affect other
seemingly unrelated operations by forcing them into unfavorable weather
seasons. Using the weather calendar methods discussed later in Section
12.8, impacted baseline and but-for techniques are able to analyze and
quantify the extent of these consequential effects.

Despite being touted as one of the most accepted methods for proving
delay claims, but-for analysis presents several problems. In practice, but-for
analysis can be extremely complex and is often plagued with procedural
disputes. In each instance where the delayed portion of an as-built sched-
ule activity is collapsed, proper justification for this reduction must be
researched and presented as support. In most instances, these delays and
their net effect have not been properly documented, and a large degree
of recollection and judgment must be exercised. In such circumstances,
analysis is reduced to negotiation and the real issues of the claim may
become lost in a debate over nonissues.

12.7 Legal Schedules

This section considers some of the legal aspects of a project schedule.
The discussion here is general and should not be considered a substitute
for legal advice. The topics that follow are important considerations in
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planning, scheduling, and submitting schedules for review and approval.
The schedule is a double-edged sword with the potential to damage the
position of either party in a dispute.

A. Right to Finish
Early

Most construction contracts have a specified completion date. This date is
determined by the owner and based on the owner’s criteria. The contract
construction time may be based on a perceived reasonable period or on
the date the facility is needed.

Once the contractor has been selected, it may choose to finish the
project earlier than the contract completion date. The contractor’s reason
for finishing early is generally self-interest. The firm may be able to reduce
project overhead, or free up equipment and resources so that they may be
used on another project, or finish before winter or the rainy season begins.

Owners may resist early contract completion and refuse to approve an
accelerated schedule. Generally, the owner has spent a significant amount
of time planning for and coordinating the broader aspects of construction
and commissioning prior to procuring the contractor. As the contractor
usually has not been a member of the project planning team, the owner
has had to produce a time schedule for planning and orchestrating issues
such as project finance and logistical support.

Submitting an accelerated project construction schedule forces the
owner to free up assets at an accelerated rate for progress payments.
The increased pace of construction may force the owner to employ more
construction inspectors and provide increased design professional services.
The owner may have multiple contracts with complex coordination respon-
sibilities. One contractor’s desire to accelerate may impact carefully formed
plans. Owners may not be able to utilize a facility prior to the specified com-
pletion date regardless of early construction completion. In this case, early
completion transfers the ownership costs, operational responsibility, and
insurance risks to the owner while offering few or no benefits. In short, the
contractor’s notification of its intention to complete early forces the owner
to reconsider and replan many of the project’s fundamental logistics.

Some owners are pleased to accept and accommodate a contractor’s
accelerated schedule. They receive the benefit of reduced bid prices from
the contractor and a shorter project financing period. They may also be able
to minimize the length of time that inspection staff, project supervision,
and design professional support are needed on the job site. An earlier
completion date often enables the owner to begin operating the facility
earlier and begin recouping construction costs through early revenues.

Owner reaction to an early-completion schedule has been mixed and
is largely dependent on the owner’s experience and particular situation.
Yet from a legal standpoint, the contractor’s right to finish early is well
documented. Court decisions have largely been in favor of the contractor’s
right to complete the project in less than the specified contract period.
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Owners have been held liable for actions that prevent the contractor from
finishing in accordance with an early-completion schedule. This means that
the owner may not delay the start of the project or hinder the contractor’s
progress once construction begins.

In some cases, owners have circumvented the issue of early completion
by adding preclusive clauses to the contract forbidding the submission of
schedules with accelerated completions. Generally this has had adverse
effects, as such clauses normally do not preclude the contractor from
recovering delay damages if it is proven that early completion would have
occurred but for owner disruptions. Such a clause only serves to prevent
the contractor from giving the owner prior notice of its intentions. Other
contract clauses state that the contractor may submit an early-completion
schedule, but the submitted completion date becomes the contract com-
pletion date and all damages and penalties are assessed against this revised
target. Such clauses enable the owner to take advantage of early completion
while still maintaining enforceable milestones. This type of clause puts the
contractor’s resolve to the test but allows it the flexibility to change the
contract completion dates to better suit conditions.

Should a contractor decide that early completion is advantageous, six
points should be considered before proceeding.

1. The contractor should clearly inform the owner of its intention to complete the
contract early. This is best accomplished with a project schedule clearly
indicating an early completion date.

2. The early-completion schedule should be submitted prior to commencing
construction operations. Schedules generated during construction or fol-
lowing contract completion for the explicit purpose of substantiating
a delay claim are at great risk of being criticized and disregarded.

3. The early-completion schedule must be complete, showing all aspects of the work,
including subcontracted work, and be realistic and achievable. Schedules that
do not indicate some aspects of the work may be deemed deficient and
prejudicially optimistic. Time savings should not include the reduc-
tion of contractually provisioned activity durations, such as submittal
review periods or requests for information response times. In general,
the owner’s duty is limited to the requirements of the contract.

4. Once submitted, the project schedule must be updated on a regular basis and
consistently demonstrate both the feasibility of the plan and the intent of the
contractor . The updates should also clearly indicate the nature and
effect of the delays occurring to date. Frequent updates are necessary,
as contemporaneous data are vital to the defense of any later claims
for delay.

5. To improve the reliability of an early-completion schedule, both the contractor
and the owner should use and depend on it during construction. It is
difficult to refute the acceptability of a schedule that has been used
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by both parties to plan, control, and guide decision making during
construction.

6. In the event of a delay claim, the contractor must prove that progress up to the
point of disruption was in accordance with its early-completion plans.

Timely notice and documentation of project delays is of utmost impor-
tance, should any party later present a claim in order to recover from the
effects of change or delay. The simple fact that a delay has been docu-
mented does not necessarily indicate an intention to claim on that issue.
Rather, it provides for that possibility at a later time should the need arise.
A delay that is identified and documented immediately can be discarded
later if no serious impact results. Yet a delay that is not documented may
be lost entirely.

B. Owner Approval
of the Schedule

Confusion often surrounds contract clauses requiring the owner’s approval
of a project schedule. Typically construction contracts do not specify the
means and methods to be used by the contractor. Design drawings and
specifications generally are limited to providing information about the final
constructed product rather than dictating the specific manner in which the
work is to be done. Owners frequently specify certain project milestones
that must be achieved but rarely dictate the contractor’s work schedule as
a contractual obligation. Yet many contracts require that the contractor
prepare and present the construction schedule and receive the owner’s
approval before any contract payments are made. This clause, however, does
not limit the contractor’s choice of construction means and methods. Nor
does it remove any of the contractor’s responsibility and liability associated
with implementing the chosen means and methods. The owner’s approval
of the contractor’s construction schedule covers three elements:

1. The contractor’s schedule and work plan must meet all requirements as set
forth in the contract documents. In reviewing the contractor’s schedule,
the owner should ensure that contract milestone requirements are
met, that all permitting and environmental constraints are addressed,
and that all other contract requirements are satisfied. The contractor
should be given free rein over the methods used to meet these
contract requirements.

2. The contractor’s schedule must provide the owner with sufficient detail to develop
other project-related schedules. It must provide owners with sufficient
detail to allow them to monitor the progress of construction and
evaluate the impact of a delay. Owners must be provided with the
tools to monitor progress and explore alternatives for mitigating
delays.

3. The contractor’s schedule must provide the owners with sufficient detail
to analyze the effects of a proposed project change. Owners must have
enough information regarding the contractor’s intended means and
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methods to be able to conduct project ‘‘what-if’’ scenarios and arrive at
reasonably accurate answers without involving the contractor directly.
The same argument applies to justification of a claim. The contractor’s
schedule must provide sufficient information to enable owners to
analyze and justify any change or delay claim. It was stated earlier in
this chapter that the contractor’s schedule is a double-edged sword.
The schedule not only communicates the contractor’s intentions, and
thereby protects the contractor from the negative effects of a project
change, but also provides owners with a measuring stick that may
prevent a contractor from recovering the requested amount for a
claim. Consequently, it is the owner’s duty to determine whether the
submitted schedule communicates the contractor’s plan in sufficient
detail to protect the owner’s interests.

C. Resource-
Loaded Schedules

Success on construction projects depends on the efficient utilization of
limited and costly resources. Materials, labor, and equipment are the
costliest parts of a project. Contractors who reduce waste and rehandling
of materials, operate construction equipment efficiently, and maximize
the efficiency of on-site labor have a significant competitive advantage.
Consequently, success in the construction business often is determined by
the contractor’s ability to manage and utilize resources efficiently.

Submitting a construction schedule without specifying resources implies
that the contractor has unlimited resources available. A resource-loaded
schedule, however, clearly indicates to all parties the fundamental interde-
pendencies between activities and resources under which the contractor
will be performing construction. Failure to provide this information often
is misconstrued to indicate that the contractor has the flexibility to apply
all necessary resources to a project change without incurring additional
costs. When it comes to job-site scheduling, contractors tend to schedule
resources rather than activities. Their published schedules must reflect this
approach and constraint.

D. Legal Need
for a Schedule

The construction schedule is the only project document that fully com-
municates the contractor’s intentions for delivering the contracted scope
of services over the full course of the project duration. It spells out the
planned timing and sequencing of key construction activities; it anticipates
constraints, forecasts resource utilization, and estimates unknown exter-
nal factors such as weather. It is vital for the contractor to communicate
this information to the owner. The construction schedule does this; it
also offers a primary avenue for avoiding costly misunderstandings. The
schedule allows the owner to completely consider contractor issues when
project-related decisions are being made, therefore protecting both the
contractor and the owner from misalignment. It defines where contractor
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flexibility is possible with little cost and time impact as well as changes that
may be devastating to the contractor’s cost and schedule constraints.

Once a change or delay has occurred, the baseline schedule may be
the only document with the capacity to convey the contractor’s original
intentions and subsequently quantify the impact of such a change. Failure
to provide this information to the owner early in the project may limit or
prevent the contractor from fully recovering the cost of a change or delay.
The legal necessity for a project schedule is clear. Even when a schedule is
not required by the terms of the contract, or when such a requirement is
later waived, or when obtaining the owner’s approval appears impossible,
the project schedule is still a necessary legal document and should not be
neglected.

12.8 Handling Weather Effects and Other Unknowns

Contractors estimate project costs and project time with limited informa-
tion. Lump-sum competitive bidding demands that contractors set their
prices weeks before construction begins. They may endure risks of bad
weather, unknown subsurface conditions, and other uncertainties that
threaten to change the project dramatically. Handling such unknowns and
their associated risks requires experience, patience, luck, and a certain
amount of audacity. Although assuming these risks is part of the business,
successful contractors minimize their exposure through solid planning,
documentation, and research.

Construction contracts often require the contractor to assume the risk
of normally occurring or commonly anticipated conditions. The definition
of these conditions is subjective and difficult to isolate in arguing a claim.
Therefore, it is vital that the construction firm provide, unambiguously, its
interpretation of a normal occurrence or commonly anticipated condition.
This definition must be based on research; it must fit the location and
conditions of the project and be incontrovertible. Timing is essential. This
information must be provided to the owner at the beginning of the project
so that the contractor’s intentions are indisputable, and both parties have
time to compromise should a disagreement arise.

A good example of the contractor’s assumption of risk associated with
normally occurring conditions is weather. Coping with weather in the
schedule may be accomplished in a number of ways. The project manager
may choose to add duration to affected activities, add a weather contingency
activity to the end of the schedule, or schedule activities on an artificially
abbreviated workweek. While all of these methods add time for weather,
they do not account for the randomness of weather, the effect on activities
pushed into harsher seasons by other unrelated delays, or the establishment
of a baseline definition for ‘‘normal’’ weather. Accounting for weather
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through the use of weather calendars based on local meteorological data
is preferred. Airports, universities, laboratories, agricultural associations,
nautical authorities, and oceanic and atmospheric organizations are all
good sources of local meteorological data.

The discussion that follows relates only to rainfall and its effect on con-
struction. Snow, extremes of temperature, visibility, or other weather factors
can be handled in the same manner. For construction purposes, 10 years
of rainfall records provide a statistically significant period. These records
are averaged for each month corresponding to the project construction
period. For the highway bridge, this is from June through September. Next,
the project activities are examined for their sensitivity to rainfall. Highly
sensitive activities may have to be suspended due to 0.1 inches or more
of rain in a 24-hour period. Similarly, moderately sensitive activities are
affected by 0.2 inches or more of rainfall, and less sensitive activities can
withstand as much as 0.5 inches. Figure 12.3 shows the corresponding data
summary for these criteria.

Weather calendars now can be established to reflect differing amounts
of rainfall. The first calendar, covering highly sensitive activities, randomly
reflects the number of days in each month in which 0.1 inches or more of
rain are expected. A second calendar shows the days when 0.2 inches or
more are expected, and the third calendar shows the days with more than
0.5 inches. The second and third calendars are for moderately sensitive
activities and less sensitive activities, respectively.

Applying this technique to the highway bridge, weather records show
that, on the average, there are 10 days in June with an expected rainfall in
excess of 0.1 inches. There are 5 days with rainfall in excess of 0.2 inches
and 2 days with an excess of 0.5 inches. The calendar reflecting 0.1 inches of

Average Number of Days
> 0.1 inches

Rainfall
> 0.2 inches

Rainfall
> 0.5 inches

Rainfall
January 3 1
February 3 1
March 2 0
April 1 0
May 1 0
June 5 2
July 6 2
August 4 1
September 1 0
October 1 0
November 2 1
December

8
10

9
7
5

10
12

8
4
4
5
7 3 1

Figure 12.3
Average rainfall summarized by month and volume
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rainfall will therefore have 10 days randomly assigned as rain days, with no
work scheduled. The other two calendars have similarly assigned rain days.
The months of July, August, and September are handled in a similar fashion.

Referring to the highway bridge plan, activities are assigned to one of the
three weather calendars, according to their sensitivity to rain. ‘‘Move in’’
is moderately sensitive. ‘‘Excavate abutment #1’’ and ‘‘Pour & cure deck’’
are examples of highly sensitive activities. ‘‘Mobilize pile-driving rig’’ is less
sensitive and assigned to the third calendar.

This process of using historically relevant data to account for project
uncertainties applies modeling and simulation techniques to better define
construction risks. Therefore, it is imperative to follow standard modeling
and simulation guidelines. First, the model should resemble the historical
data. In the case of rain, the selection of individual rain days cannot be
reasonably predicted, so a random distribution offers the best approxima-
tion. Hence, in our example, 10 days are selected at random from the
month of June to represent 0.1 inches of rainfall. Second, historical data
should be applied to the simulation under statistically identical condi-
tions. If the historical data set includes weekends, then the selected rain
days should include both weekdays and weekends. Using these guidelines,
project weather can be accounted for realistically in the project schedule.
This method also clearly defines normal weather and demonstrates that
its impact has been included in the contractor’s plan. The final project
weather calendar is shown in Figure 12.4.

An important benefit of the weather calendar method is its ability to
distribute the delay effects of weather realistically over the entirety of the
schedule. When a weather contingency is added to the end for a project,
regular updating generally will indicate that the project is behind schedule
if weather delays occur early in construction or on schedule, should they
occur at the end of the project. In either case, material deliveries and other
interfaces with outside organizations will occur too early or too late if they
follow the published schedule. The weather calendar method provides
a truer status of the project at each update, allowing for better forward
planning. As the schedule is updated, it is important to remove predicted
rain days and add actual rain days. This information is fundamental to any
later schedule analysis.

Now that normal rainfall has been defined and accounted for in the
project schedule, the project manager must address all of the contrac-
tual responsibilities associated with weather. Some construction contracts
clearly state that weather and other project unknowns are the responsibility
of the contractor. These contracts are generally more expensive, as the
contractor must include this additional risk in the price. Other contracts
reduce the contractor’s responsibility to normally occurring weather in
order to attain a more favorable bid. In this case, the contractor must
develop a competent system for defining normal weather, logging actual
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Days with Greater than 0.1 Inches of Rain
No. of
Days

Randomly Selected Date
10987654321 11 12 13

10987654321 11 12 13

10987654321 11 12 13

January 14 24 2 27 15 3 20 5
February 8 1 10 21 22 17 24 18 19 23
March 20 4 2 27 30 8 11 10 13
April 1 8 25 6 20 10 17
May 17 21 3 21 30
June 11 12 19 3 22 30 7 4 21 1
July 30 26 2 21 17 14 4 9 15 5 18 25
August 10 12 31 7 3 22 19 4
September 8 5 14 17
October 30 1 10 14
November 18 23 3 12 29
December

8
10
9
7
5

10
12
8
4
4
5
7 9 28 26 24 14 3 5

Days with Greater than 0.2 Inches of Rain
No. of
Days

Randomly Selected Date

January 3 14 24 2 27
February 3 8 1 10
March 2 20 4
April 1 1
May 1 17
June 5 11 12 19 3 22
July 6 30 26 2 21 17 14
August 4 10 12 31 7
September 1 8
October 1 30
November 2 18 23
December 3 9 28 26

Days with Greater than 0.5 Inches of Rain
No. of
Days

Randomly Selected Date

January 1 14
February 1 8
March 0
April 0
May 0
June 2 11 12
July 2 30 26
August 1
September 0
October 0
November 1 18
December 1 9

Figure 12.4
Selection of weather days based on historical summary
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project weather conditions, contrasting these conditions to the plan, and
managing any variances. The first step is to define normal weather using the
processes presented earlier in this section. Next, the project manager must
record actual weather conditions on the project. Whether actual weather
conditions are recorded on the daily time cards or in the project manager’s
daily log, they should be documented formally and maintained consis-
tently throughout the life of the project. This information often becomes
the foundation of valuable claims for both additional money and time.

Comparisons between actual and planned weather should be made fre-
quently; monthly is standard. Generally these comparisons should coincide
with project progress payments and other project reconciliations, so that
all aspects of the project may be brought up to date on a regular basis. It
is imprudent to postpone decisions on requested time adjustments until
the end of the project. Just as lump-sum construction contracts must have
a distinct and commonly understood contract value, the contractor and
the owner need a legally defined contract completion date so that critical
project milestones can be set. If worse-than-expected weather causes the
project to fall behind in any one month, a contract extension should be
requested immediately. If an extension is not granted, the contractor must
immediately begin constructively accelerating the work at additional cost
in order to recover the lost time and complete the project by the contract
completion date. In such circumstances, the contractor may then claim
for an equitable adjustment resulting from the acceleration costs incurred.
Consequently, resolving any discrepancies between planned and actual
weather conditions on a monthly basis, and making the necessary changes
in the contract completion date immediately, is in both the contractor’s
and the owner’s best interests.

The ability to acknowledge and incorporate the unknown into a construc-
tion plan is a skill that requires extensive experience, effort, and planning.
Many project managers are good at accounting for the predictable aspects
of construction projects but have difficulty when several outcomes are
equally likely. In such cases, planning and scheduling frequently are aban-
doned for a more existential approach. Yet most successful contractors will
agree that the unknown does not preclude project planning but rather
necessitates better planning with more contingencies. When project man-
agers arrive at such junctures, they should focus on each of the possible
outcomes, try to understand their likelihood and their anticipated effect
on the project, and then develop a contingency plan for each outcome.
A methodical approach, with the assistance of good research, often makes
resolution of project unknowns more attainable. The objective should be
to isolate the uncertainties, better understand them, and then adopt a set
of plans to work around them. No plan means no goals, no benchmarking,
no risk management, no hope of countermeasures, and little opportunity
for recovery.
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12.9 Presenting the Schedule

Frequently, the manner in which a schedule is presented significantly
affects its acceptance and utilization on the project. Schedules, by their
very nature, are complex documents that strive to communicate complex
information in a limited amount of space. Therefore, an essential element
of good schedule preparation is composition of a guidebook or narrative
that explains the assumptions, concepts, and thought that went into the
schedule’s development. Without such documentation, the full value of
the schedule may not be realized.

A schedule narrative should exhibit the contractor’s understanding of
the work that is to be performed. This is frequently the contractor’s own
interpretation of the contract documents. During the estimating stages of
the project, the contractor read the contract documents and made a series
of interpretations regarding the scope, risks, assertions, and definitions.
This information became the foundation for the contractor’s bid. These
interpretations formed the basis for the contractor’s understanding of the
project and for all its subsequent planning and preparation. In most cases,
project disputes originate with divergent interpretations of the contract
documents at this initial stage. Therefore, a key focus of the narrative is to
communicate the representations, assertions, and requirements that were
relied on during the planning and bidding stages of the project. Supplying
this information at the onset of the project aligns interpretations, protects
both the contractor and the owner from future claims, and facilitates better
communication and collaboration.

The narrative report is a user’s guide to the schedule. It may include
information about the structure of the schedule, such as how the project
was divided into schedule activities, or an explanation of specific activity
coding systems that were utilized. This explanation is particularly useful
when scheduling software is used and automated sorting and filtering
functions are available. The guide should explain the schedule calendar
system and the process used to create the weather calendars. An improved
understanding of the schedule and the level of effort dedicated to its
development facilitates its acceptance, approval, and use.

Typically, projects have key features or equipment whose proper and
efficient use is credited with providing the bidder with a winning advantage.
These advantages generally are given high merit in the contractor’s plan,
and changes that lessen their effectiveness frequently result in costly claims.
The narrative report should call special attention to these situations and
clearly define the conditions under which their successful use is anticipated.
This information acts as a warning to the owner and clearly distinguishes
between those changes that can be absorbed by the contractor and those
that are likely to have cost implications. If this competitive advantage comes
from the efficient and cost-effective use of a unique resource, the narrative
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should spell out the contractor’s plan for its use, detailing operationally how
the resource is to be utilized and sequenced throughout the project. If the
contractor has developed a special process for handling a particular aspect
of the work, the narrative should detail this process. It should highlight the
conditions under which this process is applicable and the representations
in the contract documents that led the contractor to believe that these
conditions would exist on-site.

Fundamental to the contractor’s construction plan and schedule is the
productivity of key construction crews and equipment. Their productivity
forms the basis of the schedule. Achieving this productivity is key to staying
on schedule. One may argue that the selection of specialized equipment
is a trade secret, but it is difficult to conceal big yellow equipment on
the job once things get going. As for production rates, knowing them is
not the same as knowing how to achieve them. Most owners, should they
spend the time, can quickly determine crew and equipment production
rates by watching the work. The fact is, hiding these things is counterpro-
ductive and damaging in the long run. Freely providing equipment and
production information to the owner has several advantages. Knowledge
of the contractor’s planned crews and productions will allow the owner
to establish more quickly the validity of change orders and claims. When
work quantities are increased, requests for additional time due to resource
unavailability may be substantiated more easily. In instances where the
project has been delayed or halted, the contractor’s standby costs may be
given greater merit. But, arguably, the greatest advantage is derived from
the owner’s ability to approximate the effects of a proposed change prior
to its being issued. With this in mind, the contractor may elect to provide
specific crew makeup, availability, and expected production rates to the
owner as part of the narrative report.

The objective of the narrative is to facilitate an improved understanding
and utilization of the contractor’s project schedule. Consequently, each
issue should be introduced and presented factually and fairly. When the
document is presented, the project manager should explain its objective to
the owner so that the intent is not misunderstood. Construction projects
are largely about people and relationships, and most successful projects are
built on trust and good communication. Every effort made at improving
mutual understanding and coordinating goals will pay large dividends with
the successful conclusion of the project.
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Job:  Highway Bridge Bid Item   No. 1: Excavation, unclassified Estimator:  GAS
Cost
Code

Labor Cost Equipment
Cost

Material
Cost

Total
CostWork Type Quantity Unit Calculations Direct Indirect

32220.10 Excavation, 
unclassified

1,667 cy Labor
foreman 1 @

@
@

@

×

$34.00 = $34.00
operator 1 $33.00 = $33.00
laborer 2 $22.00 = $44.00

Crew hourly rate = $111.00
production rate = cy/hr

1,667 ÷ 70
70

×÷ 70

$111.00 = $2,643 $2,643 $925 $3,569
Equipment
dozer 1 $39.00 per hr

1,667 $39.00 = $929 $929 $929
Total this account $2,643 $925 $929 $0 $4,497

$2,643 $925
Total Bid Item No. 1 $3,569 $929 $0 $4,497
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Equipment
Cost

Material
Cost

Total
Cost

Summary Sheet

Job:  Highway Bridge Bid Item  No. 3: Backfill, compacted Estimator:   GAS
Cost Labor Cost
Code Work Type Quantity Unit Calculations Direct Indirect

32226.10 Backfill, 
compacted

340 cy Labor
labor unit cost = $8.45 per cy

340 × $8.45 = $2,873 $2,873 $718 $3,591
Equipment
equipment unit cost = $1.95 per cy

340 × $1.95 = $663 $663 $663
Total this account $2,873 $718 $663 $0 $4,254

$2,873 $718
Total Bid Item No. 3 $3,591 $663 $0 $4,254

Equipment
Cost

Material
Cost

Total
Cost

×÷ 8

×÷ 8

Summary Sheet

Job:  Highway Bridge Bid Item   No. 2: Excavation, structural Estimator:   GAS
Cost
Code

Labor Cost
Work Type Quantity Unit Calculations Direct Indirect

32222.10 Excavation, 
structural

120 cy Labor
foreman 1 @

@
@

1

@1

6

$34.00 = $34.00
operator $33.00 = $33.00
laborers $22.00 = $132.00

Crew hourly rate = $199.00
production rate = cy/hr

120 $199.00 = $2,985 $2,985 $746 $3,731
Equipment
backhoe $37.00 per hr

120 $37.00 = $555 $555 $555
Total this account $2,985 $746 $555 $0 $4,286

$2,985 $746
Total Bid Item No. 2 $3,731 $555 $0 $4,286

8
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Summary Sheet

Job:  Highway Bridge Bid Item  No. 4: Piling, steel Estimator:  GAS
Cost
Code

Labor Cost Equipment 
Cost

Material
Cost

Total
CostWork Type Quantity Unit Calculations Direct Indirect

31350.00 Piledriving rig, 
mobilize and 
demobilize

job ls Labor
foreman 1 @

1 @

$34.00 = $34.00
operator 2 @ $33.00 = $66.00
oiler $22.00 = $22.00
piledrivermen 2 @ $31.00 = $62.00
laborers 2 @ $22.00 = $44.00
truck drivers 2 @ $22.00 = $44.00

Crew hourly rate = $272.00
three 8-hour days required

3 8 $272.00 = $6,528 $6,528 $2,938 $9,466
Equipment
50-ton crane 1 @ $105.00 = $105.00
25-ton crane 1 @ $62.00 = $62.00
lowboy 1 @ $35.00 = $35.00
atbed truck 1 @ $25.00 = $25.00

Equipment hourly rate = $227.00
3 8 $227.00 = $5,448 $5,448 $5,448

Materials
general supplies $300 $300 $300

Total this account $6,528 $2,938 $5,448 $300 $15,214
31361.10 Piling, steel, 

driving
2,240 lf Labor

foreman 1 @ $34.00 = $34.00
operator 1 @

1 @
$33.00 = $33.00

oiler $22.00 = $22.00
piledrivermen 3 @ $31.00 = $93.00
laborers 2 @ $22.00 = $44.00
carpenter 1 @ $31.00 = $31.00

Crew hourly rate = $257.00
production rate = 70 ft/hr

2,240 $257.00 = $8,224 $8,224 $3,701 $11,925
Equipment
50-ton crane 1@ $105.00 = $105.00
450 cfm compressor 1@ $14.00 = $14.00
pile hammer & leads 1@ $60.00 = $60.00

Equipment hourly rate = $179.00
2,240 $179.00 = $5,728 $5,728 $5,728

Materials
steel piling

2,240 x $32.00 = $71,680 $71,680 $71,680
pile cushions 1 cushion / 120 ft of pile

2,240 ÷ 120 ×

÷ ×

÷ 70

70

×

××

××

$16.00 = $299 $299 $299
Total this account $8,224 $3,701 $5,728 $71,979 $89,631

$14,752 $6,638
Total Bid Item No. 4 $21,390 $11,176 $72,279 $104,845
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Cost
Code

Equipment
Cost

Material
Cost

Total
CostWork Type

Summary Sheet

Job:  Highway Bridge Bid Item  No. 5: Concrete, footings Estimator:   GAS
Labor  Cost

Quantity Unit Calculations Direct Indirect
03150.10 Footing forms, 

fabricate
360 sf Labor

labor unit cost = $2.60 per sf
360 × $2.60 = $936 $936 $421 $1,357

Material
plyform: $1.05 per sf 50% salvage

2 uses
360 × $1.05 × 50% = $189.00 $189 $189

lumber: $0.85 per bf 50% salvage
1.33 bf/sf 2 uses

360 × $0.85 × 50% × 1.33 = $203 $203 $203
Total this account $936 $421 $0 $392 $1,750

03157.10 Footing forms, 
place

720 sf Labor
labor unit cost = $0.50 per sf

720 × $0.50 = $360.00 $360 $126 $486
Material
nails, hardware, coatings $0.28 per sf

720 × $0.28 = $201.60 $202 $202
Total this account $360 $126 $0 $202 $688

03159.10 Footing forms,
strip

720 sf Labor
labor unit cost = $0.22 per sf

720 ×

×

$0.22 = $158 $158 $40 $198
Total this account $158 $40 $0 $0 $198

03311.10 Concrete, footings,
place

120 cy Labor
foreman 1 @ $34.00 = $34.00
mason 1 @ $32.00 = $32.00
laborers 4 @ $22.00 = $88.00
operator 1 @

1 @
$33.00 = $33.00

oiler $22.00 = $22.00
carpenter 1 @ $31.00 = $31.00

Crew hourly rate = $240.00
Production rate = 24 cy/hr

120 ÷ 24

×24

$240.00 = $1,200 $1,200 $420 $1,620
Equipment
50-ton crane  @ $105 = $125.00
vibrators 2 @ $3.00 = $6.00
buckets 2 @ $3.00 = $6.00

Equipment hourly rate = $137.00
120 ÷ $137.00 = $685 $685 $685

Material
transit mix $92.00 per cy 5% waste

120 × $92.00 × 105% = $11,592 $11,592 $11,592
Total this account $1,200 $420 $685 $11,592 $13,897

$2,654 $1,007
Total Bid Item No. 5 $3,661 $685 $12,186 $16,532313



Cost
Code

Equipment
Cost

Material
Cost

Total
CostWork Type

Summary Sheet

Estimator:   GAS

Quantity Unit

Job:  Highway Bridge Bid Item No. 6: Concrete, abutments
Labor Cost

Calculations Direct Indirect
03150.20 Abutment forms,

prefabricate
1,810 sf Labor

labor unit cost = $1.96 per sf
1,810 x $1.96 = $3,548 $3,548 $1,596 $5,144

Material
plyform: $1.05 per sf 10% waste 50% salvage

1,810 x $1.05 x 1.10 x 50% = $1,045 $1,045 $1,045
lumber: $0.85 per bf 50% salvage

1.44 bf/sf 2 uses
1,810 x $0.85 x

x x

x x

1.44 x 50% = $1,108 $1,108 $1,108
Total this account $3,548 $1,596 $0 $2,153 $7,297

03157.20 Abutment forms, 
place

3,620 sf Labor
labor unit cost = $2.02 per sf

3,620 x $2.02 = $7,312 $7,312 $2,559 $9,872
Equipment

3 days of 50 ton crane time
3 8 $105 = $2,520 $2,520 $2,520

Materials
nails, form ties, coating $0.28 per sf

3,620 x $0.28 = $1,014 $1,014 $1,014
Total this account $7,312 $2,559 $2,520 $1,014 $13,405

03159.20 Abutment forms, 
strip

3,620 sf Labor
labor unit cost = $0.97 per sf

3,620 x $0.97 = $3,511 $3,511 $878 $4,389
Equipment

1 day of 50 ton crane time
1 8 $105 = $840 $840 $840

Total this account $3,511 $878 $840 $0 $5,229
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vibrators 2 @ $3.00 = $6.00
buckets 2 @ $3.00 = $6.00

Equipment hourly rate = $117.00
280 ÷ 8.75 x $117.00 = $3,744.00 $3,744 $3,744

Material
transit mix @ $92.00 per cy  5% waste

280 x 1.05 x $92.00 = $27,048 $27,048 $27,048
Total this account $9,088 $3,181 $3,744 $27,048 $43,061

03346.20 Concrete, abutment
rub

1,960 sf Labor
production rate = 16.67 sf/hr (1 mason)

1,960 ÷ 16.67 x $32.00 = $3,762 $3,762 $1,693 $5,456
Material
material unit cost = $0.12 per sf

1,960 x $0.12 = $235 $235 $235
Total this account $3,762 $1,693 $0 $235 $5,691

03370.20 Concrete, abutment
curing

3,820 sf Labor
production rate = 500 sf/hr (1 mason)

3,820 ÷ 500 x $32.00 = $244 $244 $86 $330
Materials
curing compound: coverage = 270 sf/gal

3,820 ÷ 270 x $6.50 = $92 $92 $92
Total this account $244 $86 $0 $92 $422

$27,466 $9,993
Total Bid Item No. 6 $37,459 $7,104 $30,542 $75,105

03311.20 Concrete, abutment 
place

280 cy Labor
foreman 1 @ $34.00 = $34.00
mason 1 @ $32.00 = $32.00
laborers 6 @ $22.00 = $132.00
operator 1 @

1 @
$33.00 = $33.00

oiler $22.00 = $22.00
carpenter 1 @ $31.00 = $31.00

Crew hourly rate = $284.00
Production rate = 8.75 cy/hr

280 ÷ 8.75 x $284.00 = $9,088 $9,088 $3,181 $12,269
Equipment
50T crane 1 @ $105.00 = $105.00
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Bid Item   No. 7: Concrete, deck slab, 10 in.

03157.30 Deck forms, 
place

1,800 sf Labor
labor unit cost = $1.65 per sf

1,800 x

x

x

$1.65 = $2,970 $2,970 $1,040 $4,010
4 hours of 50-ton crane time

operator 1 @
1 @

$33.00
oiler $22.00

Crew hourly rate = $55.00
4 $55.00 = $220 $220 $77 $297

Equipment
50T crane 1 $105.00 = $105.00

4 $105 = $420 $420 $420
Materials
material unit cost = $1.05 per sf

1,800 x $1.05 = $1,890 $1,890 $1,890
Total this account $3,190 $1,117 $420 $1,890 $6,617

03159.30 Deck forms, 
strip

1,800 sf Labor
labor unit cost = $0.75 per sf

1,800 x

x

x

$0.75 = $1,350 $1,350 $473 $1,823
2 hours of 50-ton crane time

operator 1 @
1 @

1 @

$33.00
oiler $22.00

Crew hourly rate = $55.00
$110 $1102 $55.00 = $39 $149

Equipment
50T crane $105.00 = $105.00

2 $105 = $210 $210 $210
Total this account $1,460 $511 $210 $0 $2,181

03311.30 Concrete deck, 
place & screed

200 sy Labor
56 cy labor unit cost = $6.00 per sy

200 x $6.00 = $1,200 $1,200 $420 $1,620
Equipment
equipment unit cost = $4.90 per sy

200 x $4.90 = $980 $980 $980
Material
transitmix @ $92.00 per cy 5% waste

56 x $92.00 x 105% = $5,410 $5,410 $5,410
Total this account $1,200 $420 $980 $5,410 $8,010

Job:  Highway Bridge Estimator:  GAS
Cost
Code

Labor Cost Equipment
Cost

Material
Cost

Total
CostWork Type Quantity Unit Calculations Direct Indirect

Summary Sheet

@
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03345.30 Concrete deck, 
finish

1,800 sf Labor
labor unit cost = $1.25 per sf

1,800 x $1.25 = $2,250 $2,250 $1,013 $3,263
Equipment
trowelling machines 2@ $35.00 per day

2 $35.00 = $70.00 $70 $70
Material
material unit cost = $0.35 per sf

1,800 x

x

$0.35 = $630 $630 $630
Total this account $2,250 $1,013 $70 $630 $3,963

03370.30 Concrete deck,
curing

1,800 sf Labor
labor unit cost = $0.06 per sf

1,800 x $0.06 = $108 $108 $27 $135
Materials
material unit cost = $0.05 per sf

1,800 x $0.05 = $90 $90 $90
Total this account $108 $27 $0 $90 $225

03251.30 Concrete deck,
saw joints

60 lf Labor
labor unit cost = $6.00 per ft

60 x $6.00 = $360 $360 $90 $450
Equipment
concrete saw @ $110

$110
per day

1        $110 = $110 $110
Total this account $360 $90 $110 $0 $560

$8,568 $3,177
Total Bid Item No. 7 $11,745 $1,790 $8,020 $21,555
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Job:  Highway Bridge Estimator:  GAS
Cost
Code

Labor Cost Equipment
Cost

Material
Cost

Total
CostWork Type Quantity Unit Calculations Direct Indirect

Bid Item   No. 8a: Reinforcing steel

03200.00 Steel, reinforcing, 
place

90,000 lb Labor:
labor unit cost = $0.29 per lb
90,000 x $0.29 = $26,100 $26,100 $11,745 $37,845

Equipment:
equipment unit cost = $0.06 per lb
90,000 x $0.06 = $5,400 $5,400 $5,400

Materials:
material unit cost = $0.42 per lb
90,000 x $0.42 = $37,800 $37,800 $37,800

Total this account $26,100 $11,745 $5,400 $37,800 $81,045
$26,100 $11,745

Total Bid Item No. 8a $37,845 $5,400 $37,800 $81,045

Summary Sheet

Job:  Highway Bridge Estimator:  GAS
Cost
Code

Labor Cost Equipment
Cost

Material
Cost

Total
CostWork Type Quantity Unit Calculations Direct Indirect

Bid Item   No. 8b: Reinforcing steel (Subcontracted)

03200.00 Steel, reinforcing,
place

90,000 lb Subcontract
subbid quotation = $66,240 $0 $0 $0 $66,240

$0 $0
Total Bid Item No. 8b $0 $0 $0 $66,240

Summary Sheet
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Job:  Highway Bridge Estimator:  GAS
Cost
Code

Labor Cost Equipment
Cost

Material
Cost

Total
CostWork Type Quantity Unit Calculations Direct Indirect

Summary Sheet

Bid Item   No. 9: Steel, structural

05120.00 Steel, 
structural, place

65,500 lb Labor:
labor unit cost = $62.00 per ton
65,500 ÷ 2,000 x $62.00 = $2,031 $2,031 $914 $2,944

16 hours of 50-ton crane time
operator 1

1
$33.00

oiler @
@

$22.00
Crew hourly = $55.00

16 x $55.00 = $880.00 $880 $396 $1,276
Equipment:

16  hours of 50-ton crane time
16 x $105 = $1,680 $1,680 $1,680

Material:
material unit cost = $2,250 per ton
65,500 ÷ 2,000 x $2,250 = $73,688 $73,688 $73,688

Total this account $2,911 $1,310 $1,680 $73,688 $79,588
$2,911 $1,310

Total Bid Item No. 9 $4,220 $1,680 $73,688 $79,588
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Job:  Highway Bridge Estimator:  GAS
Cost
Code

Labor Cost Equipment
Cost

Material
Cost

Total
CostWork Type Quantity Unit Calculations Direct Indirect

Summary Sheet

Bid Item   No. 10: Bearing plates

05812.00 Bearing plates 3,200 lb Labor
Llabor unit cost = $0.35 per lb

3,200 x $0.35 = $1,120.00 $1,120 $504 $1,624
4 hours of 50-ton crane time

operator $33.00
oiler $22.00

Crew hourly rate = $55.00
4 $55.00 = $220.00 $220 $99 $319

Equipment
4 hours of 50-ton  crane time
4 $105 = $420.00 $420 $420

Materials
price quotation = $3,250 $3,250 $3,250
Total this account $1,340 $603 $420 $3,250 $5,613

$1,340 $603
Total Bid Item No. 10 $1,943 $420 $3,250 $5,613

1
1 @

@

x

x
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x

x

Job:  Highway Bridge Estimator:  GAS
Cost
Code

Labor Cost Equipment
Cost

Material
Cost

Total
CostWork Type Quantity Unit Calculations Direct Indirect

Summary Sheet

Bid Item   No. 11: Guardrails

05520.00 Guardrails 120 ft Labor
labor unit cost = $8.30 per ft

120 x $8.30 = $996 $996 $349 $1,345
4 hours of 50-ton crane time

$33.00
$22.00

Crew hourly rate = $55.00
4 $55.00 = $220.00 $220 $99 $319

Equipment
4 hours of 50-ton crane time
4 $105 = $420.00 $420 $420

Materials
price quotation = $5,650 $5,650 $5,650
anchor bolts 64 @ $2.75 = $176 $176 $176
Total this account $1,216 $448 $420 $5,826 $7,910

$1,216 $448
Total Bid Item No. 11 $1,664 $420 $5,826 $7,910

operator 1
1oiler @

@

Job:  Highway Bridge Estimator:  GAS
Cost
Code

Labor Cost Equipment
Cost

Material
Cost

Total
CostWork Type Quantity Unit Calculations Direct Indirect

Summary Sheet

Bid Item   No. 12: Painting

Painting job ls Subbid quotation = $8,550 $0 $0 $0 $8,550
$0 $0

Total Bid Item No. 12 $0 $0 $0 $8,550
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Field Overhead: Move In & Cleanup

01500.00 Move In 1 ls Labor
foreman 1 @ $34.00 = $34.00
carpenters 2 @ $31.00 = $62.00
laborers 4 @ $22.00 = $88.00
operator 2 @ $33.00 = $66.00
truck drivers 4 @ $22.00 = $88.00
Crew hourly rate $338.00
Three 8-hour days required

3 8 xx $338.00 = $8,112 $8,112 $2,839 $10,951
Equipment
50-ton crane 1 @ $105.00 = $105.00
25-ton crane 1 @ $62.00 = $62.00
flatbed trucks 4 @ $25.00 = $100.00
Equipment hourly rate $267.00
12 hours required

12 x $267.00 = $3,204 $3,204 $3,204
Total this account $8,112 $2,839 $3,204 $0 $14,155

01700.00 Clean Up 1 ls Labor
foreman 1 @ $34.00 = $34.00
laborers 6 @ $22.00 = $132.00
Crew hourly rate $166.00
Two 8-hour days required

2 x x

x

x

8 $166.00 = $2,656 $2,656 $664 $3,320
foreman 1 @ $34.00 = $34.00
laborers 3 @ $22.00 = $66.00
operator 1 @ $33.00 = $33.00
oiler 1 @ $22.00 = $22.00
truck drivers 2 @ $22.00 = $44.00
Crew hourly rate $199.00
One 8-hour day required

$199.00 = $1,592 $1,592 $557 $2,149
Equipment
50-ton crane 1 @ $105.00 = $105.00
flatbed trucks 2 @ $25.00 = $50.00
Equipment hourly rate $155.00
One 8-hour day required

8 $155.00 = $1,240 $1,240 $1,240
Total this account $4,248 $1,221 $1,240 $0 $6,709

$12,360 $4,060
Total Move In & Cleanup $16,420 $4,444 $0 $20,864

Job:  Highway Bridge Estimator:  GAS
Cost
Code

Labor Cost Equipment
Cost

Material
Cost

Total
CostWork Type Quantity Unit Calculations Direct Indirect

Summary Sheet

8
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Job:  Highway Bridge Bid Item   No. 1: Excavation, unclassifed 

32220.10 Excavation, 
unclassified

1,275 m3 Labor
foreman 1 @ $34.00 = $34.00
operator 1 @ $33.00 = $33.00
laborer 2 @ $22.00 = $44.00

Crew hourly rate = $111.00
production rate = 53.5 m3/hr

1,275 ÷ 53.5 x $111.00 = $2,643 $2,643 $925 $3,569
Equipment
dozer 1 @ $39.00 per hr

1,275 ÷ 54 x $39.00 = $929 $929 $929
Total this account $2,643 $925 $929 $0 $4,497

$2,643 $925
Total Bid Item No. 1 $3,569 $929 $0 $4,497

Estimator:   GAS 

Equipment
Cost

Material
Cost

Total
Cost

Summary Sheet

Cost
Code

Labor Cost
Work Type Quantity Unit Calculations Direct Indirect
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Job:  Highway Bridge Bid Item   No. 2: Excavation, structural

32222.10 Excavation, 
structural

92 m3 Labor
foreman

1 @

$34.00 = $34.00
operator $33.00 = $33.00
laborers $22.00 = $132.00

Crew hourly rate = $199.00
production rate = 6.1 m3/hr

92 ÷ 6.1

6

x $199.00 = $2,985 $2,985 $746 $3,731
Equipment
backhoe $37.00 per hr

92 ÷ x $37.00 = $555 $555 $555
Total this account $2,985 $746 $555 $0 $4,286

$2,985 $746
Total Bid Item No. 2 $3,731 $555 $0 $4,286

Estimator:   GAS 

Equipment
Cost

Material
Cost

Total
Cost

Summary Sheet

Cost
Code

Labor Cost
Work Type Quantity Unit Calculations Direct Indirect

1 @
1 @

6 @
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Job:  Highway Bridge Bid Item   No. 3: Backfill, compacted

32226.10 Backfill,
compacted

260 m3 Labor
labor unit cost = $11.05 per m3

260 x $11.05 = $2,872 $2,872 $718 $3,591
Equipment
equipment unit cost = $2.55 per m3

260 x $2.55 = $663 $663 $663
Total this account $2,872 $718 $663 $0 $4,254

$2,872 $718
Total Bid Item No. 3 $3,591 $663 $0 $4,254

Estimator:   GAS 

Equipment
Cost

Material
Cost

Total
Cost

Summary Sheet

Cost
Code

Labor Cost
Work Type Quantity Unit Calculations Direct Indirect
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2

2

2
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Job:  Highway Bridge Bid Item   No. 8a: Reinforcing steel

03200.00 Steel, reinforcing, 
place

40,823 kg Labor:
labor unit cost = $0.64 per kg
40,823 x $0.64 = $26,100 $26,100 $11,745 $37,844

Equipment:
equipment unit cost = $0.13 per kg
40,823 x $0.13 = $5,400 $5,400 $5,400

Materials:
material unit cost = $0.93 per kg
40,823 x $0.93 = $37,798 $37,798 $37,798

Total this account $26,100 $11,745 $5,400 $37,798 $81,042
$26,100 $11,745

Total Bid Item No. 8a $37,844 $5,400 $37,798 $81,042

Job:  Highway Bridge Bid Item   No. 8b: Reinforcing steel (Subcontracted)

03200.00 Steel, reinforcing,
place

40,823 kg Subcontract
subbid quotation = $66,240 $0 $0 $0 $66,240

$0 $0
Total Bid Item No. 8b $0 $0 $0 $66,240

Estimator:   GAS 
Equipment

Cost
Material

Cost
Total
Cost

Summary Sheet

Cost
Code

Labor Cost
Work Type Quantity Unit Calculations Direct Indirect

Estimator:   GAS 

Equipment
Cost

Material
Cost

Total
Cost

Summary Sheet

Cost
Code

Labor Cost
Work Type Quantity Unit Calculations Direct Indirect
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Job:  Highway Bridge Bid Item   No. 9: Steel, structural

05120.00 Steel, 
structural, place

29,710 kg Labor:
labor unit cost = $0.068 per kg
29,710 x $0.07 = $2,030 $2,030 $914 $2,944

16 hours of 50-ton crane time
operator 1 @

@
$33.00

oiler 1 $22.00
Crew hourly r = $55.00

16 x $55.00 = $880.00 $880 $396 $1,276
Equipment:

16  hours of 50-ton crane time
16 x $105 = $1,680 $1,680 $1,680

Material:
material unit cost = $2,480.20 per tn
29,710 ÷ 1,000 x $2,480 = $73,687 $73,687 $73,687

Total this account $2,910 $1,310 $1,680 $73,687 $79,588
$2,910 $1,310

Total Bid Item No. 9 $4,220 $1,680 $73,687 $79,588

Estimator:   GAS 
Equipment

Cost
Material

Cost
Total
Cost

Summary Sheet

Cost
Code

Labor Cost
Work Type Quantity Unit Calculations Direct Indirect
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Job:  Highway Bridge Bid Item   No. 10: Bearing plates

05812.00 Bearing plates 1,451 kg Labor
labor unit cost = $0.77 per kg

1,451 x $0.77 = $1,119.97 $1,120 $504 $1,624
4 hours of 50-ton crane time

operator 1 @ $33.00
oiler 1 @ $22.00

Crew hourly rate = $55.00
4 x $55.00 = $220.00 $220 $99 $319

Equipment
4  hours of 50-ton  crane time
4 x $105 = $420.00 $420 $420

Materials
price quotation = $3,250 $3,250 $3,250
Total this account $1,340 $603 $420 $3,250 $5,613

$1,340 $603
Total Bid Item No. 10 $1,943 $420 $3,250 $5,613

Estimator:   GAS 

Equipment
Cost

Material
Cost

Total
Cost

Summary Sheet

Cost
Code

Labor Cost
Work Type Quantity Unit Calculations Direct Indirect
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Job:  Highway Bridge Bid Item   No. 11: Guardrails

05520.00 Guardrails 37 m Labor
labor unit cost = $27.23 per m

37 x $27.23 = $996 $996 $349 $1,345
4 hours of 50-ton crane time

operator 1 @ $33.00
oiler 1 @ $22.00

Crew hourly rate = $55.00
4 x $55.00 = $220.00 $220 $99 $319

Equipment
4 hours of 50-ton crane time
4 x $105 = $420.00 $420 $420

Materials
price quotation = $5,650 $5,650 $5,650
anchor bolts 64 @ $2.75 = $176 $176 $176
Total this account $1,216 $448 $420 $5,826 $7,910

$1,216 $448
Total Bid Item No. 11 $1,664 $420 $5,826 $7,910

Job:  Highway Bridge Bid Item   No. 12: Painting

Painting job ls subbid quotation = $8,550 $0 $0 $0 $8,550
$0 $0

Total Bid Item No. 12 $0 $0 $0 $8,550

Estimator:   GAS 

Equipment
Cost

Material
Cost

Total
Cost

Summary Sheet

Cost
Code

Labor Cost
Work Type Quantity Unit Calculations Direct Indirect

Estimator:   GAS 

Equipment
Cost

Material
Cost

Total
Cost

Summary Sheet

Cost
Code

Labor Cost
Work Type Quantity Unit Calculations Direct Indirect
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Summary Sheet

Job:  Highway Bridge Field Overhead: Move in & Cleanup Estimator:   GAS

Cost Labor  Cost Equipment Material Total
Code Work Type Quantity Unit Calculations Direct Indirect Cost Cost Cost

01500.00 Move In 1 ls Labor
foreman 1 @ $34.00 = $34.00
carpenters 2 @ $31.00 = $62.00
laborers 4 @ $22.00 = $88.00
operator 2 @ $33.00 = $66.00
truck drivers 4 @ $22.00 = $88.00
Crew hourly rate $338.00
Three 8-hour days required

3 x 8 x $338.00 = $8,112 $8,112 $2,839 $10,951
Equipment
50-ton crane 1 @ $105.00 = $105.00
25-ton crane 1 @ $62.00 = $62.00
ßatbed trucks 4 @ $25.00 = $100.00
Equipment hourly rate $267.00
12 hours required

12 x $267.00 = $3,204 $3,204 $3,204
Total this account $8,112 $2,839 $3,204 $0 $14,155

01700.00 Cleanup 1 ls Labor
foreman 1 @ $34.00 = $34.00
laborers 6 @ $22.00 = $132.00
Crew hourly rate $166.00
Two 8-hour days required

2 x 8 x $166.00 = $2,656 $2,656 $664 $3,320
foreman 1 @ $34.00 = $34.00
laborers 3 @ $22.00 = $66.00
operator 1 @ $33.00 = $33.00
Oiler 1 @ $22.00 = $22.00
truck drivers 2 @ $22.00 = $44.00
Crew hourly rate $199.00
One 8-hour day required

8 x $199.00 = $1,592 $1,592 $557 $2,149
Equipment
50-ton crane 1 @ $105.00 = $105.00
Flatbed trucks 2 @ $25.00 = $50.00
Equipment hourly rate $155.00
One 8-hour day required

8 x $155.00 = $1,240 $1,240 $1,240
Total this account $4,248 $1,221 $1,240 $0 $6,709

$12,360 $4,060
Total Move In & Cleanup $16,420 $4,444 $0 $20,864
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338 B SI Unit Highway Bridge Bid-Item Summary Sheets

C
Fixed

Bearing

60’-0” (18288 mm) c.c. bearings

Present
ground surface

28 - 12 × 54 steel H piles,
each 40 ft.(12192 mm) long

Abut.
no. 1

Abut.
no. 2

C
Expansion

bearing

Figure B.1
Highway bridge, profile

Bridge
15’–0”

(4572 mm)

1’–6”
(457 mm)

Guardrail

W 36×150
typical

10” (254 mm) reinforced 
concrete pavement

4’–6”
(1372 mm)

C

4’–6”
(1372 mm)

4’–6”
(1372 mm)

10”(254 mm)

Figure B.2
Highway bridge, transverse section
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Work Quantities
Cost
Code WorkType Unit Quantity

Sitework:
02220.10 Excavation, unclassied m3 1,274.5
02222.10 Excavation, structural m3 91.7
02226.10 Backfill, compacted m3

m

259.9
02350.00 Piledriving rig, mobilization & demobilization ls job
02361.10 Piling, steel, driving 682.8

Concrete
03150.10 Footing forms, fabricate m2 33.4
03150.20 Abutment forms, prefabricate m2 168.2
03157.10 Footing forms, place m2 66.9
03159.10 Footing forms, strip m2 66.9
03157.20 Abutment forms, place m2 336.3
03159.20 Abutment forms, strip m2 336.3
03157.30 Deck forms, place m2 167.2
03159.30 Deck forms, strip m2 167.2
03200.00 Steel, reinforcing, place kg 40,823.4
03251.30 Concrete, deck, saw joints m 18.3
03311.10 Concrete, footings, place m3 91.7
03311.20 Concrete, abutments, place m3 214.1
03311.30 Concrete, deck, place & screed m2 167.2
03345.30 Concrete, deck, nish m2 167.2
03346.20 Concrete, abutments, rub m2 182.1
03370.20 Concrete, abutments, curing m2 354.9
03370.30 Concrete, deck, curing m2 167.2

Metals
05120.00 Steel, structural, place kg

m
29,710.3

05520.00 Guardrail 36.6
05812.00 Bearing plates kg 1,451.5

Figure B.3
Highway bridge, work quantities

1 Excavation, unclassied m3 1,274.5
2 Excavation, structural m3 91.7
3 Backfill, compacted m3 259.9
4 Piling, steel m 682.8
5 Concrete, footings m3 91.7
6 Concrete, abutments m3 214.1
7 Concrete, deck slab, 10 in. m2 167.2
8 Steel, reinforcing kg 40,823.3
9 Steel, structural kg 29,710.0

10 Bearing plates kg 1,451.5
11 Guardrail m 36.6
12 Paint ls job

Total Estimated Amount = 

Unit Price Schedule
Item
No.
[1]

Estimated
Quantity

[4]

Unit
Price

[5]

Estimated
Amount

[6]
Description

[2]
Unit
[3]

Figure B.4
Highway bridge, bid form
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/ mo x
/ mo x

/ mo mox
/ mo x

Project Overhead Estimate
Job: Highway Bridge Estimator: GAS

Overhead Item Calculations Amount Totals
Project manager $5,500 x 3.5

x 3.5
mo x 0.5 time = $9,625.00

Project superintendent $5,000 mo = $17,500.00
Utilities

Electricity $225 / mo

/ mo
/ mo
/ mo

/ mo

/ mo

/ mo
/ mo

/ mo

Telephone $350
Fax $100

$675 x

x

x

3.5 mo $2,362.50
Utility installation charges (job) $1,520.00
Facilities

Job office $350
2 ea. tool sheds $600
Toilet $125

$1,075 3.5 mo. = $3,762.50
Travel expense $212 / wk x 15 wk = $3,180.00
Water tank & water service $80 / wk x 15 wk =

=
$1,200.00

Soil & concrete testing $600 3.5 $2,100.00
Scaffolding $480 1 mo = $480.00
Trash removal $190 3.5 mo = $665.00
Tire repair $100 3.5 mo = $350.00
Photographs $130 / mo x 3.5 mo = $455.00
Computer $140 / mo x 3.5 mo = $490.00

Subtotal of time variable overhead expenses = $43,690.00
Surveys (job) $1,600.00
Project insurance (job) $1,164.00
First aid (job) $220.00
Sign (job) $570.00
Reproductions (job) $400.00
Fence $6.56 / m 207 m = $1,360.00
Move In See calculations, Appendix A $14,155.20
Clean Up See calculations, Appendix A $6,709.20

Subtotal of time constant overhead expenses = $26,178.40
Total project overhead = $69,868.40

=

x

Figure B.5
Highway bridge, overhead estimate



Recap Sheet
Bid Date: April 25, 20

Job:  Highway Bridge Estimator: GAS
Item
No.

Estimated
Quantity

Labor
Cost

Equipment
Cost

Material
Cost

Subcontract
Cost

Direct
Cost

Bid
TotalBid Item Unit Unit

1 Excavation, unclassified $3,569 $929 $0 $0 $4,497 $6,386 $5.01
2 Excavation, structural $3,731 $555 $0 $0 $4,286 $6,086 $66.34
3 Backfill, compacted $3,591 $663 $0 $0 $4,254 $6,040 $23.23
4 Piling, steel $21,390 $11,176 $72,281 $0 $104,847 $148,876 $218.05
5 Concrete, footings $3,661 $685 $12,185 $0 $16,531 $23,473 $255.85
6 Concrete, abutments $37,458 $7,104 $30,541 $0 $75,103 $106,641 $498.15
7 Concrete, deck slab, 10 in. $11,745 $1,790 $8,020 $0 $21,554 $30,606 $183.02
8 Steel, reinforcing $0 $0 $0 $66,240 $66,240 $94,056 $2.304
9 Steel, structural $4,220 $1,680 $73,687                         $0 $79,588 $113,009 $3.804

10 Bearing plates $1,943 $420 $3,250 $0 $5,613 $7,970 $5.49
11 Guardrail $1,664 $420 $5,826 $0 $7,910 $11,231 $307.06
12 Paint job $0 $0 $0 $8,550 $8,550 $12,140 $12,140.39

Totals $92,972 $25,422 $205,790 $74,790 $398,974 $566,514
Job overhead $69,868

$468,842
Small tools (5% of labor) $4,649

$473,491
Tax 3% $14,205

Factor = $566,514 = 1.4199 $487,695
$398,974 Markup 15% $73,154

$560,850
Bonds $5,665
Total Project Bid $566,514

m3 1,275
m3 92
m3 260
m 683
m3 92
m3 214
m2 167
kg 40,823
kg 29,710
kg 1,451

37
ls
m

Note:  Values change slightly from U.S. units in Figure 3.8 due to rounding errors.

Figure B.6
Highway bridge, recap sheet
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342 B SI Unit Highway Bridge Bid-Item Summary Sheets

Unit Price Schedule

Item
No.
[1]

Estimated
Quantity

[4]

Unit
Price

[5]

Estimated
Amount

[6]
1 Excavation, unclassified m3

m3

m3

m
m3

m3

m2

kg
kg
kg

ls
m

1,275 $5.01 $6,385.31
2 Excavation, structural 92 $66.34 $6,086.17
3 Backfill, compacted 260 $23.34 $6,038.61
4 Piling, steel 683 $218.05 $148,874.07
5 Concrete, footings 92 $255.85 $23,473.36
6 Concrete, abutments 214 $498.15 $106,641.64
7 Concrete, deck slab, 10 in. 167 $183.02 $30,605.61
8 Steel, reinforcing 40,823 $2.304 $94,056.91
9 Steel, structural 29,710 $3,804 $113,016.84

10 Bearing plates 1,451 $5.49 $7,968.71
11 Guardrail 37 $307.06 $11,231.03
12 Paint job $12,140.39 $12,140.39

Total Estimated Amount = $566,518.65

Description
[2]

Unit
[3]

Note:  Values change slightly from U.S. units in Figure 3.9 due to rounding errors.

Figure B.7
Highway bridge, complete bid form



General Requirements
01500.00 Move In ls 1 $8,112 $8,112 $3,204 $3,204 $0
01700.00 Clean Up ls 1 $4,248 $4,248 $1,240 $1,240 $0

Subtotals $12,360 $4,444 $0
Sitework

02220.10 Excavation, unclassified 1,275 m3 $2,643 $2.07 $929 $0.73 $0
02222.10 Excavation, structural 92 m3 $2,985 $32.54 $555 $6.05 $0
02226.10 Backfill, compacted 260 m3 $2,872 $11.05 $663 $2.55 $0
02350.00 Piledriving rig, mobilization & demobilization job ls $6,528 $6,528.00 $5,448 $5,448.00 $300
02361.10 Piling, steel, driving 683 m $8,224 $12.05 $5,728 $8.39 $71,981

Subtotals $23,253 $13,323 $72,281
Concrete

03150.10 Footing forms, fabricate 33 m2 $936 $27.99 $0 $0.00 $392
03150.20 Abutment forms, prefabricate 168 m2 $3,548 $21.10 $0 $0.00 $2,153
03157.10 Footing forms, place 67 m2 $360 $5.38 $0 $0.00 $201
03159.10 Footing forms, strip 67 m2 $158 $2.37 $0 $0.00 $0
03157.20 Abutment forms, place 336 m2 $7,311 $21.74 $2,520 $7.49 $1,014
03159.20 Abutment forms, strip 336 m2 $3,511 $10.44 $840 $2.50 $0
03157.30 Deck forms, place 167 m2 $3,190 $19.08 $420 $2.51 $1,890
03159.30 Deck forms, strip 167 m2 $1,460 $8.73 $210 $1.26 $0
03251.30 Concrete, deck, saw joints 18 m $360 $19.68 $110 $6.01 $0
03311.10 Concrete, footings, place 92 m3 $1,200 $13.08 $685 $7.47 $11,592
03311.20 Concrete, abutments, place 214 m3 $9,088 $42.45 $3,744 $17.49 $27,048
03311.30 Concrete, deck, place & screed 167 m2 $1,200 $7.18 $980 $5.86 $5,410
03345.30 Concrete, deck, finish 167 m2 $2,250 $13.45 $70 $0.42 $630
03346.20 Concrete, abutments, rub 182 m2 $3,763 $20.66 $0 $0.00 $235
03370.20 Concrete, abutments, curing 355 m2 $244 $0.69 $0 $0.00 $92
03370.30 Concrete, deck, curing 167 m2 $108 $0.65 $0 $0.00 $90

Subtotals $38,688 $9,579 $50,746
Metals

05120.00 Steel, structural, place 29,710 kg $2,910 $0.10 $1,680 $0.06 $73,687
05520.00 Guardrail 37 m $1,216 $33.25 $420 $11.48 $5,826
05812.00 Bearing plates 1,451 kg $1,340 $0.92 $420 $0.29 $3,250

Subtotals $5,466 $2,520 $82,763

Project Budget
Job:  Highway Bridge Estimator:  GAS 

Cost
Code

Direct
Labor Cost

Labor
Unit Cost

Equipment
Cost

Equipment
Unit Cost

Material
CostWork Type Quantity Unit

Note:  Values change slightly from U.S. units in Figure 3.10 due to rounding errors.

Figure B.8
Highway bridge, project budget343



C Highway Bridge
Project Outline

A. Procurement
1. Abutment and deck rebar

a. Prepare & approve S/D abutment & deck rebar
b. Fabricate & deliver abutment & deck rebar

2. Footing rebar

a. Prepare & approve S/D footing rebar
b. Fabricate & deliver footing rebar

3. Order and deliver piles
4. Griders

a. Prepare & approve S/D girders
b. Fabricate & deliver girders

B. Field mobilization and site work
1. Move in
2. Unclassified excavation
3. Excavate abutment #1
4. Excavate abutment #2

C. Pile foundations
1. Abutment #1

a. Pilings

(1) Mobilize pile-driving rig
(2) Drive piles abutment #1

345



346 C Highway Bridge Project Outline

b. Footings

(1) Forms & rebar footing #1
(2) Pour footing #1
(3) Strip footing #1

2. Abutment #2

a. Pilings

(1) Drive piles abutment #2
(1) Demobilize pile-driving rig

b. Footings

(1) Forms & rebar footing #2
(2) Pour footing #2
(3) Strip footing #2

D. Concrete abutments and wing walls
1. Abutment #1

a. Forms & rebar abutment #1
b. Pour abutment #1
c. Strip & cure abutment #1
d. Backfill abutment #1
e. Rub concrete abutment #1

2. Abutment #2

a. Forms & rebar abutment #2
b. Pour abutment #2
c. Strip & cure abutment #2
d. Backfill abutment #2
e. Rub concrete abutment #2

E. Deck
1. Set girders
2. Deck forms & rebar
3. Pour & cure deck
4. Strip deck

F. Finishing operations
1. Guardrails
2. Paint
3. Cleanup
4. Final inspection



D Arrow Notation

D.1 Planning Using Arrow Notation

Previously, it was stated that two symbolic conventions are used in the
drawing of project networks, precedence diagramming and arrow notation.
Precedence diagramming and the calculations associated therewith were
discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. The arrow notation system used by some
segments of the construction industry is discussed in this appendix.

The planning and scheduling of construction projects are basically the
same regardless of the notation system used; however, the details of diagram
construction and network calculations do differ between the two systems.
The understanding and practical usage of either system require that the
practitioner be familiar with the workings of the particular system involved.
This appendix will acquaint the reader with how arrow notation is applied
to the planning and scheduling of construction operations.

D.2 Arrow Diagram

When arrow notation is used, each activity is depicted as an arrow, with the
tail of the arrow being the starting point of the activity and the head of the
arrow representing its completion. Activity arrows can be drawn to a time
scale (see Section D.18), but in the initial development of a network at least,
the lengths of the arrows have no significance. Arrows normally are drawn as
straight lines or segments thereof, and their directions simply indicate the
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Figure D.1
Precedence and arrow notation

flow of work and time. The sequential relationships between activities are
shown by their relative positions.

Figure D.1 shows how arrow notation compares with the now-familiar
precedence notation. In this figure, dashed arrows show certain kinds of
dependencies with arrow notation. These arrows are called dummy activi-
ties, and their nature is discussed in Section D.3. Dummies are not involved
with precedence notation. The accurate usage and interpretation of dum-
mies is the most difficult and bothersome aspect of arrow diagramming.

To illustrate the mechanics of arrow diagramming, consider once
again the construction of the pile-supported concrete footing described
in Section 4.9 and precedence-diagrammed in Figure 4.1. The arrow
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Order & deliver
rebar

10

Excavate
30

Order & deliver
piles

20

Drive piles
40

Place forms
6050

Place rebar
70

Pour
concrete

80
Build forms

Fine grade

Strip forms
90

Figure D.2
Concrete footing, arrow diagram

diagram depicting the same prescribed sequence of activities, and contain-
ing logic identical to that shown in Figure 4.1, is shown in Figure D.2.

An examination of Figure D.2 will disclose some important characteristics
of arrow diagrams. The numbers located at the arrow’s tail and head
respectively identify each activity. As an example, the activity ‘‘Place forms’’
is designated as activity 50–60. In arrow diagram usage, the letter i is used
as a general symbol to indicate the tail or start of an activity, and the letter
j to designate the head or finish. The activity ‘‘Place forms’’ has an i of 50
and a j of 60.

As with precedence notation, the usual application of arrow convention
stipulates that a given activity cannot start until all those activities immedi-
ately preceding it have been completed. To illustrate, Figure D.2 indicates
that ‘‘Place rebar’’ cannot start until ‘‘Fine grade,’’ ‘‘Place forms,’’ and
‘‘Order & deliver rebar’’ have all been finished. In conventional arrow net-
works, the finish of one activity cannot overlap the start of a following activ-
ity. However, it is possible in arrow networks to depict the overlap of activi-
ties or to have the start of one activity lag the finish of an antecedent activity.
This is accomplished by using lag arrows, a topic discussed in Section D.16.

D.3 Dummy Activities

In Figure D.2, the dashed arrow 40–50 is not a time-consuming activity but
an example of a logical connection called a dummy or dependency arrow.
In the case of dummy 40–50, its presence is necessary if job logic is to be
portrayed correctly. The job logic stipulates that the start of ‘‘Fine grade’’
must await only the completion of ‘‘Drive piles.’’ ‘‘Place forms’’ cannot
begin until both ‘‘Drive piles’’ and ‘‘Build forms’’ have been completed. The
dummy arrow 40–50 is not an activity as such but does show that the start of
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‘‘Place forms’’ depends on the completion not only of ‘‘Build forms’’ but
also of ‘‘Drive piles.’’ The direction of the dummy arrow designates the flow
of activity dependency. Dummy 40–50 does not establish any dependency
of ‘‘Fine grade’’ on the completion of ‘‘Build forms.’’

The dummy 20–30 in Figure D.2 illustrates a different usage of dummy
arrows. If dummy 20–30 were not present, both ‘‘Order & deliver piles’’
and ‘‘Excavate’’ would have the same i–j designation. This circumstance
would cause little difficulty if only manual computations were involved,
since the human operator can differentiate between the two activities.
However, some computer programs identify an activity solely by its i–j
numbers and require that each activity have a unique i–j designation.
These i–j numbers convey to the computer program network logic as well
as activity identification. Under these circumstances, when two activities
potentially have the same i–j numbers, a dummy activity is introduced, as
shown by dummy 20–30 in Figure D.2. The activities ‘‘Order and deliver
piles’’ and ‘‘Excavate’’ now have different i–j identities.

D.4 Network Events

In Figure D.2, the circles at the junctions of the arrows are called nodes
or events. All arrows must start and finish at events. An event may be
described as that instant in time when the latest finishing activity coming
into that node has just been completed. Events, as such, do not appear on
a precedence diagram, although milestones have similar attributes.

As normally drawn and used in the construction industry, arrow diagrams
are activity oriented rather than event oriented. This means the activities
are named and emphasized in the generation and use of management data.
The events are not accorded this degree of attention and are designated
merely by numbers. However, the occurrence of certain events can herald
the start or finish of important project segments. Consequently, some
events can be of management significance and merit specific attention.
In this case, they can be named and so designated on the arrow diagram.
These events, referred to as milestones in precedence diagramming, are
important intermediate time goals within the network.

It is customary for the event at the head of an arrow to be numbered
higher than the event at its tail. That is, j is normally greater than i for all
activities. Originally this was done primarily to facilitate computer usage,
although it is no longer necessary. Nevertheless, the practice persists and
is recommended because such a system makes it easier to read and use the
diagram.

Events are not usually numbered until the network has been completed;
then the numbering is done sequentially from project start to finish. All
numbers need not be used, but event numbers must not be duplicated
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in a network. If this occurs and a computer is being used, duplicate
node numbers will be interpreted as a logical loop. When the diagram is
first numbered, leaving gaps in the event numbers is desirable so that spare
numbers are available for subsequent network modifications. Numbering
of nodes by fives or tens is common practice. It is standard procedure for
an arrow diagram to have only one initial event and one terminal event.
This does not limit the number of starting or finishing activities at all.
The initial event often is referred to as the start event and the terminal
event is the finish event; this procedure being similar to the start and finish
milestones of a precedence network. Arrow diagrams do not begin with a
‘‘Start’’ arrow and end with a ‘‘Finish’’ arrow, as do precedence diagrams.
An arrow is a time-consuming activity and the circles at its beginning and
end are events, the instants of time at which the activity begins and ends. In
a precedence diagram, the initial ‘‘Start’’ and final ‘‘Finish’’ activities serve
as the points in time when the project initiates and finalizes. In an arrow
diagram, this function is not needed because the initial node and the final
node of the diagram already perform this function.

D.5 Diagram Format

Figure D.2 discloses that arrow diagrams, like precedence diagrams, are
prepared using a horizontal network format with the project start on the
left and time flow being from left to right. Project completion is at the
right terminus of the diagram. A portion of each activity arrow is drawn
horizontally. This portion is used for the entry of activity identification
and activity time. The horizontal convention, however, does not apply
to dummy activities because they are of zero time duration and are not
identified other than by being shown as dashed lines.

The use of backward activity arrows is not good practice and is not
recommended. Such arrows act against the established network time flow
and are confusing to diagram users. In addition, backward arrows increase
the chances of unintentional logic loops being included in the network.
Logical loops, discussed in Section 4.10, can occur in both arrow and
precedence diagrams. Crossovers occur when one activity arrow must cross
over another to satisfy job logic. These are not arrow intersections, because
activities can come together only at the nodes. Any convenient symbol can
be used to designate such crossovers.

Every activity in the network must have a definite event to mark its
beginning. This event may be either the start of the project or the comple-
tion of immediately preceding activities. Each path through the network
must be continuous with no gaps, discontinuities, or dangling activities.
Consequently, all activities must have at least one activity following, except
those that terminate the project.
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D.6 Arrow Diagram of Highway Bridge

Figure D.3 (see insert between pages 352 and 353) is the arrow diagram
for the highway bridge described in Section 4.12. Figure D.3 depicts, in
arrow notation, precisely the same job logic as is shown in Figure 4.3
in precedence notation. For example, dummy 210–220 in Figure D.3 is
included to show that the same forms are to be used for both concrete
abutments, the forming of abutment #2 proceeding after abutment #1 has
been poured and the forms stripped. In a similar manner, dummy activity
130–150 is used to indicate that the same forms will be used for the two
footings.

As stated earlier, the proper use of dummies is the most difficult aspect
of arrow diagramming. Even an experienced diagrammer may mistakenly
include false dependencies in an arrow diagram. To illustrate this, refer-
ence is made to dummies 80–90 and 80–100 in Figure D.3. The correct
dependencies in this area are (1) the start of activity 100–110 depends on
the finish of activities 60–100 and 70–80, and (2) the start of activity 90–140
depends on the finish of activities 70–80 and 30–90. Figure D.3 shows this
correctly. However, if the planner had made events 80 and 100 one and
the same (as, say, node 100), the diagram would not describe the estab-
lished job logic because it would indicate that the start of activity 90–140
also depends on the finish of activity 60–100. This is incorrect, because
the start of activity 90–140, ‘‘Drive piles, abutment #2,’’ obviously has no
dependency on activity 60–100, ‘‘Fabricate & deliver footing rebar.’’ One
must guard against including false dependencies in an arrow. An effective
way to do this is to run through the network backward, checking the logic
at each node after the full diagram has been developed.

D.7 Scheduling Using an Arrow Diagram

The general aspects of project scheduling are essentially the same for either
notation system. After the network has been prepared, an estimate of the
time duration for each activity is made. Working days is the usual time unit
used in this regard. Network calculations then are made. These calculations
can be performed manually or by computer. Using arrow notation, it is
possible to compute limiting times either for each activity or for each of
the events (nodes). Although activity times and event times are defined
and computed as separate quantities, they actually are closely related, as
discussed later in this chapter.

The process of calculating activity times using arrow notation varies
from that using precedence networks. Activity times can be determined
manually on the arrow diagram itself, or a tabular format can be used.
An alternate computational procedure uses the concept of event times.
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An event time is defined as the instant in time when all of the activities
merging into that event have been completed. For a given event, the early
event time is the earliest possible time the event can occur, considering
the time requirements of those activities preceding it. The late event time
equals the latest time the event can possibly occur and still have project
completion within a designated construction period. Event computations
are made directly on the diagram itself using manual methods and are an
exceptionally fast and convenient way to make network computations.

D.8 Activity Computations for Highway Bridge

The manual computation of activity times in tabular form from an arrow
diagram is discussed first. Reference is made to Figure D.4 (see insert
between pages 352 and 353), the arrow diagram for the highway bridge.
The time established in Chapter 5 for each activity has been entered under
the activity arrow. The overall project contingency has been entered as a
terminal arrow with a duration of six working days. When computing the
early and late activity times from an arrow diagram, the network is used
for the logic, and the calculated values are entered into a table similar
to that shown in Figure 5.4. In fact, the activity times in Figure 5.4 are
exactly the same as those obtained from the arrow diagram computations.
Arrow diagrams conventionally begin with a single event, while precedence
diagrams start with a single activity. Activity 1, ‘‘Start,’’ in the highway bridge
precedence diagram is not needed in the arrow diagram. To explain the
mechanics of arrow notation computations, the numerical values contained
in Figure 5.5 are now be reviewed. Activities now are referred to in terms
of their i–j designations.

The forward pass through Figure D.4 and Figure 5.4 is made using
the same basic principles as were used in going through the precedence
diagram in Figure 5.1. All computed times are in terms of expired working
days, as was the case with the precedence network. The early-start (ES)
value (column 5) for each activity in Figure 5.4 is determined first. The
early-finish (EF) time (column 6) then is obtained by adding the activity
duration to its ES. Starting at the top of column 5 in Figure 5.4, activities
10–20, 10–40, 10–50, 10–60, and 10–70 are all initial activities, and their
earliest possible start is zero elapsed time. Activity 10–20 has a duration of
three working days; hence the earliest it can possibly be finished is at the
end of the third working day (or at a time of 3). Similarly, the early-finish
time for activity 10–40 is 10, for activity 10–50 is 10, and so forth.Continuing
into the network, Figure D.4 shows that neither activity 20–30, 20–70, nor
20–160 can start until activity 10–20 has been completed. The earliest
finish time for activity 10–20 is the end of the third day, so the earliest start
time for activities 20–30, 20–70, and 20–160 is also after the expiration of
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three working days (or at a time of 3). The EF of 20–30 would be its ES of 3,
plus its duration of 3, or a value of 6. These values are shown on Figure 5.4.

It has just been established that the earliest finish time for activity 20–30
is six elapsed working days. The dummy 30–70 in Figure D.4 indicates that,
at least insofar as activity 20–30 is concerned, the earliest that 70–80 can
start is at time 6. The ES of activity 70–80, as imposed by activity 20–70, is
the ES of 20–70 (3) plus its duration (2), or a value of 5. However, 10–70
also must be completed before 70–80 can start, and the EF of 10–70 is 15.
Therefore, it follows that the finish of 10–70, not that of 20–30 or 20–70,
controls the start of 70–80 and that 70–80 has an early start of 15. Event
70 is an example of a merge event, this being an event with more than
one activity and/or dummy coming into it. The rule for a merge event
is that the earliest possible start time for all activities leaving that event is
equal to the latest (or largest) of the EF values of the activities merging
into it. Completing the forward pass through Figure D.4 discloses that the
EF of the terminal activity 340–350 is 70, as is indicated by Figure 5.4. In
Figure 5.4, the calculations turn around on 70, and the backward pass is
now performed. The values in columns 7 and 8 are computed concurrently,
with the value of the LF of each activity being determined first. In each
case, the LS of an activity is then obtained by subtracting its duration from
its LF value. The latest possible finish time for activity 340–350 is set equal
to 70 (bottom of column 8). With a duration of 6, the latest possible start
of activity 340–350 is equal to 64. The latest possible time for the finish of
330–340 is 64, since 340–350 has a LS value of 64. Commensurately, the LS
for 330–340, with a duration of 1, must be 63. This same process continues
in Figure 5.4 from activity to activity until the project start is reached.

Some explanation is needed when the backward pass reaches a burst
event (a node having more than one activity and/or dummy leaving it).
In Figure D.4, node 300 would be the first burst event reached in the
backward pass. To obtain the late finish of activity 290–300, as well as
activities 210–300 and 250–300, the late starts of all departing activities
must be obtained first. These have already been obtained in Figure 5.4
as 55 for activity 300–320 and 57 for activity 300–310. Keeping in mind
that activity 290–300 must be finished before either 300–310 or 300–320
can start, it follows that it must be finished by no later than time 55. If it
were to be finished any later than this, the entire project would be delayed
commensurately. The rule for a burst event is that the LF value for all
activities entering that event is equal to the earliest (or smallest) of the LS
times of the activities leaving that event.

This discussion of arrow diagram calculations has made no mention of
dummies. In Figure 5.4, dummies could be listed as such and have their
early and late times computed along with those of the regular activities.
However, because dummies are of zero time duration, it is not necessary
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to do this. The only role dummies play in the calculations is to indicate
activity interdependencies.

D.9 Floats and Critical Path

The total float and free float values of the activities shown in Figure D.4
are calculated in Figure 5.4, just as has been explained in Sections 5.11
and 5.13. The critical path shown in Figure D.4 as a bold line is located by
those activities having zero values of total float, and it coincides with the
one shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure D.4 discloses that, when arrow convention is being used, the
critical path can and often does include dummies. As with precedence
notation, there must be at least one continuous critical path through
the network from project beginning to project completion. There can be
multiple critical paths, either in the form of branches or as completely
separate routes through the network.

D.10 Early Event Times

Earlier in this chapter, it was stated that when arrow notation is used,
network calculations also can be performed in terms of event times, which
are useful and convenient. Event time calculations are performed by hand
directly on the arrow diagram. As was the case with activity times, event
times also are expressed in terms of expired working days.

As defined in D.4, an event occurs when all incoming activities have
been finished. The early event time is the earliest that an event can occur.
Values of early event times, the symbol for which is TE, are computed by
completing a forward pass through the network. Calculations still proceed
in step-by-step fashion, although in this case one proceeds from event to
event. As was the case with early activity times, the assumption in computing
values of TE is that each activity will start as early as possible.

Reference to Figure D.4 will show two numbers separated by a slash mark
located near each node. The number to the left is the early time for that
particular event. The number on the right of the slash mark is the event
late time, a topic to be discussed subsequently. Several different graphical
conventions are used for the noting of event times. Squares, circles, and
oval boxes can be used. However, currently there is no accepted standard.
The notation system used in Figure D.4 is easy to apply and adequate for
the purpose.

The computation of TE values is simple and direct and begins at the start
of the highway bridge in Figure D.4. To start the forward pass, the early
event time of node 10 is entered as zero. Because all departing activities are
constant at the moment this event occurs (activities 10–20, 10–40, 10–50,
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10–60, and 10–70), they have an early start time of zero. Activity 10–20,
which has a duration of three days, can finish at an elapsed time of three
days, and its early finish time is 3. Because event 20 has only one activity
(10–20) coming into it, its early event time is 3. In like manner, node 30
has only one entering activity (20–30). The TE value of node 30 is obtained
by adding the duration (3) of activity 20–30 to the TE (3) of event 20.
Thus, the EF value of activity 20-30 and the TE of event 30 are both equal
to 6. The TE value for event 70 is found in this way: Node 70 cannot occur
until activity 20–30 (as indicated by dummy 30–70), activity 20–70, and
activity 10–70 have all been completed. Activity 20–30 (or dummy 30–70)
has an early finish time of 6. Activity 20–70 has an early finish time equal
to its early start plus its duration, or 3 + 2 = 5, and activity 10–70 will finish
at time 15. Consequently, the early event time of node 70 is 15 elapsed
working days. To restate a rule cited previously, the TE of a merge event
is the latest (largest) of the incoming activity EF values. The event time
calculations proceed to the right in Figure D.4 until event 350 is reached,
which has a TE value of 70.

The TE value for a given event is the length of the longest path from
the project start to that event. The early event time of a given node is also
equal to the early start time (column 5 of Figure 5.5) of the immediately
following activities.

D.11 Late Event Times

The basic premise in computing late event times, symbolized by TL, is
that every event occurs as late as possible without disturbing the project
completion time of 70 working days. In Figure D.4, the first step is to
indicate a TL value of 70 for the terminal event 350. A value of TL is entered
to the right of the slash mark at each node as the backward pass progresses.

The TL value of event 340 is determined by subtracting the duration of
activity 340–350 (six days) from the TL value of event 350 (70), giving a
value of 64 days. In a manner just opposite that of the forward pass and
repeating the process just described, TL values of 63 and 60 are obtained
for events 330 and 320, respectively. Node 310 has a late event time of 60,
the same as for node 320, because only a zero time dummy separates them.
At node 300, activity 300–310 will have a late start time of 60 – 3 = 57.
Activity 300–320 will have a late start time of 55. Recalling that TL is the
latest time an event can be reached without delaying project completion,
it is obvious that the lesser number controls, and event 300 has a TL value
of 55. If the event were to occur as late as 57, the total duration of the
project would be increased to 72. The rule, again restated, is that when
working backward to a burst event, the smallest of the late activity starts
prevails.
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As can be seen, TL is the earliest of the late start times of the activities
leaving the event, and also represents the latest finish of all entering
activities (column 8 of Figure 5.4). The calculations proceed backward
through the network, event by event, until TL values have been obtained
for each event. The final result of this process is shown in Figure D.4.

D.12 Critical Events

A study of Figure D.4 will show that, at some nodes, the values of TE
and TL are the same. These are called critical events because zero time
elapses between their earliest possible and latest possible occurrences.
These critical events form a continuous path through the network from
start to finish. Figure D.4 discloses that this is the same critical path already
located by means of critical activities with zero total float.

There are cases, however, where there is more than one choice of activity
paths between critical events. The occurrence of alternate paths between
events 300 and 320 in Figure D.4 is such an instance. The path consisting of
activity 300–320 and the other path of activities 300–310 and 310–320 both
appear to be possibilities. One way to determine which path is critical is
to compute the total floats of activities 300–310 and 300–320. That activity
with zero total float will be the critical activity. How to compute total floats
from event times is discussed in D.13. However, a more immediate way to
ascertain the critical activity or activities is simply to determine the longest
path between the two critical events. In Figure D.4, it is obvious at a glance
that activity 300–320 is the proper choice.

D.13 Calculation of Floats from Event Times

For a variety of reasons, it is useful to be able to compute values of total and
free float from event times. Event times are sometimes the only network
times obtained, and it is important to be able to get the activity float times
from them.

To find the total float of a given activity using event times, the TE value
for the event at its tail (TEi) and the TL value for the event at its head (TLj)
are determined from the diagram. Total float is obtained by subtracting
the sum of the activity duration (Dij) and the TEi value from the TLj value.
This can be expressed in equation form as:

TF = total float = TLj − (Dij + TEi)

The free float of an activity can be found by subtracting the sum of TEi
and Dij from the TE value (TEj) for the event at the head of the activity.

FF = free float = TEj − (Dij + TEi)
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Another category of spare time can be obtained for events by subtracting
TE from TL. This is called event slack. As has been seen, critical events
have zero slack. Although event slack is related to activity floats, it is not an
especially useful concept for construction applications. In the development
of the original Critical Path Method (CPM) procedures, the terms ‘‘float’’
and ‘‘slack’’ were maintained as separate and distinct concepts. However,
present-day application often uses both terms interchangeably to refer to
activity leeway. Only the word ‘‘float’’ is used in this text.

D.14 Repetitive Operations

The use of arrow notation for drawing job diagrams that involve repetitive
operations has the disadvantage of requiring the usage of many dum-
mies. This multiplicity of dummies makes proper preparation of a network
tricky and complicates its practical application. Nevertheless, such net-
works are used occasionally, so their preparation and usage merit some
discussion.

Figure D.5 is the arrow diagram for the pipeline relocation. It presents
precisely the same logic in arrow convention as Figure 5.10 does in
precedence notation. Event times have been computed and are shown in
Figure D.5. The heavy line is the critical path located by the critical events.
The total time required for the pipeline work, without allowance for a time
contingency, is again found to be 33 working days.

D.15 Modified Arrow Diagram

It was mentioned in the preceding section that arrow diagrams for con-
struction projects involving a multiplicity of repetitive operations require
the use of many dummies. Such project networks are difficult to prepare
and to use, a condition that can be improved by reducing the number
of dummies required. This can be achieved by using a modified arrow
notation, as shown in Figure D.1, which eliminates the dummies between
arrows. Figure D.6 shows such a modified arrow diagram for the pipeline
relocation. This figure has been simplified by eliminating the dummies
between each successive one-mile section of ‘‘Excavate’’ and similarly
between each successive mile of ‘‘String pipe, Lay pipe, and Test line.’’

The need for dummies in an arrow diagram results from a graphical
shortcoming of arrows themselves. There is no way to differentiate between
the end of one activity and the beginning of the next. Adding a circle to
represent an event between arrows does not help. Substituting an X for the
circle provides a way to graphically differentiate between activities. The left
points of the X represent the end of the first activity, and the right points
of the X represent the beginning of the next.
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With this minor change, arrow diagrams become very much like prece-
dence diagrams. Sequence lines show the relationship between arrows in
exactly the same manner that sequence lines show the relationship between
precedence boxes. Lag values on sequence lines provide for overlapping
activities. Along with all of the advantages of a precedence diagram, a
modified arrow diagram is easily time-scaled.

The resulting network shown in Figure D.6 is much easier to construct,
read, and interpret than is the conventional arrow diagram shown in
Figure D.5. Event times shown in Figure D.6 are computed in precisely the
same manner as has already been described.

Figure D.7 shows the lag relationships, previously presented in
Figure 5.9 for precedence notation, drawn using the modified arrow
procedure.
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D.16 Summary Arrow Diagram

Just as lag relationships were used to prepare a summary precedence
diagram of the pipeline relocation (Figure 5.11), a similar concept is useful
in summarizing the arrow diagram shown in Figure D.5. Such summary
diagrams are of particular importance when repetitive operations are
involved. Figure D.8 is a condensation of Figure D.5, showing all five miles
of each individual operation as a single arrow. For example, activity 5–15
in this figure represents the location and clearing of the entire five miles of
pipeline, and has a total duration of five days. In a similar manner, activity
25–35 represents all the excavation and has a total time duration of 20 days.
The other four job operations are shown in a similar manner. As before,
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Figure D.8
Pipeline relocation, summary arrow diagram
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excavation and string pipe are independent activities that can proceed
simultaneously with one another, following the location and clearing.

In Figure D.8, the activities are represented by horizontal arrows only.
All arrows directed downward are called lag arrows. All such arrows to the
left of Figure D.8 show start-to-start relationships. In accordance with the
logic of Figure D.5, activities 25–35 and 45–55 of Figure D.8 can begin one
day after activity 5–15 starts. This circumstance is shown in Figure D.8 by
means of lag arrows (5–25 and 5–45), each with a time of one day. In a
similar way, activity 65–75 can start four days after excavation starts and two
days after string pipe begins. This is shown by lag arrows 25–65 (four days)
and 45–65 (two days).

The downward arrows on the right of Figure D.8 indicate finish-to-finish
lags. Activity 25–35 can finish four days after activity 5–15 finishes. This
fact is depicted by arrow 15–35 with a duration of four days. All the other
lag arrows shown function in a similar manner. Event times have been
computed in Figure D.8 for the summary diagram and, as can be seen, the
now-familiar duration of 33 working days is again obtained and the same
critical path is located. Figures 5.11 and D.8 present the same summary
logic for the pipeline relocation.

D.17 Interface Events

The pipeline crossing structure has been used previously in discussions
concerning interfacing networks. Figure D.9 is the arrow diagram of
the crossing structure that interfaces with the pipeline relocation network
shown in Figure D.5. The interface between the two networks is necessitated
by the job requirement that the crossing structure, which is located at the
end of the third mile of the pipeline, be ready to accept pipe by the time the
pipe laying has progressed that far. Making event 85 in Figure D.9 identical
with event 300 in Figure D.5 can impose this construction requirement. All
this accomplishes, however, is to give activity 220–300 in Figure D.5 and
activities 65–85 and 75–85 in Figure D.8 the same terminal event. Ensuring
that event 85 in Figure D.9 is reached before or at the same time as event
300 in Figure D.5 is now a simple matter of scheduling. The event 85–300
is an example of an interface event. A common symbol for these interface
events is shown in Figures D.5 and D.9. The double-headed dashed arrow
is not a dummy activity, and there is no passage of time or progress of work
associated with it. It merely indicates that the event at issue is an integral
part of both arrow diagrams.

The essential condition of the network interface is that event 85,
Figure D.9, must occur no later than event 300, Figure D.5. Event 300 has a
TE value of 20. This means that event 85 must be given a TL of 20. The late
event time of 20 has been entered at event 85 of Figure D.9, and TL values
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have been computed back to the beginning of the network. This backward
pass discloses that the TL of the beginning event (5) is 3, signifying that
construction of the crossing structure must be started no later than the
beginning of the fourth day (time = 3). Making a forward pass using a TE
of event 5 equal to zero yields the early event times shown in Figure D.9.
The significance of the event times obtained has already been discussed in
Section 5.23.

D.18 Time-Scaled Network

The drawing of a time-scaled network was discussed in Section 5.26, a
time plot of the highway bridge being obtained from its precedence
diagram. When an arrow diagram is the source network, a time-scaled plot
is prepared in much the same manner. Figure 5.14, which is the time
plot of the highway bridge, would be obtained from Figure D.4, the arrow
diagram of the highway bridge, in this way: The early start and early finish
for each activity is plotted to an established horizontal time scale. The
length of the connecting arrow is the duration of that activity. Events also
are plotted at their TE times and are indicated by circles. The free floats
of individual activities are obtained automatically from the resulting plot.
The resulting figure obtained from the arrow diagram would be essentially
identical with Figure 5.14. One difference might be that the events would
be numbered as they are in Figure D.3, and the activities indicated by their
i–j designations.

An argument can be made that the preparation of a time-scaled figure is
intuitively more obvious from an arrow diagram than it is from a precedence
network. To some, the time plot is a natural extension of the usual arrow
diagram but is not a logical extrapolation from precedence notation. In
any event, obtaining a time-scaled diagram from either source is not a
difficult process.

D.19 Comparison of Arrow and Precedence Notation

Even though the job logic portrayed is exactly the same, the arrow and
precedence methods of drawing networks produce diagrams that are
different in appearance. A comparison of Figures 4.3 and D.3 illustrates
this point. Appearance, however, is not of concern to those who originate
and use project networks. The relative advantages and disadvantages of the
two notation systems are of interest to job management.

Precedence diagramming offers several advantages over arrow dia-
gramming:

❑ The notation is considerably easier to learn and to comprehend. Much
of the explanation for this is the absence of dummies. Learning
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the significance and proper usage of dummies requires time and
experience, and false dependencies are a very real hazard with arrow
diagrams.

❑ Diagramming seems to be intuitively simpler and more obvious. To the
neophyte, precedence diagramming is basically a simpler procedure.

❑ Diagrams are more easily revised than arrow diagrams. Using precedence
notation, the addition or deletion of activities and changes of logic
can be accomplished fairly easily. Similar changes in arrow diagrams
can induce errors of logic easily.

❑ The activity numbering system is simpler . Only one number is involved,
while two numbers often are needed when using arrow notation.

❑ A preponderance of software is available for precedence networks.

Arrow notation does have advantages, however:

❑ Manual network computation is eased through the use of event time calcula-
tions.

❑ The transition from bar chart format to arrow notation is easy. Those familiar
with the workings of bar charts often find arrow diagrams to be more
meaningful and easier to associate with the time flow of job activities.

❑ Network planning originated with arrows. Arrow notation was the first of
the two systems to be developed and used by the construction industry
for job-planning applications.

The adoption of one notation mode or the other is generally a matter
of management choice. On balance, it would appear that precedence
diagramming has received greater acceptance in the construction industry.
For this reason, its usage is emphasized in this text.



E The PERT
Procedure

In Section 5.1, a distinction was made between Critical Path Method
(CPM) and Program Evaluation Review and Technique (PERT). CPM
is widely used in the construction industry, while PERT has found its
major application in research and development (R&D) projects. This is
largely due to the fact that PERT models the probabilistic nature of R&D
work, while CPM assumes sufficient past experience exists to estimate
relatively accurate activity durations. In reality, even with an extensive
experience base, construction operations have enough uncertainty that
the construction manager can learn several important lessons from a brief
overview of the PERT procedure.

PERT assumes a high degree of variability in activity durations, making
an accurate single estimate difficult to make. As a result, PERT requires
three estimates of duration for each activity. The first is an optimistic
estimate. This is the duration if everything goes very well with no problems.
The probability of achieving an optimistic duration is about one chance in
100. The second estimate is a pessimistic estimate. This duration assumes
that things go badly. This is the worst case scenario. The probability of
completion within a pessimistic duration is about 99 chances in 100. The
last estimate is the modal estimate. This duration is the best guess given
the circumstances. The modal estimate is the one we normally use in CPM.
It is based on experience and tempered with current circumstances. It is
important to remember that CPM uses a modal estimate because it will be
shown later that a modal estimate is often a biased estimate.

367
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Activity duration distributions

In PERT, the three time estimates are designated to for the optimistic
estimate, tp for the pessimistic estimate, and tm for the modal estimate.
Figure E.1 shows that the estimated time durations of a PERT activity can
be distributed any of three possible ways; normal, skewed to the right,
or skewed to the left. Estimated values for to, tp, and tm define a given
distribution. Often the activity distributions in CPM and PERT networks
are skewed to the right because it is the nature of projects that more things
can go unexpectedly wrong than unexpectedly right.
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In Figure E.1, the area under each of the distribution curves represents
the probability of a particular duration. Therefore, a duration that divides
the area under the curve in half has a probability of 50 percent. Using this
notion, the duration associated with to has a probability of 1 percent, while
the duration of tp has a 99 percent probability. The point to notice here is
that when the distribution is skewed to the right, tm, the modal duration,
has a probability of less than 50 percent, sometimes much less. Therefore,
one of the lessons to be learned from PERT is: Since the estimate of a
modal duration is based on experience and recorded data, the duration is
often biased and, therefore, there is often less than a 50 percent probability
of accomplishing the activity in the time specified.

The next step in using PERT is to calculate a new estimated duration, te,
the expected duration. This is the duration associated with a 50 percent
probability of being achieved. This is the duration which divides the area
equally in the distribution curve. Observe that te is equal to tm when the
curve is normally distributed, as in (a) of Figure E.1. In (b) of Figure E.1,
te is to the right of tm, and in (c) the opposite is true. Numerically, te is
calculated as follows:

te = to + 4tm + tp

There are two more values calculated for each activity in a PERT network,
st and vt. A simplified form of standard deviation (st) for each activity is
computed as follows:

st = tp − to

The notion behind this evaluation of the standard deviation is that tp − to
represents the range of durations for the activity, and moreover, this range
represents 98 percent of the possible durations since to has a 1 percent
probability and tp is the 99 percent probability. In a normal probability
distribution, a 98 percent probability is equal to approximately ±3 standard
deviations, resulting in the division of the range by 6.

The variance (vt) of each activity is a function of the standard deviation.

vt = s2
t

Once the values of te, st, and vt are calculated for each activity in
the network, forward- and backward-pass calculations are performed in a
manner identical to CPM networks using te as a single duration. Having
identified the critical path, the total project duration (Te) is the sum of the
activity durations along the critical path.

The value Te is the expected value of the total project duration. Similar to
the activity durations, Te has an associated probability of 50 percent. Unlike
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the activity durations, Te has a normal probability distribution regardless
of the distributions of the individual activities.

The lesson here for CPM practitioners is that the estimated total project
duration in CPM as well as PERT has an associated probability of only
50 percent. Construction contracts are usually quite specific regarding
construction completion, and a 50 percent probability of completion is
typically inappropriate. To increase the probability of achieving completion
by a promised date, extra days are added in the form of a contingency.
This extra contingency time is not to be regarded as padding the schedule
but rather a recognition that individual activity durations tend to be
biased on the low side and collectively they underestimate the total project
duration.

Using PERT, the amount of additional project time necessary to increase
the probability of total project completion to an acceptable level is a
function of the shape of the Te normal distribution curve. If the curve is high
and narrow, then the range of completion times will be correspondingly
narrow. If the curve is low and wide, this reflects a great deal of uncertainty
and a wide range of possible completion dates. The shape of the curve is
determined from the sum of the variances (vt) of each of the activities in
the critical path.

Vt =
n∑

i=1

vti

The standard deviation for the project St is the square root of Vt .

St =
√

Vt

A simple example is in order. Figure E.2 is a PERT network showing ES,
EF, LS, and LF dates based on the values of te for each activity. An example
of the computations for te and st for activity A are shown below.

te = 3 + 4×12 + 21 = 12

st = 21 − 3
6

= 3

vt = 32 = 9

Values for all of the other activities in the network are calculated in a
similar manner.

Forward- and backward-pass calculations using values of te as durations
determine a critical path through activities A, C, and E. The estimated
project duration is 41 days with an associated probability of 50 per-
cent. The variance and standard deviation of the critical path are shown
below.
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Figure E.2
Example PERT network

Activity te Vt

A 12 9
C 13 4
E 16 16
Totals Te = 41 Vt = 29

St = ±5.4 days

With an estimated total project duration of 41 days and a project
standard deviation of ±5.4 days, it is possible to make additional probability
statements about the project. Figure E.3 is a normal distribution curve for
the entire project. Note that the center of the curve is set at 41 days and
the width of the curve is determined by St of ±5.4 days. This figure also
shows that the area of the curve between ±1 standard deviation represents
68 percent of the distribution. This percentage can be confirmed by
integrating the normal distribution function from −1St to +1St or by
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Figure E.3
Example PERT network, estimated project duration distribution

referring to a table of normal probabilities. Similarly, the area covered by
±2 standard deviations represents 95 percent of the distribution.

The probability of finishing the project in 41 days is 50 percent. By
moving forward one standard deviation (5.4 days) to 46.4 days, the area of
the curve from the origin to 46.4 days is 84 percent (50 percent plus half
of 68 percent). Therefore, the probability of finishing the project within
46.4 days is 84 percent. By the same reasoning, the probability of finishing
the project within 51.8 days is 97.5 percent (50 percent plus half of 95
percent).

CPM procedures do not provide data to determine a probability distri-
bution curve like the one in Figure E.3, but the principles are exactly the
same. The project duration resulting from a forward- and backward-pass
calculation has a 50 percent probability. To increase the probability to
an acceptable level, extra time must be added. The amount of time is a
function of the skewed variability of the activities and must be determined
from experience.



F Analysis of
Estimating
Accuracy

F.1 Overall Estimating Accuracy

The following numerical example is presented to illustrate how a construc-
tion company can analyze the overall accuracy of its cost estimating. When
making such a check, comparisons are made between estimated and actual
total costs of completed projects. Only relatively recent projects should be
considered because estimating personnel and pricing behavior have a ten-
dency to change with time. Enough projects should be included to provide
a statistically significant sample. A minimum number of approximately 20
past projects might be required, with larger samples providing somewhat
more reliable results.

As an example, suppose that a construction contracting firm has com-
pleted 68 contracts during the past five years. A ratio, R, is computed for
each of these projects. R is equal to the actual total project cost divided by
the estimated total cost. Cost in each instance includes all project expense,
including field overhead, but not profit. These values of R are then grouped
together into equal intervals, say 0.02 or 2 percent. Larger or smaller inter-
vals can be used depending somewhat on the size of the sample chosen. In
the example, assume that the distribution of R-values shown in columns 1
and 2 of Figure F.1 is obtained for the 68 completed jobs.

Using the data given in columns 1 and 2, the histogram in Figure F.2 is
plotted. A frequency polygon is actually more useful and is drawn as dashed
lines between the midpoints of the horizontal bars of the histogram. The
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Frequency
of

Projects
Interval
Midpoint

Interval
Variance

Intervals of R
fi Ri

R<0.88 0 – 0.0000
0.88<R<0.90 1 0.89 0.0113
0.90<R<0.92 0 0.91 0.0000
0.92<R<0.94 3 0.93 0.0133
0.94<R<0.96 6 0.95 0.0130
0.96<R<0.98 12 0.97 0.0084
0.98<R<1.00 16 0.99 0.0007
1.00<R<1.02 14 1.01 0.0026
1.02<R<1.04 9 1.03 0.0101
1.04<R<1.06 3 1.05 0.0086
1.06<R<1.08 2 1.07 0.0108
1.08<R<1.10 1 1.09 0.0087
1.10<R<1.12 1 1.11 0.0129
1.12<R 0 –
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52
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0
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1.47
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Totals n = 68
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15.84
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R =
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Actual Project Cost

Average Value of R = R =
68

67.76
= 0.9965

n
F

x 100 (Ri - R)
2
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(7)(6)
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Frequency

F
(5)

fi x Ri

(4)(3)(2)(1)

s = Standard Deviation =
n−1

∑(Ri − R)  x fi
2

s =
68−1

0.1004
= ±0.039

Figure F.1
Analysis of R-values

frequency polygon is now smoothed by sketching in a smooth curve that
closely approximates the linear segments of the polygon. The resulting
curve affords a quick and nonquantitative grasp of the company’s bidding
accuracy over the past five years, as will now be explained.

It is reasonable to assume that estimating errors should be essentially
random in nature and conform to the well-known normal distribution.
Another way of saying this, perhaps, is that there should be an equal ten-
dency to overprice and underprice a construction estimate. Consequently,
it is suggested that a good estimating system is one whose ratios, R, are
normally distributed with a mean value of 1.0 and a small range of larger
and smaller values. If the smoothed polygon obtained from the histogram
of R-values resembles a normal distribution of small variance and with
its mode at or very near a value of 1.0, such as that shown by curve A
of Figure F.3, the overall bidding accuracy of the contractor has been
good. Although curve B has its mode at 1.0, the large dispersion of values
indicates loose estimating with a serious tendency to both underestimate
and overestimate. A biased distribution such as curve C is indicative of
systematic estimating errors or procedures that result in a pronounced
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R =
Actual project cost

Estimated project cost
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tendency to consistently either underestimate or overestimate a majority of
the jobs bid. If a smoothed polygon were to be sketched onto Figure F.2,
the resulting curve would closely resemble a normal distribution with its
mode at or very near a value, R, of 1.0.

Another plot of interest is cumulative frequency versus values of R. The
values of cumulative frequency are computed in Figure F.1 and are plotted
in Figure F.4.

Figure F.4 is actually a ‘‘less-than’’ curve. To illustrate, this figure discloses
that 38 of the 68 projects had an R-value of less than 1.00. This means that on
38 of the completed projects, the actual costs were less than those estimated.

F.2 Evaluation of Accuracy

With regard to the evaluation of estimating accuracy, there are two measures
of interest. One is the average or mean value of R. In this case, the average
can be computed with satisfactory accuracy by the procedure shown in
Figure F.1. As can be seen, the average value of the ratio of actual costs to
estimated costs over the past five years has been very close to the value of
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1.0. The significance of this is that, despite the fact that more jobs were
overestimated than underestimated (38-30), there has been no consistent
tendency to estimate too high or too low insofar as R-values are concerned.

The other measure of accuracy has to do with the dispersion or scatter
of values of R. In our case, there were no values of R less than 0.88 nor
larger than 1.12. This indicates, in a general fashion, that during the past
years, projects have been both underestimated and overestimated by as
much as approximately 12 percent. These values are indicative of extreme
range, however, and do not tell the entire story. A much better measure of
dispersion is the standard deviation that is computed in Figure F.1 and has a
value of 0.039. The significance of this value will be discussed subsequently.

Another way discrete data can be checked for normal distribution is
to plot them on normal probability paper. This is a special graph paper
available at technical bookstores and similar outlets. Figure F.5 shows a plot
on normal probability paper of percentage cumulative frequency verus
the ratio, R. The values of percentage cumulative frequency have been
calculated in Figure F.1. The closer the points plot to a straight line, the
better the normality of a set of data. R-values deviating from a straight
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Estimating Accuracy

Job # Labor Equipment Material Overhead
200001 $242,146 $57,028 $237,922 $41,338
200002 $186,184 $78,867 $370,277 $64,066
200003 $12,463 $3,884 $26,018 $11,825
200004 $144,128 $71,165 $52,934 $50,751
200005 $278,934 $21,034 $310,225 $80,288
200006 $577,590 $194,280 $605,308 $104,596
200007 $52,534 $36,950 $76,541 $41,080
200008 $182,890 $86,416 $215,880 $66,014
200009 $161,492 $71,074 $220,315 $71,949
200010 $452,127 $129,532 $415,658 $112,371

Total $2,290,488 $750,230 $2,531,078 $644,278

Job # Labor Equipment Material Overhead
200001 $258,975 $56,030 $228,643 $38,986
200002 $192,812 $78,173 $361,279 $62,022
200003 $12,394 $3,794 $24,683 $12,824
200004 $151,118 $71,983 $51,510 $52,502
200005 $286,577 $20,923 $306,037 $79,622
200006 $586,600 $195,601 $582,367 $100,600
200007 $52,376 $36,780 $75,500 $40,550
200008 $185,780 $85,336 $212,966 $67,922
200009 $161,169 $71,458 $219,456 $76,129
200010 $466,143 $128,677 $404,477 $111,382

Total $2,353,945 $748,755 $2,466,918 $642,540

Job # Labor Equipment Material Overhead
200001 1.070 0.983 0.961 0.943
200002 1.036 0.991 0.976 0.968
200003 0.995 0.977 0.949 1.085
200004 1.049 1.012 0.973 1.035
200005 1.027 0.995 0.987 0.992
200006 1.016 1.007 0.962 0.962
200007 0.997 0.995 0.986 0.987
200008 1.016 0.988 0.987 1.029
200009 0.998 1.005 0.996 1.058
200010 1.031 0.993 0.973 0.991
Average R 1.023 0.995 0.975 1.005

Std. deviation 0.024 0.011 0.015 0.045

Estimating Costs

Actual Costs

R Values

Figure F.6
Estimating accuracy of project components
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line indicate where the distribution is departing from normal. Figure F.5
shows that the distribution of R-values is close to normal except for the two
extreme end points. The standard deviation of the R-values is found by the
dashed line construction shown in Figure F.5, starting from the ordinate
values of 84 and 16. The mean value of R is found from the ordinate value
of 50. The data plot in Figure F.5 shows a mean value of very close to 1.00
and a standard deviation of 0.039, the same values as previously calculated
in Figure E.1.

Having established that the R-values are very close to being normally dis-
tributed, the following observations can be made concerning the company’s
long-term bidding accuracy using well-known properties of the normal dis-
tribution curve. First, about 68 percent of the projects bid lie within plus
or minus a standard deviation from the mean. Having established that the
mean is essentially 1.0, this means that approximately 68 percent of the
projects have a ratio, R, of between 0.961 and 1.039. Another way of saying
this is that about two-thirds of the projects have a bidding error no larger
than 3.9 percent of the total project cost. In this regard, the error can be
either plus or minus. It is also true that about 95 percent of the projects are
located within plus or minus two standard deviations from the mean. This
says that the maximum bidding error for 95 percent of the jobs bid is no
larger than plus or minus 7.8 percent. What constitutes acceptable values
of standard deviation is now a matter for management decision.

F.3 Estimating Accuracy of Project Components

The discussion of estimating accuracy presented in this appendix has been
based on a comparative analysis of actual and estimated total project costs.
Although a study of this kind provides the contractor with very valuable
insight into the reliability of its overall estimating procedures, it does not
provide information regarding the estimating accuracy of job components
such as labor, equipment, materials, and project overhead.

Figure F.6 presents the results of a detailed estimating accuracy study
made of ten construction projects that our contractor estimated and
constructed during the year 2000. This figure presents, for each project,
the R-values for labor, equipment, materials, and project overhead. In
each case, R-values are obtained by dividing actual cost by estimated cost.
Thus, R-values greater than 1.0 indicate underestimating and less than 1.0
indicate overestimating.

The R-values contained in Figure F.6 give the contractor a detailed and
reliable indication of its recent estimating performance. Inspection of the
data contained in Figure F.6 discloses that this contractor is more apt to
underestimate labor and project overhead and overestimate equipment
and materials.



G Highway Bridge
Case Studies

G.1 Case 1: Planning the Bridge Project

Acme Constructors are the successful bidders on a highway bridge for the
State of New Mexico. Bids were opened the day before yesterday, and a
notice to proceed is expected next week.

General practice at Acme is to have a job planning meeting to get the
job started right. A planning meeting has been called at the office of Nick,
the project manager. Present at the meeting are:

Neal, who will be the project superintendent
Richard, who will be the carpenter foreman
Laura, who estimated the project

Nick: Well, we were pretty lucky on this one. Seven bidders and we only left
$4,200 on the table. That’s only 0.7percent of the bid price. Laura has
rechecked everything, right, Laura?

Laura: I’ve rechecked everything in the estimate and I think we have a
good, solid job here. Nick and Neal gave me plenty of input when I
first started the estimate. We took advantage of the fact that Neal built
a very similar bridge in Chimayó about three years ago.

Neal: I checked with the equipment department this morning and they
have set aside a 50-ton crane with an 80-foot boom and pile-driving
leads for this job. They also have a double-acting Mark-5 pile hammer

381
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and a 450-cfm compressor. That’s a good spread for driving these steel
piles and the same equipment I used in the estimate. If the borings
are accurate, we should be able to make some money on the pile
driving. The equipment guys said they have several models of dozers
with blades and a couple of backhoes that we can choose from the first
of next week.

Nick: Laura, why don’t we start by having you give us a rundown on the
way you estimated the job? You know, what were your assumptions and
things like that.

Laura: Let’s start with the equipment. I put enough money in for the crane
to be on the job from start to finish. I assumed it would drive the piles,
place and strip forms, place concrete, install the girders, and load
everything up when you leave. Of course, the pile-driving gear and the
compressor will have to be sent back ASAP. And there is only enough
money for the dozer to be there for the first two weeks.

Nick: That’s right. Let’s get that equipment in and out as quickly as possible.
Better to have it on somebody else’s cost sheet than ours.

Laura: Regarding the forms, Neal and I worked closely on that. Neal, why
don’t you go over that part of the plan?

Neal: Richard and I went over the plan for the forms this morning, and he’s
done some checking at the yard. Richard, what’s the story?

Richard: We figure that we can build the footing forms in place. We’ll
sequence the work so that one footing follows the other and one
abutment can follow the other. That way we’ll need only one set of
footing forms and one set of abutment forms. By the way, I checked
the yard today and there are some forms just back from the Cuba, NM
job that will work. In fact, I think we can rebuild them for less money
than is in the estimate. I left word at the yard to hold them for us
and we would have them delivered next week. I plan to gang form the
abutments so we’ll need the crane to move them around. That crane
is going to be needed everyplace at once early in the job.

Nick: That’s what these planning meetings are all about. Once we get the
plan on paper, we can check for conflicting demands. Hopefully we
can work some of the problems out on paper rather than have a crisis
on the job site. Neal, how do you plan to drive those piles?

Neal: I was out at the site a couple of weeks ago. The stream has already
been diverted and is pretty well dried out. I think that we can grade
a ramp from the road down into the streambed and we can walk the
crane down the ramp. That way we can drive the piles right at footing
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elevation. The crane can move from one abutment to the other in just
a few minutes. I figure that the crane can just stay in the streambed
from the time the mass excavation is done until the deck is poured.
We couldn’t do that at Chimayó because we had to work around the
water and had to dewater our footing.

Nick: That sounds like an excellent suggestion, Neal.

Let’s go back a bit and talk about the excavation. It seems to me that the
dozer should get in there and do the mass excavation along with the ramp.
While the dozer is working on the ramp, the backhoe can move in and
do the structural excavation on the east footing. Let’s call that one footing
number 1 and the one on the west side footing number 2. That will simplify
my scheduling nomenclature.

As soon as footing number 1 has been excavated, the backhoe can move
over to footing number 2 while the crane starts to drive piles for footing
number 1. We should be able to keep up that sequence throughout the
construction of both abutments.

Richard: We’ll have to remember to stockpile enough soil on each side of
the job for backfilling the abutments later on. I’ll mark the stockpile
locations on the plans for the grading guys.

Nick: Okay. We’ve talked about the excavation, the pile driving, and the
concrete forming. What else do we have?

Richard: Where are we going to set up the portable batch plant?

Laura: I did some figuring on that. We can bring in ready-mix cheaper
than we can make it ourselves. There are only 600 cy on the whole job.
Springer Concrete says that they can get us concrete in about an hour
and a half from their plant. They can put in a little extra retarder and
it will be just fine. Anyway, the little portable plant is being used down
south and won’t be available until August.

Richard: That’s just fine with me. I don’t want to mess with a batch plant if
I don’t have to.

Neal: I think the next thing we have to look at is the deck pour. We can pick
up some time on that pour if we pour each end of the deck directly
from the ready-mix trucks. While that’s going on, we can pour the
center of the deck with the crane and a bucket.

Richard: That will mean some coordinating. We’ll have to have both of the
abutments backfilled so that the trucks can get us to the edge of the
deck.
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Neal: That’s true. In fact, abutment number 1 will have to be backfilled in
time for the delivery of the steel girders. That way the truck can back
up to the edge of the abutment and the girders can be unloaded and
placed in one operation.

What about ordering materials. Who is going to take care of that?

Nick: I’ll take care of the major items. I’ll get the rebar sub going and then
order the piles, the girders, and the guardrails. I’ll have to get the
shop drawings going quickly because we will be needing some of that
stuff right away.

Laura: The rebar supplier said he’ll split the shipment so as to get the
footing steel to the job quickly. He said he could deliver footing steel
within seven working days after receipt of approved shop drawings.
The balance of the steel will take three weeks from the time he gets
the drawings.

Nick: Thanks for your input. I think that wraps it up for today. I’ll take
everything we’ve discussed here today and try to summarize it with a
network tonight. As soon as I’m finished, I’ll get you each copies and
maybe we can get together and see if it meets all of our criteria.

With estimate and notes from the meeting in hand, Nick has the task of
putting it all together. Why don’t you see what you come up with based on
the same information? A list of the project activities is provided for your use.

Highway Bridge Activities
Prepare & approve S/D, abutment and

deck rebar
Prepare & approve S/D, footing rebar Forms & rebar, abutment #1
Prepare & approve S/D, girders Forms & rebar, abutment #2
Order & deliver piles Pour abutment #1
Fabricate & deliver footing rebar Pour abutment #2
Fabricate & deliver abutment & deck

rebar
Strip & cure abutment #1

Fabricate & deliver girders Strip & cure abutment #2
Move in Backfill abutment #1
Prefabricate abutment forms Backfill abutment #2
Excavate abutment #1 Rub concrete, abutment #1
Excavate abutment #2 Rub concrete, abutment #2
Mobilize pile driving rig Set girders
Drive piles abutment #1 Deck forms and rebar
Drive piles abutment #2 Pour & cure deck
Forms & rebar, abutment #1 Strip deck
Forms & rebar, abutment #2 Saw joints
Demobilize pile driving rig Guardrails
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Pour footing #1 Paint
Pour footing #2 Cleanup
Strip footing #1 Final inspection
Strip footing #2 Contingency

G.2 Case 2: Flood Damage #1

All work proceeded as planned through Friday, July 9, 20XX except for
a delay in the move in until the morning of June 25. At 6:00 p.m. on
Saturday, July 10, one of the employees of the owner (State of New Mexico)
erroneously opened a gate in the diversion upstream, allowing water to flow
downstream and into the excavation of the bridge project. The problem
was noticed immediately but because of a mechanical defect, the gate could
not be closed and water flowed for more than 12 hours. Nick, the project
manager for the bridge contractor, was notified about midnight and an
emergency crew under the direction of Neal, the superintendent, was sent
to the site about 3:00 a.m. Sunday morning to minimize the damage.

When the regular crew arrived Monday morning, the job site was a
disaster. The emergency crew had pulled the crane from the streambed,
but the compressor was on its side and half covered with mud. The
contractor’s crew set to work analyzing the damage. The next seven points
are taken from their report.

1. The damage to the compressor is estimated at $10,200. A replacement
compressor will be brought in and the old one taken to the shop. The
on/off costs will be $240 for both compressors.

2. The cost for the emergency work on Sunday was $2,400. This includes
labor, equipment, and payroll taxes.

3. The streambed is two feet deep in mud. It will take a dozer and
four laborers three days to remove the mud and replace it with dry
material from a borrow pit adjacent to the site. This operation will
start tomorrow, Tuesday, July 13.

4. The pile-driving rig will not be able to go back to work until the
earthwork above is complete.

5. Twelve piles had been driven at abutment #2 before the flood. Twelve
more piles were stored on high ground and are undamaged. The
remaining piles were damaged and must be replaced. The earliest
they will be available will be late in the day of July 21.

6. The engineers from the Highway Department were at the job today
and said that although the forms and steel in footing #1 were undam-
aged, they must be removed, washed, and replaced. Additionally, the
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bottom of the footing will be two feet deeper, making the forms four
feet deep rather than two feet. It will take three laborers the rest of
today to remove and clean the forms and rebar. New forms can be
placed tomorrow, and the additional rebar can be taken from footing
#2. Footing #2 will receive similar treatment, and another 3,000 lb
of rebar must be purchased. This extra rebar will take one week for
delivery. The new forms and steel can be installed for the unit prices
in the original estimate.

7. The cost of labor and payroll taxes for analyzing the damage today is
$1,160. Furthermore, the crew today was inefficient and underutilized.
This loss of productivity today is estimated at $1,600. Crews have been
adjusted and only necessary people will be brought in tomorrow.

Revised Quantities for Footing #1
Footings forms 720 sf
Concrete 120 cy
Reinforcing steel 3,000 lb

Revised Quantities for Footing #2
Footings forms (revised from ftg #1) 720 sf
Concrete 120 cy
Reinforcing steel 3,000 lb (extra)

Revised Activity Durations
Forms and steel footing #1 3 days
Forms and steel footing #2 3 days
Driving piles abutment #2 2 days

Nick has all of this information, and on his way back to the home office
he begins to figure what he has to do.

❑ Update the schedule to show the status of the job as of the end of
the day on Friday, July 9, 20XX. What was the anticipated completion
date?

❑ Based on the damage report information, prepare an estimate of the
cost of the damage for a claim to the owner, being sure to include all
costs involved, and present them in a logical manner for auditing.

❑ Will this accident cause the contractor any additional or consequential
problems in completing the project other than the direct cost items
listed in the damage report and associated overhead costs?

Give Nick a hand with his evaluation of the consequences to his project
in terms of time, resources, schedule, and budget.
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G.3 Case 3: Flood Damage #2

All work proceeded as planned through Friday, July 16, 20XX. At 6:00
p.m. on Saturday, July 17, one of the employees of the owner (State High-
way Department) erroneously opened a gate in the diversion upstream,
allowing water to flow downstream and into the excavation of the bridge
project. The problem was noticed immediately but because of a mechanical
defect, the gate could not be closed and water flowed for more than 12
hours. Nick, the project manager for Acme Constructors, was notified
about midnight and an emergency crew under the direction of Neal, the
superintendent, was sent to the site about 3:00 a.m. Sunday morning to
minimize the damage.

When the regular crew arrived Monday morning, the job site was a
disaster. The emergency crew had pulled the crane from the streambed,
but the compressor was on its side and half covered with mud. The
contractor’s crew set to work analyzing the damage. The next five points
are taken from their report.

1. The damage to the compressor is estimated at $10,200. A replacement
compressor will be brought in and the old one taken to the shop. The
on/off costs will be $240 for both compressors.

2. The cost for the emergency work on Sunday was $2,400. This includes
labor, equipment, and payroll taxes.

3. The streambed is two feet deep in mud. It will take a dozer and
four laborers three days to remove the mud and replace it with dry
material from a borrow pit adjacent to the site. This operation will
start tomorrow, Tuesday, July 20. Footing #1 was undamaged.

4. The engineers from the Highway Department were at the job today
and said that although the forms and steel in footing #2 were undam-
aged, they must be removed, washed, and replaced. Additionally, the
bottom of the footing will be two feet deeper, making the forms
four feet deep rather than two feet. It will take three laborers the
rest of today to remove and clean the forms and rebar. New forms
can be placed tomorrow, and the additional rebar will have to be
ordered. This extra rebar will take one week for delivery. The new
forms and steel can be installed for the unit prices in the original
estimate.

5. The cost of labor and payroll taxes for analyzing the damage today
is $1,160. Furthermore, the crew today was inefficient and underuti-
lized. This loss of productivity today is estimated at $1,600. Crews
have been adjusted and only necessary people will be brought in
tomorrow.
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Revised Quantities for Footing #2
Footings forms 720 sf
Concrete 120 cy
Reinforcing steel 3,000 lb (extra)

Revised Activity Durations
Forms and steel footing #2 3 days

Nick has all of this information, and on his way back to the home office
he begins to figure what he has to do.

❑ Update the schedule to show the status of the job as of the end of the
day on Friday, July16, 20XX. What was the anticipated completion
date?

❑ Based on the damage report information, prepare an estimate of the
cost of the damage for a claim to the owner, being sure to include all
costs involved, and present them in a logical manner for auditing.

❑ Will this accident cause the Acme Construction any additional or con-
sequential problems in completing the project other than the direct
cost items listed in the damage report and associated overhead costs?

Give Nick a hand with his evaluation of the consequences to his project
in terms of time, resources, schedule, and budget.

G.4 Case 4: Updating the Bridge Project

Attached are a number of documents relative to the Bridge Project. Assume
you are the project manager, and review these documents from his/her
point of view. Respond to the owner’s representative, Joe, stating your
position as to job progress, the causes of delay, and some basic information
(approximate costs and time delays) relative to a changed condition claim.

Respond to James Morgan, the contract administrator, regarding the
lighting change. Advise him of costs both with and without a time delay.
What should you tell him about the subsurface condition problem? Does
he know about it? Is there any connection between his letter and Joe’s visit
to the job site today? Don’t respond to these last two questions, but they
might give you some insight into the current problems.

Prepare an updated schedule due to boulders and due to the change
order. Perhaps some time/cost trade-off analysis is in order. Prepare a bar
chart showing progress through July 9. If time permits, you might look at
the resource implications of the current boulder problem.

Organize your work, and be sure to identify the recipient for each
document. A word processor and spreadsheet are probably good media for
your reply.
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State Highway Department
Engineering Division

Contracts Administrator

July 8, 20XX

Project Manager
Acme Construction Co
Albuquerque, NM

Subject: Highway Bridge Project

Dear Sir:

We have been advised by our Engineering Division that it will be necessary
to install lights on the highway bridge. Enclosed are drawings and specifi-
cations for the lights. The lights are a requirement of a new regulation that
was not available to us at the time this project put to bid. Please give us a
proposal to install the lights based on finishing the project September 21,
as originally planned.

It is absolutely imperative that the bridge be finished on time as the
Governor is accompanying a group of foreign dignitaries to the dam
construction on September 22 and they need the bridge for access to the
project.

Very truly yours,

James J. Morgan
Contract Administrator

Acme Construction Company
10035 Menaul Boulevard NE

Albuquerque, NM 87117

ESTIMATE

July 9, 20XX-

Project: Highway Bridge (Job No. --08-05)
Scope: Addition of lights as per RFP dated July 8th.

Add four light poles with fixtures as per drawings
Quote from Sparks Electric $3,694.50
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Includes conduit and wiring from meter, junction boxes embedded in
slab, poles and light fixtures. Sub will install conduit and junction boxes in
the slab after the reinforcing steel has been placed. He estimates this will
take approximately four hours. Sub will provide four anchor bolts for each
fixture and templates for general contractor to install. Erection of poles
and lights will take one working day.

Installation of anchor bolts (16 each) $360.00
Overhead, indirects and profit 44.24% 1,793.71
Total $5,848.21

Memo

To: Project Manager

From: Superintendent

Date: 8/9/XX

Re: Problems on the Highway Bridge (Job #--08-05)

I had a meeting with Joe, the owner’s representative, this afternoon and we
have some serious problems. He is really upset with our progress to date
and he spent an hour telling me about it. He says that we delayed getting to
work in the first place. He says the contract requires us to start within seven
calendar days of the notice to proceed. That would have been June 14th.
We didn’t start moving in until June 25th. He was upset over the fact that we
were down two days with a broken pile hammer this week. Joe pointed out
that according to our CPM, we should have finished the piles in abutment
1 and be mostly finished with the piles in abutment 2. He claims we should
have footing 1 ready for concrete.

I tried to point out that our problems were the result of their faulty soil
boring logs. The logs showed compacted sand, and we are in boulders.
We excavated boulders 30 in. in diameter with our dozer. A friend of
mine at the Highway Department says those borings were made about 100
yards upstream before the highway alignment was changed. The hammer
breakdown was the result of the boulders. We are losing one out of every
three piles we drive because of subsurface conditions.

I am enclosing our latest (through this afternoon) progress report (Figures
G.1, G.2, and G.3). Will you get Joe off my back so that I can concentrate on
the problems here in the field? I have plenty of problems without dealing
with him.
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Planning and Scheduling
Construction Progress Chart Project Highway Bridge

Activity

Move in

No.

30

80

90

120

110

130

140

150

170

190

180

210

Prefabricate
abutment forms

Excavate
abutment #1

Excavate
abutment #2

Drive piles
abutment #1

Drive piles
abutment #2

Forms & rebar 
footing #1

Forms & rebar 
abutment #1

Forms & rebar 
footing #2

Pour
footing #1

Pour
footing #2

Strip
footing #1

Sched

Actual

Sched

Actual

Sched

Sched

Sched

Sched

Sched

Sched

Sched

Sched

Sched

Sched

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Calendar days
June

14 15 16 17 18 21 22 23 24 25 28 29 30

14 15 16 17 18 19 2120 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

1 2

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

12 13 14 15 16 19 20 21 22 23 26
July

Working Days

Figure G.1
Original work schedule

G.5 Case 5: Project Shortening with Time/Cost Trade-off

Once the project schedule was on paper and a critical path established, it
was determined that the project would not be finished until September 21,
20XX.

Project start June 14, 20XX 8:00 am
Project completion September 22, 20XX 8:00 am (This is really 4:00 pm

of 9/21, or day 70 as per the original schedule.)

Nick, the project manager, noted that the contract allowed only 64 days
and he is now faced with the task of identifying ways to shorten the job
at minimum cost. There are really two costs to be considered. First, there
is the cost of liquidated damages at $500 per day. Unless the project is
shortened, it will cost $3,000 in damages (i.e., 6 days @ $500). Second,
there is the time variable project overhead expense of $594 per day.
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Planning & Scheduling
Constructin Progress Chart

Project Highway Bridge

Activity

Move in

Prefabricate abutment forms

Excavate abutment #1

Excavate abutment #2

Drive piles abutment #1

Drive piles abutment #2

Forms and rebar footing #1

Pour footing #1

(AM) (PM)

Job No.

Data Date

--08-05

July 9th

Activity
Number

Date
Started

Date
Completed

Percent
Complete

Working Days
to Complete

Comments

30

70

80

90

100

130

120

140

Jun 30

Jul 8

Jul 6

Jul 9

Jul 9

Jun 28

July 1

July 1

Jul 7

Jul 7

100%

100%

100%

100%

40%

10*

8

Delayed move-in
dut to material

material delivery.

Hammer down 2 days.
Boulders encountered.

*Estimate based on abutment #1 progress to date

Figure G.2
Actual work completed

If the project can be shortened, approximately $1,094 per day can be saved
in damages and overhead expense. Nick now sets to work trying to deter-
mine how the job can be finished as early as possible and for minimum cost.

The first step is to use the network (for critical activities) and the estimate
(for costs) and determine which activities can be shortened and at what cost.

The information that follows was estimated based on quotes from subs
and estimates of alternative and quicker ways of doing the work.

Activity Time Cost per
Activity Action Reduction Cost Day
none Build 2 sets of abut. forms 6 $4,311 $718
110 OT on abut. steel at shop 4 $2,160 $540
180 Faster pour on abut. #1 1 $437 $437
240 Faster pour on abut #2 1 $437 $437
330 Faster deck stripping 1 $184 $184
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Planning & Scheduling
Material Status Report

Project Highway Bridge

Activity

Prep. & approve S/D abut & deck rebar

Prep. & approve S/D abut & footing rebar

Prep. & approve S/D girders

Fabricate & deliver footing rebar

Fabricate & deliver girders

Fabricate & deliver footing rebar

Order and deliver piles

Activity
Number

10

20

50

60

40

110

260

Date
Started

Date
Completed

Percent
Complete

Working Days
to Complete

Jun 14

Jun 14

Jun 14

Jun 30

Jun 24

Jun 14

Jul 8

Jun 29

Jun 23

Jul 7

Jul 2

Jul 6

-

-

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

45%

8%

8

23

(AM) (PM)

Comments

Hwy Dept delayed
return of dwgs.

Hwy Dept delayed
return of dwgs.

Hwy Dept delayed
return of dwgs.

Job No.

Data Date

--08-05

July 9th

Figure G.3
Actual material delivery dates

Notice that the first action involves a change in job logic while the
subsequent changes simply involve brute force (more men and equipment
and longer hours).

Your job is to use the computer as a number cruncher and your insight
into the dynamics of the job to shorten the project one day at a time until
you feel satisfied that the job is shortened satisfactorily.1 Keep in mind
that there is already an activity called contingency (six-day duration) in the
network.

1 You might also be prepared to discuss what ‘‘shortened satisfactorily’’ means from both a
contractor’s and an owner’s point of view.
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Bulk materials, accounting for, 254
Burst activities, see Activities, burst
Business management, 18
But-for schedules, 295–296

Calendar dates, associating activities
with, 108

Calendars, weather, 108–109,
301–305

Camp facilities, 134
Cash flow, 272–274

and disbursement controls,
278–279

disbursement forecasts, 274–277
income forecasts, 277–278

Change orders, contract, 280–281
Changes, project, 279–280
Checklists, production, 142–143
Claims, 281–282
Clearing accounts, 253–254
Codes, cost, 225–228
Combined bidding, 6–7
Competitive bidding, 5–6
Complex labor scheduling, 185–187
Components:

estimating accuracy of, 379
in example project, 69

395
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Computer applications, 26
production planning, 130
project cost system, 257
project planning, 83–84
project time acceleration,

154–155
resource management, 191–192
schedule updating, 218–219
scheduling, 127–128

Concrete forms, safety considerations
with, 135

Construction contract services, 8–9
Construction industry, 1–2
Construction management, 9–10
Construction methods, cost

estimating and choice of, 39
Construction projects:

complexity of, 3
stages of, 3–4
team for, 3
uniqueness of, 3

Contract bonds, 56–58
Contract change orders,

280–281
Contractors, 2
‘‘Contractor’s estimate,’’ 31
Contracts:

build-operate-transfer, 12
for construction services, 8–9
cost-plus-fee, 11
design-construct, 9
fixed-sum, 10–11
lump-sum, 10
negotiated, 6
separate vs. single, 5
turn-key, 9, 12
unit-price, 10–11

Cost accounting, project, see Project
cost accounting

Cost estimating, project, 23, 24,
31–61

and choice of construction
methods, 39

and contract bonds, 56–58
equipment costs, 41, 47–49
for example project, 34–38
and field supervisory team,

38–39
final cost estimate, 33–34
function, cost per, 32–33
index number estimate, 32
labor costs, 45–47
and management input, 38
and markup, 55–56
material costs, 44
and general time schedule, 39–40
overall accuracy of, 373–379
overhead (indirect) expenses,

53–55

panel unit cost, 33
parameter cost, 33
partial takeoff estimate, 33
preliminary cost estimates, 33
and project budget, 59–61
quantity survey for, 36–38
recap sheet for, 58–59
subcontractor bids,

compilation/analysis of,
52–53

‘‘summary sheets’’ for, 41–44
unit area cost, 32
unit volume cost, 33

Cost estimating accuracy, 373–379
evaluation of, 376–379
overall, see cost estimating, project,

overall accuracy of
of project components, 379

Cost performance index (CPI), 252
Cost per function estimate, 32
Cost-plus contracts, 11

pay requests for, 267
progress measurements under,

260–261
Cost/schedule control systems

criteria, 250
Cost slope, see activities, cost slope of
Cost system, project, 23–24,

223–257
codes, cost, 225–227
computer application in, see

computer applications,
project cost system

equipment costs, 229, 241–247
and estimating, 255–256, 258
estimating, cost, 224–225
labor costs, 229–233, 236–241
monthly cost forecasts,

247–248
and postproject evaluation,

256–257
project cost accounting in,

228–229
and project cost control, 224
records, 235–236
reduction, cost, 254–255
reports, cost accounting, 229–230,

235–236
special problems in, 253–254
and time-cost envelope, 249–250
weekly reports, 236–237, 244–245
work quantities, measurement of,

233–234
Cost variance (CV), 251
CPI, see Cost performance index
CPM, see Critical Path Method
Craftspeople, 234
Crash cost, 152–153
Critical activities, 100

parallel performance of, 157–158
subdivision of, 158–159

Critical events, 357
Critical Path Method (CPM), 21–22,

63–65, 66–67
bar charts in, 124
and job logic, 66–67
PERT vs., 85–86, 367–372
and scheduling, 85–86, 90–91,

100–101
CV, see Cost variance

Definition stage (of construction
projects), 3

Delays:
schedule analysis to determine

project, 289–291
weather, 91–92, 108–109,

301–305
Demobilization costs, 49
Dependency lines (in precedence

notation), 73–74
Design-bid-construct procedure, 7–8
Design-construct contracts, 9, 18
Design phase, 4, 13
Design professional, 4–5
Detailed schedules, 201–203
Direct costs, 150–153
Disbursement controls, 278–279
Distribution code, 226
Documentation, 146, 256–257. See

also Reports
Drug testing policies/programs, 136
Dummy activities, see Activities,

dummy

EAC, see Estimate at completion
Early activity times, see Activity, early

activity times
Early event times, 355–356
Early finish (EF), 92, 93, 96, 106, 113,

122–123, 212, 294–295
Early start (ES), 92–93, 102, 104, 106,

109–110, 123–124, 127, 201,
206, 210, 294–295

Early start schedules, 104–106
Early start sort, 109–110
Earned value (EV), 250
EF, see Early finish
Earned value management system

(EVMS), 250–253
‘‘Engineer’s estimate,’’ 31
Equipment:

charging, to project, 242–
243

cost accounting for, 241–247
cost rates for, 49–51
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estimating costs for, 41
rented vs. leased, 48
safety, 136
time reports for, 243–244

Equipment management,
187–191

Equipment planning, 139–140
Equipment production rates, 51–52
Equipment restraints, 67–68,

76–77
ES, see Early start
Estimate at completion (EAC), 252
Estimation:

of activity durations, 86–99
cost, see Cost estimating, project

Events:
in arrow notation, 350–351
critical, 357
interface, 170
milestone, 163–365

EV, see Earned value
EVMS, see Earned value management

system
Example project, see Highway Bridge

example project
Expediting actions, 160–165,

168–170, 195–196
Extensions, project, 170–171

Fast tracking, 8
Field construction, management of,

13–14, 19
Field maintenance, 187
Field progress narratives, 210
Field supervisors, 202–203, 205, 214,

216, 218–219
Field supervisory team, 38–39
Final cost estimate, 33–34
Final payment, 259–260, 272
Financial management, project,

25–26, 259–282. See also Cost
system, project

cash flow, 272–278
changes, project, 278–279
and claims, 281
cost-plus contracts, 267
disbursements, cash, 274–278
final payment, 271–272
income, cash, 276–277
lump-sum contracts, 263–266,

271–272
pay requests, 261, 267
and progress payments, 260–261
subcontractors, payments to,

267–268
unit-price contracts, 261–263,

268–271
Fire emergencies, 135

Fixed-sum contracts, 10–11, 18
Float, 100–104, 355, 357, 359, 365
Force-account system, 11–12
Free float, 100–102, 122–123, 355,

357, 365

Gantt charts, 288
General contractors, see Prime

contractors

Hammock activities, 120–121
Highway Bridge example project,

27–29
arrow diagram of, 352–355
bid-item summary sheets (SI units),

323–343
bid-item summary sheets (U.S.

units), 42–43, 309–322
case studies, 381–393
cash flow in, 275–278
cost accounting in, 243, 245–247
cost estimating in, 34–38
early activity times in, 93–95
financial management in, 270
flood damage in, 385–386
late activity times in, 97–99
planning in, 69–70, 381–385
project outline, 345–346
resource management in, 178–179
time acceleration in, 160–165
time management in, 206–217
updating in, 388–391
up-front costs in, 274

Home offices, overhead for, 55

Impacted baseline schedules,
293–295

Index number estimate, 32
Indirect labor costs, 46
Indirect (overhead) expenses:

estimating, 53–55
and project acceleration, 151–154

Interface events, see Events, interface

Job activities, see Activities
Job logic, 66–67
Job restraints, 67–68

Key-date schedules, 199–201

Labor and material payment bonds,
56

Labor costs:
accounting for, 229–233

estimating, 45–47
indirect, 46
and resource management, 176
unit costs, 46–47

Labor requirements, 176–187
complex labor scheduling,

185–187
daily labor needs, projected,

178–179
manpower leveling, 180–184
and restricted labor supply,

184–185
tabulation of, 176–178
and variation in labor demand, 179

Lag relationships (in precedence
notation), 74

Lags (between activities),
111–114

Late activity times, 97–99
Late event times, 356–357
Late finish (LF), 92–93, 97–99, 117,

118, 212–213
Late finish sort, 110
Late start (LS), 92–93, 97–99, 117,

118–119, 212–213
Late start sort, 110
Leased equipment, 47–49
LF, see Late finish
Line-of-balance schedules, 288–289
Logic diagrams, 288
Longest time path, shortening of,

150
Look ahead schedules, 144–145
LS, see Late start
Lump-sum contracts/projects,

10–11
financial management with,

263–266
owner, schedule of payments by,

271–272
pay requests for, 263–266
progress measurements under,

260–261
summary sheets for, 41–44

Management:
construction, 9–10
during design phase, 13
by exception, 19, 23
of field construction, 13–14
input of, in cost estimating, 38

Manpower leveling, 180–184
Manual methods, 26–27
Markup, 55–56
Material management, 175–176
Material restraints, 67–68
Materials:

bulk, 254
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Materials: (continued)
estimating cost of, 44
handling of, 138–139
ordering/expediting of, 137–138
planning for acquisition of,

132–133
storage/protection of, 138–139

Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS),
135–136

Material scheduling, 192–194
Merge activities, 93–95
Milestone events, 121, 170
Mobilization costs, 49
Modified arrow notation, 359–361
Move-in date, adjustment of, 201
MSDS (Material Safety Data Sheets),

135–136

Need for project management, 17–18
Negotiated contracts, 6

On-the-job training, 134
Operational schedules, 286–287
OT (overtime), 231–232
Outline, project, 345–346
Overhead, see Indirect expenses
Overtime (OT), 231–232
Owner(s), 4

approval of schedule by, 299–300
schedule of payments by, 268–272

Panel unit cost estimate, 33
Paperwork, planning for, 145–146
Parallel performance (of critical

activities), 157–158
Parameter cost estimate, 33
Partial takeoff estimate, 33
Payment(s):

final, 272
progress, 260–261
scheduling of, 268–272
to subcontractors, 267–268

Pay requests:
for cost-plus contracts, 267
for lump-sum contracts, 265
for unit-price contracts, 261

Performance bonds, 56
Personnel planning, 134–135
PERT, see Program Evaluation Review

and Technique
Phased construction, 8
Planning, 21, 63–84. See also

Production planning
and activities, 65–66
with arrow notation, 347
beginning-to-end planning, 68

computer applications to, 83–84
for Highway Bridge example,

74–77
and job logic, 66–67
and lag relationships, 74
methodologies of, 65
network format for, 72–74
phase, 64–65
precedence notation/diagrams for,

72–80
and repetitive operations, 77–80
and restraints, 67–68
steps in, 65
and time acceleration, 157
top-down planning, 69–79

Planning stage (of construction
projects), 3–4

Postproject evaluation, 256–257
Precedence notation, 70–82, 287–289

arrow notation vs., 70–71, 348,
365–366

dependency lines in, 73
diagram, precedence, 71–72
for example project, 74–77
lag relationships in, 74
network format in, 72–74
repetitive operations in, 77–79
subnetworks in, 82–83
value of, 77

Preliminary cost estimates, 32–33
Prime contractors, 1–2, 5
Private owners, 4
Procurement, 4
Production planning, 129–146

and activity planning, 141–142
and assembly processes, 140–141
checklists, use of, 142–143
and documentation, 145–146
equipment and materials, 133–134,

137–139
look ahead schedules, use of,

144–145
and paperwork, 145–146
personnel, morale/training of,

134–136
and quality control system,

136–137
and re-engineering, 131–132
safety program, implementation of,

135–136
scope of, 132
team for, 129–131
technical problems,

prevention/anticipation of,
133–134

Production rate, 45
Program Evaluation Review and

Technique (PERT), 347–366
CPM vs., 85–86

and scheduling, 85–86, 90–91
Progress measurement, 22–23,

203–204
Progress payments, 260–261
Progress reporting, 204–210,

219–221
Project budget, 59–61
Project changes, 279–281
Project cost accounting, 24–25,

228–229
Project cost codes, 225–228
Project cost control, 224
Project management:

need for, 17–18
procedures for, 19–20
scope of, 18

Project manager, 14–15
Project number, 225–227
Project outline, 345–346
Project progress curves, 219–220
Project time acceleration, see Time

acceleration, project
Public owners, 4

Quality control system, 136–137
Quantity survey, 36–38

Recap sheet (project cost estimating),
57–59

Re-engineering, 131–132
Reinforcing steel, 67–68
Rented equipment, 47–49
Repairs, 187–188
Repetitive operations:

in arrow notation, 359
bar charts for, 126–127
in precedence notation, 77–80
summary diagrams for, 116–117
Reports:
cost, 235–236
labor time, 236–241
progress, 204–213, 219–221
project cost accounting, 229–230
weekly labor, 236–237
work quantity, 233–235

Resource-loaded schedules, 300
Resource management, 25, 173–196

aspects of, 175–176
basic objective of, 173–174
computer application with,

191–192
equipment requirements, 187–191
expediting of resources, 195–196
labor requirements, 176–187
materials, 192–194
of subcontractors, 194–195

Resource restraints, 67–68
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Resource leveling, 180–181
Restraints, planning, 67–68
Risk analysis, 131

Safety planning, 135–136
Safety restraints, 67–68
Schedule(s), 285–307

as-built, 286–287, 295–296
baseline, 293–295
but-for, 295–296
and determination of project

delays, 289–292
impacted baseline, 293–295
legal aspects of, 296–301
line-of-balance, 288–289
operational, 286–287
owner approval of, 299–300
presentation of, 287–289, 306–307
resource-loaded, 300
role of, 285–286
short-term, 287
unknowns, handling of, 301–305
updated, 286–287
and weather effects, 301–305

Schedule performance variance
(SPI), 252

Schedule variance (SV), 252
Scheduling, project, 21, 85–128. See

also Time acceleration, project
with arrow diagram, 352–353
with bar charts, 124–127
calendar dates, 104–106, 108
computer application to, 127
corrective actions, 213–214
and cost estimating, 40
and critical path, 100–101
detailed schedules, 201–203
early activity times, 93–95
early start schedules, 104–106
equipment scheduling, 189–191
and estimation of activity

durations, 86–89
and estimation of project duration,

96–97
field supervisors, role of, 64–65
and float paths, 102–104
and free float, 100, 123
of hammock activities, 120–121
interfaces, computations of,

118–119
key-date schedules, 199–210
and lags between activities,

111–114
late activity times, 97–99
look ahead schedules, 144–145
material scheduling, 192–194
of milestone events, 123

network time, computations of,
92–93

payment scheduling, 268–272
and presentation of activity

times/float values, 102–107
procedure for, 85–86
for repetitive operation projects,

114–117
sorting of activities, 109–111
subcontractors, 194–195
tabular time schedules, 106–107
and time contingency, 90–91
with time-scaled networks, 121–122
and total float, 100, 122–124
updating, 218–219
and weather delays, 91–92,

108–109
Scientific management concepts, 79
Short-term schedules, 144–145, 287
Single-contract system, 5
Sorts (of sorting), 109–111
Specialty contractors, 2
Speculative construction, 12–13
SPI, see Schedule performance index
Straight time (ST), 231–232
Subcontractors, 2, 7, 176

estimating costs of, 52–53
payments to, 267–268
project time acceleration through

use of, 156–160
scheduling of, 194–195

Subdivision (of critical activities),
154–159

Subnetworks (in precedence
notation), 82–83

Summary arrow diagrams, 362–363
Summary sheets, 41–44

SI units, 324–337
U.S. units, 310–322

Suspense accounts, 253–254
SV, see Schedule variance

Tabular time schedules, 106–107
TCPI, see To-complete cost

performance index
Technical problems, prevention and

anticipation of, 133–134
TF, see Total float
Time acceleration, project, 147–172

computerized time-cost trade-offs,
154–155

and direct costs, 150–153
by expediting, 160–165, 168–170
in Highway Bridge example,

156–170
and indirect costs, 1153
limitations on, 166

longest time path, shortening of,
150

manual approach to, 155–156
milestone/interface events, dates

of, 170
need for, 147–148
parallel, performance of critical

activities in, 157–158
practical aspects of, 155–156
procedure for, 148–150
project extension vs., 170–171
and restudy of project plan, 157
and subcontracting, 160
and subdivision of critical activities,

158–159
and variation of total project cost

with time, 166–168
Time cards, 231–233
Time-cost envelope, 249–250
Time-cost trade-off, 154–155, 166
Time management, project, 20–21,

22–23, 197–221. See also Time
acceleration, project

aspects of, 198–199
bar charts for, 205–208, 210–212
computer applications in,

218–219
and corrective actions, 213–214
detailed schedules for, 201–203
field progress narrative for, 210
key-date schedules for, 199–210
move-in date, adjustment of, 201
and network updating, 214–218
progress measurements/reporting,

203–204, 219–221
project progress curves for,

219–221
system for, 197–198
weekly progress reports for,

208–210
Time reduction, see Time

acceleration, project
Time reports, equipment, 243–244
Time-scaled logic diagrams, 288
Time-scaled networks, 121–122, 365
To-complete cost performance index

(TCPI), 253
Top-down planning, 65, 69–70
Total float sort, 110
Total float (TF), 100, 122–124,

212–213, 355, 357
Total Quality Management (TQM),

136–137
Training, on-the-job, 134
Turn-key contracts, 9, 12

Unbalanced bidding, 58–59
Unit area cost estimate, 32
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Unit-price contracts/projects, 10–11
bidding for, 58–59
owner, schedule of payments by,

268–271
pay requests for, 261–263
summary sheets for, 41–44

Unit volume cost estimate, 33
Updated schedules, 286–287, 388
Updating, network, 214–217

WBS, see Work breakdown structure
Weather calendars, 108–109,

301–305
Weather delays, 301–305

allowances for, 91–92
calendars for, 108–109

Weekly equipment cost reports,
244–246

Weekly labor cost reports, 237–241

Weekly labor reports, 236–237
Weekly progress reports, 208–210
Work breakdown structure (WBS),

225–226
Work quantities:

measurement of, 233–234
network activities, determination

from, 234–235
Work type code, 226




